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Entry #1  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


First News at 8am 
WYFXLP (Fox)Youngstown, OH DMA: 
110 
Feb 05 2010 8:07AM EST 
Programming Type: News 
her sentence...putting her now on three 
year's probation. foutz had a baby while 
in prison- but she hasn't seen it since 
birth. officer linert is still off-duty. how 
much garbage do you throw away? the 
environmental protection agency 
estimates every person generates four to 
five pounds of trash a day. and much of it 
ends up here...at the mahoning landfill in 
new springfield. but the landfill only has 
capacity to accept waste for eight more 
years.  


 
Entry #2  


 


KMEG News at Sunrise 
KMEG (CBS)Sioux City, IA DMA: 148 
Feb 05 2010 6:43AM CST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 1982 
Est. Publicity Value: $17 (30 
Seconds) $34 (Total)  
understand how important it is to your 
hometown. .each friday, we present farm 
focus.. a special segment examing the 
news and issues affecting today's 
agriculture... whether it's from across the 
fence or around the world. focus, i'm 
dennis nimorrice. the environmental 
protection agency delivered both good 
news and bad news to the renewable 
fuels industry inthis week when finalizing 
the rules ngto  
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Direct Link  


History 
CSPAN3 (CSPAN3)National 
Programming, DMA: 0 
Feb 05 2010 7:29AM EST 
Programming Type: Public affairs 
finding that the congress provided in the 
recovery act. i was pleased to welcome 
our epa administrator, lisa jackson, to 
during, north carolina last week to 
announce a major recovery act awarded 
to north carolina for further work on the 
raleigh to charlotte lead of the high-speed 
rail corridor. we have been laying the 
groundwork for this for about 20 years, 
but it has been slow progress. there has 
not been a substantial federal revenue 
stream, and we have now changed that. 
we feel like our own investments, our 
efforts in building up this route have been 
rewarded. we are well positioned now to 
make use of the federalunds to finish the 
job, to get the raleigh to charlotte 
corridor where it needs to be. 90 mile an 
hour speeds, something over just two 
hours of  
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Play Media 


Direct Link  


Stormcenter 17 Today 
WAND (NBC)Champaign, IL DMA: 84 
Feb 05 2010 6:16AM CST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 14165 
Est. Publicity Value: $129 (30 
Seconds) $258 (Total)  
or corn stalks-and that industry is way 
behind schedule developing the 
technology. to ease the problem, the epa 
has loosened its philosophy on how much 
land around the world is converted to 
food production. announcing the epa 
policy change, administrator lisa 
jackson indicated the epa was just 
becoming aware that corn growers are 
making significant yield advancements 
not previously considered by the agency, 
and the 15 billion gallon limit on corn- 
based ethanol would be raised if ethanol's 
ability to reduce greenhouse gases is at 
least 20% better than gasoline. it is 21% 
better. epa says the new rules will 
increase net farm income by $13 billion in 
2022, but only increase food prices by 
$10 per person per year. wednesday's 
corn market paid little attention-because 
it is focused solely on whether epa will 
allow ethanol blends to increase to 15% 
from the current 10%. in the meantime, 
usda will provide financial assistance for 
biomass programs to facilitate  
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WAPT (ABC)Jackson, MS DMA: 90 
Feb 05 2010 5:37AM CST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 8317 
Est. Publicity Value: $170 (30 
Seconds) $340 (Total)  
on enforcement. that's one o the things 
we hate. we hate that it has to come to 
fines. that' money that needs to be spent 
o the system. that's one of th things we'll 
work with the cit on. if the city can't pay, 
w would rather see the city pu the money 
into fixing th problem. and we will work 
with the department of justice on that as 
well. sm: getting mone to upgrade 
jackson's water system has been the 
problem, but that's where it gets political 
the epa administrator says she's 
disappointed the capital cit wasn't able to 
take advantage of federal money from 
the president's recovery act, an she 
discussed it with the mayo and other city 
leaders lisa p. jackson what we talked 
about was president obama' recovery act 
which included six- billion-dollars for 
water an wastewater projects. but 
unfortunately jackson wasn't ready. the 
project needed to b shovel ready, 
because th president wanted jobs ready 
to go on the ground. and what w talked 
about was how to ge ready. sm: i asked 
mayor johnson why the city wasn't ready. 
harvey johnson 03:19:46 we'r not aware 
of that. we didn't discuss that. sm: the 
city has also tried to get money in the  
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Play Media 


Direct Link  


WAPT 5:00a News 
WAPT (ABC)Jackson, MS DMA: 90 
Feb 05 2010 5:36AM CST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 8317 
Est. Publicity Value: $170 (30 
Seconds) $340 (Total)  
recommendations. but w found-out from 
e-p-a administrator lisa p jackson---
the city may have to come-up with more 
money, because your health was in 
danger year ago. lisa p. jackson: this 
city unfortunately has a long history of 
violations sm: i sat down with 
environmental protectio agency 
administrator lisa p. jackson last 
month. she was in town for an 
environmenta justice tour, but was also 
her to talk about the drinking water and 
sewer system lisa p. jackson, epa 
administrator: the pipe breaks are one 
thing. but it's th symptom of a problem. 
olde cities with infrastructure that's 
starting to go, and a lot of money need to 
make that infrastructure come back up to 
snuff. sm: she said the city may have put 
your health at- risk by violating clean 
water standard in the past, based on its 
sewe system. she mentioned sludge 
coming out of a treatment plan into the 
pearl river in the late 90's. this could 
mean fines, o top of trying to take care o 
old-water- lines sm/lisa p. jackson: "is 
that something you're looking at? having 
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to fine them for what's been happening 
and what recently happened?" already---
there hav been discussions about concern  
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Fox Ten News at 5am 
WALA (Fox)Mobile, AL DMA: 60 
Feb 05 2010 5:35AM CST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 26404 
Est. Publicity Value: $259 (30 
Seconds) $518 (Total)  
systems says a local company called 
liquid environmental services is treating 
waste water that drains from a landfill 
from perry county. but at one time that 
landfill accepted coal ash. mawss says if 
there is anything solid left after 
treatment, the cake-like sewage will be 
used as fertilizer in grand bay. 
commissioner mike dean isn't happy. " 
it's totally unacceptable to use my district 
as a dumpsite or even mobile county for 
toxic waste so we want to make sure that 
when i take my environmental engineer 
we ask questions about how they'll treat 
it." mawss says the industrial waste 
water is treated according to epa 
standards. residents fear it could lead to 
a slew of health and environmental 
problems. if you're just joining us.. we 
want to bring you up to speed on some of 
the other stories making headlines this 
morning. the search is over... for 2 men.. 
who had been lost off the alabama coast 
in a  
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News 5 Today 
WCYB (NBC)Tri-Cities (TN-VA), VA 
DMA: 93 
Feb 05 2010 5:42AM EST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 27127 
Est. Publicity Value: $308 (30 
Seconds) $616 (Total)  
test kits .. tennessee residents can get 
free test kits from the state. it's a 
container of activated charcoal.. that's in 
your home for 2 to 7 days. jan compton: 
"you want it in your lowest living area 
where it would represent the highest 
levels in the home that would be the 
worst case scenario." angela yingling: 
"hardware stores also sell radon test kits 
they're about 10-15 dollars and they look 
just like the ones you would get from the 
state. some even have pre-paid 
envelopes to mail the test into the lab." 
jan compton: "the lab will send results in 
the mail and they will analyze and detect 
how much radon was present over a 
given period of time." certified 
contractors also do in-home radon test or 
you can buy kits online. no matter what 
kind of test you use.. they'll come up with 
a number of how much radon was 
detected. the environmental 
protection agency considers four or 
lower a safe level. if you want more 
information about how to get a radon test 
kit.. both tennessee and virginia have 
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800- numbers. those numbers are listed 
on our website. testing for radon is 
simple.. and getting the radon out of your 
home.. is something the halls say.. is 
worth all the effort. angela yingling news 
five." johnny and now we go to 
meterologist marcus lynch in the  
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News 5 Today 
WLWT (NBC)Cincinnati, OH DMA: 33 
Feb 05 2010 5:33AM EST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 24508 
Est. Publicity Value: $213 (30 
Seconds) $426 (Total)  
as school closings and delays come in... 
rember...news five ... is your official 
school closing station .. count on us... to 
bring you the latest on air.... and on-line. 
just go to the tri-state's number one 
news website .. wlwt dot com... and look 
for the winter storm on our home page. 
the ohio environmental protection agency 
is looking into what caused a gas leak in 
norwood... on thursday... residents in the 
area of robertson and forest avenues... 
were forced to evacuate. the threat was 
quickly contained... but the epa has yet 
to identity the source of that leak... or 
even what kind of gas it was. we do know 
-- something suspicious was whistling out 
of a hole that was drilled at a near by 
company. the hole has been capped. an 
encounter between a seven -year old and 
a school resource officer... had one tri-
state parent so concerned... she took 
their child to the hospital... now... she 
has filed a complaint with the police... 
news five's eric flack has the latest.. a 
school resource officer...  
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NUMB3RS 
TNT (TNT)National Programming, 
DMA: 0 
Feb 05 2010 4:13AM EST 
Programming Type: Drama 
Est. Households/Views: 1163301 
Est. Publicity Value: $12146 (30 
Seconds) $24292 (Total)  
allergens, pet dander, even smelly and 
potentially harmful voc compounds can 
actually be floating in the air you're 
breathing! but now you can clean that air 
with the incredible oreck xl professional 
air purifier. and if you call and order now 
you'll pay no interest ever! the secret to 
oreck's effectiveness is its patented 
truman cell filter. the oreck air purifier 
constantly moves the air in the room 
through its powerful six-stage filtration 
system. its electrostatic plates capture 
many impurities such as dust, allergens, 
bacteria - even viruses -- then puts clean 
air back in the room. how clean is the air 
in your home? try my oreck professional 
air purifier for a full 30 days risk free, 
with free shipping! stand by for a very 
special limited-time offer! call right now 
and david oreck will automatically 
upgrade you to his new proshield plus air 
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purifier. it combines the truman cell with 
the revolutionary new helios shield for 
even greater odor elimination. he'll also 
send you his amazing cordless 
refrigerator 
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Entry #1 
ALJZ-ENGLISH - The hit from the US Presidencies customized tv address from the White 
House on the oil disaster of the Gulf of Mexican and added that just a little bit down the right in 
Congress the EPA safety didn't seduce to give evidence presence in a two day two of the gulf 
coast described in this for the Americas the environmentally minded left him a set of documents 
should be payment a series of money saving shall become some mistakes which dramatically 
increased 
 
Entry #2 
Washington Journal 
CSPAN - The EPA released on the website what is in the stuff. if you go to aep and.gov/bps pill 
-- if you've got 500 pounds of that stuff on the ground, it is a superfund site. 
 
Entry #3 
On the Record With Greta Van Susteren 
FNC - Effective way that includes the EPA, coast guard and all these federal agencies that have 
oversight over this kind of disaster 
 
Entry #4 
Mad Money 
CNBC (CNBC) - We have new EPA emissions limits on sulfur dioxide coming, first in 40 years, 
regulations which could force many utilities to switch from coal to natural gas. 
 
 
Entry #7 
All Things Considered 
WNYC (NPR) - We're going to say the appointment today indicate that it's got excellent that you 
can have and pierce got mostly to EPA and the US  Coast Guard forming joint commands 
together coordinating the response to dispel that residents and elected officials with lake 
complained bitterly of the two entities are creating a bureaucratic nightmare  
 
Entry #8 
U.S. Senate 
CSPAN2 (CSPAN2) -  a chance of fighting BP 
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Entry #9 
Today in Washington 
CSPAN (CSPAN) - a unified command is made up of those three princpal parties, but it also 
includes represent us from the EPA, the Department of Interior, the Bureau of Land Management 
added as a relevant makeup of that unified effort 
 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #5 
Eyewitness News Everywhere 
WPTY (ABC)Memphis, TN - Shelby county engineer Michael Oakes... wasted no time 
responding to the list of violations cited by the EPA 
 
Entry #6 
NBC 17 News at 7 
WNCN (NBC) Raleigh-Durham, NC - Brown says the plan is to mix the Kanaf with microbes, 
or bacteria... and dump the product in the gulf's marshlands. 
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Direct Link  


(ALJZ-ENGLISH)International Programming, 
DMA: 0 
Jun 15 2010 8:25AM EDT 
the greek finance minister is this recovery effort is 
on track events as a conservative athens michael 
that would help fix that . ... thousands of 
romanians have been protesting outside 
parliament building with dressing her . but that 
confidence that that monday and public set of 
weapons and . and she is angry at government 
proposals for sweeping cuts in public by 
governments has come so necessary to get the 
next installment of money from the international 
monetary fund and the european union . we're 
about . the hit from the us presidencies 
customized tv address from the white house on 
the oil disaster of the gulf of mexican and added 
that just a little bit down the right in congress the 
epa safety didn't seduce to give evidence 
presence in a two day two of the gulf coast 
described in this for the americas the 
environmentally minded left him a set of 
documents should be payment a series of money 
saving shall become some mistakes which 
dramatically increased .  
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CSPAN (CSPAN)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
Jun 15 2010 7:10AM EDT 
Programming Type: Talk News Politics 
Interview Public affairs 
person had come into the marshland and it is 
almost impossible to get the stuff up. it is like 
crazy glue. host: what i looking forward to 
hearing? caller: that he is going to order as 
commander in chief of the epa to cease using that 
this person. the epa released on the website what 
is in the stuff. if you go to aep and.gov/bps pill -- 
if you've got 500 pounds of that stuff on the 
ground, it is a superfund site. that stuff should not 
be coming up. i don't like the birds, either. i wish 
he would tell us he will stop any of the controlled 
burns that put all of the toxic smoke in the air. 
and with the dispersants, it forces a toxic cloud 
above ground that can come all the way where 
you are sittinn in  
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On the Record With Greta Van Susteren 
FNC (FNC)National Programming, DMA: 0 
Jun 15 2010 1:05AM EDT 
Programming Type: Talk Public affairs 
Est. Households/Views: 649208 
Est. Publicity Value: $0 (30 Seconds) $0 
(Total)  
effective way that includes the epa, coast guard 
and all these federal agencies that have oversight 
over this kind of disaster. >> greta: steve, thank 
you. florida's attorney general wants bp to open its 
wallet. attorney general mccollum joins us live, 
good evening. >> thank you. >> greta: tomorrow 
night we'll hear from the president from the oval 
office lots of disc ussion about bp putting money 
in an escrow account in the last day or two. back 
to june 10th, were you the first in your letter on 
behalf of the state of florida to come up with this 
idea of putting money in escrow by bp? >> we 
were the first as far as i know. i called for that last 
week. we asked for 2 1/2 billion dollars for florida 
beca use we've been dealing with the claims issue 
there. our state is impacted even though we 
haven't seen as much oil as may come ashore in 
florida we've seen tremendo us  
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Est. Publicity Value: $0 (30 Seconds) $0 
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the nat gas stocks are roaring. you better believe 
catastrophe in the gulf means a shift away from oil 
towards natural gas. the big integrated oil 
company like shell, total, exxon, and yes, bp, 
making major natural gas acquisitions. shell did 
one a few weeks ago. we have new epa emissions 
limits on sulfur dioxide coming, first in 40 years, 
regulations which could force many utilities to 
switch from coal to natural gas. the president, 
after endlessly refusing to embrace this cleaner, 
cheaper fuel that could create tons of jobs, help 
us bring energy independence, finally seems to be 
thinking about natural gas, talked about it the 
other day. biggest of all, nat gas closed up $5, 
finally broke the $5 ceiling. that's one side of the 
ledger. on the other side, the negative side, we're 
still seeing a ton of natural gas drilling, according 
to the baker hughes recount numbers we saw on 
friday. you know what, if we want to see prices to 
be maintained, we actually need to see less 
drilling, not more, because supply means a tighter 
market  
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Eyewitness News Everywhere 
WPTY (ABC)Memphis, TN DMA: 50 
Jun 14 2010 10:06PM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 36175 
Est. Publicity Value: $1211 (30 Seconds) 
$2422 (Total)  
between walnut grove and macon. if proper 
protocol isn't followed... dirty storm water and 
construction debris...pollution.. . washes into 
nearby creeks and rivers. so tonight...i asked the 
shelby county engineer for some answers. <sot 
<"if you drive out there right now...you see no 
evidence whatsoever of any violation." shelby 
county engineer michael oakes... wasted no time 
responding to the list of violations cited by the 
epa. federal investigators say this houston levee 
expansion project... between walnut grove and 
macon road... didn't have adequate erosion 
control. in plain english: not enough barriers to 
keep storm drain-off and trash from washing into 
the nearby grays and marys creeks. "it's not really 
a big thing. but it can be a big thing if they decide 
to give us a big fine. it could be serious. but we 
take it very seriously." the e-p-a tonight... taking 
the federal clean water act seriously. "by taking 
these enforcement actions," says regional 
administrator stan meiburg, "we are sending a 
strong message  
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WNCN (NBC)Raleigh-Durham, NC DMA: 26 
Jun 14 2010 7:16PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 29267 
Est. Publicity Value: $488 (30 Seconds) $976 
(Total)  
absorbent product in the world" brown says the 
plan is to mix the kanaf with microbes, or 
bacteria... and dump the product in the gulf's 
marshlands. "then the microbes go crazy eating, 
yum yum yum all the oil and then every 20 to 40 
minutes that population of microbes doubles, 
moves to the marsh and then consumes the oil, 
and when it's gone, they die" brown says they 
already have 10- thousand pounds packaged 
ready to go in new orleans waiting for a trial run. 
but first... he needs to get approval from the 
government and has been working with the 
director of the u-s department of interior. "hes 
helping us push the product through the epa...we 
have an application in now and once it gets 
approved, we go back to bp and start using it at 
that point" hopeful it will help contain the oil 
spill... and it's devestating impact. lauren hills nbc 
17 news. brown was in louisiana last   
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All Things Considered 
WNYC (NPR)National Programming, DMA: 0 
Jun 14 2010 7:10PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
a resumption of the quarter we're going to say the 
appointment today indicate that it's got excellent 
that you can have and pierce got mostly to epa 
and the us coast guard forming joint commands 
together coordinating the response to dispel that 
residents and elected officials with lake 
complained bitterly of the two entities are creating 
a bureaucratic nightmare . now listen here's brian 
mann reports and coast guard and beat the 
officials are visiting the struggling communities 
trying to ease the tensions of frustrated residents . 
... midafternoon enjoyed it was the command 
center in houma louisiana is packed with people 
sitting with computers they monitored huge 
overhead screens to show maps of the gulf 
coastline this is where the coast guard indeed he 
needs power to our decisions to shape this 
massive effort where should the oil boom where 
consumers the right which the chief should clean 
up crews scoured next to the command center sits 
inside the peace corps for .  
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DMA: 0 
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Programming Type: Public affairs News 
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that everything would be made clear. so do you 
expect that's going to happen? >> my real hope, 
and this is the only statement on this part i'll make 
-- we as individuals, small businesses, fishermen 
ourselves, have not -- we do not have a chance of 
fighting bp. we will not win that battle. you guys 
can help us. the sba can help us. i should not be 
borrowing money from the s -- i should be getting 
a grant from sba that bp pays and you guys get 
the money from bp. >> well, guess what? we 
intend to -- we intend to help you. >> we can't do 
it on our own. >> as you heard, we're going to 
stay on this until we do. i just have -- >> i really 
appreciate that. >> i have a couple of quick 
questions, ms. subra, about the environmental 
impacts. because you talked in your written and 
your oral testimony about these dispersants. and 
you're great concern for the gulf coast residents. 
the epa has also expressed concerns about t 
burning of   
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CSPAN (CSPAN)National Programming, DMA: 
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Jun 14 2010 10:09AM EDT 
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and on the shore line every day. they want to 
impact success against the mission we have which 
is producing oil on the water and reducing the 
potential risks to the shoreline. >> thad allen is 
the -- >> national incident commander. >> under 
him? >> there is the area command in which 
admiral watson represents the coastguard and 
thesutton represents ppm a state representative 
for louisiana. a unified command is made up of 
those three princcpal parties, but it also includes 
represent us from the epa, the department of 
interior, the bureau of land management added as 
a relevant makeup of that unified effort. >> who 
is paying for all this?  
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were done with this phase ii study we don't have sufficient data to provide a cost estimate for 
what it's going to cost to clean up if we did a phase iii study maybe we'd have sufficient 
information to make that judgment. 
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the real price tag will surface after the vote... even 
the epa says after were done with this phase ii 
study we don't have sufficient data to provide a 
cost estimate for what it's going to cost to clean 
up if we did a phase iii study maybe we'd have 
sufficient information to make that judgment... but 
supporter of the arena dick campbell says there 
isn't a phase iii but the next step would be to 
create and submit a plan to clean up the toxins... 
he says the projected cost will cover the job... the 
7.5 million that is budgeted for clean-up is more 
than enough is cost us $300,008 to clean up the 
haymarket ball field area that had similar toxins 
and so this is a brown field site this isn't a super 
funded clean up... the no2arena group also 
believes the clean up should be paid for by 
burlington northern not the tax payers... but the 
city says áit wants to buy the land.. so we'll have 
to clean it up.. which can't begin   
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offshore oil drilling. >> sean: no he's not. he was 
for exploration not for drilling. >> let's face it, 
with obama and the epa and their positions he 
would have said i'm for offshore oil drilling then it 
would have been litigated to the point that no oil 
ever would have been drilled for. he's going to say 
i'm for nuclear energy it will be litigated by the 
environmentalists who will never allow a nuclear 
power plant to be built in america. you are never 
going to have a real energy policy >> sean: i think 
we should be good stewards of the planet god 
gave us. with that said, while we are drilling, 
expanding coal mining, building nuclear facilities 
we could develop new technology. liberals are free 
to do that >> windmills in nantucket. >> sean: 
i'm all for it, right in ted kennedy's backyard. >> it 
is a spill they will  
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dropped in this area. things are going to be 
winding down very quickly as it moves into the 
lake of michigan, lake michigan. >> want to thank 
dave casper, storm chaser, for talking to us. we'll 
talk about what is happening and tonight the 
latest on the disaster in the gulf and the flooding 
in nashville. the stories coming up.?? your new 
energy star qualified kenmore elite is ready to go. 
so, you're just gonna dump the old one into the 
ocean somewhere. dillion. actually, dillion... sears 
joined forces with the epa to make sure it's 
recycled the right way. that's rad. it is rad. it's 
called responsible appliance disposal. so it's 
rad...literally.  
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near knoxville ... and a second leak nearer us in 
stevenson alabama. now the epa may label coal 
ash as a hazardous waste. there is a 90 public 
comment period before the agency makes a final 
ruling. the nashville area is still coping with flood 
waters. the state prison system has evacuated 
three hundred inmates from their facility in 
nashville because of flooding. another four 
hundred have been moved to the prison gym. 
kristen johnson takes us for an aerial tour of the 
flooding in nashville today. the cumberland river 
peaked last night at a record eleven feet over 
flood stage. but it will be the rest of the week until 
this river returns to it's banks. this is the river 
today as it heads through the heart of nashville. 
yesterday l-p field was flooded up to the first 
row... today you can see the grass again at the 
home of the tennessee titans. now a look at the 
downtown streets.. where the river still clings to 
lower broadway. and it still covers first and second 
avenues. but the most damage to the city's 
tourism industry is out at the opryland complex. 
dozens of cars are still under water in the opry  
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must now curb power associated with downloading 
those program guide information and the epa says 
that on average, energy star tvs are 40% more 
efficient than conventional models. >>> on to gas 
price the massive oil spill off louisiana's coast 
continues to threaten the environment and oil gas 
analysts say that the spill will not affect gas pices 
at least not in the coming months. today we spoke 
with an analyst with the oil price information 
service and he says that gas prices typically rise 
each year around memorial day. and it is an 
annual retail peak. so prices at the palm will not 
soar above what we are used to seeing during the 
summer travel season. today's average price for 
gasoline around the d.c. metro region is $2.91. 
that's seven cents more than a month ago. he told 
us today he does not foresee the average price for 
gas going above $3.50 this summer.  
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built for the massive oil slick still growing and the 
gulf of mexico is costing the heat six million dollars 
a day at the hospital or to a lot hasn't reached 
land yes there is still continuing belief that some 
points that will stress and socialists of louisiana 
another republican governor of california arnold 
schwarzenegger has said he does not support 
offshore drilling out correspondents and louisiana 
mask it cost us . ... one mile beneath the safe in 
the mississippi canyon to fight to block the coiled 
continues to cut channels most even the opinion 
that is how much the shoal one estimate is one 
barrel every 20 seconds for the last two weeks and 
. ... epa has set up a series of crisis centers has 
been working round . the clock to stop the flow of 
oil . ... so a phone with no success of this right .  
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(BLOOME)International Programming, DMA: 
0 
May 20 2010 8:40AM EDT 
no in your own terms the laws need to get his 
near miss our website at about ten percent this 
year but if you translated into us dollars but that 
twenty three percent to more than double the 
head betting that investors are taking if you have 
exposure to european equity funds . bob john and 
investors are starting it that met did though they 
are . they they certainly are we're seeing more 
evidence that they are selling lions with exposure 
in europe they're already doing that in march and 
april the epa got or had an interesting stat this 
year with us that was eleven billion in how close of 
european equity funds this year four point nine 
billion coming in the last three days or certainly 
will continue to watch that don't they . okay all 
right john thanks so much like you're a decorated 
it and investors searching for at and see that fear 
about buying a treasury market one thing when 
they need money manager pointing his clients in 
the emerging market their eyes and had warned 
that arabs and that in any think of emerging 
markets you don't usually think a cave and .  
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the deepwater horizon. >> to talk more about bp, 
we're joined by a former top investigator of the 
epa. up until is retarded 2008, scott west was a 
special agent in charge for the criminal best 
addition division of the epa. in 2006 he led an 
investigation of bp following a major oil pipeline 
leak in alaska's north slope that spilled 250,000 
gallons of oil on the alaskan tundra. before he 
finished his investigation, the bush justice 
department reached a settlement with bp and the 
oil company agreed to pay $20 million. at the 
same time, bp managed to avoid prosecution for 
the texas city refinery explosion that killed 15 
workers by paying a $50 million settlement. scott 
west joins us from seattle where he works for the 
sea shepherd conservation society. thank you for 
joining us. lay out the previous  
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now in charge of cleaning up our environment. 
epa administrator lisa jackson, is heavily 
involved in the effort to get the bp oil leak under 
control. she joins us live from washington, this 
morning. we've got much  
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local, state, and government officials have been 
dealing with the oil spill in the gulf of mexico for 
four weeks now. it's probably safe to say this is a 
very, very series situation that could last for years 
and months and years into the future. >> it's a 
top concern of the environmental protection 
agency. and epa administrator lisa jackson 
joins us live from washington. >> hi, sally-ann 
and eric. >> >> and you were before the 
congress the other day. there's a lot of blame 
going around. how do you feel that the 
government response has been? >> i believe the 
government has been all hands on deck. we 
haven't gotten a lucky break. the first good news 
was the insertion of the riser.  
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assistance. miss jackson, i want to thank you 
personally for the great work your district in the 
west does for us and other areas. thank you, mr. 
chairman, i yield ba back. >> do you have any 
questions of the dr. lubchenco or administrator 
jackson? >> s, mr. chairman. may i be 
recognized? >> yes. we are out of time on the 
floor but 152 have now voted. >> administrator 
jackson, what is the epa's role of oil slicks that 
they indicate may be an enormous environmental 
problem and how complete is the epa's 
understanding of the size and number of these oil 
slicks as well as their potential effect on the 
environment? >> sir, in the interest of time, i'll 
defer to administrator lubcnco because epa has 
a very small role in marine  
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Coast to Coast 
WABC (WABC)National 
Programming, DMA: 0 
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i love it . hear more mary 
ellen story began to learn 
more about equal it's a chevy 
got it made and that's a no 
win based on epa estimated 
32 miles real . ... it's ... 5 30 
on thursday morning it was a 
day of itself it's not that it's 
it's the headlines from it . ... 
it's buyers have been allowed 
a league of their children in a 
hotel and terror and a . three 
women have arrived in 
tehran has denied that had 
comments following local 
confidence it's anything that 
they can live that clinton and 
children was in tehran's 
notorious it isn't it . nbc is on 
a day go mothers helping 
persuade iranian officials 
point and take their children 
home with them back to the 
us centers state clinton used 
to end a three nation tour of 
asia making stops in japan 
china south korea the us is 
the stadium as a korean war 
two .  
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administrator jackson let me thank you for 
having your top staff in st. charles for the spruce 
ming permit. i won't ask you anything on that. i 
believe i couldn't tell who they dislike more, epa 
or me. i appreciate it. it was chance for people to 
have their voice heard. let me ask you, many of 
the response actions taken to date, such as the 
use of disbursements and surface skimming, of 
which you've testified to already and placement of 
floating booms are essentially the same 
techniques deployed during the response to the 
"exxon valdez" spi over 20 years ago. we certainly 
don't expect our military to fight wars with 
weapons that are outdated and designed 20 to 30 
years ago, so why should we expect our federal 
agencieso respond to oil spills that use outdated 
techniques and eqpment? >> i couldn't agree 
more with the ntiment, mr. chairman, whh is that 
we, as i've been  
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Today in Washington 
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insights, for your understanding, for your love of 
the ocean and for the lyricism of your 
presentation. you may be excused. >> thank you. 
and administrator jackson, great to have you 
with us. thank you for your leadership in so many 
arenas with the epa and restoring its voice and its 
compass in leading us toward a clean 
environment. please begin. >> thank you, 
chairman. to the chairman, ranking member micah 
and members of the committee. thank you for 
inviting me to testify about epa's role in 
responding to the bp deep water horizon rig 
explosion, but first let me express my condolences 
to the families of those who lost their lives in that 
explosion. we owe them our very best efforts, 
whether it be in the response or in the 
investigation.  
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there must be sensors and stations for exploration 
research, monitoring and safeguarding the living 
ocean. you think about it. the u.s. coast guard, 
noaa, the epa, the navy, they all have aircraft. 
they all have ships. but what is -- what is in the 
national fleet that will take us under the sea? 
we've already this year seen the loss of two 
underwater systems that are not being supported 
any longer by the harbor branch oceanographic 
institution, the johnson sea links that for years 
have provided access down to thousand meters 
3,000 feet or so, since the 1970s. the alvin 
submersible, the workhorse of the submersibs for 
scientific exploration since 1964 is about to be 
retired.  
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$70,000, $55,000? or do you think it's more likely 
that when we globalize -- they are doing this in 
germany now -- they will tell us you have to 
accept much, much less? labor members, ask and 
answer that question. because you are being 
promised all kind of things right now. you must 
see, they're going global. how does that help you? 
how? back in a minute. according to the epa, the 
air in your home can be two to five times more 
polluted than the air outside. smoke, germs, 
viruses,  
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carry the oil to florida within weeks or days. but 
some believe the thinnest parts of the oil will likely 
dissipate by the time they hit florida. concern 
remains about the oil and its impact on the areas 
already hard-hit. >> it causes headaches, nausea, 
respiratory problems, asthma attacks. >> 
reporter: the epa says tests of the air and much 
of the water show little toxicity so far. but almost 
everyone warns against any kind of contact with 
the oil. >> i would burn your skin. particularly 
inner arms. burn your face. >> reporter: so, who 
is at risk? right now, mostly cleanup crews, 
fishermen, bathers who swim in it, even people 
inland who breathe it in. but scientists remind us 
that a certain amount of the spill is part of 
nature's course. >> there are sites all over the 
gulf where oil and gas are naturally just 
percolating out of the bottom. >> reporter: just 
not at 200,000 gallons a day. matt gutman, abc 
news, venice, louisiana.   
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Today in Washington 
CSPAN3 (CSPAN3)National Programming, 
DMA: 0 
May 19 2010 12:57PM EDT 
Programming Type: News Politics Public 
affairs 
we're focused on this issue right now. >> okay. 
thank you very much. my time has expired. >> i 
thank the gentleman. mr. duncan. >> mexican 
president felipe calderon is in washington for a 
visit and president obama's hosting a white house 
state dinner tonight for the mexican president. our 
live coverage starting with the arrivals beginning 
at about 6:00 p.m. eastern time here on c-span3. 
>>> live back on capitol hill, waiting for the house 
transportation and infrastructure committee to 
continue its hearing on the gulf of mexico oil spill. 
more testimony from bp and transocean 
executives and later government officials including 
epa administrator lisa jackson. the committee 
still in a break for members allowing members to 
vote on the house floor. our live coverage of the 
hearing continues when it resumes here on c-
span3. until then, our conversation with the 
committee's ranking  


 
Entry #13  Today in Washington 
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DMA: 0 
May 19 2010 12:28PM EDT 
Programming Type: News Politics Public 
affairs 
>>> sigh break now in this house transformation 
a committee hearing on the gulf of mexico oil spill. 
lamar mckay of bp and lawrence newman of trans-
ocean, both of the men have appeared at a 
number of congressional hearings over the past 
week regardinghe explosion and oil spill in the gulf 
of mexico. in fact, we have those hearings for you 
on line if you'd like to watch any of those from last 
week. go to our web site cspan.org and you can 
check out that video. also, john micah joined us 
and you can watch that as well on cspan.org. mr. 
mckay and mr. newman back in front of this 
committee when it resumes. still some questions 
for them and several more panels to go today. 
among the witnesses scheduled to testify today, 
epa administrator lisa jackson and mr. 
bernbaum  
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microwave dinners. they blur one into the next. 
we lose ourselves in the fog of everyday life, and 
drift away from what matters. but like a beacon in 
the night, it finds us. the light of more than 100 
lighthouses, burning through that fog, and 
beckoning us back to what's real and true. this 
light shines for us all. this light is pure michigan. 
your trip begins at michigan.org your new energy 
star qualified kenmore elite is ready to go. so, 
you're just gonna dump the old one into the ocean 
somewhere. dillion. actually, dillion... sears joined 
forces with the epa to make sure it's recycled the 
right way. that's rad. it is rad. it's called 
responsible appliance disposal. so it's 
rad...literally. literally. [ male announcer ] sears. 
the only retailer recognized by the epa for 
responsible appliance disposal. thank you for 
making sears energy star partner of the year. 
sears. life. well spent.   


Entry #15  Eyewitness News This Morning 
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mine supporters and environmentalists both plead 
with as the future for a permit for the coal 
operation is uncertain. the e-p-a says they permit 
from the spruce number one surface mine in 
quality and environmental concerns.the permit will 
cost families thier livilihood. the epa has not said 
when they will decision on the spruce number 1 
permit. senator jay this statement on the spruce 
mine hearing... quote quotebe able to rely on a 
clear environmental concerns while also protecting 
our allowing ming to move forward. this is exactly 
epa administrator lisa jackson expressing my 
continue to monitor this end quote. quote. the 
studio... darrah wilcox... eyewitness yesterday, 
massey energy investors re-elected three board 
members over the objections of several 
shareholders who wanted them ousted. ousted. as 
investors met inside a richmond hotel, a mixture 
of union representatives and anti-ming activists 
gathered outside to protest. they called for 
chairman and ceo don blankenship to resign. they 
also want him prosecuted for a series of 
environmental and safety violations at the 
company's coal operations. massey's lead 
independent board member says the union agenda 
failed. the call for blankenship's firing  
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BROADCAST CLIPS 
Monday, July 19, 2010 


 
 
 
 
URL: 
 
NATIONAL: 
 
Entry #3 
BBC World News 
BBCWLD (BBCWLD – The EPA is awarded to be at the wound that will move them into the 
Gulf of  Mexico's crucial time until the passion were mistakes capturing all of that before it could 
be the top 
 
Entry #6 
Strictly Money 
CNBCWLD (CNBCWLD) - Also sharing the first relief well will be completed by the first off 
all for this hospital bad news for the EPA 
 
Entry #7 
Worldwide Exchange 
CNBCWLD (CNBCWLD) - The county says tests in the new containment cap are proceeding as 
expected us government is asking the EPA to monitor hydrocarbons seeking from the sea bed 
near the rapture twelve and had plans in place to reopen the cap in case more damage is found to 
reports a BP is talking to Cheryl there's about a major restructuring discussions are at an early 
states the options include selling we find areas and gas stations and scaling back its us operations 
in London BP shares are trading down about two and three quarters percent. 
 
Entry #9 
America This Morning - From the US Environmental Protection Agency, is changing the way 
America drives 
 
 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #1 
Good Day AL 
WBRC (Fox)Birmingham, AL - According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, a 
careless or inadequately trained service provider can damage your ducts or heating and cooling 
system, possibly increasing your heating and air conditioning costs or forcing you to undertake 
difficult and costly repairs or replacements. 
 







Entry #2 
Good Morning 
WFMY (CBS) Greensboro, NC - A local group hopes to convince them to require the company 
comply with tighter EPA standards by 2012 instead of 2014. 
 
 


Entry #4 
Fox 59 News at 6 AM 
WVNSDT2 (Fox) Bluefield, WV -In Greenbrier County -- Crews spent Saturday afternoon 
cleaning up coal. Emergency dispatchers say a train derailed near Ronceverte  
 
Entry #5 
13 News at 6a 
WOWK (CBS) Charleston, WV - Identify the dangerous chemicals left behind during the production or 
distribution of meth...to determine whether it's possible to safely remove them.  
 


 
Entry #8 
59 News at 5a 
WVNS (CBS) Bluefield, WV - The grant is part of a joint effort with the Environmental 
Protection Agency. 
 
Entry #10 
Second Look 
KTVU (Fox) San Francisco - Second Look 
KTVU (Fox) San Francisco, CA - The Environmental Protection Agency and we met her at the 
superfund site. it was a major pesticide manufacturing plant decades ago, sandwiched between 
4th street and Richmond and the Canal. The plant is long gone, demolished after the company 
went bankrupt in the 1960s. but the company left a legacy of toxins that continue to threaten 
people and the environment. 
 
Entry #11 
10 O' clock News 
KPTV (Fox) Portland, OR - A new rule issued by the Environmental Protection Agency could be 
bad news for the local biomass industry. 
 
Entry #12 
Que Pasa KC 
KCTV (CBS) Kansas City, MO – EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson was in town for the NAACP 
Convention. And she is working with the Hispanic chamber Association to help families provide 
a safe, healthy home environment 
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WBRC (Fox)Birmingham, AL DMA: 40 
Jul 19 2010 7:23AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
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Est. Publicity Value: $865 (30 Seconds) 
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problem. according to the u.s. environmental 
protection agency, a careless or inadequately 
trained service provider can damage your ducts or 
heating and cooling system, possibly increasing 
your heating and air conditioning costs or forcing 
you to undertake difficult and costly repairs or 
replacements. complaints to bbb also show that 
putting your trust in the wrong company can mean 
spending thousands of dollars on unnecessary 
mold remediation services. bbb has receivedmany 
complaints about one outfit - operating most 
recently under names like pure kleen, priority one 
air solutions and united restoration - which has 
been active for more than a dozen years. the 
network of individuals have set up different duct 
and carpet cleaning companies from washington 
state to florida and been the subject of at least 
three cease and desist orders issued by various 
state attorneys general. customers are baited with 
low advertised prices, generally through mass mail 
or local newspapers, for air conditioning duct 
cleaning services. these ads often include a 
depiction of a giant dust mite and alarming 
descriptions of mold, mildew and unhealthy air 
quality. once sales agents are in the customer's 
homes they run reportedly bogus mold detection 
tests and tell the owner they must pay thousands 
of dollars to have the mold removed. when looking 
for a professional to clean out air ducts, bbb 
recommends that consumers: check the company 
out with bb. before setting up a visit, check the 
company out with your better business bureau 
first. ideally, the business will be accredited by bbb 
or at least have a good rating. pay close attention 
to the name of the business you're researching 
because unscrupulous outfits often  
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Good Morning 
WFMY (CBS)Greensboro, NC DMA: 46 
Jul 19 2010 7:23AM EDT 
Programming Type: Newsmagazine 
Est. Households/Views: 49473 
Est. Publicity Value: $204 (30 Seconds) $408 
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county commissioners will hear arguments 
concerning stericycle's medical waste incinerator 
tonight. a local group hopes to convince them to 
require the company comply with tighter epa 
standards by 2012 instead of 2014. the meeting 
starts at 7 in the county office building on elm 
street. was it for love or for money? jeff roper and 
angie ward have the inside scoop on the us cover 
that rocked a prominent family.. good morning.. 
were levi and bristol paid $100,000 for magazine 
shoot? after the news broke that levi johnston and 
bristol palin were engaged, many began to 
speculate what sort of compensation they got for 
their cover and exclusive story. sources at the ny 
post estimate us weekly paid $100,000 for the 
story, but a rep for the mag rep said in a 
statement, "we were approached by bristol and 
levi to break the news, and we didn't pay 
$100,000." is mel gibson checking out?   
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BBC World News 
BBCWLD (BBCWLD)International 
Programming, DMA: 0 
Jul 19 2010 11:17AM UTC 
Programming Type: News 
us official and seeing us to respond says 
something it's looking out for mediation through a 
sea beach town that's the heightened confidence 
they he may be aborted to react in that sound 
shocking all the world led to the golf of mexico and 
the presence of . like that confidence could mean 
these things gas which might suggest that indeed 
an aviation fuel the pressure the gigantic catches 
in the island and expect it could again means that 
the leak or it might be down to the parliament that 
while beginning to run dry . the epa is awarded to 
be at the wound that will move them into the gulf 
of mexico's crucial time until the passion were 
mistakes capturing all of that before it could be 
the top . us officials concluding that he'll make 
you a question of meeting the catcalls from the 
ship will be in the position to catch all the oil that's 
escaping the since the well was can't tories are 
shedding .  
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Fox 59 News at 6 AM 
WVNSDT2 (Fox)Bluefield, WV DMA: 156 
Jul 19 2010 7:04AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
effort with the environmental protection 
agency. in greenbrier county -- crews spent 
saturday afternoon cleaning up coal. emergency 
dispatchers say a train derailed near ronceverte 
around 2 saturday afternoon. they say 5 cars 
jumped the tracks, dumping out loads of coal. the 
greenbrier county director of emergency services, 
firefighters, emt's and police officers responded to 
the scene. c-s-x crews also responded and spent 
several hours cleaning up the spill.emergency 
dispatchers say no one was injured. earlier 
saturday morning -- traffic was slowed in 
mcdowell county as crews set several train cars 
back on the tracks. a norfolk southern mixed 
freight train lost 11 empty automobile rack cars 
around 1-45 saturday morning in keystone. 
officials say the train cars crushed several vehicles 
that were parked near the tracks that run parallel 
to route 52. heavy equipment was brought in 
around noon saturday to put the cars back on the 
track.   


Entry #5  13 News at 6a 
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there are hundreds of incidents involving 
methamphetamines - every year in west virginia. 
that's according to the drug enforcement 
administration.researchers at west virginia 
university are working on ways to clean up after 
those incidents. a 70-thousand dollar grant will 
help them identify the dangerous chemicals left 
behind during the production or distribution of 
meth...to determine whether it's possible to safely 
remove them. <soundbite text here> the grant is 
part of a joint effort with the environmental 
protection agency. early afternoon rain showers 
stopped just in time for the cabell county fair in 
milton yesterday.fire trucks rode through 
milton...sirens blaring and lights flashing...but 
there was no fire.  
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Strictly Money 
CNBCWLD (CNBCWLD)National Programming, 
DMA: 0 
Jul 19 2010 6:04AM EDT 
Programming Type: Bus./financial 
homage to the point is things of turning things 
including bomb and dozens of priests all posterity 
actually working in store and trade group says the 
us is going to bid on the candidate again. i found 
it difficult to read it which is interesting is very 
typical. yes. was it like when at that time the pga 
is this with all the pieces of chicken shopping not 
alter the us oil spill official wall that engine is it 
detected see page me that damage . well the bp is 
not the wreckage that's the consensus laces up 
the dissent saying that it's on the well kept 
continue to behave as expected. he's also added 
that the costs of this bill is now least almost four 
billion dollars. also sharing the first relief well will 
be completed by the first off all for this hospital 
bad news for the epa has cited new cleavage we 
want to teach it to develop significant gas resource 
into deep holes open talks with confidence basic 
sense of its relationship with egyptian and gentle 
cutting   
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CNBCWLD (CNBCWLD)National Programming, 
DMA: 0 
Jul 19 2010 5:45AM EDT 
Programming Type: Bus./financial 
.. . maxwell right exchange . the cost of the gulf 
oil spill has nearly reached four billion dollars. the 
county says tests in the new containment cap are 
proceeding as expected us government is asking 
the epa to monitor hydrocarbons seeking from the 
sea bed near the rapture twelve and had plans in 
place to reopen the cap in case more damage is 
found to reports a bp is talking to cheryl there's 
about a major restructuring discussions are at an 
early states the options include selling we find 
areas and gas stations and scaling back its us 
operations in london bp shares are trading down 
about two and three quarters percent. halting the 
flow of oil into the gulf of mexico at the plate is 
containment out that merely afternoon at the golf 
remains closed. the commerce department 
through the nla eight has close to that eighty four 
thousand square miles of federal waters to 
commercial and recreational fishing hole at the 
nasdaq and the commerce secretary gary locke 
friday and   
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59 News at 5a 
WVNS (CBS)Bluefield, WV DMA: 156 
Jul 19 2010 5:04AM EDT 
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Est. Publicity Value: $68 (30 Seconds) $136 
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the grant is part of a joint effort with the 
environmental protection agency. in 
greenbrier county -- crews - spent saturday 
afternoon cleaning up coal. emergency dispatchers 
say a er train dera iled near ronceverte around 2 
saturday afternoon. they say 5 cars jumped the 5 
tracks, dumping out loads of s coal. the greenbrier 
county director of emergency services, firefighters, 
emt's and police offic ers responded to the scene. 
c-s-x crews also responded and spent several 
hours cleaning up the spill.emergency dispatchers 
say no one was injured. earlier saturday morning -
-ni traffic was slowed in mcdowell county as crews 
set several train cars back on the tracks. a norfolk 
southern mixedut freight train lost 11 empty 1 
automobile rack cars around  
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ABC (ABC)National Programming, DMA: 0 
Jul 19 2010 4:45AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
from the u.s. environmental protection 
agency, is changing the way america drives. look 
for the smartway leaf to help you identify 
environmentally friendlier cars and trucks. 
smartway certified cars and trucks are more fuel 
efficient, produce fewer greenhouse gases, and 
can save you money. and when you're helping the 
environment, it's a nice reflection on you. 
smartway. because it's time america turned over a 
new leaf. follow the leaf. go to 
www.epa.gov/smartway >>> a state of 
emergency has been declared in eastern  
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Second Look 
KTVU (Fox)San Francisco, CA DMA: 6 
Jul 18 2010 11:02PM PDT 
Programming Type: Newsmagazine 
Est. Households/Views: 42015 
Est. Publicity Value: $886 (30 Seconds) 
$1772 (Total)  
be aware of existing "do-not- eat" advisories. >> 
reporter: sharon lynn is with the environmental 
protection agency and we met her at the 
superfund site. it was a major pesticide 
manufacturing plant decades ago, sandwiched 
between 4th street and richmond and the canal. 
the plant is long gone, demolished after the 
company went bankrupt in the 1960s. but the 
company left a legacy of toxins that continue to 
threaten people and the environment. >> the 
contaminant levels that we find for ddt and 
pesticides in fish in the channel is much higher 
than the rest of the richmond harbor air and sky 
harbor bay. >> reporter: high-levels of ddt in the 
inner richmond harbor were first detected in 1960. 
ddt was once considered safe and in this archived 
footage from u.s. government, ddt can  
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Programming Type: News 
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the group of oregon coaches helping the aussie 
kids realize their dream. >>> and our very own 
brooke carlson slides into the passenger seat for 
what she calls a nightmarish nascar ride. all that 
and more coming up at the top of the hour on 
oregon sports final. >> living green doesn't mean 
sacrificing speed or style, that's the message a 
team of british students hopes to send with the 
help of an oregon company. rinehart motion 
systems in wilsonville is sponsoring the "racing 
green endurance" team. they passed through 
portland today in their electric supercar which they 
plan to drive 16,000 miles from alaska to the 
southern tip of south america. the team hopes to 
change the public's perception that electric cars 
are slow and limited in range. >>> a new rule 
issued by the environmental protection agency 
could be bad news for the local biomass industry. 
experts say oregon and other states with lots of 
trees have been relying on burning forest 
thinnings and logging leftovers as a way to 
generate energy. but a new epa rule could lump 
the biomass industry in with coal as a greenhouse 
gas polluter meaning different taxes.  
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KCTV (CBS)Kansas City, MO DMA: 32 
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similar law created here in kansas. just log onto 
facebook, search for que pasa kc and tell us what 
you think! we all want to keep our homes healthy. 
epa administrator lisa jackson was in town for 
the n-double-a-cp convention. and she is working 
with the hispanic chamber assocation to help 
families provide a safe, healthy home environment 
. some of the steps include: keeping your home 
safe, dry and clean. keeping pesticides and 
household chemicals out of the reach of children.. 
as well as ventilating your home. you can log onto 
epa's healthy homes website to learn all about the 
steps to make your home a healthier environment, 
especially for children. now - let's talk soccer! 
spain made the goal and won this year's world 
cup! but there's still fut-ball all around kansas city 
especially for the little ones to enjoy. kctv5's alan 
shope checked out a program that not only 
provides fun, but education  
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BROADCAST CLIPS 
Friday, August 06, 2010 


 
 
 
URL: http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x158731.htm  
 
NATIONAL: 
 
Entry #2 
Morning Joe 
MSNBC (MSNBC) - The EPA came out and they said, well, based on our studies just this week 
over -- dumping over a million gallons of dispersants into the gulf is no more toxic than just the 
oil by itself 
 
Entry #3 
Today in Washington 
CSPAN2 (CSPAN2) - If we could start with the EPA. do you believe that the EPA has all the 
necessary ability right now to test, to research, and to understand and mitigate any negative 
impacts from the use of dispersants in the gulf without additional legislation from congress? 
 
Entry #23 
History 
CSPAN3 (CSPAN3) - We put EPA folks down into the region. We are not using dispersants 
now, but starting on the 22nd of June, a decision was made about dispersants. We had EPA on 
the ground working with us 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #1 
2News Today 6A 
KJRH (NBC) Tulsa, OK - The Environmental Protection Agency is monitoring and take samples 
of the air. 
 
Entry #4 
Six in the Morning 
KOTV (CBS) Tulsa, OK - The fire continued to smolder Thursday as workers  poured dirt on it. 
The Environmental Protection Agency dispatch a team from Dallas. They will determine whether or not 
the smoke poses any threat to those breathing it 
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Entry #5 
Fox 26 News at 6AM 
KRIV (Fox) Houston, TX – The Environmental Protection Agency allowed BP to use a chemical 
dispersant to keep that coil from coming ashore 
 
Entry #6 
NBC26 Live at 10:00 
WGBA (NBC) Green Bay, WI - From the leader of the "Federal Environmental Protection 
Agency." storm water..is blamed for overwhelming Milwaukee's "sewer system". 
 
Entry #7 
Fox 6 Wake-Up News at 5:30 
WITI (Fox) Milwaukee, WI - Dealing with water overflows during storms 
 
Entry #8 
FOX23 News Daybreak at 5 
KOKI (Fox) Tulsa, OK - The Environmental Protection Agency is monitoring on the air via an 
airplane....until they have finished assessing the air 
 
 
Entry #9 
Newschannel 5 Today at 6AM 
WPTZ (NBC) Burlington, VT 
The force from the collision pushed the tractor trailer 30 feet west of the railroad crossing -- 
before it flipped on its side. it caused both of its diesel fuel tanks to rupture. Fire crews contained 
the spill. They drained the two ruptured tanks. Today -- the EPA plans to inspect the scene. 
 
Entry #10 
2News Today 5A 
KJRH (NBC) Tulsa, OK – The Environmental Protection Agency is monitoring and take 
samples of the air.  
 
Entry #11 
Action News This Morning 
WXYZ (ABC) Detroit, MI - The Environmental Protection Agency is suing the energy to stop it 
from using the coal- powered generator. That generator was revamped without getting permits 
 
Entry #12 
NBC 10 News Sunrise at 6:00am 
WJAR (NBC) Providence, RI - The Mass Bay Transportation authority, the MBTA will start 
using ultra low sulfur fuel to power trains that run from Boston to Providence, the new fuel 
system is part of a $2 million settlement with the Environmental Protection Agency for past 
pollution offenses that include excess at several MBTA stations. 
 
Entry #13 







WISN 12 News This Morning 
WISN (ABC) Milwaukee, WI - Environmental Protection Agency Chief  Lisa Jackson and 
UWM  Chancellor Carlos Santiago signed the agreement at discovery world 
 
 
Entry #14 
Sunrise 
WCBI (CBS) Columbus, MS - The Environmental Protection Agency awarded the institution's 
center for advanced vehicular system a one point eight million dollar grant Thursday. 
 
Entry #15 
TODAY'S TMJ4 News Live at Daybreak Early Edition I 
WTMJ (NBC) Milwaukee, WI - Rains forced MMSD to dump untreated sewage into Lake 
Michigan during our record breaking floods. Lisa Jackson wants the city to stop mixing storm 
water with waste water 
 
Entry #16 
WCJB TV20 News - Morning Edition 
WCJB (ABC) Gainesville, FL - The Environmental Protection Agency released their proposed 
clean-up plan for the Cabot Koppers Superfund site in July, and last night, citizens gave their 
feedback 
 
 
Entry #17 
13abc Action News at 5:30AM 
WTVG (ABC) Toledo, OH -The environmental protection agency says that's protected wetlands 
 
Entry #18 
Fox in the Morning at 5 
WDRB (Fox )Louisville, KY – The US Environmental Protection Agnency  say the air quality is 
the best it's been in thirteen yes. The EPA says Boone, Campbell, and Kenton counties have now 
achieved the 1997 federal air quality standard for ozone pollution. 
 
Entry #19 
ABC 22 Good Morning 
WKEF (ABC) Dayton, OH - People in Camden have complained of a nasty, salty taste to their 
tap water. The Environmental Protection Agency says preliminary testing indicates the water is 
safe... 
 
 
Entry #20 
Daybreak Edition 
WHIO (CBS) Dayton, OH - Officials found an unusually high amount of sodium in the water 
after some residents complained about the taste. They're waiting on test results from the 
Environmental Protection Agency before they'll know for sure... but they say the water is safe to 
drink for now. For those who don't want to risk it... the city is giving out free water. 







 
Entry #21 
FOX23 News at 9 
KOKI (Fox)Tulsa, OK - Late Wednesday night - neighbors - concerned - toxic chemicals - could 
be spewing into the air -27.24 People with heart problems are upset - they claim the fire - has 
been going on for months- 27.03 this whole valley has been filled with nothing but smoke the 
Department of Environmental quality - teaming with the Environmental Protection Agency -cyto 
assess the situation 
 
Entry #22 
KFDX 3 News at 10 
KFDX (NBC) Wichita Falls, TX - livethe environmental protection agency wouldn't agree to an 
interview. but they did give kfdx this statement, saying that methane gas does significantly contribute to 


global warming and climate change.  
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2News Today 6A 
KJRH (NBC)Tulsa, OK DMA: 61 
Aug 06 2010 6:57AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 32773 
Est. Publicity Value: $315 (30 Seconds) $630 
(Total)  
in north tulsa to stop accepting waste. the turley t 
fire department believestmes lightning star ted the 
fire wednesday night. the environmental 
protection agency is monitoring and take 
samples of the air. those are our top stories... now 
over to erin and george. time for julie's picsie this 
is gabby. here she is, cool as can be, surfing g in t 
he pool.he watch to win this week. w ...a 4-pack 
of tickets to ke the vintage tulsa showvi this 
weekend at the spirit bank events center. also a 
gift card from sarovastano's authenticth chicago 
style  


 
Entry #2  Morning Joe 
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0 
Aug 06 2010 7:56AM EDT 
Programming Type: News Interview 
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Est. Publicity Value: $0 (30 Seconds) $0 
(Total)  
it was a hidden, small paragraph in the release 
that was rosy and readinging and looking into it, 
we need more science. >> the epa came out and 
they said, well, based on our studies just this 
week over -- dumping over a million gallons of 
disperse sants into the gulf is no more toxic than 
just the oil by itself. i'm sorry. i hate to say i don't 
believe it but i just don't believe it. we'll talk to the 
head of the epa and try to sort through it but 
we're hearing a lot of things that sound overly 
optimistic right now. >> i think it's very overly 
optimistic an exad exactly what bp and the 
government wants. they want us the move on. >> 
why would -- is it -- >> bp wants it out of the 
news. i think the government wants to move on to 
other things. they have seen it al along. >> just 
after 9/11, the workers were told you have 
nothing to be   
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Direct Link  


Today in Washington 
CSPAN2 (CSPAN2)National Programming, 
DMA: 0 
Aug 06 2010 7:11AM EDT 
Programming Type: News Politics Public 
affairs 
waters that are close to fishing. some of the 
samples are being collected to re-open those 
areas. i think it's premature again to show if there 
was any impact of oil or dispersant -- >> when do 
you think you'll be able to make your first 
judgment on the state of the fishing industry? >> 
well, we have open one area. and over the next 
month or so we will be -- >> good and will you 
show us these monitoring results? >> in fact, 
they're being posted as we get them on our 
website. and on geoplatform.gov. >> thank you. 
senator barrasso. >> thank you very much, 
madam chair. if we could start with the epa. do 
you believe that the epa has all the necessary 
ability right now to test, to research, and to 
understand and mitigate any negative impacts 
from the use of dispersants in the gulf without 
additional legislation from congress? >> i think 
the administrator has made it clear and stated 
publicly that about we look at   


Entry #4  Six in the Morning 
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KOTV (CBS)Tulsa, OK DMA: 61 
Aug 06 2010 6:04AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
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Est. Publicity Value: $560 (30 Seconds) 
$1120 (Total)  
others were less amused. turley firefighters stayed 
up all night monitoring the fire, but determined 
that the only option is to let it burn. capt david 
morgan, turley fire dept "the fire last night was 
way toot hot. the wind was blow ting different 
directions all through the night, so we couldnt' do 
anything." the fire continued toe smolder thursday 
as workers s poured dirt on it. the environmental 
protection agency dispacted a team from dalld 
as. they will determine whther or not the smoke 
posenos any e threat to those breathing it...like 
this cw installing a natual n gas line nearby. ronnie 
spurgeon, adams affiliates "the wind's kept most 
of it off of us. but every once in a while you'll get a 
pretty good whiff, and it will make you step back a 
little bit." no one is sure just how long the trash 
will burn. it could be days, weeks, or months. so 
sandra gray will no choice but to get uhosed to the 
smell. sandra gray, turley resident "udese lots of 
incense and airnc freshener. stay in the house." 
this is the second recent fire at the landfill. 
firefighters say a smaller blaze was sparleked just 
last month on the other on oside of the hill. the 
federal government indicts  
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Fox 26 News at 6AM 
KRIV (Fox)Houston, TX DMA: 10 
Aug 06 2010 6:04AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 53627 
Est. Publicity Value: $406 (30 Seconds) $812 
(Total)  
claims are coming in. the sickness from the oil or 
sickness from the product used in cleanup or both? 
the environmental protection agency 
allowedbp to use a chemical disperse ant to keep 
that coil from coming ashore. but 1.8 million 
gallons of it were used and there are lingering 
questions about its safety. >> only minimal 
toxicity data available and no requirement of full 
ex -- the damage they could cause to the 
environment, marine life and potentially people 
remains a mystery. >> been 334 reports of health 
complaints believed to be related to exposure to 
pollutants from the oil spill. most frequent reports 
include headache, dizziness, nausea, vomiting, 
weakness, fatigue, upper hess remember tri 
irritation. i'm concerned about the workers who 
got close to it. >> congress just put two million 
dollars into funding research on  


 
Entry #6  NBC26 Live at 10:00 
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WGBA (NBC)Green Bay, WI DMA: 70 
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local traffic, and that the benefits outweigh the 
cost. but what the d-o-t sees as an inconvenience, 
these businesses see as an opportunity to cash in 
- now, most likely lost. ) that was "aaron 
diamant".. reporting. the "department of 
transportation".. would not address business' 
concerns... and why the interchange won't be 
open year-round. strong words today.. from the 
leader of the "federal environmental protection 
agency." storm water.. is blamed for 
overwhelming milwaukee's "sewer system".. 
during "heavy rain." that forced the city's "sewer 
district ".. to dump into "lake michigan." "lisa 
jackson " says... milwaukee should explore ways 
to keep storm water.. from the "waste water 
system". jackson also  
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Fox 6 Wake-Up News at 5:30 
WITI (Fox)Milwaukee, WI DMA: 35 
Aug 06 2010 5:34AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 26569 
Est. Publicity Value: $145 (30 Seconds) $290 
(Total)  
-- where city e leaders try to explain what 
plhappwhened with itthe sewage system and plans 
to make it better.many people who had to deal 
with desewer back up's in their basement say the 
explanations were not good enough. they say floy 
oding has been a problem in shorewood for 13 
years. 3 >> clip 20 00:11:35 we have av 
heard...thiere is>> clip 27 > 00:22:08:2shame 
on..shame on shon you.3 >> there will be three 
more mo flood meetings held minng the village.the 
next one happens august 9th. 3 3 3 >> ...3an ally 
in dealing with water overflows during storms.to 
epa adminstrat or lisa jackson in milwaukee this 
week.jackson said milwaukee has taken an 
education and business leadership role in green 
infra- structure and clean  


 
Entry #8  FOX23 News Daybreak at 5 
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KOKI (Fox)Tulsa, OK DMA: 61 
Aug 06 2010 5:33AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 15935 
Est. Publicity Value: $118 (30 Seconds) $236 
(Total)  
percent of the solid e waste stored in tulsa t 
county... the tulsa a world says othe facility was 
shut down in 2007 for reated d-e-q - 
violations...and has a history to of failing to meet 
environmentl regulations since the 1980's...9.. but 
since new owners...called environmental 
solutions bought the plant in 2008...there have 
been few complaints. both the plant and the turley 
fire eydepartment have said that a lightning strike 
caused this fire....there was another fire at the 
tplant back in june...also caused by lightning. 
reporting live newsroom, flores, fox 23 the 
environmental protection agency is monitoring 
onthe air via an airplane....until they have finished 
assessing the air...they are advising people with 
sensitive conditions such as asthma or bronchitis 
to ro stay indoors as much as possible. the turley 
fire deparment has been letting eettthe fire burn 
out on its own. city councilors are helping fire 
hefighters get more ápayá. ay the plan is to 
restore five-point-two percent... "cut"  
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Newschannel 5 Today at 6AM 
WPTZ (NBC)Burlington, VT DMA: 94 
Aug 06 2010 6:32AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 24994 
Est. Publicity Value: $296 (30 Seconds) $592 
(Total)  
happened at the "elm street railroad crossing" at 
around 10 last night. the force from the collision 
pushed the tractor trailer 30 feet west of the 
railroad crossing -- before it flipped on its side. it 
caused both of its diesel fuel tanks to rupture. fire 
crews contained the spill. they drained the two 
ruptured tanks. today -- the epa plans to inspect 
the scene. meantime -- police say the driver of the 
tractor trailor unit is in "stable condition." also new 
this morning -- plattsburgh city police responded 
to a water main break on margaret street near 
brinkerhoff. they say it happened at around 
midnight -- and public works crews stayed on the 
scene for hours. these pictures were sent in to us 
-- from d- nash-22 on u- local. police blocked 
traffic off at clinton street - except for those who 
live downtown. crews said they were not sure 
what caused the break. we will have more on this 
-- during our 90 minutes of news -- starting at 
first at five investigators are looking into the cause 
of a 4-alarm fire in keene -- that drew firefighters 
from new  


 


Entry #10  2News Today 5A 
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KJRH (NBC)Tulsa, OK DMA: 61 
Aug 06 2010 5:31AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 13731 
Est. Publicity Value: $149 (30 Seconds) $298 
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of environmental quality has ordered it to stop 
accepting waste. we first told you about the fire 
yesterday morning on 2news today. the turley fire 
department believes lightning started the fire. it 
was too dangerous to put out the flames, so firee 
crews have been allowing tvehe trash to burn. the 
environmental protection agency is monitoring 
and take samples of the air. officials with d-e-q 
say th sey don't expect to findec f anything other 
than what's in a typical trash fire. while emsa 
officials say something like this could pose a 
health problem... they've received no calls 
dillrectly related to the fire. "we had calls in that 
area but they were more for anxiety and things 
like that which could have been related but none 
that were directly correlated to the landfill fire." 
officials say they can't be sure how long the trash 
owwilltr burn.. but say it could be days, weeks or 
evemonths. after months of working with 
dewicreased pay. .. tulsa.. firefighters expect to 
have to their wages restored within the next few 
days. 2news repo rter breanne palmerini joins us 
live om  
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Action News This Morning 
WXYZ (ABC)Detroit, MI DMA: 11 
Aug 06 2010 6:23AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 81571 
Est. Publicity Value: $2343 (30 Seconds) 
$4686 (Total)  
round of dispointing ecomic reports. carter evans 
joins us from nasdaq with what happened on 
thursday. >> not a lot of action on thursday. a lot 
of people are waiting for the unemployment report 
for july. it comes out at 8:30 eastern time this 
morning. we are expected to see a slight loss of 
jobs. the unemployment rate could tick lower. 
investors are waiting. here is how the market 
closed. dow jones industrial average fall 5.5 
points. nasdaq down 10.5. the s&p losing 1.5. 
>>> a monroe area power plant is being slapped 
with the lawsuit. the environmental protection 
agency is suing dte energy to stop it from using 
the coal- powered generator. that generator was 
revamped without getting permits. as a result, 
more sulfur will be released into the air than is 
allowed.  


 
Entry #12  NBC 10 News Sunrise at 6:00am 
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WJAR (NBC)Providence, RI DMA: 53 
Aug 06 2010 6:09AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 73478 
Est. Publicity Value: $458 (30 Seconds) $916 
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of the tough economic times in municipal 
governments around the state of rhode island, a 
lot of vendors who do business the town haven't 
been paid since june 1st. town officials say the 
delayed payments are due to the town council's 
reduction plan but the bills should be paid soon. 
>>> the mas mass bay transportation authority, 
the mbta will start using ulultralow sulfur fuel to 
power trains that run from boston to providence, 
the new fuel system is part of a $2 million 
settlement with the environmental protection 
agency for past pollution offenses that include 
excess iiteling at several mbta stations. >>> in 
1954 the city of fall river sold almost two acres of 
land near the corner of chicago street to the 
diocese of fall river. worth $1500. now the fall 
river herald news report the land wants the back 
for parking and isn't clear how much the city 
would pay just that the parking is needed around   
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WISN 12 News This Morning 
WISN (ABC)Milwaukee, WI DMA: 35 
Aug 06 2010 5:06AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 32083 
Est. Publicity Value: $184 (30 Seconds) $368 
(Total)  
through ours, wisn dot com. a local political 
candidate who wanted a racially nt ch rarged 
phrase on the ballot ... has her lawsuit tossed out. 
a federal judge madel that decision, saying the 
papers were filed incorrectly.d the judge did not 
discuss the merits of the lawsuit, so ieshuh griffin 
says she will refile as a civil rights action. griffin, 
an independent running for the state assembly, 
wanted to use ed the b-word on the ballot in the 
phrase, "not the white man's,n' blank" the 
kenosha county health department is urging 
residents to get vaccinated to against whooping 
cough.oo the warning th comes after seven states 
have seen an outbreak of pertussis this t summer. 
the closest being michigan. health officials say any 
adult or child that has close contact wi baby 
should get the shot. shots are available at the 
kenosha county job center and the kenosha county 
center in bristol. the federal government and u-w-
m ink a deal to imrpove water technology. 
environmental protection agency chief lisa 
jackson and uwm chancellor carlos santiago signed 
the agreement at discovery world.  
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WCBI (CBS)Columbus, MS DMA: 133 
Aug 06 2010 5:05AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
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school funding caused by the state's revenue cris 
and help prevent further teacher layoffs. the funds 
would give school districts and the state time to 
shore up finances heading into next year's 
budget... > > bill becomes law, it enables all 
school districts to hang onto critical personnel, it 
helps us keep our focus on teaching and learning, 
and it helps us to also manage the burden on 
taxpayers."ñ > the senate passed the bill thursday 
and the house is expected to vote next week. >> 
> mississippi state university's dedication to 
making a greener, cleaner way to travel gets some 
financial help. the environmental protection 
agency awarded the institution's center for 
advanced vehicular system a one point eight 
million dollar grant thursday. the university will 
team up with dufour petroleum to reduce diesel 
emissions from more than one hundred trucks of 
mississippi based k-l-m tranport service. they plan 
to install an air conditioner that can continue to 
run,  
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TODAY'S TMJ4 News Live at Daybreak Early 
Edition I 
WTMJ (NBC)Milwaukee, WI DMA: 35 
Aug 06 2010 5:04AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 40543 
Est. Publicity Value: $181 (30 Seconds) $362 
(Total)  
rains forced m-m-s-d to dump untreated sewage 
into lake michigan during our record breaking 
floods. lisa jackson wants wathe city to stop 
mixing storm water tewith waste water. lisa 
jackson/ epa administrator: what we want to see 
happen to rain water is have it go back into the ac 
ground to reduce the amount of storm water. 
when you reduce the amount of storm water, you 
dont have as many overflows. jackson was in town 
to sign a water research agreement with enth u-w-
m. to walworth county now where two e people 
are under arrest this morning after a shooting in a 
quiet lakeside neighborhood. there was an all out 
search near delavan lake for the thtwo suspects. a 
sp20 year old man was shot in the back. the 
sheriff won't say what led to the shooting. 
neighbors suspect drugs sot 6-20 sheriff david 
ifgraves. walworth countywhen offic cers 
arrivesuspects fled the area. at last check the 
shooting victims was in critical condition.. both  
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aaron, and we have this breaking news to 
report.....gainesville police are looking for a 
suspect in a deadly shooting that happened early 
this morning. g-p-d corporal tscharna senn says 
around 2:30 am three suspects approached the 
victim off of southewest 35th place and shot him 
several times. two of those three suspects are in 
custody, the third is still on the loose. the victim 
was transported to the hospital and is in unstable 
condition. we will have more information as it 
becomes available. it's a process that started 27 
years ago and is ongoing today. the 
environmental protection agency released 
their proposed clean-up plan for the cabot koppers 
superfund site in july, and last night, citizens gave 
their feedback... gainesville residents voiced  
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13abc Action News at 5:30AM 
WTVG (ABC)Toledo, OH DMA: 73 
Aug 06 2010 5:51AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 15738 
Est. Publicity Value: $178 (30 Seconds) $356 
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wolfinger road ... but the environmental 
protection agency says that's protected 
wetlands. the second plan was to build across the 
street ... but that plot is also protected. sylvania 
school board member julie hoffman says there 
were a lot of issues with the wolfinger property ... 
and the new school will be built near central and 
crissey. longtime "entertainment tonight" host 
mary hart says "it's time for a change." she 
announced she's leaving the show after her 
upcoming 30th season. hart joined the show in 19-
82, when it was not even a year old. no word yet 
on who will take her place. you're never more than 
ten minutes away from a check on the forecast 
and traffic together. so let's go to kristin emery in 
the storm lab with a look at the forecast. mostly 
sunny today and pleasant  
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logan county authorities say a 15-year-old girl was 
struck near highway 178.no word on the exact 
cause of the death. senator al franken is 
apologizing after upsetting senator mitch 
mcconnell during a speech.the former comedian 
made distracting theatrical gestures and 
whispered under his breath while mcconnell 
explained his opposition to the nomination of elena 
kagan to the supreme court. franken later went to 
mcconnell's office to try to apologize in person but 
wasn't able to contact mcconnell.he then delivered 
a handwritten apology and the air quality in 
northern kentucky is showing some 
improvment.the u.s environmental protection 
agency saythe air quality is the best it's been in 
thirteen yes.the epa says boone, campbell, and 
kenton counties have now achieved the 1997 
federal air quality standard for ozone pollution. 
three decades after john lennon's death, his widow 
yoko ono says she opposes parole for his killer.ono 
says this man, mark david chapman, remains a 
threat to her and other family members.she says  
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averted... thanks to a group of landscapers who 
took on the role of heros... "a landscape crew that 
was passing through the neighborhood saw smoke 
and went to investigate...upon their arrival they 
were able to pull a couple of the family dogs out of 
the house and assisted the home owner in leaving 
the house.." the homeowner was taken to the 
hospital and treated for non-life threatening 
smoke inhalation...the fire is under investigation. 
residents of a small preble county town are dealg 
with a big problem this morning -- their water. 
water.all this week, people in camden have 
complained of a nasty, salty taste to their tap 
water. the environmental protection agency 
says preliminary testing indicates the water is 
safe...but businesses like ron's pizza are taking a 
hit. 1: chris: how bad has it gotten? darlene: the 
fountain drinks, we haven't shut them down, but 
most people buy bottles instead and the same 
thing with the coffee, you know, the water's too 
salty to drink. :13  
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say they're afraid to drink the village's water. 
officials found an unusually high amount of sodium 
in the water after some residents complained 
about the taste. they're waiting on test results 
from the environmental protection agency 
before they'll know for sure... but they say the 
water is safe to drink for now. for those who don't 
want to risk it... the city is giving out free water. 
every household can come to the mayor's office 
and pick up one gallon a day. homes with children 
are allowed two gallons a day. mayor sylvanis 
gunter says he's drinking it... but other residents 
aren't so sure."if  
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jasper woke up this morning - she was greeted by 
something - she had never seen in the 26 years - 
she's lived in her north tulsa home - 30.00 it was 
such a stench, it was just so thick, it was like fog 
or something ya knowshe thought hit was 
something burning next rn door - so she ran inside 
- 30.06 i came in the n house, put my air 
conditioner off, put my fan on because it was so 
stinky st her senses - kicked in- 30.35 ke i didn't 
want to breathedonna had no idea - the smoke - 
was the result of a north tulsa h landfill fire - that 
turley fire department said wasme started by a 
bolt of lightning - late wednlaesday night - 
neighbors - concerned - toxic d t chemicals - could 
be spewing into the air -27.24 i got heart 
problemsearl trisler's upset - he claims the fire - 
has been going on for months- 27.03 this whole 
valley has been filled with nothing but smokethe 
department of environmental quality - teaming 
with the enhvironmental protection agency -cyto 
assess thoe situation - both earl and o doarnna - 
say for the sake r of their well-being - they tdon't 
want to t be exposed to the smoke - 
hanymore28.53 i want the thing thput 
outhpu31.28 i dont know exactly what they could  
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is for the rest of the world but according to our 
very own environmental protection agency 
here the livethe environmental protection 
agency wouldn't agree to an interview. but they 
did give kfdx this statement, saying that methane 
gas does significantly contribute to global warming 
and climate change. and here in the u.s., livestock 
are the biggest culprits.the cattlemen's association 
says it' own studies show cows release only about 
10 peent of methane in the u-s. but the e.p.a. 
says it's closer to 30 percent. that's more pollution 
than the auto industry.the catttlemen say 
environmentalists won't dictate their business 
model. "we always have to consider the bottom 
line. because if you can't make a living in this 
industry, in this country, then our product won't 
be produced. the equation includes the bottom line 
and we're not ashamed of that - that's the way 
industry works. that's what's made our country 
great." is ácurryá is the key to making cows less 
aromatic?the  
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History 
CSPAN3 (CSPAN3)National Programming, 
DMA: 0 
Aug 06 2010 2:39AM EDT 
Programming Type: Public affairs 
environment. they approved the dispersants and 
put them on schedule. if they are going to deviate, 
she and i need to talk that. we put epa folks down 
into the region. we are not using dispersants now, 
but starting on the 22nd of june, a decision was 
made about dispersants. we had epa on the 
ground working with us. >> kevin on the 
republican line in detroit thanks for waiting. >> 
caller: thank you. good morning, admiral. >> 
good morning. >> caller: thank you for your 
service, by the way. i would, if you could, briefly 
relay your personal experience? i ask that because 
this has come at an interesting time in your life. 
just reflect briefly how you feel. i'm sure this is an 
interesting time in your life. thank you. >> you're 
right. it haseen. officials retire after leave on the 
first of july.  
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NATIONAL: 
 
Entry #6 
Amanpour. 
CNNI (CNNI) - A lot of this falls on the EPA the environmental protection agency which says 
its mission is to protect human health from toxic chemicals and pollution 
 
Entry #7 
Conversations With Judy Woodruff 
BLOOM (BLOOM) - Intense meeting at the white house with BP chief executives 
 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #1 
News Channel 4 Today 
KTIV (NBC) Sioux – EPA criticized over an ethanol decision 
 
Entry #2 
Fox 8 News at 5:30AM 
WJW (Fox) - More than 8,000 gallons of gas leaked from an overturned gas truck, EPA is on the 
scene since the accident happened. 
 
Entry #3 
News Channel 4 at 10 
KTIV (NBC) - Members of Nebraska's Congressional Delegation are criticizing the EPA over an 
ethanol decision 
 
Entry #4 
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WLKY News at 11:00PM 
WLKY (CBS) Louisville, KY - Residents and their supporters are calling for change. 
 
Entry #5 
CBS 8 News at 5 
WAKA (CBS) Montgomery, AL – EPA and septic tanks 
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criticizing the epa over an ethanol decision. the 
agency was expected to decide by this month 
whether us cars can handle higher concentrations 
of the renewable fuel. now, it will wait until the 
end of september. senator mike johanns says the 
delay will "mean even more uncertainty for 
farmers and ethanol producers." senator ben 
nelson added that the epa's delay puts jobs in 
nebraska at risk.  
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Fox 8 News at 5:30AM 
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>> the morning. traffic claims (acc ucapnt trial 
version) are starting to build s in some areas are 
going to ses e somee slowdowns . we have a h 
beautiful mornin in front of us. east shortcom ing 
of problems. a huge problem along route 44al 
between highway 87 in music street is tr 
completely clo sedly off in thehe area. this is a a 
weekend kaccident that involved i an overturned a 
gas truck. t. more than 8,000 gallons of gas 
acrossos the road race. epa is that on the scene 
since the accident happened. the area ishe going g 
to remaoin closed. tlohey're telling us at least till 
tomorrow morning a definite place you need to 
completelyte avoid. the  
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history. members of nebraska's congressional 
delegation are criticizing the epa over an ethanol 
decision. the agency was expected to decide by 
this month whether us cars can handle higher 
concentrations of the renewable fuel. now, it will 
wait until the end of september. senator mike 
johanns says the delay will "mean even more 
uncertainty for farmers and ethanol producers." 
senator ben nelson added that the epa's delay 
puts jobs in nebraska at risk. monday, sioux city 
leaders will be asked to give the green light to a 
parking fine increase. last eek, thy voted four to 
one to raise the overtime parking fee. the city is 
looking for a way to make up for lost revenue, 
with terra industries being sold. they say it's 
better in raise the rate for parking violators rather 
than for everyone. officials also moved to raise the 
cap on special event parking from two llars to five. 
one other increase, mandated by the state.... is an 
increase to handicapped parking fines   
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police say several men fled the scene. they are 
asking anyone with information to contact them at 
574-lmpd. concerns among people who live in the 
rubbertown area of louisville over emergency 
response. rubbertown is where a number of 
chemical plants are located and last weekend 
there was a scare at one of them. kristen drew has 
more on what those residents are upset about. she 
joins us live. steve, residents i spoke with say 
they didn't know about the chemical leak or 
precautionary alarm until it was over... today, 
nearly two hundred people attended a rally for 
chemical reform to demand better protection. ("no 
peace, no justice") standing outside one of eleven 
chemical plants in rubbertown ...residents and 
their supporters are calling for change. ("we're 
calling for the epa, government, congress, 
whomever to designate rubbertown as a hot spot 
because the people in this area are suffering from 
the cumulative effects of all these toxins from all 
these various chemical plants.") the rally comes 
one week after a chemical  
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unincorporated areas having it pay, too. >> you 
know what, i blocked that as well. the epa came 
down on us, that's the reason why it all started in 
1995, the mismanagement in 1995, all those folks 
have been gone. but the thing is even with the 
septic tank piece, the epa from the federal 
government side, if they are going to impose this 
kind of requirement, if you will, on one of the 
poorest communities in the country, they ought to 
help us pay for it. >> we heard that arthur davis 
had voted against the healthcare insurance reform 
act. what was your reaction? >> well, you know, 
my reaction is you don't vote against the folks who 
tell you they need the service. i think we have to 
be conscious of who we represent. i don't go up 
there and don't plan to go to washington as my 
own voice, i plan to go up as a voice of folks that i 
represent, the people who voted for me. these 
folks are saying, look, we want you, our one one 
voice, to vote on healthcare. that's what we want. 
and to defy that is just ridiculous.  
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Amanpour. 
CNNI (CNNI)International Programming, 
DMA: 0 
Jun 20 2010 9:38PM CEST 
Programming Type: News 
did their job and make it easier for repair and 
below the gun by prime minister state for the 
children ... a . dipped one half years of 
chemotherapy isabel now nine is cancer free today 
the marines by green products the refrigerators 
over getting through the cherry said shall never be 
completely free from worrying about her family 
being exposed to sold many toxic chemicals every 
single day . ... a lot of this falls on the epa the 
environmental protection agency which says its 
mission is to protect human health from toxic 
chemicals and pollution and joining me from 
venice louisiana is the epa chief lisa jackson but 
thanks for joining us . ... thanks sunday thanks for 
having the senate is is currently looking at 
legislation to try and test chemicals before they 
ever come to market as for the precautionary 
principle can can you do that how likely that the 
plane other than they're allowed in there .  
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BLOOM (BLOOM)National Programming, 
DMA: 0 
Jun 20 2010 2:31PM EDT 
Programming Type: Bus./financial 
the five oil executives andan intense meeting at 
the white house with bp chief executives, ceo tony 
hayward and his testimony on capitol hill. the 
obama administration's point person on the bp 
disaster is our guest this month. carol browner is 
the director of the white house office of climate 
change, a new job created by the administration. 
she was formally epa chief under president 
clinton. i sat down with carol browner here at the 
white house. we talked about the oil spill, the 
administration's response, and energy policy. 
thank you for talking with us. >> the president 
has said that this administration is committed to 
putting an end to this environmental disaster in 
the gulf and we are told that the oil leak cannot be 
stopped for another two months. is that the best 
case scenario?  
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Morning Edition 
WNYC (NPR) - EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson did and she appeared with them before the 
environment and public works committee 
 
Entry #11 
Today in Washington 
CSPAN3 (CSPAN3) – Gulf of Mexico Oil Spill questions to Administrator Jackson 
 
Entry #12 
MSNBC News Live 
MSNBC (MSNBC) - The Environment and Public Works Committee questioning EPA Head 
Lisa Jackson. 
 
Entry #13 
Today in Washington 
CSPAN3 (CSPAN3) - Interior Secretary Ken Salazar and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
coming under questioning today on the Gulf of Mexico Oil Spill 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #1 
Fox 8  News at 7AM 
WVUE (Fox) New Orleans, LA – EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson are among those scheduled 
to testify today. 
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Entry #2 
Good Morning Live 
KIVI (ABC) Boise, ID - Pesticide specified in the study "has been approved and registered by 
the US EPA. 
 
 
Entry #4 
Tri-States This Morning 
KHQA (CBS) Quincy, IL - Marion also says that he plans to talk with Senator Harkin about the 
city sewer system's EPA mandate. 
 
Entry #5 
Sunrise News 
WICS (ABC) Champaign, IL - But pesticide manufacturers responded by saying the chemical 
used on produce is "has been approved and registered by the US EPA and when used according 
to the label, the EPA has determined it to be safe 
 
 
Entry #6 
Eyewitness News This Morning on Fox 
WVAH (Fox) Charleston, WV - Senator Jay Rockefeller sent this statement on the spruce mine 
hearing... quote quote" the coal industry must be able to rely on a clear process that addresses 
environmental concerns while also protecting our West Virginia jobs and allowing mining to 
move forward. 
 
 
Entry #7 
WMBD 31 News This Morning 
WMBD (CBS) Peoria, IL - Homeowner who had lead paint and children under 6. 
 
 
Entry #8 
Eyewitness News This Morning 
WCHS (ABC) Charleston, WV - Letter to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson expressing my 
permit process closely." 
 
Entry #9 
13 News  at 6a 
WOWK (CBS) Charleston, WV – Those pro-coal say if the EPA does yank the spruce number 
one mine's permit...it will have catastrophic effects on all mining Governor Joe Manchin tells us 
he's outraged...and fears devastating results not just here in West Virginia...but for the nation. 
 
 
Entry #10 







NBC 25 News Today 
WEYI (NBC) Flint, MI - "We're looking to the EPA to move quickly to issue documentation to 
identify the specific remediation need on the site 
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in place to deal with a worst- case scenario spill or 
leak - like the one in the gulf right now. the u-s 
house committee on transportation and 
infrastructure looks into the regulations governing 
the safety functions of mobile rigs like the 
deepwater horizon. also on tap - a probe into the 
oil companies' plans to deal with a potential oil 
spill like the deepawter horizon. bp president 
lamar mckay, transocean ceo steven newman, and 
epa administratnor lisa jackson are among those 
scheduled to testify today. log onto fox 8 live dot 
com, for extensive coverage of this spill disaster. 
you'll find an entire section dedicated to the 
situation, including resources for victims. up next 
this morming- a popular local televangelist is living 
a lavish lifestyle. up next, a lee zurik investigation 
into what some people consider the televangelist's 
"high flying" ways. he has a   
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Good Morning Live 
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and the ability to think and communicate. (sot//dr. 
philip landrigan / mount sinai school of medicine) 
"we need to do a study that measures pesticide 
exposure very early in life// then follow the 
children over 5, 6, 7 years and see if the early 
exposure actually causes the disease." canning 
needs to re-track this line... 1:10 - 1:29 one 
national association that represents pesticide 
manufacturers agrees that much more research is 
need to determine if a link actually exists, saying 
the pesticide specified in the study "has been 
approved and registered by the us epa and when 
used according to the label, the epa has 
determined it to be safe." experts also warn any 
number of other factors could cause adhd. 
(sot//dr. philip landrigan)" "there is no need here 
to panic. what we're talking about here is giving 
people information that will make them educated 
consumers." andrea cannign reporting... some 
experts suggest peeling fruit and vegetables...and 
of course washing them thoroughly. yeah 
lincoln...and  
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WNYC (NPR)National Programming, DMA: 0 
May 19 2010 7:45AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
sealing of the well cells are said would be done by 
enroling to realize well this won't be finished until 
august cells are extended far more confidence and 
epa administrator lisa jackson did and she 
appeared with them before the environment and 
public works committee . but one thing and have 
taken away so biased that the ability to get is well 
out of the ground has stars as the ability to 
respond said the worst case scenario . jackson 
added she was amazed political science there is on 
underwater oil disbursements he nonetheless 
bought rights to use late last week tried to 
breakup and degrade the leaking oil . it's leaking 
because a so-called log adventures installed at the 
well that didn't work oregon democrat ron wyden 
breast cells are on how much minerals 
management services agency inside his 
department that regulates oil drilling had to do 
with that failure do you believe that no 
management has adequately regulated blow out 
for them to .   
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economic development. keokuk could see around 
three hundred new jobs if some funding is 
provided for a business opportunity with a hydro 
turbines company called amjet. mayor tom marion 
tells us that this summit could be huge for the 
keokuk and the local area. <"it helps to have 
some personal touch.it helps when you're trying to 
get industry to come here, dealing personally with 
the individuals and dealing with the senators and 
congressmen who can help us immensely."> 
marion also says that he plans to talk with senator 
harkin about the city sewer system's epa 
mandate. coming up...our working for a living 
series continues as khqa's rajah maples 
moonlights in her old job as a  
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past in smaller farm communities - but this is the 
first time the population at large has ever been 
tested." the study tested more than a thousand 
children ages 8 - 15 and were analyzed for 
pesticides in their urine. all the children who 
tested positive were twice as likely to have 
symptoms of adhd. but some say more research is 
still need. (sot//dr. philip landrigan / mount sinai 
school of medicine) "we need to do a study that 
measures pesticide exposure very early in life// 
then follow the children over 5, 6, 7 years and see 
if the early exposure actually causes the disease." 
experts we spoke to say peaches, strawberries and 
raspberries consistently have the highest levels of 
pesticides. (graphic - crop growers of america) but 
pesticide manufacturers responded by saying the 
chemical used on produce is "has been approved 
and registered by the us epa and when used 
according to the label, the epa has determined it 
to be safe." still this mother isn't taking any 
chances...and plans to follow the old adage you 
are what you eat - in this case organic. andrea 
canning, abc news, new york.  
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Est. Publicity Value: $62 (30 Seconds) $124 
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the epa has not said when they will make a final 
decision on the spruce number 1 permit. senator 
jay rockefeller sent this statement on the spruce 
mine hearing... quote quote"the coal industry 
must be able to rely on a clear process that 
addresses environmental concerns while also 
protecting our west virginia jobs and allowing 
mining to move forward. this is exactly why i 
wrote a letter to epa administrator lisa jackson 
expressing my concerns and why i will continue to 
monitor this permit process closely." end quote. 
stingerstinger public schools could revise their 
hiring practices and revamp the teams that help 
them with decision-making. decision-making. the 
state senate unanimously passed those proposals 
yesterday as part of governor manchin's 
education-focused special  
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children just in the first year alone."problem is, a 
nationwide investigation found some contractors 
aren't playing by the new rules! undercover calls 
were made to more than a dozen painters across 
the country. the caller said he was a homeowner 
who had lead paint and children under 6. not one 
contractor brought up the new requirements. and 
when specifically asked if they were certified under 
the new epa regulations, these were the 
responses:"there's no certification for it.""you 
aren't required to be licensed." "huh? i'd have to 
look into that.""i don't know anything about that." 
rebecca morley, " it's alarming that so many 
contractors are unaware of the new 
requirements."some painters told us they were 
certified and when we checked their name on the 
epa's list of approved contractors we found they 
flat out lied. one contractor even told us "i can still 
do the job even though i'm not certified." rebecca 
morley, "contractors that are claiming that they 
don't have to be certified or that it doesn't matter 
are really only putting themselves at risk and their 
clients." how do you know if your home has lead 
paint? if it was built before 1978--the year lead 
paint was outlawed in the us----there's a high  
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Eyewitness News This Morning 
WCHS (ABC)Charleston, WV DMA: 63 
May 19 2010 6:32AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
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Est. Publicity Value: $318 (30 Seconds) $636 
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fighting for his life. it happened around seven last 
night on roberts drive in ashland. emergency 
dispatchers tell us that a man broke into a home 
and then homeowner and the intruder got into a 
fight. boyd county police are investigating. 
stingerstinger this morning the dust settles after 
an intense hearing on coal in west virginia. as 
eyewitness news reporter darrah wilcox tells us... 
hundreds showed up to share their opinion. she's 
live at the civic center where the hearing was held 
with more. darrah? darrah? patrick the meeting 
went well into the evening hours last night... 
lasting nearly four hours. and both plead with 
federal regulators as the future for a state's 
largest uncertain. the e-p-a says they permit from 
the surface mine in logan for water environmental 
miners say pulling the permit will cost families 
thier livilihood. said when they will decision on the 
spruce number 1 permit. rockefeller sent this 
statement on hearing... quote quotebe able to rely 
on a clear process that addresses while also 
protecting our west virginia jobs and why i wrote a 
letter to epa administrator lisa jackson expressing 
my permit process closely." end quote. 
quote.reporting live in the studio... darrah news. 
yesterday, massey  
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(wilma zigmond-supt logan co schools 14:05) "the 
emotional devastation that occurs when coal and 
the families that are dependant on coal no longer 
have a viable income. this devastation results in 
dramatic changes in the home, drastically effects 
each child and ultimately destroys our schools." 
those pro-coal say if the epa does yank the spruce 
number one mine's permit...it will have 
catastrophic effects on all mining.governor joe 
manchin tells us he's outraged...and fears 
devastating results not just here in west 
virginia...but for the nation. and senator jay 
rockefeller released this statement on last night's 
spruce mine hearing. he said, +quote,+ "the coal 
industry must be able to rely on a clear process 
that addresses environmental concerns, while also 
protecting our west virginia jobs and allowing 
mining to move forward. this is exactly why i 
wrote a letter to epa administrator lisa jackson 
expressing my concerns and why i will continue to 
monitor this permit process closely," + (end 
quote.+  
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jump starting redevelopm the genesee regional 
chamber of commerce. (14:05:56) "the "buick 
city" site itself offers great potential in terms of it's 
the strength of the freeway and components. it 
would be very attractive for future development." 
that means hope for new industry jobs 
(14:06:13)intermodal development, where you 
are moving products from 1 mode of 
transportation to another: namely rail and truck." 
the feds unveiled 800 million in a trust fund, to 
nearly 90 gm sites across the country. more than 
half are in michigan.million go to statewide clean-
up efforts. but that clean-up could take some time 
... and no one knows exactly how could be. 
(14:08:22) "we're looking to the epa to move 
quickly to issue documentation to identify the 
specific remediation need on the site." meanwhile 
continues further north in bay city. mayor charles 
brunner says the city could use some of to deal 
with old gm property there.(22:58:52) (phoner gfx 
need/then cover with bc b-roll) "we're hoping to 
tap into the extra money to help us remediate the 
landfill that's in the middle grounds in bay 
city.with the responsibility of the landfill; during 
the bankruptcy, general motors shed that 
responsibility and it became the responsibility of 
bay city. it's about a $2 to 3 million dollar price 
tag." ## most of these old most of price tag." 
###3 million dollar about a $2 to 3 million dollar 
price tag." ## these old sites were  
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>> okay. ms. jackson, or you, ms. sutley, have a 
different view, feel free to speak. i see you don't. 
that's good. a qution if i could for our 
administrator, lisa jackson. we kw that the 
impacts of this oil spill on our ocean and on our 
eco system may well be devastating. we hope not, 
but they may well be. as the chairman of the clean 
air -- subcommittee on clean air and nuclear 
safety in the senate i'm also concerned about the 
impact on air quality, what may emanate from this 
spill. second, what is the epa doing to protect 
workers that are cleaning up the spill from harmful 
-- breathing harmful air? >> the epa has been 
sampling since fairly early on, it was actually the 
day that bp started the institute burning of the oil 
that was on the surface, that epa began air 
sampling.  
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hill today. among the big names testifying, inferior 
secretary ken salazar spoke to congress for the 
first time since the april 20th accident. and right 
now there are two senate hearings going on. the 
environment and public works committee 
questioning epa head lisa jackson. and in the 
commerce committee, the leaders of the coast 
guard and noaa will talk about the emergency 
response. >>> president obama was conspicuous 
in his absence in pennsylvania today. but he did 
fly over to state on his way to ohio. the president 
toured a company benefiting from the economic 
stimulus package in youngstown and then spoke 
to workers there about his administration's 
ongoing effort to create more jobs. >> every time 
a new factory or plant opens or expands in 
america, it doesn't just employ the people who are 
working at the plant. everybody here, suddenly 
they've got a little more money to go buy lunch 
somewhere or buy a computer for the kids or do 
something else, and so the -- it becomes an 
economic lifeline for  
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how many they granted was really their decision 
to make. >> can you comment on the mcmann 
campaign's role in all this? >> no. >> why not? 
>> what's your reaction to you coming out at this 
point? >> i think the timing speaks for itself. and 
the acknowledgement by her campaign as to its 
role. i'm not going to say anything more. i'll leave 
it to you to do the reporting, and make the 
judgments. >> what was the impetus for joining -
- >> we'll leave this event now in connecticut to 
take you back live to capitol hill, and a hearing by 
the senate environment committee. interior 
sretary ken salazar and epa administrator lisa 
jackson coming under questioning today on the 
gulf of mexico oil spill. hearing just getting under 
way. here's chairman boxer. live coverage. >> ten 
minutes to question, because we feel that's the 
key issue. and a lot of -- we want to just get your 
statements out there. and then we have a lot of 
questions. so why don't we start with the   
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Friday, April 2, 2010 


 
 
 
 
URL: http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x130933.htm      
 
National 
 
Entry #1 
Morning Edition 
WNYC (NPR)National Programming – EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson addressed anticipated 
criticism from the coal industry 
 
Entry #2 
Morning Edition 
WNYC (NPR)National Programming – Terrorist threats new water quality rules  
 
 
Local 
 
Entry #3 
Country Morning 
KFYR (NBC)Minot, ND - Renovators certification course is available on the EPA's website at 
epa-dot- gov-slash-lead 
 
 
Entry #4 
Good Morning Virginia 
WSET (ABC)Roanoke, VA - Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli is back in the news. This time - 
he is going to court over new fuel efficiency rules issued by the EPA 
 
 
Entry #5 
Fox 26 News at 5AM 
KRIV (Fox)Houston, TX - For the first time the EPA will regulate tail pipe emissions 
 
 
Entry #6 
News 13 This Morning 
WLOS (ABC)Greenville, SC – EPA is suggesting that if you're planning on remodeling your 
pre-1978 built home to not make any repairs yourself. 
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Morning Edition 
WNYC (NPR)National Programming, DMA: 0 
Apr 02 2010 7:31AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
jerry feared damage estimates could run into the 
hundreds of millions of dollars the coal industry is 
criticizing anabolic ministration now and that it 
was tightened water quality standards for surface 
coal mining permits across avalanche at present 
against jeffrey removing . out in time to get at the 
colon the need is efficient but that process also 
kandahar nearby streams us environmental 
protection agency estimates almost two thousand 
miles about election ahead but it strains have been 
buried by mountaintop coal mining in announcing 
the new regulations epa administrator lisa jackson 
addressed anticipated criticism from the coal 
industry . let me be clear this is not about him 
being cold and this is no ending coal mining boom 
. the national mining association called this and 
other recent the epa decision to its members don't 
like an ill considered finesse the epa to give more 
thought to have policy decisions affect jobs and 
the cost of producing electricity jeffrey and 
compared with .   
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Morning Edition 
WNYC (NPR)National Programming, DMA: 0 
Apr 02 2010 7:04AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
terrorist threats new water quality rules could 
sharply curtailed mountaintop removal mining in 
west virginia of the mountain state's mining 
industry group says the new rules will cost a lot of 
jobs epa has lisa jackson says glow and the tops 
off mountains to get cold it's too many toxins 
industry and this is npr news . and in new york 
this is wm life cia bryant tonight and in for security 
is johnson it's 49 degrees and they're going up to 
68 degrees at seven 0 6 . if you're taking amtrak 
to boston this morning your trip will take longer 
than usual that's because the tracks are still 
flooded in rhode island chains are running along 
the inland route by hartford and springfield the 
longer travel time and service on the sella express 
between new haven in boston is still canceled 
today but there are alternatives regarding his vice 
president of transportation for the peter pan but . 
and that's important the second bus and ... ... 
companies that folks that will love this place and 
the movies this year and .   
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and renovators certification course is available on 
the epa's website at epa-dot- gov-slash-lead . 
earlier this week.. president obama signed a law 
that changes the way student loans are processed. 
students will now go through the federal 
government for loans ... instead of choosing a 
bank. the bank of north dakota has been a large 
provider of student loans. and as the only state-
owned bank in the nation, revenues directly 
impact the state's economy. the bank president 
says in the short- term he doesn't expect a huge 
revenue hit... but the bank could miss out on long- 
term gains. "we're going through the bill, we're 
looking at all the options that are available to us. 
there are opportunities to do outreach education, 
and so we hope those things will continue for us." 
there are four federal contractors taking part in 
the direct loan program. b-n-d hopes to become 
another   
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Good Morning Virginia 
WSET (ABC)Roanoke, VA DMA: 67 
Apr 02 2010 6:35AM EDT 
Programming Type: Talk Interview 
Newsmagazine 
Est. Households/Views: 36088 
Est. Publicity Value: $340 (30 Seconds) $680 
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the digital video and audio file. the audio and 
video of the file are poor because they say the 
camera was consumer grade. l-u says they have 
better equipment, but didn't use it. john gauger, lu 
solutions analyst - "we could've put together a 
multi-camera, high definition quality, multi 
microphone recording that would've been like 
something you saw on tv, like ncis or something." 
liberty says they've fixed the audio from that 
corrupted section, and given it to us... and tell us 
they hope to have the video for us later today. 
attorney general ken cuccinelli is back in the news. 
this time - he is going to court over new fuel 
efficiency rules issued by the epa. his office says 
the rules are a tacit denial of his lawsuit 
challenging the epa's conclusion that greenhouse 
gases are dangerous to people and should be 
regulated. cuccinelli plans to file a notice of appeal 
about the fuel efficiency rules for passenger 
vehicles bult from 20-12 through 20-16. 
congressman tom perriello says more than 15-
thousand small businesses in our district will get 
an immediate tax credit. yesterday,  
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average fuel eficiency up to 35 and a half miles a 
gallon by 2016. that's 10 miles per hour more 
than the current standard. for the first time the 
epa will regulate tail pipe emissions. is for the 
unknown hope that something good may possibly 
happen, we're going to take enormous chances 
with the economy. it's short sighted and 
outrageous action on the part of the 
administration. the administration says the new 
rules will mean cleaner air. others say it's the first 
step towards addressing climate change while 
legislation remains bogged down in congress. >>> 
5:17. here's the latest look at a line of 
thunderstorms that's moving through north texas 
and entering central texas. there it is. hasn't quite 
approached dallas fort worth yet, but it will later 
on this morning, and it looks like we'll catch the 
tail end of this into the afternoon. otherwise, it's 
going to be a breezy and a warm and a cloudy day 
for us. across the country it's going to  
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News 13 This Morning 
WLOS (ABC)Greenville, SC DMA: 36 
Apr 02 2010 6:02AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 56580 
Est. Publicity Value: $429 (30 Seconds) $858 
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they must seal the work area, post warning signs, 
and clean using special equiptment to prevent 
posible lead exposure. if they fail to met any of the 
requirements they can face heavy fines. so to 
keep everyone safe the epa is suggesting that if 
you're planning on remodeling your pre-1978 built 
home to not make any repairs yourself. local 
african american leaders say they're upset over 
alleged racial text messages sent by an ashevile 
police sergeant. the claim comes out of a sexual 
harrasment lawsuit filed by a female officer. cherie 
byrd claims sergeant eric lauffer sent her lewd text 
messages.. as well as ones that are racially 
offensive. ashevile n- double-a-c-p president john 
hayes says the alleged messages reflect a bigger 
problem with trust. 1457 "and it that's to a female 
you want to have a relationship with then what 
would it be if it's me a midnight and you got me 
up against a car and then you   
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URL: http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x156863.htm  
 
NATIONAL: 
 
Entry #1 
The West Wing 
BRAVO (BRAVO) - Reuters has a report that we scrubbed two paragraphs from an EPA report. 
Scrued two paragraphs? The EPA's report on energy needs. Reuters is saying the White House 
scrubbed language critical of the coal industry. 
 
Entry # 19 
News 
CFFR (CFFR) - Work force in the wake of an oil spill in Michigan the crew now numbering 
around three hundred relaxed debate the leaking pipeline in the town Kalamazoo River and 
attempt to figure out why has leaked at least three million liters of oil the US Environmental 
Protection Agency has also send dozens of people to the scene in the wake of the spill 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #2 
CBS 8 News This Morning 
WAKA (CBS) Montgomery, AL – US Environmental Protection Agency may put stricter limits 
on ozone allowed in the air in the Montgomery area.  
 
Entry #3 
KJCT News 8 This Morning 
KJCT (ABC) Grand Junction, CO - The Environmental Protection Agency is holding public 
meetings in Denver next week as it reconsiders air pollution standards for oil and gas operations.  
 
Entry #4 
Eyewitness News 4:30AM 
KABC (ABC) Los Angeles, CA - The Environmental Protection Agency has launched a new 
service on its website that lets you see what kind of hazardous materials and chem cams actually 
are being used in your neighborhood, you can simply search by zip code. 
 
Entry #5 
KRQE News 13 This Morning 
KRQE (CBS)Albuquerque, NM - The US Environmental Protection Agency released the update 
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last night, shortly after Michigan's governor sharply criticized efforts to contain oil flowing down 
the Kalamazoo River. 
 
Entry #6 
Wake Up Wisconsin 
WAOW (ABC) Wausau, WI -  
Wake Up Wisconsin 
WAOW (ABC) Wausau, WI - The Environmental Protection Agency. Believes more than a 
million gallons of oil may have leaked this week.. into a major southern Michigan waterway. 
 
Entry #7 
CBS 8 News This Morning 
WAKA (CBS) Montgomery, AL - The US Environmental  Protection Agency may put stricter 
limits on ozone allowed in the air in the Montgomery area. EPA representatives met on 
Wednesday with state and local officials to explore the impact tighter rules would have. 
 
Entry #8 
FOX 2 News Morning 
WJBK (Fox) Detroit, MI – The EPA believe believes more than what million gallons of oil may 
have leaked after a burst this weekend. It happened in a creek in Marshall township feeding in 
the Kalamazoo River. 
 
Entry #9 
Action 2 News: This Morning 
WBAY (ABC) Green Bay, WI - The Environmental Protection Agency says it believes more 
than a million gallons of oil may have leaked into a major southern Michigan waterway. 
 
Entry #10 
13abc Action News at 6:30AM 
WTVG (ABC) Toledo, OH - - The Environmental Protection Agency says it believes more than 
a million gallons of oil may have leaked into a major southern Michigan waterway. 
 
Entry #11 
NBC 25 News Today 
WEYI (NBC) Flint, MI - The Environmental Protection Agency says it believes more than a 
million gallons of oil may have leaked into a major southern Michigan waterway. 
 
Entry #12 
ABC12 News at Six 
WJRT (ABC) Flint, MI - The Environmental Protection Agency says it believes more than a 
million gallons of oil may have leaked into a major southern Michigan waterway. 
 
Entry #13 
10TV News HD at 6AM 
WBNS (CBS Columbus, OH - Reporter: beaches empty, innertubes untouched at Camp Wilson, 
Logan County, after an algae bloom forced a closure of silver lake. this shows water no one 







would want to swim in. caked and coated with algae. They're having an awful time. They're 
having blooms, odors. We have advisories urging people, please, don’t go on the lake. 
 
Entry #14 
News 8 Daybreak 
WOOD (NBC) Grand Rapids, MI - EPA Official told us one-third of the roughly 25 miles of oil 
covers bank to bank on that river.  
 
Entry #15 
27 News Wake Up Wisconsin: Early Edition 
WKOW (ABC) Madison, WI - About 200 workers are trying to clean up the spill. The 
Environmental Protection Agency is also bringing in additional help. 
 
Entry #16 
NEWSCHANNEL 3 Live at 6am 
WWMT (CBS) Grand Rapids, MI – EPA workers are making sure no more oil leaks out.. 530am 
EPA on oil spill-sot "there's no heavy visible oil coming from the pipeline, we cant verify 
conclusively that there is no oil coming from the pipeline so were going to continue to keep an 
eye on it to make sure that conditions don't worsen. 
 
Entry #17 
NewsChannel 10 Early Edition 
KFDA (CBS)Amarillo, TX -  The US Environmental Protection Agency released the update 
Wednesday after the governor sharply criticized efforts to contain oil flowing down the 
Kalamazoo River 
 
 
Entry #18 
Wake Up Wisconsin 
WAOW (ABC )Wausau, WI – The Environmental Protection Agency says it believes more than 
a million gallons of oil may o have leaked this week into a major Southern Michigan that leads to 
Lake Michigan. 
 
 
Entry #20 
12 News Today 
WWBT (NBC)Richmond, VA - Federal officials now estimate that more than 1 million gallons 
of oil may have spilled into a major river in Southern Michigan. 
 
Entry #21 
TV6 Morning News 
WLUC (NBC) Marquette, MI - Federal officials now estimate that more than 1 million gallons 
of oil may have spilled into a major river in Southern Michigan. The US Environmental 
Protection Agency released the update Wednesday night, shortly after the governor sharply 
criticized efforts to contain oil flowing down the Kalamazoo River. 
 







Entry #22 
6 News This Morning 
WLNS (CBS) Lansing, MI – The Environmental Protection Agency now estimates more than a 
million gallons of oil have leaked into the Kalamazoo River 
 
Entry #23 
WCJB TV20 News - Morning Edition 
WCJB (ABC) Gainesville, FL –Environmental Protection Agency recently released a report on 
how to best clean-up the Cabot Koppers superfund site. 
 
Entry #24 
First Forecast Mornings 
WWJ (CBS) Detroit, MI - – The Environmental Protection Agency now estimates more than a 
million gallons of oil have leaked into the Kalamazoo River 
 
Entry #25 
Action News This Morning 
WXYZ (ABC) Detroit, MI - The Environmental Protection Agency now estimates more than a 
million gallons of oil have leaked into the Kalamazoo River 
 
Entry #26 
NBC 25 News Today 
WEYI (NBC) Flint, MI - The Environmental Protection Agency now estimates more than a 
million gallons of oil have leaked into the Kalamazoo River 
 
Entry #27 
13 Eyewitness News at 4:30AM 
KTRK (ABC) Houston, TX - The Governor is asking the Environmental Protection Agency to 
come out and help contain this big spill. Right now crews are working through the night to make 
sure the oil does not reach the Lake Michigan system 
 
Entry #28 
WSBT News First Thing in the Morning 
WSBT (CBS) South Bend, IN - The Environmental Protection Agency now estimates more than 
a million gallons of oil have leaked into the Kalamazoo River 
 
Entry #29 
Fox Hunt 
WFXB (Fox) Myrtle Beach, SC - All of our chemicals are registered by the EPA so there safe 
for pets, safe for your children. 
 
Entry #30 
NEWSCHANNEL 3 Live at 5am 
WWMT (CBS) Grand Rapids, MI - EPA took over the clean up efforts here in the Kalamazoo 
River. 
 







Entry #31 
Newscenter 25 at 10 
KAVU (ABC) Victoria, TX – The Environmental Protection Agency  is developing tougher 
rules to control stormwater 
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will be introduced next week. drop it back in 
congress's lap. why is the president dragging his 
feet on naming a new chairman of the joint chiefs? 
the president is making his decision. admiral 
fitzwallace is still on the job-- one chairman at a 
time. what else? reuters has a report that we 
scrubbed two paragraphs from an epa report. 
scrued two paragraphs? the epa's report on 
energy needs. reuters is saying the white house 
scrubbed language critical of the coal industry. 
what midlevel lackey tampers with an independent 
report? you're looking at him. i didn't mean to... 
are we defending coal? reuters has the original 
draft. we have to do a total mea culpa. make it a 
one-day story. we're not "culpa-ing" anything. 
"the report will reflect administration views." that's 
not going to fly if they have the draft. there's a 
threshold... "the report will reflect administration 
views." that's the line. what else? great. thanks. 
you worried about that epa thing? i'm worried 
about anything that takes us off our new 
message. now that we've officially settled on our 
new message. right.  
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40,000 people that have been part of the oil spill 
response. >>> the u.s. environmental 
protection agency may put stricter limits on 
ozone allowed in the air in the montgomery area. 
epa representatives met on wednesday with state 
and local officials to explore the impact that the 
tighter rules would have. they could limit what 
kind of industries can move into the river region. 
epa will decide whether to impose the stricter 
clean-air standards and which montgomery area 
counties would be included on august 31. >>> a 
woman is recovering at a montgomery hospital 
after police say her boyfriend shot her before 
killing himself. montgomery police say 26-year-old 
samuel jones shot his 34-year-old girlfriend three 
times then shot himself to death while the two 
were arguing at a home on townsend drive 
yesterday morning. four children inside the home 
witnessed the shooting and they are now in state 
custody. >>> some montgomery residents want  
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to curb violence. montgomery police and members 
of the african american community  
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5:46 your thursday, july 29th...<xxxxxxxx> bad 
news if you're looking to sell your home... a new 
core- logic housing report out this week shows 
foreclosure rates in grand junction are up nearly a 
full percentage point from this time last year. the 
number is just under two percent. but there's a 
silver lining....it's still well under the national 
foreclosure rate of 3 percent. the reportshows 
grand junction residents still have a hard time 
keeping up with their mortgages... the mortgage 
delinquency rate sits at five and a half percent. 
<xxxxxxxxxx> the environmental protection 
agency is holding public meetings in denver next 
week as it reconsiders air pollution standards for 
oil and gas operations. the meetings are part of a 
settlement the epa reached with wildearth 
guardians and the san juan citizens alliance over 
regulations that the groups say are outdated, 
given a boom in national gas drilling and advances 
in technology in recent years. the epa has agreed 
to propose updates to threeets of rules under the 
clean air act by jan. 31 of next year. 
<xxxxxxxxxx> in today's technology news..... 
here's  
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what kind of chemicals can be found in your 
neighborhood, you can look it up online, the 
environmental protection agency has launched 
a new service on its website that lets you see what 
kind of hazardous materials and chem cams 
actually are being used in your neighborhood, you 
can simply search by zip code. to check it out, go 
to our website, abc.com. click on the see it on tv 
link. phillip: right now we want to find out whether 
the -- about the weather with garth kemp. >> 
towards the airport, look way in the distance, off 
the horizon there, you can see a few clouds. that 
is about it for the marine layer. we're pretty much 
in the same spot as yesterday. off shore it sits but 
it's not approaches the coast. 62 degrees at best 
downtown, 60 long beach, burbank, 60,  
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meanwhile...feder al officials now estimate that 
more than 1 million gallons of oil may have spilled 
into a major river in southern michigan. the u.s. 
environmental protection agency released the 
update last night, shortly after michigan's 
governor sharply criticized efforts to contain oil 
flowing down the kalamazoo river. officials with 
the company that owns the pipeline says they 
made "significant progress." more new mexico 
news now...highway 3-71 south of farmington is 
back open this morning... after being shut down 
yesterday after crews working on a natural gas 
line broke it. enterprise gas company says the four 
inch gas line was ruptured around three yesterday 
afternoon. it took crews about an hour and a half 
to shut the valve off to stop leak. no one was hurt. 
a million dollars in stimulus money the city 
requested to rebuild a westside fire station could 
go toward new fire equipment instead. mayor 
berry says the city and the state couldn't reach 
agreement on a timeline for fixing up station 
seven. so -- he's asked the governor if the money 
can be spent on new  
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surface. but.. not all is going well for b-p. the oil 
giant could face criminal charges.ar the federal 
government is investigating whether b-p 
violatwhed safety standards.. by lying to 
regulators and falsifying reports. the 
environmental protection agency.. believes 
more than a million gallons of oil may have leaked 
this week.. into a major southern michigan 
waterway.. that leads to lake michigan. the es 
reported night from the epa exceeds earlier 
estimates from the company responsible for the 
spill into talmadge creek, which ge runs into the 
kalamazoo river, of about 819,000 gallons. epa 
administrator lisa jackson says in a statement the 
agency and enbridge inc. are taking action on the 
"serious spill." the epa says it's requested the 
coast guard make $2 million ll available to fund 
the e federal government's operations in response 
to the spill. and the epa will move additional 
vessels into the area within days to assist in the 
response. firefighters partially surround a wildfire 
north of los angeles. it's burned at least  
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ongoing violence in the area. the officers gave 
residents tips, and opened the floor for q and a. 
pastor ed nettles with the enough is enough 
campaign helped facilitate the meeting. the u-s 
environmental protection agency may put 
stricter limits on ozone allowed in the air in the 
montgomery area. e-p-a representatives met on 
wednesday with state and local officials to explore 
the impact tighter rules would have. they could 
limit what kind of industries can move into the 
river region. e-p-a will decide whether to impose 
the stricter clean-air standards and which 
montgomery area counties would be included on 
august 31. turning now to the disaster in the gulf 
today marks 101 days since the bp oil spill, and 
coastal alabamians are asking what's next. retired 
coast guard admiral thad allen says crews are 
having trouble finding patches of the crude that 
had been washing up on beaches and   
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church in taylor. the 31-year-old was shot while 
responding to a burglary at the copper tree 
apartments last week. the suspect is yet to face 
charges. edwards who was once named officer of 
the year will be laid to rest in the michigan 
memormemorial park in huh ron township. he 
leaves behind a wife and two young children. 
arqunette:>> it is?vñ the biggest spill in 
michigan's history. it is even big than many first 
thought. the epa believ believes more than what 
million gallons of oil may have leaked after a burt 
this weekend. it happened in a creek in marshall 
township feed ing in the kalamazoo river. governor 
jennifer granholm has declared a state of 
emergency. >> with the last -- the last thing any 
of us want to see is a smaller version of what's 
happened in the gulf happen in our water system 
in the great lakes waters anywhere approaching 
the lake michigan, so we have got to stop the 
spread of the crude right now. >> i am so angry 
on so many levels, and i'm going to fight  
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pallets goes up in flames overnight. fifteen fire 
departments responded to the lakeshore pallet 
company on highway "v" in the town of wilson. 
that's in the southeastern part of the county. the 
call came in just before 11 last night. the company 
makes wood pallets and pellets for wood burning 
stoves. the sheriff's department says all four 
buildings on the site are destroyed. they say the 
fire was out around two-thirty this morning. but 
crews remained on the scene to fight hot spots. a 
firefighter was taken to the hospital for a back 
injury. no word yet on the cause. the 
environmental protection agency says it 
believes more than a million gallons of oil may 
have leaked into a major southern michigan 
waterway. earlier, the company responsible for the 
spill estimated 800 thousand gallons spilled from a 
pipeline into a creek which runs into the 
kalamazoo river. enbridge energy is planning to 
start the excavation process to get to the leaking 
pipe and find out what happened. they will also 
double their workforce and the number of booms 
in the water. the e-p-a is asking the coast guard to 
make two-million dollars availible to fund the 
government's response. work has now  
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it is set to be demolished? a. new one should be 
built, it should be open by fall of next year. those 
vehicles in the parking lot you can see there, those 
will be replaced as well. the old ones will be used 
for training exercises. right now, the police, they 
are operating out of the old highway patrol 
building.. township officials purchased that 
building. that building will be used as dispatch 
center once the new police station is up an running 
following next year.ye reporting live in lake town 
hipp. elizabeth choi, 13 abcb fusion.ion.io >> jeff: 
set up to michigan now. a story garnering national 
attention. the environmental protection 
agency the epa saying more than 1 millionl 
gallons of oil may havea leaked to the southern 
michigan creek that runs tons the kalamazoo river 
an then empties into lake michigan. epa saying it 
has requested the coast guard provide some $2 
million to fund cleanup efforts. meanwhile, the 
company responsible for the spill has deployed 
booms an oil skimmers to try to help h with that 
cleanup. that is look at the top stories at this 
hour.hour stay right there. another check of the 
traffic and the weatherr  
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leaks. meantime - in your local headlines. the 
environmental protection agency says it 
believes more than a million gallons of oil may 
have leaked this week into a major southern 
michigan waterway that leads to lake michigan.. 
yesturday a camera gathered video just under the 
water's surface which shows balls of oil, debris and 
water. the oil leak has been stopped and crews are 
working to contain the spill which is highly visible 
in many areas. in the meantime ..calhoun county 
officials are warning residents to stay away from 
the spill... police in flint are investigating two 
shootings as well.. the first incident happened 
early yesturday morning... a man was sleeping in 
his home when someone fired shots through his 
window... about an hour half later .. a man shot 
his father at a party. both victims are in critical 
condition. anyone with information on any of these 
crimes is asked to come forward. u.s. flags should 
be lowered today in honor of a fallen michigan 
soldier. 22 year old marine corporal paul miller 
died in afghanistan on july 19th the traverse city  
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>> i'm right now is 6:49. bright sunshine. 
temperatures low 60's to fifth. northwest winds 
will hold our temperature to a high of 80 with 
considerably lower humidity than the last few 
days. now a look at the day's top michigan stories. 
the environmental protection agency says it 
believes more than a million gallons of oil may 
have leaked this week into a major southern 
michigan waterway that leads to lake michigan. 
the estimate reported last night from the e.p.a. 
exceeds earlier estimates of about 819,000 gallons 
company response cybil for the spill into the  
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causing problems at some lakes. a y camp had to 
be shut down after algae sickened 15 campers. 
how safe are the lakes that you and your family 
are visiting this summer? new at 6:00, glen mack 
tire went to find out. >> reporter: beaches empty, 
innertubes untouched at camp wilson, logan 
county, after an algae bloom forced a closure of 
silver lake. this shows water no one would want to 
swim in. caked and coated with algae. >> they're 
having an awful time. they're having blooms, 
odors. we have advisories urging people, please, 
don go on the lake. so it is a very significant 
problem. >> the director of the ohio 
environmental protection agency says the 
good news is the problems appear to be isolated 
cases. >> we're doing something in a number of 
lakes in central ohio.  
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one of our crews made it within a quarter of a mile 
of the spill's ground zero. they found this. oil in 
the grass not just in the water. now relief crews 
are having trouble getting to the center of that 
spill. they were rushing to build a emergency road 
to where the leak happened. also they could get 
equipment to the site. the oil is thickest near that 
spill. epa official told us one-third of the roughly 
25 miles of oil covers bank to bank on that river. 
>> we have been on top of this spill since the 
beginning and our commitment won't end any 
time soon. if there are any news conferences we 
will stream them live at wood.tv.com. we will 
continue to dig deeper into how the spill happened 
and how it's impacting you through out the days 
and weeks to come. >> we will find out what rob  
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stopped the flow about 2 weeks ago. a permanent 
fix is in the works and could be done in a couple of 
weeks. and in michigan.. an oil leak there has 
dumped more than one million gallons of crude 
into a river in the southern part of the state. the 
company that owns the oil pipe says it was shut 
off monday. about 200 workers are trying to clean 
up the spill. the environmental protection 
agency is also bringing in additional help. two 
americans were among the 152 people killed in 
yesterday's plane crash in pakistan. the "airblue" 
passenger jet crashed into the hills surrounding 
pakistan's capital, islamabad the cause of the 
crash is still not clear.. but it was rainy and cloudy 
at the time. aviation officials are investigating. 
thousands of california workers will have to take 
furloughs.. until the state passes a budget. 
governor arnold schwarzenegger issued an order.. 
requiring state workers to take 3 unpaid days off 
per month starting in august. this is in an attempt 
to save money as california faces a  
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clean up. e-p-a officials tell us one-third of the 25 
miles of river that are affected by the oil is seeing 
a bank to bank sheen of oil.. and it thins out the 
closer you get to morrow lake... but there is a 
small amount of sheen here. in addition to over-
seeing the clean up... the e-p-a is also working 
with the calhoun county health department and 
the michigan department of community health to 
monitor the benzene levels in the air. and they are 
also still watching the area where the spill 
happened.. a enbridge officials work to find out 
how the spill happened... e-p-a workers are 
making sure no more oil leaks out.. 530am epa on 
oil spill-sot "there's no heavy visible oil coming 
from the pipeline, we cant verify conclusively that 
there is no oil coming from the pipeline so were 
going to continue to keep an eye on it to make 
sure that conditions don't worsen. we believe 
there is still some product the pipeline that's been 
pumped out." 530am epa on oil spill-live. so really 
there are so many levels to this effort... first-  
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of oil may have spilled into a major river in 
southern michigan. the u-s environmental 
protection agency released the update 
wednesday after the governor sharply criticized 
efforts to contain oil flowing down the kalamazoo 
river. governor jennifer granholm warned of a 
tragedy of historic proportions'' if the oil reaches 
lake michigan... which is still at least 80 miles 
downstream from where oil has been seen. there 
aren't as many structures lost to a california 
wildfire as was first reported. authorities say that 
25 structures have been lost in the blaze that 
broke out tuesday in a community north of los 
angeles. kern county fire officials initially 
estimated that 30 to 40 homes were lost. the fire 
is 25 percent contained. to the north, in sequoia 
national forest, a large wildfire that burned eight 
structures near kernville is 5 percent contained. 
there are some beautiful, but dangerous pictures 
from the big island in hawaii. big island civil 
defense officials say the lava flow from the volcano 
has significantly slowed down, but that some 
homes are still  
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face criminal charges. the federal government is 
investigating whether b-p violated safety 
standards.. by lying to regulators and falsifying 
reports. the environmental en protection 
agency says it believes more than a million 
gallons of oil may o have leaked this week into a 
major southern michigan that leads to lake 
michigan. the estimate reported last night ed from 
the epa exceeds earlier estimates from the 
company responsible for the spill into talmadge 
creek, which runs into the kalamazoo river, of 
about 819 thousand gallons. the epa says it's 
requested the coast guard make 2 million dollars 
available to tofund the federal er government's 
operations in response to the spill. firefighters 
partially surround a wildfire north of los angeles.ge 
it's burned at least 25 homes and is threatening 
about 150 others. the fire ten miles south of 
tehachapi (tuh-hatch'-uh-pee) is one of two in 
kern county. the fires forced about 23-hundred 
people to evacuate their homes. about 14-hundred 
ac  
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all fourteen degrees this 
morning a really solid it's 
very quite warm to bayou 
twenty degrees a chance of 
some showers developing a 
new york through holes 
fourteen right now in calgary 
it is fourteen degrees will 
have another check of 
drafting whether together in 
less than ten minutes six 
sixties time for thirty two and 
marriage is doubling its work 
force in the wake of an oil 
spill in michigan the crew 
now numbering around three 
hundred relaxed debate the 
leaking pipeline in the town 
kalamazoo river and attempt 
to figure out why has leaked 
at least three million liters of 
oil the u. s. environmental 
protection agency has also 
send dozens of people to the 
scene in the wake of the spill 
greenpeace activists have 
taken over a part of and 
bridges vancouver offices six 
sixty seven year van is 
following this story the 
protesters are calling for a 
permanent ban on all tanker 
traffic along the b. c. coast 
and a withdrawal of and 
bridges northern deeply 
pipelines application  
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i'm gray hall and i'm heather sullivan. breaking 
overnight.. federal officials now estimate that 
more than 1 milion gallons of oil may have spilled 
into a major river in southern michigan. the 
environmental protection agency released the 
update late last night, after michigan's governor 
sharply criticized efforts to contain oil flowing 
down the  
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federal officials now estimate that more than 1 
million gallons of oil may have spilled into a major 
river in southern michigan. the u.s. 
environmental protection agency released the 
update wednesday night, shortly after the 
governor sharply criticized efforts to contain oil 
flowing down the kalamazoo river. governor 
jennifer granholm warned of a "tragedy of historic 
proportions" if the oil reaches lake michigan, which 
is still at least 80 miles downstream from where oil 
has been seen. enbridge inc. owns the pipeline 
that leaked the oil, and its ceo said earlier 
wednesday that the company has made 
"significant progress." cliffs natural resources has 
released their second quarter results. revenues 
were up 203-percent compared to last year's 
second quarter to a record 1.18 billion dollars. 
cliffs says the increase was driven by higher sales 
volume and improving demand for steelmaking 
raw materials. protests over arizona's new 
immigration law have been breaking out all 
evening.  
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with low humidity, partly cloudy skies, and highs 
around 80. a weak system brings scattered 
showers/storms to the area on saturday, but we're 
dry and warmer on sunday. early next week 
appears warmer yet with another possibility of 
showers/storms on tuesday. the environmental 
protection agency now estimates more than a 
million gallons of oil have leaked into the 
kalamazoo river in marshall. that lead's this 
morning's top stories. that is well above previous 
estimates from enbridge energy--- the company 
responsible for the leak. enbridge estimates put 
about 819- thousand gallons in the water.  
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schools it would make a difference. in the grand 
scheme of things, if you tried to take a million 
dollars and to do the types of reforms they are 
asking us to do in this grant, district wide, it would 
really, drop in the bucket." florida will know in 
september if they made the grade this time 
around. and if they don't ... another billion dollars 
may be available next year. the state's 
environmental protection agency recently 
released a report on how to best clean-up the 
cabot koppers superfund site. now, a group of 
gainesville residents who live around the 90 acre 
site have hired a technical adivsor to help 
understand what the report means. protect 
gainesville's citizens incorporated have hired 
gainesville doctor pat cline who is the founder of 
strategic environmental analysis. doctor cline 
specializes in evaluating the risks of soil, surface 
water and sediments. the group's next workshop 
will be held this friday at 6-30 at wild iris books on 
west university avenue. the ronald mcdonald 
house of gainesville has helped families in the 
hospital for 28 years here in north central florida. 
and each year  
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proven party at the manoogian mansion. the 27 
year old's family condition tends that detroit cops 
deliberately sabotaged the investigation to prevent 
them from holding her killers responsible. power 
crews work around the clock to restore service to 
thousands of customers at metro detroit. at the 
height of yesterday's storms, some 37,000 dte 
customers lost power and this morning, that 
number is down to under 20,000. service is 
expected to be fully restored later today. new 
developments in the oil spill in the kalamazoo 
river. the environmental protection agency 
says it believes more than 1 million gallons of oil 
may have leaked into the southern michigan 
waterway, not the 819,000 the company 
responsible for the spill claims. also, there's 
information coming out that embridge energy 
partners, the condition that owns the leaky 
pipeline knew about potential problems and the 
houston based company notified twice this year of 
problems along the line. the company officials say 
they invest heavily in safety and the cause of the 
leak as not yet been determined.  
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this morning. he will be taken from the milan 
prison to the federal courthouse in downtown 
detrt. kwame kilpatrick's attorney says the ex-
mayor denies obstructing the tamara greene 
investigation. >>> the detroit city council may 
vote on the plan today to decide the future of the 
detroit public schools. the council has already been 
debating for weeks whether to ask voters if the 
mayor should control the district. council members 
have been pounded by angry crowds. one group 
wants to have mayoral oversight of the schools. 
another wants to leave things as they are. >>> a 
new report suggests that the oil spill in michigan 
may be worse than previously thought. the 
environmental protection agency now says it 
believes more than 1 million-gallons of oil may 
have leaked in the kalamazoo river. the news has 
homeowners nearby forced out because of the spill  
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environmental protection agency says it 
believes more than a million gallons of oil may 
have leaked this week into a major southern 
michigan waterway that leads to lake michigan.. 
yesturday a camera gathered video just under the 
water's surface which shows balls of oil, debris and 
water. the oil leak has been stopped and crews are 
working to contain the spill which is highly visible 
in many areas. in the meantime ..calhoun county 
officials are warning residents to stay away from 
the spill... 101 days and counting. it seems the 
end is finally in sight for permanently stopping oil 
from flowing from a damaged rig in the gulf of 
mexico. but as nbc's leanne gregg reports ... there 
are still concerns. (--nats airplane--) less oil can 
be seen from the air. final preparations of the 
primary relief well  
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the fire threatens more than 100 homes. 
emergency crews set up shelters for all of the 
people who have been forced to evacuate from the 
home. the governor has declared a state of 
emergency for all of the county. in michigan oil 
clean up crews are dealing with a spill of their 
own. more than 800,000 gallons are headed down 
the river. the governor is asking the 
environmental protection agency to come out 
and help contain this big spill. right now crews are 
working through the night to make sure the oil 
does not reach the lake michigan system. >> a 
group of local lawmakers wants to help those 
workers who could be laid off from the johnson 
space center with the workforce stability act, to 
provide $80 million to help employees fine other 
work. the government would set up career centers 
to give workers a chance to find and train for new 
jobs, and provide for that. the representative 
olson, green, and sheila jackson lee sign on   
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of alaska this morning. a military cargo plane on a 
local training run crashed overnight at the 
elmendorf air force base. a 4-man crew was on 
board. a spokesman for the air force says there 
are likely not survivors. a gray plume of smoke 
and a fireball could be seen 2 miles away, in 
downtown anchorage. the environmental 
protection agency says it believes more than a 
milion gallons of oil may have leaked this week 
into a major michigan waterway. the estimate 
exceeds earlier  
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still may have problems with things that crawl 
getting on the inside. that's right. it's not normally 
a sanitation issue. it's mother nature. and you 
could have ants, roaches, spiders, any of those 
things crawling in your home. give lane's a call so 
we can get rid of those. what about termite 
control? termite control is something you don't 
want to do on your own. it's not a do it yourself 
project. give the professionals a call let them come 
in do a free termite inspection for you. and we can 
give you options for a termite treatments. are the 
chemicals safe? all of our chemicals are registered 
by the epa so there safe for pets, safe for your 
children. so there are no worries. what about 
those warranty considerations. every job with 
lane's is one hundred percent guaranteed. so if 
you have a bug give us a call and we'll come back 
for free and take care of it. and as far as termite 
work goes you can give us a call and were going 
to solve your problem. so wheter it be on the 
inside or outside , got bugs get lane's  
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action order. it says ... enbridge can not re-open 
that section of pipeline ... until it completes a 
comprehensive safety check. oil spill day 4-ppvo 
governor granholm declared a state of emergency 
for calhoun county on tuesday ... and she says the 
containment efforts are still falling short. the 
governor says ... we need more skimmers ... more 
vacuum trucks .. and that this disaster has the 
potential to be a tragedy of historic proportions. 
live stinger-open now the government's taken the 
lead on the containment efforts ... and jessica 
wheeler is live on morrow lake near comstock ... 
with those details. jessica ... good morning. epa 
taking over-live yesterday the e-p-a took over the 
clean up efforts here in the kalamazoo river. we 
are at the edge of morrow lake... as of last night 
the e-p-a said a light sheen was approaching the 
lake- and they were working to stop it. we do have 
some reports that that sheen did make it here to 
morrow lake.. which has been a big concern ... 
you can see crews are here yet again- working to 
stop the flood of oil... epa taking over-top vo now 
while the e-p-a is over-seeing the efforts here.. 
enbridge is still responsible for the clean up. e-p-a 
officials tell us one-third of the 25 miles of river 
that are affected by  
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a new report released today shows texas waters 
are cleaner than it's been in years. last year 5% of 
the beach water samples that were tested 
exceeded state health standards- that's 4% lower 
than in 2007. at 8%, galveston's stewart beach 
tested slightly higher than the state average but 
lower than 11% the year before. luke metzger 
runs an environmental watchdog group and says 
there's a perfectly good reason why. ) right now 
the environmental protection agency is 
developing tougher rules to control stormwater- a 
major source of pollution. there is also concern 
about the oil spill's impact on gulf coast beaches 
as of july 23rd, it's already led to more than 17-
hundred days of beach closures, advisories, and 
notices this year. )  
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URL: 
 
 
NATIONAL: 
 
Entry #12  
Overnight Music 
WNYC (NPR) - A large majority of Arizonans support the immigration law but a vocal minority 
has turned up the volume on the opposition other states are either considering similar measures 
or have them in place the State of Texas is asking a federal court to review a decision by the 
Environmental Protection Agency  
 
Entry #14 
Worldwide Exchange 
CNBCWLD (CNBCWLD) - And that's what I mean they watch and wait my face even ominous 
painstaking out the high court is that the EPA and downs and all morning and see it going says I 
can't. 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #1 
Black Hills Fox News 
KEVN (Fox) Rapid City, SD - In a letter to the state department last week, the Environmental 
Protection Agency said the draft environmental statement on the proposed pipeline doesn't 
contain enough detail or analysis to inform decision makers and the public. 
 
Entry #2 
NBC 15 Today 
WPMI (NBC) Mobile, AL - The EPA admits on their website that the smell of oil could cause 
short term affects like a headache. But they say long-term health problems shouldn't be an issue. 
 
Entry #3 
6 News at Sunrise 
KRIS (NBC) Corpus Christi, TX - A battle is brewing this morning between the state and the 
Environmental Protection Agency.. over air permits. 







 
Entry #4 
WTWO Today on WFXW 
WFXW (Fox) Terre Haute, IN - An Indiana Energy Company faces large fines from the 
Environmental Protection Agency.  
 
Entry #5 
Eyewitness News at 6:30am 
KENS (CBS) San Antonio, TX - Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott wants the Environmental 
Protection Agency to áreconsiderá its flexible permit program. The EPA says it violates the clean 
air act 
 
 
Entry #6 
Fox 44 Local News This Morning 
WFFF (Fox) Burlington, VT - Leahy was joined by leaders from the US Fish and Wildlife 
Service...and the Environmental Protection Agency 
 
Entry #7 
First Edition 
WLIO (NBC) Lima, OH - The problem stems back to when the former l-g Philips television tube 
factory used locations as dumping grounds for old television parts and glass from the picture 
tubes. In April of last year soil samples were collected initially from four properties, then a more 
thorough testing was done 
 
Entry #8 
WKRG News 5 This Morning 
WKRG (CBS) Mobile, AL – A Top Official with the Environmental Protection Agency says her 
agency is doing air quality monitoring for dispersants. Gina Mccarthy spoke to people at a 
meeting in Prichard last night. She said the agency has not found any toxic components in the 
dispersants. 
 
Entry #9 
Channel 3 News Early Morning 
WCAX (CBS) Burlington, VT - Paddlers will soon have two new docks to launch from in 
Plattsburgh. The city has secured 93-thousand dollars in Environmental Protection fund grants to 
fund construction of docks at Wilcox Park and Dock Street Landing. 
 
Entry #10 
NBC 10 News Sunrise at 5:30am 
WJAR (NBC) Providence, RI - The Rhode Island Airport corporation and its demolition 
contractors have been fined $25,000. The Environmental Protection Agency says they violated 
the federal clean air act and asbestos laws. 
 
Entry #11 







Fox Hunt 
WFXB (Fox) Myrtle Beach, SC - Are the chemicals safe? All of our chemicals are registered by 
the EPA so there safe for pets, safe for your children. So there are no worries.What about those 
warranty considerations. Every job with Lane's is one hundred percent guaranteed. 
 
Entry #13 
Good Morning Jacksonville Sunrise 
WTLV (NBC) Jacksonville, FL - We are closer to finding out more about that mystery foam 
floating on the St. Johns River. The Environmental Protection Agency is testing a sample of 
foam senator bill nelson collected from the river Friday. 
 
Entry #15 
NBC 5 News at 11:00 
KOBI (NBC) Medford, OR - The Environmental Protection Agency is urging Oregon to select 
north ridge estates as a priority for 'superfund' cleanup money 
 
Entry #16 
2 News Late Edition 
KATHLP (NBC) Juneau, AK - The Head of the EPA will spend the next few days visiting rural 
Alaska. Lisa Jackson is the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency and is here on 
her first visit to the state. 
 
Entry #17 
Channel 2 News: Late Edition 
KTUU (NBC) Anchorage, AK - Lisa Jackson is the Administrator of the Environmental 
Protection Agency and is here on her first visit to the state. She makes a lot of decisions in 
Washington that affect both industry and the environment in Alaska. Jackson says she wants to 
hear and see for herself how people feel about issues like climate change.. clean air standards.. 
and the proposed pebble mine project. 
 
Entry #18 
ABC Alaska News at 10pm 
KIMO (ABC)Anchorage, AK - The state's revenue commissioner speaks up about what's best for 
the future of a gas pipeline... and... The Environmental Protection Agency is in town...visiting 
rural Alaska. 
 
Entry #19 
Eyewitness News at 10 
WNAC (Fox) Providence, RI - Today the federal, "Environmental Protection Agency" 
announced that it fined the airport and two demolition contractors 25- thousand dollars 
 
 
Entry #20 
KULR 8 News at Six 
KULR (NBC) Billings, MT - The Environmental Protection Agency is considering new air 
quality standards that could limit the amount of dust in the air. 
 







Entry #21 
K-Eye News at Six 
KEYE (CBS) Austin, TX - 3 Texas is fighting back. State Attorney General Greg Abbott is now appealing a recent move by the 
federal government. The US Environmental Protection Agency overturned a 16- year-old Texas air permitting 
 
 
Entry #22 
NewsChannel 10 News at 6 
KFDA (CBS) Amarillo, TX - It's after the environmental protection agency overturned a clean 
air program, that's been in affect the past 16 years. The EPA contends Texas' flexible permit 
program violates the Clean Air Act. 
 
Entry #23 
12 News at 6 
WICU (NBC) Erie, PA - The EPA will ask people living near the old super-fund dumpsite, for 
permission to drill small holes in their basement floors 
 
 
Entry #24 
WCSH News Center 6 at Noon 
WCSH (NBC) Portland, ME - The coast starting tomorrow, the Maine Department of 
environmental protection and the Environmental Protection Agency will begin overseeing the 
removal of petroleum tanks in patten that contaminated the soil there. 
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delayed a decision on a permit for a $7 billion oil 
pipeline from canada to the gulf of mexico. julie>> 
the keystone xl would move oil from canada 
through several states, including south dakota ... 
and then connect with another pipeline in kansas 
to move oil through oklahoma and texas. the state 
department said today it's adding 90 days to the 
comment period for other federal agencies on 
whether transcanada's keystone xl pipeline is in 
the national interest. in a letter to the state 
department last week, the environmental 
protection agency said the draft environmental 
statement on the proposed pipeline doesn't 
contain enough detail or analysis to inform 
decision makers and the public. justin>> a major 
changing of the guard at british petroleum is just 
around the corner. and work continues on the 
broken oil well in the gulf. fox's jonathan serrie 
has more. london, united kingdom>> a long day 
of meetings with the b-p board of directors for 
tony hayward. the struggling chief executive is set 
to resign according to sources...though the board 
has yet to áofficiallyá name his replacement. 
hayward... angering many by taking a vacation to 
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ticked off many gulf coast residents. he may be 
heading to russia to work on the company's joint 
venture there. there continue to be concerns 
across the area about air quality. many people are 
experiencing signs of respiratory problems and 
they say the oil is to blame. the epa admits on 
their website that the smell of oil could cause short 
term affects like a headache. but they say long-
term health problems shouldn't be an issue. "we 
are not seeing pollutant levels associated with the 
bp spill that give us reason to believe we have 
long term health problems here as a result of the 
spill." the epa does say it's more likely someone 
working with the spill like a bp worker would get 
sick because they're in direct contact with the oil. 
you can check the air quality where you live 24 
hours a day online. go to local 15 t-v dot com and 
look under "find it." fresh news this morning about 
two high profile ships built right here in mobile ... 
that  
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his handling of the oil spill in the gulf of mexico, 
the worst oil spill in u-s history. hayward was 
called to london a month ago after a tough 
encounter with a congressional committee and has 
kept a low profile ever since. more than 3-months 
after the spill the major shake-up in leadership 
isn't expected to disrupt clean up efforts in the 
gulf. meanwhile, on the gulf coast there was 
reaction to hayward's reassignment. <"so i wish 
him well in his retirement. i hope he'll donate 
some of that money to the gulf coast."> a battle is 
brewing this morning between the state and the 
environmental protection agency.. over air 
permits. texas attorney general greg abbott filed 
an appeal of the epa's decision to overturn a 16-
year old state program yesterday. the epa ruled 
that the state's ' flexible permit program'... 
violated the clean air act by setting a general limit 
on how much air pollution an entire facility can 
release. the federal clean air act... requires state-
issued permits to set limits on each individual unit 
in a plant. governor perry says the "epa's  
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a memorial bicycle ride that honors a fallen state 
police lieutenant is underway here in indiana. the 
ride was originally organized by state police 
lieutenant gary dudley. he --- and a lake county 
sheriff's deputy --- were struck by a vehicle and 
killed while on the charity ride four years ago. that 
accident was on state road 63 in 
northernvermillion county. now the ride continues 
in honor of these men. a group of more than 40 
cyclists will cover nearly one-thousand miles... 
they hope to raise money for college scholarships 
for children of fallen officers. still to come... an 
indiana energy company faces large fines from the 
environmental protection agency. we have 
details when wtwo today continues.  
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come forward, officers say it's likely guerra did not 
work alone... but so far, no one else has been 
charged. 3 if those signs that read "caution, high 
water" don't get your attention...how about "turn 
around, don't drown?" the city of new braunfels 
thinks it's a more dramatic approach twarn drivers 
of flooded roads. fourteen of these signs will be 
going up there later this week...in seven different 
locations known to flood. 3 it kinda hits close to 
home, it's just another pe of sign, something we're 
hoping to put out there at a minimal cost to keep 
people from driving around the barricades and 
driving into the water." the signs cost the signs 
cost about a hundred dollars each. 3 the state's 
appealing the fed's ruling... that esentially bans 
texas from issuing new air permits... and puts san 
antonio in a bind. texas attorney general greg 
abbott wants the environmental protection 
agency to áreconsiderá its flexible permit 
program.the epa says it violates the clean air act 
by  
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<< lake champlain funding f-oc, vo >> 
((anime))((mon 1 l)) in your fox-e report... 
vermont and new york are getting a huge boost 
from the federal government to protect one of the 
area's biggest assets....lake champlain. <<take 
vo>> yesterday...senator patrick leahy joined 
state and local leaders in burlington to announce 
10-million dollars in grants. the money will be 
used for several projects including plans to stop 
the spread of invasive plants...and to protect the 
watershed from runoff. << lake champlain funding 
f-sot, vo >> <<take sot>> <5:57 those who love 
this lake, who love what the lake stands for and 
what it can mean historically, environmentally, 
and also economically, share that committment.> 
<< cont vo>> leahy was joined by leaders from 
the u-s fish and wildlife service...and the 
environmental protection agency.<< phil scott 
support d-oc-file >> ((mon 1 r)) in the race for 
vermont's lieutenant governor...there are a couple 
of endorsements to tell you about. <<take vo>> 
let's start with republican  
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carefully by environmental protection agency. 
ottawa village council getting an update on the 
progress of clean up. the problem stems back to 
when the former l-g philips television tube factory 
used locations as dumping grounds for old 
television parts and glass from the picture tubes. 
in april of last year soil samples were collected 
initially from four properties, then a more 
thorough testing was done . properties at 4-40 
second street, 2-35 blanchard street and one 
undisclosed location will undergo remediation by 
the e-p-a at no cost to the owner of the property. 
muller says she was surprised by their findings.  
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a top official with the environmental protection 
agency says her agency is doing air quality 
monitoring for dispersants. gina mccarthy spoke to 
people at a meeting in prichard last night. she said 
the agency has not found any toxic components 
in the dispersants. <"some of the people, the 
environmental groups say, ' )hey we already 
know the air quality isn't good. how come your 
studies haven't found that the air quality has 
gotten worse? that's a good question. when we're 
looking at this, we're trying to find air quality 
problems attributed to the bp oil spill. so we're 
trying to make sure we give people that 
information. but that doesn't mean that air quality 
is where it needs to be across the nation, or in any 
particular area." and mccarthy says there are now 
12 stationary monitors to  
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into over the weekend -- including a social 
services agency and a pediatrician's office. the 
break-ins are just the latest in a rash of burglaries 
this summer. in late may -- thieves targeted the 
elementary school and the perfect pear restaurant. 
police arrested a number of bradford area 
teenagers -- and were hopeful those arrests would 
end the rash of crime. millions of dollars in federal 
funding for lake champlain. the six-point-five 
million dollar will be used for a variety of issues. 
that includes fighting blue green algae, storm 
water run off -- and getting rid of zebra mussels 
and sea lamprey. ((tape 315 37:40richard 
greenough/fisherman "every fisherman out here is 
excited about getting the lake cleaned up")) in the 
the last seven years -- more than 100 million 
dollars has gone toward lake clean up. paddlers 
will soon have two new docks to launch from in 
plattsburgh. the city has secured 93-thousand 
dollars in environmental protection fund grants 
to fund construction of docks at wilcox park and 
dock street landing. the docks will be  
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>>> a look at some of today's top news stories 
this tuesday morning, the 27th of july. rhode 
island and massachusetts have reached 
agreement on where to develop offshore wind 
power. the area is in federal waters south of 
sakonnet river point between block island and 
martha's vineyard. deep water winds project in 
rhode island and the cape wind project in 
massachusetts will not be involved. this 
agreement comes as developers in both states are 
attempting to build the first offshore wind farm in 
the country. >>> the rhode island airport 
corporation and its demolition contractors have 
been fined $25,000. the environmental 
protection agency says they violated the federal 
clean air act and asbestos laws. the epa says it 
wasn't properly notified of 146 home demolitions 
that took place between the years 2004 and '08. 
the home demolitions were in connection with the 
t.f. green  
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still may have problems with things that crawl 
getting on the inside. that's right. it's not normally 
a sanitation issue. it's mother nature. and you 
could have ants, roaches, spiders, any of those 
things crawling in your home. give lane's a call so 
we can get rid of those. what about termite 
control? termite control is something you don't 
want to do on your own. it's not a do it yourself 
project. give the professionals a call let them come 
in do a free termite inspection for you. and we can 
give you options for a termite treatments. are the 
chemicals safe? all of our chemicals are registered 
by the epa so there safe for pets, safe for your 
children. so there are no worries. what about 
those warranty considerations. every job with 
lane's is one hundred percent guaranteed. so if 
you have a bug give us a call and we'll come back 
for free and take care of it. and as far as termite 
work goes you can give us a call and were going 
to solve your problem. so wheter it be on the 
inside or outside , got bugs get lane's  
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that it is faced with claim on speculation for n. p. 
r. news i'm more x. a large majority of arizonans 
support the immigration law but a vocal minority 
has turned up the volume on the opposition other 
states are either considering similar measures or 
have them in place the state of texas is asking a 
federal court to review a decision by the 
environmental protection agency as man 
largely with member station k. u. t. reports from 
austin e. p. a. is trying to overturn the air pollution 
permitting system in texas the e. p. a. test of 
texas insistent per permitting refineries and other 
industrial pollution sources last month saying it 
violated the federal clean air act the agency says 
the state system makes it impossible to regulate 
air quality because it sets emissions limits on 
entire facilities rather than individual pollution 
sources within a facility state leaders have argued 
that the system has been effective and that 
scrapping it would hurt the state's economy lucy 
nash   
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agency with the federal government is stepping in 
to help find an answer. we are closer to finding out 
more about that mystery foam floating on the st. 
johns river. the environmental protection 
agency is testing a sample of foam senator bill 
nelson collected from the river friday. results are 
expected in the next day or two. the sister of a 
missing woman from st. johns county is on the 
first coast. she's here to find out what has 
happened to brittany tavar. it's been almost three 
weeks since anyone has seen or heard from the 
45-year-old. this is video of tavar on the day she 
disappeared. jacksonville sheriff's officers have 
arrested two people in connection to a shooting at 
a sweet sixteen party. police say antonio ki-
lpatrick shot and killed kenneth mccloud junior at 
the clarion hotel at the airport. police also arrested 
this n-- joshua nixon. they say he helped kil-
patrick get rid of the gun used in the shooting. 
plans for commemorating the 9/11 attacks by a 
church in gainesville is drawing criticism. to mark 
the 9th anniversary-- "the dove world  
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let's get to see and watch it. he's our guest writes 
thanks to you al is tenet but to tell because he's a 
free in singapore which preced the panic it might 
be to say thanks for coming to join us. so what 
you pay if i would be paid. no i'm not not me. i 
want my money on rather wait to see at this thing 
resolved itself. getting rid of the ceos the symbolic 
nature nothing else. so they don't have to spend 
billions of dollars in my experience whenever 
there's the disaster the company did you sleep 
plenty of time to watch and wait. and that's what i 
mean they watch and wait my face even ominous 
painstaking out the high court is that the epa and 
downs and all morning and see it going says i 
can't. mike lisa away in an area of the bases and 
then from the high court says one of the big 
turning point. let me about the whole interview 
with tom ricks palm beach and in all of the reason 
is that he was joking with the fact that they can be  
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know as early as tomorrow...tuesday. the us 
district court heard arguments today from both 
sides---one saying the dam serves an 
environmental need--the other... jackson 
county.. saying it impedes fish runs and serves no 
purpose.the judge said he would decide in the 
next couple of days.if he decides to honor a shut 
down, even temporarily, jackson county stands to 
lose its' funding to pull the dam out which expires 
under a federal deadline. an asbestos 
contaminated subdivision in klamath falls could 
soon be earmarked for federal cleanup funds... the 
environmental protection agency is urging 
oregon to select north ridge estates as a priority 
for 'superfund' cleanup money. if chosen, federal 
funds would cover 90 percent of the 22 million 
dollar cleanup costs, with the state covering the 
rest.   
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operator to conduct a safety review of the line. the 
alaska republican says it's critical the public have 
confidence in alyeska pipeline service company's 
maintenance of the 800-mile line. state 
representative david guttenberg agrees, but he 
says it will only come with an outside review. the 
democrat criticized recent job transfers, claiming 
they're an example of cost-cutting efforts that 
could lead the company down a dangerous path. 
the head of the e-p-a will spend the next few days 
visiting rural alaska. lisa jackson is the 
administrator of the environmental protection 
agency and is here on her first visit to the state. 
she makes a lot of decisions in washington that 
affe both industry and the environment in alaska. 
jackson says she wants to hear and see for 
herself how people feel about issues like climate 
change.. clean air standards.. and the proposed 
pebble mine project. she says she's trying to 
include local input when making policy decisions. 
14:40 we've never done that in a vacuum. we 
certainly realize that actions epa can take can 
have an impact on our countries economy our 
countrie well being, geneallly for the better 14:50  
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company's maintenance of the 800-mile line. state 
representative david guttenberg agrees, but he 
says it will only come with an outside review. the 
democrat criticized recent job transfers, claiming 
they're an example of cost-cutting efforts that 
could lead the company down a dangerous path. 
the head of th e-p-a will spend the next few days 
visiting rural alaska. lisa jackson is the 
administrator of the environmental protection 
agency and is here on her first visit to the state. 
she makes a lot of decisions in washington that 
affect both industry and the environment in 
alaska. jackson says she wants to hear and see 
for herself how people feel about issues like 
climate change.. clean air standards.. and the 
proposed pebble mine project. she says she's 
trying to include local input when making policy 
decisions. 14:40 we've never done that in a 
vacuum. we certainly realize that actions epa can 
take can have an impact on our countries 
economy our countrie well being, geneallly for the 
better 14:50 administrator jackson met with 
industry and environmental groups in anchorage  
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rose. put your bachelor and bachelorette 
knowledge to the test by going to abc.com to take 
the bachelor quiz. i'm chris connolly. >> tune in 
tomorrow, what would you do. for all of us at 
"20/20" and abc news, good night. &governor 
sean parnell declares state disaster on the taylor 
highway... also tonight... the state's revenue 
commissioner speaks up about what's best for the 
future of a gas pipeline... and... the 
environmental protection agency is in 
town...visiting rural alaska... abc alaska news at 
ten is next...  
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anniversary of the passage of the "americans with 
disabilities act," by presiding over the house for 
the first time. it was made possible by the 
installation of a new, "mechanical lift system" 
which makes the speaker's podium "wheelchair- 
accessible." langevin has spent his career fighting 
for the rights of people with disabilities. ["let me 
first offer my...because of your example."] (ek) 
congressman langevin is the first quadriplegic to 
ever serve in congress. (ek) t-f green airport is 
facing a hefty fine tonight. today the federal, " 
environmental protection agency" announced 
that it fined the airport and two demolition 
contractors 25- thousand dollars. they're accused 
of failing to notify the agency ahead of time, 
when they tore down 146  
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consider the ban after they voted in may to 
remove it from the park. if the council votes in 
favor of disc golf, it would remain in the park 
under a regulated trial period. and, tonight the 
council will also vote on a proposed distracted 
driving ordinance that would make it illegal to use 
a cell phone or other electronic item while driving 
without a hands free device. the council is set to 
vote on both issues tonight at 6:30 in the council 
chambers. we'll have the latest on the councils 
decision on both issues tonight at ten. ### the 
environmental protection agency is 
considering new air quality standards that could 
limit the amount of dust in the air. kulr-8's kayla 
stoner reports how they could hurt montana's 
largest industry. it's an industry which operates in 
tilled soil between gravel roads in the rural united 
states -- agriculture. it's kicking up a lot of dust 
and sparking concern with the e-p-a. the agency 
is considering cleaning up the air by drasticially 
decreasing the allowable amount of coarse 
particulate matter - commonly known as dust. "... 
the epa considers only the health or 
environmental impacts  
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K-Eye News at Six 
KEYE (CBS)Austin, TX DMA: 48 
Jul 26 2010 6:06PM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 33736 
Est. Publicity Value: $384 (30 Seconds) $768 
(Total)  
the majority of board members also took up action 
regarding its partnership with the univiersity of 
texas. those customers can expect to continue 
using the u-t shuttle service for the next two 
years. 3 the new chief of capital metro signed a 5-
year contract with the transit agency today. linda 
watson's base salary is 228-thousand dollars. she 
will be eligible for a 4-per cent annual increase, 
and a 12-point-5 per cent annual bonus based on 
performance. the new ceo's first day on the job is 
set for august 16th. 3 some positive news on the 
local job front today. austin's applied materials 
announced today it's hiring -- for the first time in 
three years. the semiconductor company credits 
growth in the technology sector. applied material 
says its expects to hire about 200 people in the 
near future. the compan already employs 15 
hundred people in austin. 3 texas is fighting back. 
state attorney general greg abbott is now 
appealing a recent move by the federal 
government. the u-s environmental protection 
agency overturned a 16- year-old texas air 
permitting  
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KFDA (CBS)Amarillo, TX DMA: 131 
Jul 26 2010 6:03PM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 27349 
Est. Publicity Value: $418 (30 Seconds) $836 
(Total)  
appeal is underway on behalf of the state of texas. 
it's after the environmental protection agency 
overturned a clean air program, that's been in 
affect the past 16 years. the e-p-a contends texas' 
flexible permit program violates the clean air act. 
permits are required for each of the dozens of 
individual production units inside a plant. today, 
texas attorney general greg abbott filed the state's 
petion for reconsideration with the u-s court of 
appeals. amarillo hotels are coming together to 
help cancer patients. newschannel 10's kristen 
guilfoos reports on the new effort between the 
american cancer society and the panhandle hotel 
and lodging association. she joins us now live in 
the newschannel 10 studio. the hotel association is 
brand new, and their first order of business was to 
ink the deal with the cancer society. ((nats)) these 
days, there are more than just vacationers and 
business travelers checking into   
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12 News at 6 
WICU (NBC)Erie, PA DMA: 146 
Jul 26 2010 6:13PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 17685 
Est. Publicity Value: $385 (30 Seconds) $770 
(Total)  
it looks like some people living near an d dump 
site in millcreek, will soon be getting letters from 
the environmental protection agency. the e-p-
a will ask people living near the old super-fund 
dumpsite, for permission to drill small holes in 
their basement floors. that's to make sure there 
are lasting dangers from hazardous dumpsite at 
17th drive. the e-p-a calls this a routine check of a 
federally funded cleanup... that capped a former 
landfill decades ago.### a campground owner's 
request for more time to bring his property up to 
standard and avoid eviction of his tenants  
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WCSH (NBC)Portland, ME DMA: 77 
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Programming Type: News 
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Est. Publicity Value: $215 (30 Seconds) $430 
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about 3-thousand dollars worth of merchandise 
missing.anyone with any information on the case 
is asked to call the state police in orono. a 
restaurant in auburn has some extra cleaning up 
to do... after an suv drove into the building. a 
white chevrolet drove into the side of ruby 
tuesday's last night. these pictures were taken by 
jason harris.he tells us the chevy crashed through 
the wall into the women's restroom. harris says 
the driver was a young man. two fisherman had a 
very close call this morning after their boat 
sunk.the coast starting tomorrow, the maine 
department of environmental protection and 
the environmental protection agency will begin 
overseeing the removal of petroleum tanks in 
patten that contaminated the soil there. the town 
took over the former patten general store and gas 
station for unpaid taxes, and is now using stimulus 
money to clean up the site.13-hundred tons of 
contaminated soil will be cleaned and the old oil 
tanks removed to open the area for future 
development.  
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BROADCAST CLIPS 
Monday, June 14, 2010 


 
 
 
 
URL: http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x146288.htm  
 
 
NATIONAL: 
 
Entry #2 
Inside Track 
BLOOM (BLOOM) - Accounted to the west of us has had oil washed up on the shore 
 
 
Entry #4 
Candidates / C-SPAN 
POTUS (POTUS) - Fourteen out of twelve or fourteen federal agencies with full blown operations in the gulf 
personnel found that as up to date has still failed to designate one individual to be the czar in that region so he's got these 
problems of the coast guard trying to do one thing EPA has tried to do another think these people are not talking that's 
what people like governor Jim Hill say look i need to sandbar barrier to keep this stuff from . 
 
 
Entry #5 
BLOOME - US President of bombing now wants the EPA to set up a substantial escrow 
accounts to make sure has the cash ready to pay damage claims 
 
Entry #7 
Overnight Music 
WNYC (NPR) - EPA doesn't deny its hiring charter boat captains here and photos a spokesman 
for VP at the Louisiana command center 
 
 
 
LOCAL:  
 
Entry #1  
ABC 33/40 Good Morning Alabama 
WBMA (ABC) Birmingham, AL - Look at the Jones act, EPA, OSHA- all these regulations that 
are in the way of us responding to things of biblical proportions Kennon doesn't know whether 
he will see President Obama near his beaches Monday. 
 
 
Entry #3 
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ABC 33/40 Good Morning Alabama 
WBMA (ABC) - EPA, OSHA- all these regulations that are in the way of us responding to things 
of biblical proportions Kennon doesn't know whether he will see President Obama near his 
beaches Monday. 
 
 
Entry #6 
Bridges 
WTVG (ABC) Toledo – EPA Director Chris Corleski  met with local officials  
 


 
Entry #8 
Decision Makers 
WOWK (CBS) Charleston, WV - Because you can see what happens, the EPA is going to 
 
Entry #9 
Decision Makers 
WBOY (NBC) Clarksburg, WV – EPA is overreaching, they don't take any account and the 
administrator told me no account for jobs when she makes a decision, and we live in a state that 
happens to be a big energy producer and has a history of that. 
 
Entry #10 
News 9 at 10 PM 
KWTV (CBS )Oklahoma City, OK - An EPA Administrator says this oil disaster can cause 
billions of dollars in damage, loss of jobs and it has taken lives...and this is an opportunity for 
every community to play a role. 
 
 
 
 
 
Total Number of Clips: 
11 


Cumulative Est. Audience: 
237,530 


Cumulative Est. Publicity Value: $6,768 (Sum of Clip 
Totals)  


Entry #1  


 


ABC 33/40 Good Morning Alabama 
WBMA (ABC)Birmingham, AL DMA: 40 
Jun 14 2010 6:33AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 66430 
Est. Publicity Value: $573 (30 Seconds) 
$1146 (Total)  
week more oil has washed ashore and hundred of 
skimmers are working around the clock. i started 
fishing here when i was seven years old right out 
on the beach. i started fishing with my dad, so i 
don't know if i even have the words to describe it. 
it's emotional and i just want to sit down and cry. 
then i get angry. orange beach mayor tony kennon 
got emotional and angry when b-p execs showed 
up four and a half weeks into the leak 
unannounced. i enjoy standing up for those who 
don't have someone to standup for. everyone in 
this town would do the same for me he wishes the 
federal government would do the same. the 
federal government has been in the way more 







 3 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


than they've helped. look at the jones act, epa, 
osha- all these regulations that are in the way of 
us responding to things of biblical proportions 
kennon doesn't know whether he will see president 
obama near his beaches monday. but he and 
many other alabamians are counting on him. he 
said he was there for the little man, the business 
owner and that guy who didn't have an advocate. 
he would be the advocate. well, we are going to 
see if he is going to stand through his promises 
kennon says he'll hold out hope for now but won't 
wait around. two skimmers purchased by the city 
will soon allow orange beach to do the work 
themselves. for good morning alabama, honora 
gathings. this will be the president's first 
president's first  


 


Entry #2  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


Inside Track 
BLOOM (BLOOM)National Programming, 
DMA: 0 
Jun 14 2010 7:17AM EDT 
Programming Type: Bus./financial 
and secondly, what is it that you have been asking 
that the company has not been doing? -- i want to 
confirm that just as dead, you still have only tar 
balls? >> accounted to the west of us has had oil 
washed up on the shore. we have seen a little 
more than that. fortunately, we have been able to 
work the skimming situation. but for a while there 
was not a large amount of such vessels a year. 
things like the jones act and other issues with the 
epa should be waived so that all boats from any 
country can come to help suck this up. is hard to 
tell if this is at two or eight exxon valdez's that 
have come to bear here in the  


 
Entry #3  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


ABC 33/40 Good Morning Alabama 
WBMA (ABC)Birmingham, AL DMA: 40 
Jun 14 2010 5:33AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 32302 
Est. Publicity Value: $379 (30 Seconds) $758 
(Total)  
good morning alabama's honora gathings-- looks 
ahead. 0-5 15-20 25-30 39-44 there's a plane 
flying over the beach with banner saying, 56 days- 
obama, what have you done? here in gulf shores, 
thre's still residue from the oil on the beach. now 
more than ever, people want the president to take 
more action double red flags fly over scarecly 
populated beaches where over the last week more 
oil has washed ashore and hundred of skimmers 
are working around the clock. i started fishing 
here when i was seven years old right out on the 
beach. i started fishing with my dad, so i don't 
know if i even have the words to describe it. it's 
emotional and i just want to sit down and cry. 
then i get angry. orange beach mayor tony kennon 
got emotional and angry when b-p execs showed 
up four and a half weeks into the leak 
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unannounced. i enjoy standing up for those who 
don't have someone to standup for. everyone in 
this town would do the same for me he wishes the 
federal government would do the same. the 
federal government has been in the way more 
than they've helped. look at the jones act, epa, 
osha- all these regulations that are in the way of 
us responding to things of biblical proportions 
kennon doesn't know whether he will see president 
obama near his beaches monday.  


Entry #4  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


Candidates / C-SPAN 
POTUS (POTUS)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
Jun 14 2010 4:23AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
in both the expertise a oil spills that with a lot 
people of why we are not allowing that over his 
body to handle this ballpark could be on the . i i 
want to tell us that their fourteen out of twelve or 
fourteen federal agencies with full blown 
operations in the gulf personnel found that as up 
to date has still failed to designate one individual 
to be the czar in that region so he's got these 
problems of the coast guard trying to do one thing 
epa has tried to do another think these people are 
not talking that's what people like governor jim hill 
say look i need to sandbar barrier to keep this 
stuff from . come again that he cannot get any . 
it's got more complicated issue in the sand bar is 
going to rattle of the people because you're called 
for are the possibilities the put in seeing more 
things don't work out it didn't destroy the 
environment for the fishing in a country would 
meet to decide what does it saying that but does 
there have to get his article .  


 
Entry #5  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


(BLOOME)International Programming, DMA: 
0 
Jun 14 2010 3:10AM EDT 
herman ... the cost of his liabilities are paying in 
shares as a last resort to coordinate also canceled 
a dividend of rights in any case heat he says it'll 
not to announce a decision this week been like if 
the people did does decide even if indeed he 
decides not to pay its shareholders to still be 
enough to satisfy the us president of bombing now 
wants the epa to set up a substantial escrow 
accounts to make sure has the cash ready to pay 
damage claims . and our interest is less in the out 
dividends that they are . a ... in in the ... ... in . 
how they do their shareholders and it is ... making 
sure that the money set aside for ... people and 
the gulf ... we don't we're not trying to interfere ... 
... in the ... interdict with their legal 
responsibilities but we aren't going to make sure 
that they meet their responsibilities to people on 
the go . ... tell mama will discuss the amount of 
money to be set aside when he needs of bp's 
chairman on wednesday and a .  


 
Entry #6  Bridges 
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Direct Link  


WTVG (ABC)Toledo, OH DMA: 73 
Jun 14 2010 1:52AM EDT 
Est. Households/Views: 423 
Est. Publicity Value: $6 (30 Seconds) $12 
(Total)  
department of health has been a partner providing 
tetanus vaccine up to ottawa county. they 
provided masks to wood county environmental 
protection agency has been a partner. epa 
director chris corleski went up to the area on 
wednesday and met with local officials and talked 
about issues they have. transportation department 
director jolene went up yesterday. the department 
of administrative services has been in our eoc to 
help us coordinating donations requests. i know -- 
for getting organizations, and i don't want to, but 
it is really a tremendous operation. every agency 
that has something to bring to this fight, if you 
will, has been engaged and been responsive and 
supporting our local officials. >> that's amazing. 
there is such a comprehensive approach at 
responding to these tragedies, these 
circumstances  


 
Entry #7  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


Overnight Music 
WNYC (NPR)National Programming, DMA: 0 
Jun 14 2010 1:22AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
i'll be getting oysters or rather be doing anything 
with bill well knows that you complain about it just 
you know it's it's and assess the money is what it's 
become in these guys later revised that bills so it's 
like desperate times call for desperate measures 
heidi some of the best to read that means working 
for the one fire . ... epa doesn't deny its hiring 
charter boat captains here and photos a 
spokesman for vp at the louisiana command 
center . got to benefit that is utilized is local 
knowledge and local insight to help us to a better 
job is the response and it keeps the people gained 
for employees who may have been impacted by 
this bill . i've heard rumors of votes of people 
saying that bp is trying to suppress reporting on 
this is absolutely not true this is that this is a 
worldwide story we want people to know and 
people will judge us by their response we've 
nothing to hide and we're doing the best we 
possibly can we mobilize the largest the response 
and . us history and possibly world history and 
we're happy for people to know it .   


Entry #8  Decision Makers 
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Play Media 


Direct Link  


WOWK (CBS)Charleston, WV DMA: 63 
Jun 14 2010 1:01AM EDT 
Programming Type: Talk Politics News 
Est. Households/Views: 1723 
Est. Publicity Value: $32 (30 Seconds) $64 
(Total)  
i'm on several bills in the house of representatives 
that would do the very thing the resolution would 
have done, i think that it is important for us to say 
to the executive branch, this is something that 
should be decided by the congress. this is 
something we need to keep and have the 
authority. because you can see what happens, the 
epa is going to -- is subject to will political 
pressure and special interest, quite frankly, and 
that is what you're seeing with this epa. this is a 
delicate balance of leading the economy and the 
environment, and you cannot separate, as we're 
seeing in the gulf right now, you cannot separate 
the economy and the environment in any part of 
this country. >> why do you think -- let's take our 
senators, our new senators, they're just at least 
out in the public they don't seem to be taking 
positions that are consistent with what they say 
they're standing for but they're not out front 
leading,   


Entry #9  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


Decision Makers 
WBOY (NBC)Clarksburg, WV DMA: 168 
Jun 14 2010 12:56AM EDT 
Programming Type: Talk Politics News 
Est. Households/Views: 3109 
Est. Publicity Value: $132 (30 Seconds) $264 
(Total)  
sooner and they sort of sneak in the back door of 
these votes but don't use that are power to try to 
influence their friends to vote their way. >> well, i 
certainly have been very up front with this issue. 
my relationship with this epa, the obama epa, is 
troubled because i feel they're overreaching, they 
don't take any account and the administrator told 
me no account for jobs when she makes a 
decision, and we live in a state that happens to be 
a big energy producer and has a history of that. so 
i think this is standing up for west virginia jobs. 
i'm on several bills in the house of representatives 
that would do the very thing the resolution would 
have done, i think that it is important for us to say 
to the executive branch, this is something that 
should be decided by the congress. this is 
something we need to keep and have the 
authority. because you can see what happens, the 
epa is going to -- is subject to will political 
pressure   


Entry #10  News 9 at 10 PM 
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KWTV (CBS)Oklahoma City, OK DMA: 45 
Jun 13 2010 10:15PM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 133543 
Est. Publicity Value: $2262 (30 Seconds) 
$4524 (Total)  
have an economic impact on his state and not just 
the gulf and not just the gulf coast cities. we're 
hoping for the best and preparing for the worse. 
an epa administrator says this oil disaster can 
cause billions of dollars in damage, loss of jobs 
and it has taken lives...and this is an opportunity 
for every community to play a role. a proposed 
resolution has been drafted to push the federal 
government for help. they're hearing from people 
everyday about different situations.you have to 
have mayor there so they can send people to the 
proper resources. jacqueline sit. news 9. the 
mayors are expected to vote on the proposed 
resolution monday afternoon. and r mayor pays 
up... he made a bet with l-a's mayor that if they 
won the first round of the n-b-a playoffs... he'd 
don a lakers jersey... during the conference. take 
a look. mayor mick cornett told us... next year 
can't come soon   


Entry #11  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


Decision Makers 
WTRFDT2 (Fox)Wheeling, WV DMA: 159 
Jun 13 2010 10:25AM EDT 
Programming Type: Talk Politics News 
coal ming industry, louder and sooner and they 
sort of sneak in the back door of these votes but 
don't use that are power to try to influence their 
friends to vote their way. >> well, i certainly have 
been very up front with this issue. my relationship 
with this epa, the obama epa, is troubled because 
i feel they're overreaching, they don't take any 
account and the administrator told me no account 
for jobs when she makes a decision, and we live in 
a state that happens to be a big energy producer 
and has a history of that. so i think this is standing 
up for west virginia jobs. i'm on several bills in the 
house of representatives that would do the very 
thing the resolution would have done, i think that 
it is important for us to say to the executive 
branch, this is something that should be decided 
by the congress. this is something we need to 
keep and have the authority. because you can see 
what happens, the epa is going to -- is subject to 
will political pressure  
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BROADCAST CLIPS 
Thursday, May 06, 2010 


 
 
 
 
URL: http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x138180.htm  
 
 
National 
 
Entry #7 
Washington Journal 
CSPAN (CSPAN) National Programming – Information from last night’s BP meeting 
 
 
International 
 
Entry #5 
CNBCE) International Programming 
May 06 2010 5:10AM EDT - Hollowing out of the oil sector of course is that EPA rated disaster 
the company says the worst case scenario is 60000 barrels per day are being spilled into the Gulf 
of Mexico that is twelve times the current official estimate 
 
 
Local 
 
Entry #1 
KION 46: The Morning News 
KION (CBS) Monterey, CA - The report faults congress, the labor department and the 
Environmental Protection Agency for failing to take effective action 
 
Entry #2 
Newswatch 14 Sunrise 
WFIE (NBC)Evansville, IN - The national weather service and the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency urge Americans to "be air aware" during air quality awareness week, which 
runs from May 3 through May 7, 2010. 
 
Entry#3 
News 8 Daybreak 
WOOD (NBC) Grand Rapids, MI - Those who live along the Kaz river the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency will be talking about river water cleanup efforts near the paper plant and 
Plainwel Dam. 
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Entry #4 
WSLS 10 OYS Today 
WSLS (NBC) Roanoke, VA – EPA over climate change 
 
Entry #6 
Stranger Than Fiction 
WGMB (Fox) Baton Rouge, LA - The Secretaries of Homeland Security, EPA and commerce 
are all coming to the gulf of Mexico  
 
 
   


Total Number of Clips: 
7 


  


Entry #1  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


KION 46: The Morning News 
KION (CBS)Monterey, CA DMA: 124 
May 06 2010 5:02AM PDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 2665 
Est. Publicity Value: $45 (30 Seconds) $90 
(Total)  
the report faults congress, the labor department 
and the environmental protection agency for 
failing totake effective action. the secretary of 
labor supports ending illegal child labor and the e-
p-a says many of the group's concernsare sound. 
3 3 today in morgan hill-- five high school 
students are áexpected to be 3 back at school 
sporting american flag shirts -- after wearing this 
clothing to school yesterday on cinco de mayo. it 
ignited controversy on campus. we first brought 
you this story last night. we sent central coast 
news reporter azenith smith out to see what might 
happen there today... 3 3  


 
Entry #2  


 


Newswatch 14 Sunrise 
WFIE (NBC)Evansville, IN DMA: 102 
May 06 2010 6:37AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 39129 
Est. Publicity Value: $646 (30 Seconds) 
$1292 (Total)  
the national weather service and the u.s. 
environmental protection agency urge 
americans to "be air aware" during air quality 
awareness week, which runs from may 3 through 
may 7, 2010. the goal of air quality awareness 
week is to provide information on outdoor air 
pollution and its impact on the quality of the air we 
breathe. a different air quality topic will be 
addressed each day, from the causes of poor air 
quality and how air quality predictions are made, 
to how to protect yourself on poor air quality days, 
and steps you can take to improve the cleanliness 
of the air we breathe. still to come on 14 news 
sunrise....  
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the oil could impact the coast all of the way from 
the florida keys to texas. a much wider area than 
hoped. that leak has been sending oil into the 
ocean for more than two weeks now. crews hoped 
to lower the containment bed tomorrow. they want 
to pump oil from the tanker on the surface. the 
question is whether it work? the system has been 
used before but never at the depth of the gulf of 
mexico. several top officials from the owe 
barometer ma administration will be headed to the 
gulf. they are getting a first-hand look at the 
disaster spill. >>> those who live along the kaz 
river the u.s. environmental protection agency 
will be talking about river water cleanup efforts 
ner the paper plant and plainwel dam. there will 
be a bankruptcy settlement agreement. the 
meeting is at 6:30 at the radisson plaza hotel in 
kalamazoo. >>> art prize on the big screen. the 
debut of a film all about the big prize. tonight the 
prize in disguise is a documentary film about last   
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do. but, for people who know me, i'm capable of 
being extremely objective. but a quick look at 
some of cuccineli's highest profile decisions might 
paint a different picture. he's suing the federal 
government over the constitutionality of health 
care reform. he's taken on the epa over climate 
change. he's advised against anti- discrimination 
policies for homosexuals. to name a few. some 
would lok at that say... there's an agenda here. 
that those are political things. not legal advice... 
but a political agenda? well, you know i'm a 
politician and i ran on an agenda for attorney 
general wining the most votes that anyone has 
ever goten in history and i'm doing exactly what i 
said i was going to do. is the role of the atorney 
general to pursue a political agenda as a politician 
or is it to manage the state's larges law firm? the 
first thing i swore an oath to is to protect the us 
and virginia constitutions. that's what we're doing 
in the health care case.   
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May 06 2010 5:10AM EDT 
he votes in both parties agree which mean i got 
back the clinton had turned into a lame duck 
government for the next three yes awesome and 
oppose it on a case of it for now thanks very much 
. ... in the meat or story or hollowing out of the oil 
sector of course is that epa rated disaster the 
company says the worst case scenario is 60000 
barrels per day are being spilled into the gulf of 
mexico that is twelve times the current official 
estimate nbc's christen don gregg joins us live 
from louisiana castilla the latest out there . ... and 
good morning a call he had this story has no end 
to worst case scenarios out right now overnight 
they were bringing this massive containment dole 
out of the side that is going to be lower down 
beginning later today ... to try to top off and then 
funnel some of that oil up to the surface the 
problem is that has never been tried before at this 
doubts about a mile beneath the surface of the 
ocean it could take about two .  
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>> reporter: good evening, jeremy and vinita. the 
secretaries of homeland security, epa and 
commerce are all coming to the gulf of mexico as 
the size of that massive oil slick is now anyone's 
guess. how g is that massive oil spill? depends on 
when you ask. 15 days ago, right after the rig 
explosion, a bp official said pollution from the spill 
would be minor. two days later, the coast guard 
told us there was no leak. on the fifth day, bp and 
the coast guard said it was 1,000 barrels of oil a 
day. three days later, bp said it was up to 5,000 
barrels. bp told congress that oil may be leaking 
more than ten times faster than previously 
admitted. now they acknowledge they have no 
idea. >> nobody knows. i mean, you know, 
there's a lot of speculation about what the rate is. 
and, you know, our job has been to continue to 
focus on stopping this leak. >> reporter: barriers 
alone won't do the trick. this boom was broken by 
wind and   
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epa administrator, lisa jackson on friday. >> 
more information become to the meeting that bp 
had from last night. host: part of that $25 million 
is going to your state to help  
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CBS 7 Morning News 
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WFXB (Fox) Myrtle Beach, SC - What about termite control? Termite control is something you 
don't want to do on your own. It's not a do it yourself project. Give the professionals a call let 
them come in do a free termite inspection for you. And we can give you options for a termite 
treatments. Are the chemicals safe? All of our chemicals are registered by the EPA so there safe 
for pets, safe for your children. 
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Action 4 News Sunrise 
KGBT (CBS) Harlingen, TX - When it comes to air quality the standards are set to change 
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WETM Morning News on WIVT 
WIVT (ABC) Binghamton, NY - The Environmental Protection Agency is preparing for a third 
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National Mining Association Announced Tuesday it is suing the US Environmental Protection 
Agency and the US Army Corps of Engineers  
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WDSU News Early This Morning 
WDSU (NBC) New Orleans, LA - A local group says there may be some gaps in the way the 
Environmental Protection Agency tests for air quality. 
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WAND (NBC)Champaign, IL - Once we confirmed a fish kill and there was an odor out 
there...so we called for the EPA to help us investigate...and also DNR helped us out ' shortly after 
arriving on scene...the EPA was certain this is something they've seen before. They tested the 
water and what they found out was it was a low oxygen concentration in the water. 
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Good Morning 
WFMY (CBS) Greensboro, NC – Environmental Protection Agency says radon causes thousands 
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18 News Today 
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WETM Morning News on WIVT 
WIVT (ABC) Binghamton, NY – The US Environmental Protection Agency is taking a new 
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18 News Today 
WETM (NBC) Elmira, NY – The US Environmental Protection Agency is taking a new look at a 
controversial natural gas drilling technique. The government tells BP to to continue its pressure 
tests on the containment cap holding back that massive oil leak in the Gulf of Mexico.  
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all the other details tomorrow morning. back to 
you. a local group says there may be some gaps in 
the way the environmental protection agency 
tests for air quality. the louisiana bucket brigade 
says it's getting more odor and health complaints 
...despite reports of clear air quality. the review 
found the complaints came from areas without 
stationary monitors. the bucket brigade is now 
asking the e-p-a hire locals to help with sampling. 
"what needs to happen is they need to enhance 
their monitors and what we think is best is for 
them to hire some of these people out of work. 
why not hire a shrimper or a fisherman to take 
water samples and air samples. they are familiar 
with the equipment and know the environment. it 
makes a lot of senes." if you would like to report a 
health or odor complaint to the bucket brigade -- 
you can text 27-oil -- that's for folks in a 504 area 
code. you can also file a complaint online by going 
to our website ...wdsu  
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billion dollars for 10 permian basin fields in texas 
and new mexico.. including interests in two b-p 
operated gas processing plants. the permian basin 
properties produce about 15-thousand barrels of 
oil and gas liquids a day and about 80 million cubic 
feet of gas. in all.. the deal will amount to 7 billion 
dollars and is set to help pay the costs of the gulf 
oil spill. the midland owner of hector's pipe 
company is facing up to 10 years in prison after 
pleading guilty to illegally taking cash withdrawals. 
55-year-old hector garcia ponce has admitted that 
over four years.. he would take money out of bank 
accounts just under 10- thousand dollars so they 
wouldn't be reported to the government. ponce 
also faces a maximum 250 thousand dollar fine 
when he is sentenced. and the environmental 
protection agency is preparing for a third round 
of hearings on the controversial gas drilling 
technique known as "hydraulic fracturing". the 
process is currently exempt from federal  
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Fox Hunt 
WFXB (Fox)Myrtle Beach, SC DMA: 104 
Jul 21 2010 7:20AM EDT 
Programming Type: Consumer 
still may have problems with things that crawl 
getting on the inside. that's right. it's not normally 
a sanitation issue. it's mother nature. and you 
could have ants, roaches, spiders, any of those 
things crawling in your home. give lane's a call so 
we can get rid of those. what about termite 
control? termite control is something you don't 
want to do on your own. it's not a do it yourself 
project. give the professionals a call let them come 
in do a free termite inspection for you. and we can 
give you options for a termite treatments. are the 
chemicals safe? all of our chemicals are registered 
by the epa so there safe for pets, safe for your 
children. so there are no worries. what about 
those warranty considerations. every job with 
lane's is one hundred percent guaranteed. so if 
you have a bug give us a call and we'll come back 
for free and take care of it. and as far as termite 
work goes you can give us a call and were going 
to solve your problem. so wheter it be on the 
inside or outside , got bugs get lane's   
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a.m. sunday. police say she had left the butt wild 
sports bar... off expressway 83... when she ran 
over a man lying on the road. police say she did 
stop. - j i air quality test results are in ... and the 
lower rio grande valley is getting a good grade ... 
when it comes to air quality. but the standards are 
set to change... and could put us below passing. 
action 4's marcy martinez has the details. p air 
quality the lower rio grande valley in the clear 
when it comes to passing air quality standards set 
by the environmental protection agency.... in 
a meeting at the texas commission on 
environmental quality base in harlingen -- 
experts in the field explained the calculation of 
ozone design values and how cameron county 
measures way below the current standard...whic h 
is a good thing... but the epa's standard is up for 
review and could change in the next few months... 
if so, the new requirements could put the valley at 
risk for not making the cut and therefore would 
not be in compliance with air quality standards... 
according to the tceq -- most of the valley's 
damaging pollutants come from moving vehicles -- 
but federal standards on emissions have helped 
keep it under control... they remind residents here 
that the air if safe to breathe and the goal now is 
to keep it that way. in harlingen, marcy martinez 
action 4 news. t air quality if standards are not 
met... the epa could impose restrictions on 
economic growth and highway funding. - a tease 
1a coming up this morning ... if standards  
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++++ the u.s. environmental protection 
agency is taking a new look at natural gas drilling 
and water issues.this week the e-p-a is preparing 
for a third round of hearings on the controveial 
natural gas drilling technique called hydraulic 
fracturing, or "fracking." a wealth of natural gas is 
locked into the marcellus shale deep beneath 
pennsylvania, new york, west virginia and ohio. 
some geologists estimate it' s enough to sply the 
entire east coast for 50 years but there are fears 
fracking could pollute water above and below 
ground and deplete aquifers. the process is 
currently exempt from federal regulation. theheil 
and gas industry says it's been safe for many 
years.  
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++++ the u.s. environmental protection 
agency is taking a new look at natural gas drilng 
and water issues.this week the-p-a is preparing for 
a third round of hearings on the controversial 
natural gas drilling chnique called hydraulic 
fracturing, or "fracking." a wealth of natural gas is 
locked into the marcellus shale deep beneath 
pennsylvania, new york, west virginia and ohio. 
some geologists estimate it' s enough to supply 
the entire east coast for 50 years but there are 
fears fracking  
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one of the toughest forms of the disease to catch 
early. the experts studied the genes of ovarian 
cancer patients and found one in four had a 
specific gene mutation -- called k-r-a-s. only six 
percent of the general population have this 
variant. the gene was even more prevalent among 
women with a family history of the disease. 
+++++++++ ++++ time now is... coming up 
next on wetm 18 news today: the u.s. 
environmental protection agency is taking a 
new look at a controversial natural gas drilling 
technique. we'll explain up next ++++++++++ 
++++ plus:new york's governor signs a new law 
aimed at keeping you fe from breathing in 
dangerous particle. the very latest when wetm 18 
news today returns here on your wednesday 
morning. ++++++++++ ++++ ++++++++++ 
++++ ++++++++++   
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very rare -- less than one percent overall. they 
don't think i-v-f is the cause, rather the parents' 
genes may play a role. ++++++++++ ++++ 
researchers at yale university have ididtified enetic 
markers for ovarian cancer -- one of the toughest 
forms of the disease to catch early. the experts 
studied the genes of ovarian cancer patients and 
found one in four had a specific gene mutation -- 
calledk-r-a-s. only six percent of the general 
population have this variant. the gene was even 
more prevalent among women with a family 
history of the disease. ++++++++++ ++++ 
time now is... coming up next on wetm 18 news 
today: the u.s. environmental protection 
agency is taking a new look at a controversial 
natural gas dril technique. we'll explain up next 
++++++++++ ++++ plus:new york's governor 
signs a new law aimed at keeping you safe from 
breathing in dangerous particle. the very latest 
when wetm 18 news today returns here on your 
wednesday morning. ++++++++++ ++++ 
++++++++++ ++++  
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she revealed the "mine safety accountability and 
improved protection act" tuesday. 
(+++vo+++)it+ is a response to the democrats 
version of a mine safety bill that was released 
earlier this month. capito is focusing on + 
(reform+ to promote a safe t working envinment 
inside the mines -- and she urges both republicans 
and democrats to support the bill. the national 
ming association announced tuesday it is suing the 
u-s environmental protectionnm agency and the 
u -s army corps of engineers.. the suit says the 
two groups are allegedly obstructing the coal mine 
permitting processro in central appalachia. the suit 
claims ththat the permitting process jeopardizes 
thousands of jobs and the fuel for the nation's 
electric power. four supervisors entered guilty 
pleas in federal court for their roles in the aracoma 
mine fire. this is an update from the 59 news 
follow up file. (+++vo+++) ádonald hagy junior, 
terry shadd, edward ellis junior and  
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response. but we have yet to hear from him. now 
to saint bernard parish...more than 100 dead birds 
have been found in the marsh just this week. the 
state department of wildlife and fisheries says the 
birds were found on dry bread island. most of the 
birds were laughing gulls. a local group says there 
may be some gaps in the way the environmental 
protection agency tests for air quality. the 
louisiana bucket brigade says it's getting more 
odor and health complaints ...despite reports of 
clear air quality. the review found the complaints 
came from areas without stationary monitors. the 
bucket brigade is now asking the e-p-a hire locals 
to help with sampling. "what needs to happen is 
they need to enhance their monitors and what we 
think is best is for them to hire some of these 
people out of work. why not hire a shrimper or a 
fisherman to take water samples and air samples. 
they are familiar with the equipment and know the 
environment. it makes a lot of senes." if you would 
like to report a health or odor complaint to the  
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blamed for another problem that's surfaced in 
champaign.. our noah newman shows what's 
causing a bit of a stink.. standup for lack of a 
better term it smells bad here at this pond in 
champaign...if you take a peek you'll see why it 
smells bad...fire department received word about 
this just after 12 oclock monday afternoon. ' once 
we confirmed a fish kill and there was an odor out 
there...so we called for the epa to help us 
investigate...and also dnr helped us out ' shortly 
after arriving on scene...the epa was certain this 
is something they've seen before. ' they tested the 
water and what they found out was it was a low 
oxygen concentration in the water...and this is 
caused by an environmental thing, when the 
humidity gets high and hot apparently it causes 
this to happen. the d-n-r says this happens during 
extended periods of hot weather...the heat 
dissolves the oxygen in the water...and the fish 
can't breathe. close- and again this just  
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environmental protection agency says radon 
causes thousands of deaths each year, and 
piedmont homes are at risk. the high point library 
is hosting a radon gas awareness program tonight. 
it starts at 6:30 at  
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++++ ++++++++++ ++++ the u.s. 
environmental protection agency is takiki a 
new look at natural gas drilling and water 
issues.this week the e-p-a is preparing for a third 
round of hearings on the controversial natural gas 
drilling technique called hydraulic fracturing, or 
"fracking." a wealth of natural gas is locked into 
the marcellus shale deep beneath pennsylvania, 
new york, west virginia and ohio. some geologists 
estimate it' s enough to supply the entire east 
coast for 50 years but there are fears fracking 
could pollute water above and below ground and 
deplete aquifers. the process is currently exempt 
from federal regulation. the oil and gas industry 
says it's been safe for many years. 
++++++++++ ++++ this morning as teams 
fighting that massive oil spill continue to closely 
monitor   
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Jul 21 2010 6:18AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
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++++ ++++++++++ ++++ the u.s. 
environmental protection agency is taking a 
new look at natural gas  
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18 News Today 
WETM (NBC)Elmira, NY DMA: 176 
Jul 21 2010 6:17AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 13001 
Est. Publicity Value: $358 (30 Seconds) $716 (Total)  
++++ time now is... coming up next on wetm 18 news today: the u.s. environmental 
protection agency is taking a new look at a controversial natul gas drilling technique. we'll 
expla up nex ++++++++++ ++++ plus: the government tells bp to to contue its pressure 
tests on the containment cap holding back that massive oil leak in the gulf of mexico. we'll 
have an update on the situation when wetm 18 news today returns here on you wednesday 
morning. ++++++++++ ++++ 
tttttttttttttttttttttttttttt$tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
ttttttttttttttttt++++++++++  
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set to change... and could put us below passing. 
action 4's marcy martinez has the details. p air 
quality the lower rio grande valley in the clear 
when it comes to passing air quality standards set 
by the environmental protection agency.... in 
a meeting at the texas commission on 
environmental quality base in harlingen -- 
experts in the field explained the calculation of 
ozone design values and how cameron county 
measures way below the current standard...whic h 
is a good thing... but the epa's standard is up for 
review and could change in the next few months... 
if so, the new requirements could put the valley at 
risk for not making the cut and therefore would 
not be in compliance with air quality standards... 
according to the tceq -- most of the valley's 
damaging pollutants come from moving vehicles -- 
but federal standards on emissions have helped 
keep it under control... they remind residents here 
that the air if safe to breathe and the goal now is 
to keep it that way. in harlingen, marcy martinez 
action 4 news. t air quality if standards are not 
met... the epa could impose restrictions on 
economic growth and highway funding. - a tease 
1a coming up this morning ... if standards  
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NBC 10 News Sunrise at 5:30am 
WJAR (NBC)Providence, RI DMA: 53 
Jul 21 2010 5:37AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 36277 
Est. Publicity Value: $316 (30 Seconds) $632 
(Total)  
work that costs almost $170,000. this comes after 
numerous violations of the clean water act. the 
complaint from the federal epa, environmental 
protection agency alleges unpermitted process 
water and storm water discharges from the 
company's concrete truck-washing and loading 
operations. >>> it's 23 minutes before 6:00, 
wednesday morning, july 21st, let's check the 
winning lottery numbers.  
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in mine safety news this morning... 
congresswoman shelly moore capito is introducing 
an + (alternate+ mine safety bill in response to 
the u-b mine disaster.she revealed the "mine 
safety accountability and improved protection 
act" -- after democrats released their version of a 
mine safety bill earlier this month. capito is 
focusing on + (reform+ to promote a safe working 
environment inside the mines -- and she urges 
both republicans and democrats to support the 
bill. the national ming association announced it is 
suing the u-s environmental protection agency 
and the u.s. army corps of engineers -- for 
allegedly obstructing the coal mine permitting 
process in central appalachia. the suit claims that 
the permitting process jeopardizes thousands of 
jobs -- and the fuel for the nation's electric power. 
there's been another incident in a string of crimes 
involving copper theft in huntington. a leased 
warehouse for the huntington area food bank is 
the latest target for copper thieves. the theft 
occurred sometime late sunday night or early 
monday morning.  
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Thursday, April 29, 2010 
 
 


URL: http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x136596.htm  
 
National 
 
Entry #10 
CNN Newsroom 
CNN (CNN)National Programming, DMA: 0 
Apr 28 2010 2:15PM EDT - Biofuels working group led by Secretary Vilsack, our Energy 
Sector, Steven Chu, and our EPA Administrator, Lisa Jackson 
 
Local 
 
Entry #1 
FOX Ten News at 6am 
WALA (Fox)Mobile, AL DMA: 60 
Apr 29 2010 7:03AM CDT - Officials say the Environmental Protection Agency will monitor air 
quality and particle levels of the burn. 
 
Entry #2 
13 News Today 
WREX (NBC)Rockford, IL DMA: 134 
Apr 29 2010 6:36AM CDT – Environmental Protection Agency to take care of the odor. 
 
Entry #3 
40/29 News Sunrise 
KHBS (ABC)Ft. Smith, AR DMA: 100 
Apr 29 2010 6:04AM CDT - The Environmental Protection Agency has ordered a company to 
stop putting toxic waste into a local waterway 
 
Entry #4 
ABC 27 News at Sunrise 
WTXL (ABC)Tallahassee, FL DMA: 106 
Apr 29 2010 6:23AM EDT - Los Angeles tops the list as the smoggiest city in the United States 
 
Entry #5 
WJAC-TV News at 6 AM 
WJAC (NBC)Johnstown, PA DMA: 101 
Apr 29 2010 6:03AM EDT - Washington needs to get the heck out of the way. andlet the people 
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who own the resources here. let us make the decisions on our level . Get the EPA the Department 
of Energy out of the way. 
 
Entry #6 
40/29 News Sunrise 
KHBS (ABC)Ft. Smith, AR DMA: 100 
Apr 29 2010 5:03AM CDT – The Environmental  Protection Agency is ordering a company to 
stop dumping toxic waste into a local waterway 
 
Entry #7 
Good Day Philadelphia at 5 
WTXF (Fox)Philadelphia, PA DMA: 4 
Apr 29 2010 5:26AM EDT - Set up mock dirty bomb factory in abandoned. Worked together in 
a practice bid facility. authorities say training like this is essential. This is an opportunity for us 
to practice to work together, to get all of the units, and plus to work with EPA units, for us to 
practice this, in a drill, in a exercising environment. 
 
Entry #8 
Good Morning Cleveland 5 AM 
WEWS (ABC)Cleveland, OH DMA: 18 
Apr 29 2010 5:13AM EDT - Environmental Protection Agency is requiring any certified -- or 
any contractor be certified by April 22nd. that is going to replace your windows and doors and 
window pro is a certified renovator. 
 
Entry #9 
News 11 at 5:00 
WTOL (CBS)Toledo, OH DMA: 73 
Apr 28 2010 5:55PM EDT – A new email claims that as of one year from now, you will be 
required to get an EPA license sell your house! it says under the new cap and trade bill. 
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FOX Ten News at 6am 
WALA (Fox)Mobile, AL DMA: 60 
Apr 29 2010 7:03AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 29123 
Est. Publicity Value: $394 (30 Seconds) $788 
(Total)  
coastline. riley spent wednesday afternoon at 
coast guard sector mobile and later took a flight to 
look at the mess. he says the state is as prepared 
as it can be. there are emergency crews and 
equipment in place as the oil inches closer toward 
land. "does that mean some of that sheen may go 
on to a beach? it may. but if it does, we also have 
contingency plans in place now to make sure we 
go in and not only mitigate it, but be able to clean 
it up as rapidly as possible." officials are protecting 
sensitive areas like oyster beds. riley says crews 
will have a better idea of whether the slick will 
make landfall today. as crews set fire to the spilled 
oil in the gulf...many are concerned about air 
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Direct Link  


quality. officials say the environmental 
protection agency will monitor air quality and 
particle levels of the burn. if safety levels aren't 
met or weather jeopardizes nearby locations... 
officials say they'll stop the burn. beach-goers in 
biloxi   
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13 News Today 
WREX (NBC)Rockford, IL DMA: 134 
Apr 29 2010 6:36AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 10506 
Est. Publicity Value: $209 (30 Seconds) $418 (Total)  
thfaerth/seron/s sonho sothoinotg.ing. ri goribegortbeo rtcoo ntcorentrares rases 
niseorni..or...???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? ?????????? ?? ??an??d ??hi??s ??so??n.??..??. 
??ri??go??be??rt??o?? ?? ?????????? ?? ??co??nt??re??ra??s ??ju??ni??or?? w??er??e 
??bo??th?? h??ur??t???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?? 
?????????? ?? ??in?? t??he?? a??tt??ac??k ??tu??es??da??y 
??ni??gh??t.????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? ?? ?????????? ?? ??in??ve??st??ig??at??or??s ??sa??y ??th??re??e ??me??n.??..?? ?? 
?????????? ?? ??wi??th?? m??as??ks?? a??nd?? g??un??s ??fo??rc??ed?? 
t??he??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ?? ?????????? ?? ??fa??th??er?? i??nt??o ??hi??s 
??ow??n ??ho??me?? a??t ??60??8?? ?? ?????????? ?? ??kn??ow??lt??on??. ??wh??en?? 
h??is?? 2??3 ??ye??ar?? 
o??ld??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ?? ?????????? ?? ??so??n ??tr??ie??d ??to?? h??el??p.??..?? b??ot??h 
??we??re???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ?? ?????????? ?? ??sh??ot??. ??co??nt??re??ra??s ??ju??ni??or?? w??as?? h??it?? 
?? ?????????? ?? ??se??ve??ra??l ??ti??me??s.??..?? a??nd?? h??as?? 
l??if??e????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ?? ?????????? ?? ??th??re??at??en??in??g ??in??ju??ri??es??. ??th??e 
??fa??th??er????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ?? ?????????? ?? ??is?? e??xp??ec??te??d 
??to?? b??e ??ok??ay??.?? ?? ?? the winnebago landfill submits a plan to the environmental 
protection agency to take care of the odor. a decision hasn't been made on that plan. the e-
p-a already rejected one proposal from the orchard hills landfill in davis junction. the 
winnebago landfill says it's taking care of the smell issue while it waits for word from the e-p-
a. an orchard hills spokesperson didn't return our calls. graduating with a degree&and 
mountains of debt anya kamenetz, author of generation debt and diy u on how the rules have 
changed for post-recession  
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40/29 News Sunrise 
KHBS (ABC)Ft. Smith, AR DMA: 100 
Apr 29 2010 6:04AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 18260 
Est. Publicity Value: $219 (30 Seconds) $438 
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more than 30 in sebastian county. police have now 
arrested shaw...but are still looking for piovesan. a 
local police chief says patrolling a local river is 
going to be his departments number one priority 
this summer. mulberry police say last year - they 
arrested 75 people in the bluff hole area of the 
mulberry river. this year - mulberrys police chief 
says hell have undercover officers on the river. the 
chief says he wants families to feel safe when 
theyre visiting the area - something that can be 
tough to do on the tight budget of a small- town 
police force. in the summer we average 3 to 5 
calls a day on places we cant get to. theyre hoping 
for grants ...or donations for things like an a-t-v. 
the environmental protection agency has 
ordered a company to stop putting toxic waste into 
a local waterway. the e-p-a issued the order to 
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making money having fun of bokoshe...a company 
that stores wastes from power plants. during a 
february inspection, the agency found toxic 
pollutants in a doe creek tributary.  
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ABC 27 News at Sunrise 
WTXL (ABC)Tallahassee, FL DMA: 106 
Apr 29 2010 6:23AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 4773 
Est. Publicity Value: $46 (30 Seconds) $92 
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the unnamed officer is photographed in his squad 
car and uniform --apparently sound asleep. the 
photograph has become an internet sensation. the 
source of the photo was not known. police 
administrators confirmed the officer works in 
detroit's eighth precinct. authorities say an 
investigation is underway. they added no actions 
would be taken until the investigation is 
completed. fellow officers said he is a family man 
who works two other jobs to help make ends 
meet. some know it as the city of smog and 
pollution. los angeles tops the list as the 
smoggiest city in the united states, according to 
the american lung association. in fact, the top ten 
smoggiest counties in america are all in california! 
the california environmental protection agency 
says it's more than just hazy skies -- the pollution 
causes about 300- thousand respiratory illnesses 
and 19-thousand premature deaths a year in the 
state. the list comes as california considers a ballot 
measure to ease up the state's climate laws, which 
could mean more pollutants in the air.  
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WJAC-TV News at 6 AM 
WJAC (NBC)Johnstown, PA DMA: 101 
Apr 29 2010 6:03AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 31520 
Est. Publicity Value: $809 (30 Seconds) 
$1618 (Total)  
<cc>bucc -- we have to look at improving the 
infrastructure in the region. and as a member of 
congress i'd try to bring that into the region . we 
need to have a well trained workforce. an 
educated workforce. </cc> <cc>critz-- about 
giving tax breaks to small businesses. who create 
jobs with livable wages. for eliminiting taxbreak to 
companies that ship jobs overseas. also to 
captialize on our energy. </cc> <cc>russell- 
washington needs to get the heck out of the way. 
andlet the people who own the resources here. let 
us make the decisions on our level . get the epa 
the department of energy out of the way. </cc> 
<cc>mackell- so i think that' )s got to be the 
number one priority in this region is to is to 
fundamentally change the way we do education so 
we bring children into this area.. and so they don't 
have to leave. </cc> <cc>burns- and we need to 
be allowed to take advantage of our vast 
resources of coal and natural gas. the best thing 
the federal gov't can do to promote the resources 
that we have is simply get out of the way. </cc> 
<cc>in the end it's up to  
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KHBS (ABC)Ft. Smith, AR DMA: 100 
Apr 29 2010 5:03AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
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Est. Publicity Value: $64 (30 Seconds) $128 
(Total)  
bluff hole area of the mulberry river. this year - 
mulberrys police chief says theyll have undercover 
officers in the area. the chief says he wants 
families to feel safe when they are visiting the 
river- something that can be tough to do on the 
tight budget of a small- town police force. in the 
summer we avege 3 to 5 calls a day on places we 
cant get to. theyre hoping for grants ... or 
donations for things like an a-t-v. at this hour.. the 
environmental protection agency is ordering a 
company to stop dumping toxic waste into a local 
waterway. the agency says a february inspection 
of making money having fun of bokoshe.. found 
pollutants in a doe creek tributary. the company 
stores waste from power plants. you may 
remember.. last month we spoke with residents 
who live near a coal waste disposal site for making 
money having fun. they say the coal ash is hurting 
their health. environmental officials say theyre 
monitoring the situation. ### another 
environmental concern  
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Good Day Philadelphia at 5 
WTXF (Fox)Philadelphia, PA DMA: 4 
Apr 29 2010 5:26AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 28857 
Est. Publicity Value: $584 (30 Seconds) 
$1168 (Total)  
forcing them to get rid of the people. >> three 
hours on a plane or a canceled flight if. >> i think 
i will take the canceled flight. >> i don't think i 
want to be on airplane for three hours. >> bill 
keller reporting. this week in ridley township the 
fbi, epa, have been working together. >> all part 
of the liberty rad s drill. >> set up mock dirty 
bomb factory in abandoned. worked together in a 
practice bid facility. authorities say training like 
this is essential. >> this is an opportunity for us 
to practice to work together, to get all of the units, 
and plus to work with epa units, for us to practice 
this, in a drill, in a exercising environment. >> 
third week in a roll load and federal agencies have 
practiced. >> last week city terrorism unit the 
navy seals practice for an attack at the sports 
stadiums and subways on local bridges and the 
waterfront.  
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Programming Type: News 
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the other thing to mention is the environmental 
protection agency is requiring any certified -- or 
any contractor be certified by april 22nd. that is 
going to replace your windows and doors and 
window pro is a certified renovator. >> the e.p.a. 
is getting involved. that's pretty heavy duty stuff. 
>> absolutely. >> wonderful. thank you so much 
for joining us today. we appreciate it. and if you 
would like more information, you can go to 
windowpro.com or call 866-848- 5471. for more 
information on how to contact any of our guests, 
go to newsnet5.com/spotlight5. thanks so much 
for joining us today. i'm sally spitz and remember, 
tune in again to see who's in spotlight 5.  
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News 11 at 5:00 
WTOL (CBS)Toledo, OH DMA: 73 
Apr 28 2010 5:55PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 43306 
Est. Publicity Value: $529 (30 Seconds) 
$1058 (Total)  
highway. troopers tell us one lane of northbound 
traffic is closed. southbound is okay. no word on 
injuries yet. admit it: at some point in your online 
life, you have forwarded an email to all your 
friends. we all do it, even if we're not sure it's 
entirely true. john matarese checks out a very 
controversial email now making the rounds .. in 
this call 11 for action alert. for some reason, we 
just love forwarding our friends email warnings. 
we get an email that says pass it on..and we do. 
usually its all in good fun. but one email thats 
going viral right now is upsetting a lot of people 
who receive it: because it says you may not be 
able to sell your home as of next year! --- a new 
email claims that as of one year from now, you will 
be required to get an epa license sell your house! 
it says under the new cap and trade bill -- hr 2454 
--  
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CNN (CNN)National Programming, DMA: 0 
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more than triple america's biofuels production in 
the next 12 years. that is a goal that we can 
achieve, and it's being worked on right here at 
poet. and we're very proud of that. i've also 
created a biofuels working group led by secretary 
vilsack, our energy sector, steven chu, and our 
epa administrator, lisa jackson. and they're 
working to promote this generation of biofuels and 
help you deliver on the next generation of biofuels. 
i was talking to your ceo about the incredible 
progress that's already being made around 
cellulosic ethanol and how potentially we can have 
facilities that are producing cellulosic right here 
right next to the existing plant and create overall 
energy efficiencies that we just have not seen 
before, and effectively compete with biofuels from 
anyplace in the world using brand-new 
technologies, in part that are being developed 
right here.   
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NATIONAL: 
 
Entry #3 
POTUS 08 
POTUS (POTUS) 
And as we are watching the months after the race ... well yesterday to boost for the president on 
global warming the senate rejected a challenge to halt bombing the administration's rules aimed 
at cutting greenhouse gas emissions from power plants and other big polluters the defeated a 
resolution would in denying the EPA. 
 
Entry#10 
Today in Washington 
CSPAN2 (CSPAN2) - , Mr. President, it is the Environmental Protection Agency, the EPA, not 
the Environmental Pollution Agency. If somebody wants to turn it into that they have to come 
here and make that proposal. We can debate it.esidt, Mr. President there is enough aleutian in the 
gulf to teach us the lesson today 
 
 
Entry #11 
Today in Washington 
CSPAN2 (CSPAN2) - The EPA that has been so, so my criticized by where my was republican 
friends was created by Richard Nixon 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #1 
Early Edition of Eyewitness News 
WWL (CBS) New Orleans, LA - They think we are completely shut down, not just us, but the 
entire gulf is shut down 
 
Entry #2 
Eyewitness News This Morning on Fox 
WVAH (Fox) Charleston, WV - Send a strong message that the fate of West Virginias economy, 
our manufacturing industries and our workers should not be solely in the hands of EPA." 
 
Entry #4 
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Channel 3 News Early Morning 
WCAX (CBS) Burlington, VT - a power struggle over emissions. Senators Leahy and Sanders 
helped to defeat a move to strip the EPA of its power to regulate greenhouse gasses -- and hand it 
over to congress. 
 
Entry #5 
Morning Show at 5 
WCIA (CBS) Champaign, IL - Committee and Senate action on EPA and greenhouse gas 
regulation 
 
Entry #6 
NBC 13 News at 5:00am 
WVTM (NBC) Birmingham, AL - the last thing "the last thing our economy needs and the last 
thing businesses can afford is an EPA afford is an EPA chokehold 
 
Entry #7 
7&4 News Today 
WPBN (NBC) Traverse City, MI - Republicans say cutting emissions will kill jobs. Wyoming : 
"the last thing our economy needs and the last thing businesses can afford is an EPA chokehold. 
 
Entry #8 
Channel 3 News Daybreak 
WCAX (CBS) Burlington, VT - Senators Leahy and sanders helped to defeat a move to strip the 
EPA of its power to regulate greenhouse gasses 
 
Entry #9 
9News Now at 5am 
WUSA (CBS)Washington, DC - He than senators who defeated the measure want them to work 
out a plan to cut emissions rather than relying on EPA regulations 
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Early Edition of Eyewitness News 
WWL (CBS)New Orleans, LA DMA: 51 
Jun 11 2010 6:48AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 105429 
Est. Publicity Value: $587 (30 Seconds) 
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further north and in other parts of the country, 
they assume everything has been hit by oil. >> 
they think we are completely shut down, not just 
us, but the entire gulf is shut down. they jump to 
the concluon or the product may not be safe that 
is going to marquette. with that said, we're relying 
on the experts, epa, f.d.a., department of 
environmental quality, and they are doing 
unprecedented levels of testing daily, hourly to 
make sure the product going to marquette is safe. 
>> that is what you want to get out. if it is on the 
grocery shelf, it is safe to eat. >> we have a clean 
bill of health today and for now everything is 
looking good. i think it will be that way for awhile. 
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we just don't know where we will be a year from 
now or two years from now. there are so many 
uncertainties. as long as this thing spews oil  
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Eyewitness News This Morning on Fox 
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sided with murkowski, saying that congress, not 
the unelected epa, should decide major economic 
and energy policy. "i believe we must send a 
strong message that the fate of west virginias 
economy, our manufacturing industries and our 
workers should not be solely in the hands of 
epa.." he failed to convince senator robert byrd 
who voted no. bob aaron, eyewitness news, 
charleston.. >> it was a close vote, with 53 no 
votes and stingerstinger people will now have an 
easier time getting to the greenbrier and 
surrounding attractions... eyewitness news 
reporter kennie bass tells us about new to make 
"almost heaven" more accessible. accessible. 
news: greenbrier owner jim justice and west 
virginia governor joe manchin give a vip welcome 
to passengers deplaning from the first daily flight 
from atlanta to  
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POTUS 08 
POTUS (POTUS)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
Jun 11 2010 7:21AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
... ... that is the morning briefing on pulled this 
that we schiavone in for tim farley unser his 
channel 1 10 10 channel 1 30 our producer asked 
the control panel of kirkland . and as we are 
watching the months after the race ... well 
yesterday to boost for the president on global 
warming the senate rejected a challenge to halt 
bombing the administration's rules aimed at 
cutting greenhouse gas emissions from power 
plants and other big polluters the defeated a 
resolution would in denying the epa . the authority 
to move ahead with the rules drafted under the 
federal clean air act president radovan ahead you 
know once that one a bill to move through 
congress and the administration is taking this 
somewhat encouraging and maybe can get the 
cloning bill through congress ... and joining us ... 
to talk about this is like .  
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this morning's top headlines. a power struggle 
over emissions.senators leahy and sanders helped 
to defeat a move to strip the epa of its power to 
regulate greenhouse gasses -- and hand it over to 
congress. the vote clears the way for a 
comprehensive energy and climate bill -- and for 
economic growth - in the environmental sector. 
about 80 workers are losing their jobs in 
waterbury. suss microtec is moving its substrate 
bonder division to germany.the company's website 
says the alternative would have been a costly 
expansion at the waterbury facility. suss will also 
move its service and sales division from waterbury 
to california. no special protection for the gray wolf 
in northern new england and new york. the us fish 
and wildlife service says that's because there's no 
breeding population of wolves in the region.wildlife 
advocates are upset. they say the special 
protection would have meant creating a plan to 
restore the population here. world cup soccer gets 
underway today in south africa -- with the home 
team hosting  
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-illinois 73% good to excellent, average height 17 
inches vs 12 average- us 76% g to e vs. 67 
average-highest for this date was 81 in 1991 -
illinois soy 65 g to e- us soy 75 vs 65 average, 
highest 71 previously-parts of il & iowa 35% 
ahead of normal leading to early pollinationare 
farmers seeing any problems in fields so far?-
minor, corn rootworm confirmed in plots north of 
urbana-small whit e larvae eat corn roots-rain 
makes grain, both are growing rapidly-hail & wind 
are threatsusda reports came out this week. which 
way did the markets move?- positive, especially 
for corn -lower than expected ending stocks, good 
export numbers, and friendly outside markets -
weather still a negativenews from washington dc 
this week included the chair of the senate ag. 
committee and senate action on epa and 
greenhouse gas regulation. what happened?-
blanche lincoln, fifth generation rice farmer, 
survived a primary runoff. she is chair of senate 
ag committee and is important to arkansas rice &  
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cutting emissions will kill jobs. wyoming :33-:38 
"the last thing "the last thing our economy needs 
and the last thing businesses can afford is an epa 
afford is an epa chokehold." on thursday.. .the 
senate knocked down an effort to stop the epa's 
new limits on emissions starting january. january. 
supporters say without them, without them, our 
health is at risk: california :51-:57 "this means 
more asthma, more lung-related disease, more 
pre-mature death from air pollution." with oil 
spewing into the gulf... the timing seems right to 
talk about an energy policy. but republicans argue 
they're separate /iissues: / senate minority leader 
1:06-1:12 "the goal here is to seize on the oil spill 
in the gulf in order to try to generate support for 
something entirely unrelated to that." the senate 
hopes to take up energy in the next few weeks. 
audio outcue: tracie potts, nbc news, washington. 
the white house is hopeful congress will hammer 
out a new energy policy by the end of the year. 
i'm tracie potts in washington - back to you. the 
time is... karate kid is back, but not the way many 
of us would remember it. this morning a review of 
what could be a summer blockbuster.  
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deals still have to be worked out with the owners 
of those stores -- but developers say they are 
hopeful to break ground in the fall. with oil still 
spewing into the gulf and bp officials on their way 
to washington to explain - there's a lot of talk 
about finding other ways to power our cars, homes 
and businesses. but the idea of clean energy is still 
just that - an idea... stuck in politics on capitol hill. 
tracie potts joins us with more... < in an election 
year? it's gonna be tough. lawmakers here seem 
nowhere close to any agreement. "we have to 
move on an energy agenda that is forward-
looking, that creates jobs." but getting it done will 
be tough. president obama's pushing renewable 
energy: wind .. .and solar power. business leaders 
say we need to triple our investment: "if you have 
people talking about nuclear power as being the 
future and you're in a country that's not building 
any nuclear power plants, something's wrong." but 
there's gridlock on capitol hill. republicans say 
cutting emissions will kill jobs. wyoming :33-:38) 
"the last thing our economy needs and the last 
thing businesses can afford is an epa chokehold." 
on thursday.. .the senate knocked down an effort 
to stop the epa's new limits on emissions starting  
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to getting a second dose and even if it includes a 
second dose of this particular strain. so we have 
no safety concerns at this time.)) and even if you 
haven't had your first dose, she says it's not too 
late to get it now. some of the vermont supply has 
expired, but there are still thousands of healthy 
doses left.davis says that may be particularly 
important for kids going off to camp this summer. 
bbc, ch. 3 news, burlington environmental groups 
say the us senate made a big move -- toward 
green energy. senators leahy and sanders helped 
to defeat a move to strip the epa of its power to 
regulate greenhouse gasses -- and hand it over to 
congress. the vote clears the way for a 
comprehensive energy and climate bill -- and for 
economic growth - in the environmental sector. (( 
tc 12:21 - :35 don hooper, national wildlife 
federation: "right now investors in alternative 
energy really want the certainty that there's a 
market there and that we're really determined to 
suppress our carbon emissions, otherwise you 
can't sell solar  
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killed legislation preventing the environmental 
protection agency from imposing carbon dioxide 
controls for large factories and power companies. 
president obama praised the move. he than 
senators who defeated the measure want them to 
work out a plan to cut emissions rather than 
relying on epa regulations. >>> a tragedy just 
after a celebration to kick off the world cup this 
morning in south africa. that story is coming up. 
>>> but we have breaking news. we want to 
bring you back to forestville, maryland where 
kristin fisher is standing by wit latest. >> right 
now we are awaiting a press conference right now 
with prince georges county police. we believe they 
are walking up right now and here they are. you 
can see them just over my shoulder. we are told 
they are about to start speaking any minute now. 
a waiting game as they finalize what they are 
going to tell us in this update. if you are joing us 
right   
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russell taft strongly opposed trn, it. they urge the 
senate to reject it and any other legislation that 
would deend the clean air act or curtail the ability 
of the environmental protection agency to 
implementco itspresen provision.t,y, mr. 
president, it is the environmental protection 
agency, the epa, not the environmental pollution 
agency. if somebody wants to turn it into that they 
have to come here and make that proposal. we 
can debate it.esidt, mr. president there is enough 
aleutian in the gulf to teach us the lesson today. t 
hohaw ironic that this is coming before us.ob now, 
how about jobs? the people on the other side say 
supporting murkowski resolution is supporting 
jobs. that is false. the united automakers, the u.s. 
a automakersom oppose the murkowski 
amendment. they say it will lose jobs. give these 
resolutions are  
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ed tous be an issue that was bipartisan. the epa 
that has been so, so my criticized by where my 
was republican friends was created by richard 
nixon. b it wasy supported by gerald ford, ronald 
reagan. what has happened? w how did this 
happen?oe i think it just goes back to the politics 
and special-interestn and the money that flows in 
here fo a but that is anotherno debate for another 
time. today we have a very simple proposition 
before us. should we repeal the health fdi findings 
or the scientific findings that is the basis for 
regulating greenhouse gas emissions? ronald 
reagan's epa administrator, richard nixon's epa 
administrator, ford, william  
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American Morning 
CNN (CNN) National Programming - Major upset against the republican establishment 
candidate. Views such as abolishing the department of energy or eEPA, are those views going to 
have resonance in the wake of the BP oil spill?  
 
Entry #4 
Larry King Live 
CNNI (CNNI) - After the BP oil's those Americans are taking this and we are that people really going to want to look 
for a candidate who favors abolishing the Department of Energy in the EPA says one of the real challenges that she's to be 
facing communist general election very really very vulnerable we see senate democratic leaders that taken out before like 
Tom Dashle but he may have really gotten away and by having us out of discerning olmstead of salon in the face in the fall  
 
 
Entry #10 
Hardball with Chris Matthews 
MSNBC (MSNBC) - republican candidates, tea party support, who call for eliminating the EPA 
or getting rid of the 17th amendment which gives us the right to directly elect senators 
 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #2 
Good Morning New Orleans 
WGNO (ABC) New Orleans, LA - Instead of relying on bp's cameras. What do you think is the 
next step? 
 
Entry #3 
NBC 2 News Today 
WBBH (NBC) Ft. Myers, FL - Strip miners work on the surface using dynamite and bulldozers 
to rip up the land. 







 
Entry #5 
Fox 6 News at 9 
WITI (Fox) Milwaukee, WI - Says he'd tried to meet with me BP before the EPA meeting 
 
Entry #6 
California Vote 2010 
KMPH (Fox) Fresno, CA - EPA to open up it's permit to BP 
 
Entry #7 
Black Hills Fox News 
KEVN (Fox) Rapid City, SD - They're targeting large emitters today, but everybody knows and 
Administrator Jackson has said that by the year 2016 they intend to extend this to all emitters. 
 
Entry #8 
My 33 News 
WBFS (MNT) Miami, FL - Cameron tried to meet with BP before the EPA meeting 
 
 


Entry #9 
FBKS Evening News 
KTVF (NBC) Fairbanks, AK - Alaska US Senator Lisa Murkowski's resolution to stop the EPA's 
claim that it has authority to regulate against all global warming is slated for a voter this week. 
yesterday, EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson brought up the BP oil leak in support of EPA's 
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ABC31 News 
KLAX (ABC) Alexandria, LA - Cameron says he'd tried to meet with BP before the EPA 
meeting 
 
Entry #12 
NBC 2 News at Six 
WBBH (NBC) Ft. Myers, FL - There was an amendment on a bill in Washington to eliminate 
EPA water quality standards in Florida to make it more difficult to clean up the pollution in the 
gulf. 
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major upset against the republican establishment 
candidate. views such as abolishing the 
department of energy or epa, are those views 
going to have resonance in the wake of the bp oil 
spill? we've seen democrat leadership lose in races 
like tom daschle. here last night hoping to run 
against sharron angle. got his wish. now we'll see 
how the tea party shapes up in the fall. >> going 
to be very interesting. >> you'll be watching every 
step of the way. we'll check in with jacqui jeras 
and the extreme weather center. we have storms 
and heavy rain moving through. she'll tell us 
where and how it can affect your travel. 43 
minutes past the hour.  
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the team came up with? there should be a kind of 
a cap that can be installed with a valve that can 
throttle the flow manage the pressure. get some 
mud down there and get this thing stopped way 
down 13,000 feet down in the formation. the 
conclusions detailed in a report released to several 
government agencies. recommendations including 
how to stop the oil at the source, and encouraging 
the government to independently monitor the site, 
instead of relying on bp's cameras. what do you 
think is thnext step? ideally for us the next step is 
that the government agencies review our report 
and if they see any value there they put us in 
direct contact with bp. cameron says he'd tried to 
meet with b before the epa meeting. are you 
disappointed that bp said we want to handle this in 
our own way? look i think all of us who were at 
that meeting feel is that it would be great if we 
could have some   
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rotolo in just a moment. two movie stars head to 
the nation's capital leaving behind the glamour of 
hollywood to tackle serious subject. ashley judd 
will be speaking out about coal mining at a press 
conference -- press club luncheon. strip miners 
work on the surface using dynamite and bulldozers 
to rip up the land. kevin costner will be presenting 
his ideas on how to clean up the oil spill. his a 
representative of the epa and coast guard among 
those wil be speaking to the house energy and 
environment subcommittee. speaking spill with 
closely following, with a new tool to track 
projections this morning. morgan palmer joins us 
now to explain. >> i want to show you the loop 
current. this is the west toward moving current. 
most of the current out in the  
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auditing, i hold secret security cleans. i have 
management experience in human resources 
engineer configuration, proposals, audits, security, 
epa audits, cgmp, glp's and regulatory 
compliance. my experience enables me to achieve 
higher potential and improve business model and 
work flow. >> i'm chris everett, graphic design 
professional. myxperience make me a great 
addition to our operation. i knock out high volume 
and flawless quality. eye for detail and proof 
reading and meet deadlines. i look forward to 
hearing from you. >>> remember send us your 
resume, email us at best resumes at wmar.com.  
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in nevada john are sharon and all of the darling of 
the deep part guide the party movement there 
have to be our republican senatorial nomination 
for like ram halted in kentucky showplace harry 
reid what you think may . you're upset against the 
establishment candidates in london again an 
extraordinary story somebody who really was 
propelled by the two party movement that novels 
full time staff president may start i would just are 
over 100 thousand dollars in the bank a major rob 
said but here at the cautionary telekom's with the 
two party momentum . after the bp oil's those 
americans are taking this and we are that people 
really going to want to look for a candidate who 
favors abolishing the department of energy in the 
epa says one of the real challenges that she's to 
be facing communist general election very really 
very vulnerable we see senate democratic leaders 
that taken out before like tom dashle but he may 
have really gotten away and by having us out of 
discerning olmstead of salon in the face in the fall . 
are where you figure out solely as a clear victory 
of the tea party nominates and as with everything 
with a tea parties not clear whether .  
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suggestions of what the team came up 
with?ththere should be a kind of a cap that can be 
installed with a valve that can throttle the flow 
hemanage the pressure. get some mud down 
there and get this thing stopped way down 13,000 
feet down in the formation. the conclusions 
codetailed in a il report released to several 
government agencies. recommendations including 
how to stop the oil at the source, and encouraging 
the thgovernment to independently demonitor the 
site, instead of relying on bp's cameras.what do 
you think is the henext step? ideally for us the 
next step is that the government agencies review 
our report and if they see any value the they put 
us in direct contact with bp.cameron says he'd 
tried to meet with me bp before the epa 
tmeeting.are you disappointed that bp said we 
want to handle this in our own way?look i think all 
of us who were at that meeting feel is that it 
would be ougreat if we could have some direct 
communication with the inner working group at 
bp. 3  
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KMPH (Fox)Fresno, CA DMA: 55 
Jun 09 2010 12:26AM PDT 
Programming Type: Politics 
Est. Households/Views: 971 
Est. Publicity Value: $24 (30 Seconds) $48 
(Total)  
on the epa to open up it's permit to bp is going to 
be the best road to go forward, and for bp to just 
call us up. monty>> while the news from the gulf 
keeps getting worse some americans are starting 
to take out their anger against b-p. tomorrow on 
california vote 2010 the story of a growing b-p 
boycott that's making its way into california. 
monty>> when california vote 2010 comes back. 
not even billions of dollars of government bailout 
money could save one of america's biggest gas 
guzzlers. saying good bye to one of the bigest 
passenger vehicles on the road is next.  
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Play Media 
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Black Hills Fox News 
KEVN (Fox)Rapid City, SD DMA: 174 
Jun 08 2010 9:23PM MDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 9423 
Est. Publicity Value: $472 (30 Seconds) $944 
(Total)  
requiring reductions of carbon dioxide and other 
gases under the clean air act. the white house has 
threatened to veto the republican-led effort ... 
saying it would increase the nation's dependence 
on oil and all pollution-related health risks. 
washington, d.c.>> but south dakota senator john 
thune says the epa's plan is really a backdoor 
energy tax that will affect both large and small 
businesses. sen. john thune>> thune says, 
"they're targeting large emitters today, but 
everybody knows and administrator jackson has 
said that by the year 2016 they intend to extend 
this to all emitters, if they make it that far. my 
guess is that the tailoring rule will be overturned 
prior to that by the courts, in which case you will 
see a lot of these smaller entities will be 
impacted." what does that mean? thune says it 
means it will cost more for smaller businesses, and 
farmers and ranchers, to do business ... and will 
drive jobs out of the united states. what does that 
mean? thune says it means it will cost more for 
smaller businesses, and farmers and ranchers, to 
do business ... and will drive jobs out of the united 
states. again, that vote on the epa regulations is 
expected to happen thursday on capitol hill. 
justin>> wyoming is now  
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next step? >> i zeallyings -- ideally, the 
government agency review the report and if they 
see any value they put us in contact with bp. >> 
reporter: cameron tried to meet with bp before the 
epa meeting. >> are you disappointed that bp 
said they want to handle this in their own way? 
>> i think what all of us at that meeting feel is if 
twould be great if we could have direct 
communication with the inner working group of 
bp. >> cameron also said he would like to see 
more transparency in their efforts to clean up the 
spill. >>> for more information on the oil spill cris, 
go to our website. we created a special section on 
cbs4.com / oil spi. >>> we know sometimes 
looking good can be painful, especially if you love 
high heels. look at what some women are  
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Jun 08 2010 6:03PM AKDT 
Programming Type: News 
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Est. Publicity Value: $0 (30 Seconds) $0 
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mike downing>> "overall i think that the forum 
gave the chamber members and the audience that 
was here, a good foundation for the start of pickng 
a lieutenant governor. by no means i mean is it 
going to the absolute end. we're going to be 
having more of all of the candidates throughout 
the whole campaign. tammy tragis-mccook>> "i 
do think there is an energy there. i think the great 
news is that there's some diversity and some 
choice. i think that people should learn more about 
each of the candidates before making their 
decision." dc>> the chamber will be hosting 
political forums throuhout the summer into fall, 
with the next public forum scheduled for mid july. 
meg>> alaska u senator lisa murkowski's 
resolution to stop the epa's claim that it has 
authority to regulate against all global warming is 
slated for a voteater this week. yesterday, epa 
administrator lisa jackson brought up the b p oil 
leak in support of epa's   
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might be called the early bloom of the tea party 
movement. 50% of americans across the board 
now have an unfavorable view of the tea party, an 
11 point jump up. i have david corn here. what's 
happened is the undecideds largely have moved 
over and said we don't like it. the ones who have 
independent said they don't like it. >> that's 
pretty natural. these are people who didn't know 
much about the tea party a few months ago. in 
recent months they've seen rand paul say he 
doesn't agree with the 1964 civil rights act. maybe 
they've heard about candidates running -- 
republican candidates, tea party support, who call 
for eliminating the epa or getting rid of the 17th 
amendment which gives us the right to directly 
elect senators. so this is -- when the tea party first 
starts it sounds kind of civil and patriotic and good 
and people maybe even agree with it on some of 
the issues. as they learn more and see some 
candidates they are saying wait a second, who are 
these people? >> you know, chris and david back 
to you, you know what's wrong with most political 
parties? you have to buy the blue-plate  
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ABC31 News 
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Jun 08 2010 6:05PM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
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Est. Publicity Value: $17 (30 Seconds) $34 
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recommendations including how to stop the oil at 
the source, and encouraging the government to 
independently monitor the site, instead of relying 
on bp's cameras. what do you think is the next 
step? ideally for us the next step is that the 
government agencies review our report and if they 
see any value there they put us in direct contact 
with bp. cameron says he'd tried to meet with bp 
before the epa meeting. are you disappointed that 
bp said we want to handle this in our own way? 
look i think al of us who were at that meting feel 
is that it would be great if we could haveome 
direct communication with the inner working group 
at bp. cameron says he would like to see more 
transparency from b-p in its eforts to contain and 
clean up the spill. the o-k allen bridge over the red 
river is closed all week. the span is closed for 
inspection and repairs. trafic is detoured via 
interstate 49 and the purple heart memorial 
bridge. it should re-open at 5   
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outraged and frustrated and says the inexcusable 
delays will not go unanswered. >> the charlotte 
county sheriff's office is closer to rehiring the late 
dr. fet. the approved a measure that allows the 
sheriff to reapply for a federal grant. without the 
funds, there is not enough budget money in the 
budget. >> this decision on this part keeps us in 
the running. we have not been awarded anything. 
we still may not get any award. >> they should 
know in a couple of months if the county will get 
any government funding. but that an update on a 
story we told you bought yesterday. there was an 
amendment on a bill in washington to eliminate 
epa water quality standards in florida to make it 
more difficult to clean up the pollution in the gulf. 
an official statement from congressmen into 
crenshaw says  
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BROADCAST  CLIPS 
 


 Saturday, May 01, 2010 thru Monday, May 03, 2010 
 
 
 
 
URL: http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x137221.htm  
 
 
National 
 
Entry #1 
FTNC / GWU 
POTUS (POTUS)National Programming 
May 02 2010 10:04PM EDT – President for our energy and climate … Carol Browner 
 
 


Entry #3 & #4 
CNN Newsroom 
CNN (CNN)National Programming 
May 02 2010 4:29PM EDT - Admiral Allen and Secretaries Napolitano have made clear, we've 
made preparations from day one to stage equipment for a worst-case scenario 
 
 
Entry #5 
America's HQ 
FNC (FNC) National Programming  
May 02 2010 4:29PM EDT – Dispatched were the Secretaries of Interior and Homeland 
Security, Administrator of EPA, Lisa Jackson,  Assistant for Climate Change Policy and the 
Administrator of NOAA to the gulf coast to ensure we are doing whatever is required 
 
Entry #6 
Dead Men Talking 
MSNBC 9MSNBC   National Programming 
May 02 2010 4:20PM EDT – The EPA has a big role to play here. 
 
 
Entry #7 & #8 
Candidates / C-SPAN 
POTUS (POTUS) National Programming 
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May 02 2010 12:02PM - Scientific support expert says most EPA to insure that the responsible 
party is taking advantage of all of pre planning that has been done to protect fragile areas 
because at this point that trajectory has this bill the leading edge of the oil reaching land fall in 
the Mississippi 
 
 
Entry #12  
Geraldo at Large 
FNC (FNC) National Programming  
May 02 2010 4:16AM EDT - Geraldo: take a quick look live, the ballroom at the Washington 
Hilton. The Annual White House Correspondents' dinner going on along with the President who 
is there . Most of his Cabinet also scheduled to be there but at least the EPA Administrator Lisa 
Jackson see is not there 
 
Entry #13 
Candidates / C-SPAN 
POTUS (POTUS) National Programming 
May 02 2010 4:12AM EDT - Focused in particular today is looking very carefully packed the 
preventive believed that's occurring using the best science that's available to us working in 
conjunction with no less scientific support expert says most EPA to insure that the responsible 
party is taking advantage of all of pre planning that has been done to protect fragile areas . 
 
 
Entry #16 & #17 
National Journal 
POTUS (POTUS) National Programming 
May 01 2010 10:04PM EDT – EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson  will give us an update on here 
monitoring 
 
 
Entry #18 
Glenn Beck 
FNC (FNC) National Programming, DMA: 0 
May 01 2010 9:16PM EDT - Geraldo: take a quick look live, the ballroom at the Washington 
Hilton. The Annual White House Correspondents' dinner going on along with the President who 
is there . Most of his Cabinet also scheduled to be there but at least the EPA Administrator Lisa 
Jackson see is not there 
 
 


Entry #22 
America's HQ 
FNC (FNC) National Programming, DMA: 0 
May 01 2010 6:03PM EDT - Admiral Allen did comment on that, as well as John Benefittan, the 
President's Assistant for Homeland Security, saying they have been extremely progressive -- pro-
active since they realized on Wednesday how enormous this oil spill is. you saw yesterday the 
interior Secretary Ken Salazar here, along with Janet Napolitano, the Secretary of Homeland 
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Security, the EPA Administrator, Lisa Jackson had an emergency meeting in New Orleans this 
morning and tomorrow, of course, President Obama will be coming by himself. 
 
 
Entry #23 
America's HQ 
FNC (FNC)National Programming 
May 01 2010 4:45PM EDT – BP has started hiring hired and training local fishermen 
 
 
Entry  #26 
Glenn Beck 
FNC (FNC)National Programming, DMA: 0 
May 01 2010 3:08PM EDT - He also sent EPA Administrator, Lisa Jackson. they are on the 
scene overseeing the federal response to the oil spill. Jackson told community leaders in New 
Orleans today, she says this is a huge environmental challenge, but not yet a catastrophe. 
 


Entry #29 
America's HQ 
FNC (FNC)National Programming 
May 01 2010 1:02PM EDT 
Programming Type: News - President Obama also asked his Advisor for Homeland Security, 
John Brennan to hold a meeting yesterday to discuss the oil spill with top level cabinet members 
and included in that meeting which lasted over an hour, were Homeland Security Secretary Janet 
Nab Tanneau and Interior Secretary Ken Salazar, Robert Gates and EPA Administrator Lisa 
Jackson, the President has sent them to the gulf region to oversee the response to the oil spill 
 


Entry #33 
Washington Monthly 
POTUS (POTUS) National Programming 
May 01 2010 10:12AM EDT - That there are appropriate and that will do the job to secure ... and 
removed its oil are focused in particular today is looking very carefully at the preventive believe 
that's occurring using the best science that's available to us working in conjunction with no less 
scientific support experts as well as the EPA 
 
 
Entry #34 
Washington Monthly 
POTUS (POTUS) National Programming 
May 01 2010 10:01AM EDT - Welcome to the role he did we begin with the special White 
House briefing focusing on the world's only goal  
 
 
Entry #35 
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MSNBC News Live 
MSNBC (MSNBC) National Programming 
May 01 2010 9:07AM EDT - All down there coordinating efforts with the state government and 
the Louisiana Haley Barbour over in Mississippi 
 
 


Entry #36 
Fox and Friends Saturday 
FNC (FNC) National Programming 
May 01 2010 9:02AM EDT - Now, this morning, up north of here about 75 miles in New 
Orleans, the EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson will be holding an emergency meeting. 
 
Entry #40 
Capital News Today 
CSPAN (CSPAN)National Programming 
May 01 2010 12:31AM EDT - We have had to change our approach. The EPA is a team. 
 
 
Entry #41 
Capital News Today 
CSPAN (CSPAN)National Programming, DMA: 0 
May 01 2010 12:30AM EDT - And lessons we learn will help guide us as we responsibly can 
safely develop our nation's energy resources. and not introduce the administrator for the 
Environmental Protection Agency, Lisa Jackson. 
 
 
Entry #42 
Capital News Today 
CSPAN (CSPAN)National Programming, DMA: 0 
May 01 2010 12:26AM EDT - Thank you very much, Secretary Napolitano, and to all of the 
federal team who are here. Administrator Jackson from the EPA, the undersecretary, as well as 
the Admiral and the Deputy Secretary of the Interior. Gov. Jindal all the other elected officials 
who are here. 
 


 
International 


Entry #2 
My Country BBCWLD (BBCWLD) International Programming, DMA: 0 
May 02 2010 8:29PM  -  – EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson will give us an update on air 
monitoring and preparations for this still reaching the shore 
 
 
Local 
 
Entry #9 
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You Can Quote Me 
WCAX (CBS) Burlington, VT DMA: 94 
May 02 2010 11:23AM EDT - The clean marina program is operated nationally by NOAA and 
the EPA and Vermont just started implementing it. the shipyard worked with the state to figure 
out exactly what the criteria will be locally. 
 
Entry #10 
Clean Skies Sunday 
WJLA (ABC) Washington, DC DMA: 9 
May 02 2010 9:47AM EDT - Let's talk about EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson, because she was 
quite present, all over the place last week. 
 
Entry #11 
ABC 26 News This Week 
WGNO (ABC)New Orleans, LA DMA: 51 
May 02 2010 6:54AM CDT - EPA controls those emissions of the state 
 
Entry #14 & 15 
KSBY News at 11 
KSBY (NBC)Santa Barbara, CA DMA: 120 
May 01 2010 11:01PM PDT - After flying over the oil spill today... -- the administrator of the 
environmental protection agency compared it to an oil sheen covering all the great lakes. EPA 
Chief Lisa Jackson then went to a church in New Orleans to answer questions about the spill. 
 
Entry #19 
KBJR 6 and Range 11 News at Six 
KBJR (NBC)Duluth, MN DMA: 139 
May 01 2010 6:18PM CDT - After flying over the oil spill today... -- the administrator of the 
environmental protection agency compared it to an oil sheen covering all the great lakes. EPA 
Chief Lisa Jackson then went to a church in New Orleans to answer questions about the spill. 
 
Entry #20 
WDSU News at 6 
WDSU (NBC)New Orleans, LA DMA: 51 
May 01 2010 6:12PM CDT - The folks that know these areas best like the back of their hands are 
being involved and being paid." at a community meeting in the lower ninth ward, EPA 
Administrator Lisa Jackson fielded questions... and as the meeting progressed .. so did the leak 
from the ruptured well ... contributing to thousands and thousands of barrels spewing into the 
gulf. 
 
Entry #21 
Eyewitness News 
WWL (CBS)New Orleans, LA DMA: 51 
May 01 2010 5:09PM CDT - What New Orleans Natives and  Administrator Lisa Jackson had to 
say when locals expressed anger about BP's response to the oil spill. 
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Entry #24 
Late Afternoon Update Weekends 4 pm 
BAY9 (BAY9) Tampa, FL DMA: 14 
May 01 2010 4:35PM EDT – I guess a lot of us feel like the EPA is in our business when they 
don't need to be. 
 
Entry #25 & #28 
Bay News 9 in the Afternoon Weekends 3 pm 
BAY9 (BAY9) Tampa, FL DMA: 14 
May 01 2010 3:36PM EDT - – I guess a lot of us feel like the EPA is in our business when they 
don't need to be. 
 
 
Entry #27 
Afternoon News Weekend Edition 2 pm 
BAY9 (BAY9) Tampa, FL DMA: 14 
May 01 2010 2:35PM EDT - I guess a lot of us feel like the EPA is in our business when they 
don't need to be. 
 
 
Entry #30 
First News at Noon Weekends 
BAY9 (BAY9) Tampa, FL DMA: 14 
May 01 2010 12:35PM EDT - - I guess a lot of us feel like the EPA is in our business when they 
don't need to be. 
 
 
Entry #31 
Mid Morning News Weekends 11 am 
BAY9 (BAY9) Tampa, FL DMA: 14 
May 01 2010 11:34AM EDT - - I guess a lot of us feel like the EPA is in our business when they 
don't need to be. 
 
 
Entry #32 
Weekend Mid-Morning Planner 10 am 
BAY9 (BAY9) Tampa, FL DMA: 14 
May 01 2010 10:34AM EDT - - I guess a lot of us feel like the EPA is in our business when they 
don't need to be. 
 
Entry #37 
Ch. 4 Action News-8AM 
WTAE (ABC) Pittsburgh, PA DMA: 23 
May 01 2010 8:36AM EDT - It hit the barrier islands overnight last night. it will probably only 
get worse. They're expecting rain this afternoon. That's going to complicate things as well. We 
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are here at this church because in just a little while, Lisa Jackson, Administrator of the EPA will 
be here . 
 
 
Entry #38 
NBC 13 News 
WVTM (NBC) Birmingham, AL DMA: 40 
May 01 2010 7:34AM - EPA Director Lisa Jackson says another concern today involves air 
quality. 
 
 
Entry #39 
KCRA 3 News at 10 
KQCA (MNT) Sacramento, CA DMA: 20 
Apr 30 2010 10:27PM PDT - Retailer recognized by the EPA for responsible appliance disposal 
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42 


  


  


 
Entry #1  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


FTNC / GWU 
POTUS (POTUS)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
May 02 2010 10:04PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
the pp will still but i wanted to that would get 
several people hear the briefings a review of an 
update on where we are ... for homeland security 
secretary ... will give us an update on the overall 
situation that rear admiral selling price apparel will 
give us ... some details on the ... response on the 
ground and the water ... to ... to this bill ... ... . 
deputy secretary of the interior david hayes will 
give us an update on the joint investigation . a lot 
of pressure on industry to clean up this bill ... 
secretary salazar is that had the bp command 
center currently in houston ... epa administrator 
lisa jackson will give us an update on air 
monitoring and preparations for this still reaching 
the shore . ... we also have ... assistant to the 
president for our energy and climate ... carol 
browner here also to ... to answer some questions 
if need be so we start with a few words of the 
president .  


 
Entry #2 


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


My Country 
BBCWLD (BBCWLD)International 
Programming, DMA: 0 
May 02 2010 8:29PM UTC 
Programming Type: Documentary Public 
affairs 
prd had by that i'm in position more than 70 
vessels and hundreds of thousands of beat of bob 
and i dispatched secretary of the interior and 
homeland security and the administrator of the 
epa lisa jackson was here at my assistant for 
energy and climate change policy and the 
administrator of known to the gulf close to insure 
that we are doing whatever is required to respond 
to this about . so i want to emphasize it . they 
want we have to prepare and plan for the worst 
even as we hope for the best . the wall we have 
prepared and reacted aggressively i'm not going to 
arrest him on a gentleman and women or hear or 
to arrest him or be satisfied until the leak was 
stopped at the source the oil on the golf is 
contained him and cleanup and the people of this 
region are able to go back to their lives .  


 
Entry #3 CNN Newsroom 
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Play Media 
Direct Link  


CNN (CNN)National Programming, DMA: 0 
May 02 2010 4:29PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 147755 
Est. Publicity Value: $0 (30 Seconds) $0 
(Total)  
as admiral allen and secretaries napolitano have 
made clear, we've made preparations from day 
one to stage equipment for a worst-case scenario. 
we immediately set up command center 
operations here in the gulf and coordinated with all 
state and local governments. and the third breach 
was discovered on wednesday. we already had by 
that time in position more than 70 vessels and 
hundreds of thousands of feet of boom. and i 
dispatched the secretaries of the interior and 
homeland security, the administrator of the epa, 
lisa jackson, who is here, my assistant for energy 
and climate change policy, and the administrator 
of nooa to the gulf coast to ensure that we are 
doing whatever is required to respond to this 
event. so i want to emphasize, from day one, we 
have prepared and planned for the worst. even as 
we hoped for the best. and while we have 
prepared and   


Entry #4 


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


Cantore Stories: Marfa, Texas 
TWC (TWC)National Programming, DMA: 0 
May 02 2010 4:29PM EDT 
Programming Type: Special Travel Weather 
Est. Households/Views: 326752 
Est. Publicity Value: $1976 (30 Seconds) 
$3952 (Total)  
with the oil spill. >> as they have made clear, we 
made preparations from day one to stage 
equipment for a worst case scenario. we 
immediately set up command center operations in 
the gulf and coordinated with all state and local 
governments and the third breach was discovered 
on wednesday. we already had by that time in 
position more than 70 vessels and hundreds of 
thousands of feet of boat. i dispatched the 
secretaries of the interior and homeland security, 
administrator of the epa, lisa jackson, my 
assistant for energy and climate change policy and 
the administrator of noaa to the gulf coast to 
ensure we are doing whatever is required to 
respond to this event. i want to emphasize, from 
day one, we have prepared and planned for the 
worst, even as we hoped for the best. while we 
have prepared and reacted aggressively, i'm not   


Entry #5  America's HQ 
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Play Media 
Direct Link  


FNC (FNC)National Programming, DMA: 0 
May 02 2010 4:29PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 458946 
Est. Publicity Value: $0 (30 Seconds) $0 
(Total)  
napolitano has made clear, we made preparations 
from day one to stage equipment for a worst case 
scenario. we immediately set up command center 
operations in the gulf and coordinated with all 
states and local governments. the third breach 
was discovered on wednesday. we already had, by 
that time, in position more than 70 vessels and 
hundreds of thousands of feet of boom. i 
dispatched the secretaries of interior and 
homeland security, administrator of epa, lisa 
jackson, my assistant for climate change policy 
and the administrator of noaa to the gulf coast to 
ensure we are doing whatever is required. i want 
to emphasize, from day one, we have prepared 
and planned for the worst, even as we hoped for 
the best. while we have prepared and reacted 
aggressively, i'm not  
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i'm joined by jonathan capehart of "the 
washington post," and an msnbc contributor. these 
are the pictures that the white house allows part 
of the pool to put out, as we see the president 
trying to get a sense of what's going on. >> right, 
and the other person pictured with the president 
was lisa jackson. she had her back to the 
camera, but i'm almost 100% certain that was 
her. she's been down there with janet napolitano 
for the last couple of days and she is a louisiana 
native. this is something very important to her. 
the epa has a big role to play here. it's 
environmental protection agency and the clean-up, 
this oil spill, everything related to the 
government's response, she's going to be in the 
middle of it as will homeland security secretary, 
janet napolitano. >> also joing the president is   
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that's up for its surface . we are working very 
closely with them but as responsible parties . the 
role of the coast guard and the unified command 
partners to insure that they move forward with 
activities that our state . that there are 
appropriate and that will do the job to secure and 
remove disloyal are focused in particular today is 
looking very carefully packed the preventive 
booming that's occurring using the best client 
that's available to us working in conjunction with 
no was . scientific support expert says most epa 
to insure that the responsible party is taking 
advantage of all of pre planning that has been 
done to protect fragile areas because at this point 
that trajectory has this bill the leading edge of the 
oil reaching land fall in the mississippi da .  
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... that's it this is not my intent to have put more 
people onstage with her in the audience for it ... 
and i will succeed but it's ... is ... ... ... ... . ... i'm 
going to up in a few remarks of what the president 
that has been working all of bp oil's still don't want 
to that would get several people hear that briefing 
to give you a update on where we are and how 
was your secretary ... will give us an update on 
the overall situation . a rear admiral selling price 
apparel will give us some details on be a response 
on the ground and the water ... to ... to this bill ... 
deputy secretary of the interior david hayes will 
give us an update on joint investigation . under 
pressure on industry to clean up this bill of 
signatures salazar is ... at the pp command center 
currently in houston ... epa administrator les 
jackson will give us an update on here monitoring 
it .  
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way. over a year ago the bills started on the path 
of being designated the state's first clean marine 
app. just last week it goes the -- got the 
designation. >> a goal we set ourselves and our 
owner set for us a year ago and really satisfying 
to be able to have the letter from the state sayings 
we have achieved this status. >> the clean marina 
program is operated nationally by noaa and the 
epa and vermont just started implementing it. the 
shipyard worked with the state to figure out 
exactly what the criteria will be locally. one of the 
things the state is special le liked was the 
shipyard's hazardous waste disposal center where 
customers can get rid of everything from fuel oil to 
thinner. contained in a bunker so nothing can run 
off into the lake. >> none of these in and off 
themselves were huge. just a collection of small 
little refinements and steps to make it even better 
than it was from what we were doing anyway. >> 
the shipyard also built a cover for its gas pumps. 
so rain water won't carry fuel  
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vote on this issue, and she tells me that even 
though her clear act plan to cut carbon emissions 
could be folded into this climate legislation, she 
herself doesn't know if the k-g-l bill is even ready 
yet. until we see an actual bill and are able to 
compare the features of that bill with our 
approach, it's impossible for me to render a 
judgement. even without any publicly released bill, 
john kerry says the environmental protection 
agency will begin its analysis on his climate 
legislation with lindsey graham's consent. and 
graham is still involved in these discussions here. 
the agency did receive that work on wednesday. 
the analysis should take about one month's time, 
and, susan, that's key because any senate floor 
debate on this climate bill won't happen until the 
epa evaluation is complete. let's talk about epa 
administrator lisa jackson, because she was quite 
present, all over the place last week. is this some 
kind of a white house p.r. blitz? it seems like it, 
susan. she was everywhere last week, and it does 
coincide with the 40th anniversary of  
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they're very polluting in the grand scheme of 
things epa controls those emissions of the state 
and in dq does that have the authority to regulate 
emissions from those engines so dearly when we 
can't really get emission reductions is to change 
the way that we as individuals you some of 
moderate tremor probably 34 years ago it works 
well and is to cycle's unfortunately learning now 
about why is a summary of the store or the 
manufacturers themselves sunday but ago before 
for cycle engine as that of his lack of it hasn't been 
as much of a problem across the country because 
epa said the air quality standards for the different 
litton's and the epa is now reconsidering a 
decision made back in 2008 that would effectively 
lower in this case are most concerned with those 
of standard makes it more difficult for us to meet 
that standard and so the manufacturer   
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rush limbaugh does not count as a troubled asset, 
i'm sorry >> geraldo: take a quick look live, the 
ballroom at the washington hilton. the annual 
white house correspondents' dinner going on along 
with the president who is there. most of his 
cabinet also scheduled to be there but at least the 
epa administrator lisa jackson see is not there. 
the white house realized that some were criticizing 
their seemingly sluggish initial federal response to 
the oil disaster. the obama administration since 
has been bending over backwards to show how 
much and how hard they are working on it. ann 
coulter, working hard enough, soon enough? >> i 
would like to be a democrat and get you people 
back for everything you said about bush during 
katrina. the government is always slow. the oil 
companies are constantly innovating, changing, 
fixing. the first things to go in were   
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1st ascent has been mentioned that controlled 
burn is this campaign that will mean the activities 
to try and secure at the top floor surface . we are 
working very closely with them but as responsible 
parties that roll up the coast guard and the unified 
command partners to insure that they move 
forward with the activities that our state . that 
there are appropriate and that will do that job to 
secure ... and removed as well . are focused in 
particular today is looking very carefully packed 
the preventive believed that's occurring using the 
best science that's available to us working in 
conjunction with no less scientific support expert 
says most epa to insure that the responsible party 
is taking advantage of all of pre planning that has 
been done to protect fragile areas .  
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wildlife are also starting to show up in the gulf. 
wildlife officials have cleaned the first bird found 
coated with oil. officials say the bird was found 
offshore by a cleaning operations crew. the rescue 
workers used dish soap to dissolve the oil and 
detergent to clean the bird. they also treated the 
bird for oil ingestion by using a stomach tube filled 
with water and pepto- bismol. after flying over the 
oil spill today... -- the administrator of the 
environmental protection agency compared it to 
an oil sheen covering all the great lakes. e-p-a 
chief lisa jackson then went to a church in new 
orleans to answer questions about the spill. 
jackson says she's not ready to call it a 
catastrophe... but she says it is a huge 
environmental challenge. lisa jackson/ epa 
administrator- every oil spill is a challenge, but 
this one is quite different because of where it is 
and because the marshes are so different than the 
beach and the coastline in alaska where we had 
the valdez." after the meeting, jackson expressed 
confidence that b-p is working on the problem. 
police have evacuated new york city's times 
square over what  
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oil from the massive spill. the young northern 
gannet was treated yesterday at a facility in fort 
jackson, louisiana. rescuers say the bird was found 
offshore by a cleaning crew. the rescue workers 
used dishwashing soap to dissolve the oil and 
clean the bird. 3 (cynthia) meanwhile oil from the 
ruptured well in the gulf of mexico has begun to 
reach the louisiana coast. (amy)its now 
threatening the livelihood of fishermen in the 
region.the state has already closed oyster beds -- 
right at the top of the fishing season.the e-p-a 
says the top priority is capping the still-leaking 
well -- five-thousand feet below water.( lisa 
jackson/ epa administrator:11)"every oil spill is a 
challenge, but this one is quite different because 
of where it is and because the marshes are so 
different than the beach and the coastline in 
alaska where we had the valdez."jackson also said 
the oil company, b-p, is working "on all cylinders" 
to fix the problem. 3 (amy) police have evacuated 
new york city's times square to investigate a 
possible bomb.  
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salazar is ... and ppp command center currently in 
houston ... epa administrator les jackson will give 
us an update on here monitoring . and 
preparations what is still reaching the shore . ... 
we also have ... assistant to the president for a 
energy climates that carol browner here also to ... 
to answer some questions that it needs the songs 
are a few words of the president's involvement not 
the presence in actively following bp oil's along the 
gulf of mexico receiving multiple updates and 
consulting on the response and the incident 
occurred the president started his daily intelligence 
briefing in the oval office this morning with an 
update . ... and last night on board air force one 
on the way back to washington the president was 
briefed . on the new information regarding the 
additional breach the president heard that of an 
abundance of caution mindful of the new 
information that we must position resources to 
continue to aggressively confront this incident 
following the .   
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also get in a few jabs when it's his time to speak 
when he last appeared with low on the tonight 
show and the president compared his own bowling 
skills with those who missed last olympics he later 
apologized for those remarks . ... some six 
hundred 1000 census workers have been going 
door to door today they're checking on 48 million 
office looking for data from people who did not 
mail and the census forms by lawsuits and a . the 
radio news . ... rothstein yes i'm calling this year's 
pageant clearly is in washington . wolf welcome to 
the role he did we begin with the special white 
house briefing focusing on the world's only all the 
briefing took place april 29th and featured white 
house press secretary robert gives the secretary of 
homeland security janet apollo tonto epa 
administrator lisa jackson and more if they 
gathered to take questions and to talk about the .  
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rush limbaugh does not count as a troubled asset, 
i'm sorry >> geraldo: take a quick look live, the 
ballroom at the washington hilton. the annual 
white house correspondents' dinner going on along 
with the president who is there. most of his 
cabinet also scheduled to be there but at least the 
epa administrator lisa jackson see is not there. 
the white house realized that some were criticizing 
their seemingly sluggish initial federal response to 
the oil disaster. the obama administration since 
has been bending over backwards to show how 
much and how hard they are working on it. ann 
coulter, working hard enough, soon enough? >> i 
would like to be a democrat and get you people 
back for everything you said about bush during 
katrina. the government is always slow. the oil 
companies are constantly innovating, changing, 
fixing. the first things to go in were   
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it's about bringing your inspiration down here to 
the park, sharing it with others and filling up on 
somebody else's. >> and we hope mother earth 
agrees. in duluth, matt standal, the northland's 
newscenter. >> it's not too late to get in and 
celebrate with those fun-loving eco-friendly folks. 
live music, food and drinks, plus dozens of artists 
in leif erickson park tonight until 10 p.m. >>> 
after flying over the oil spill in the gulf of mexico 
today, the administrator of the environmental 
protection agency compared it to an oil sheen 
covering all the great lakes. epa chief lisa 
jackson then went to a church in new orleans to 
answer questions about the spill. jackson says 
she's not ready to call it a catastrophe yet, but she 
described it it as a huge environmental challenge. 
she says the challenge is complicated because the 
leak is 5,000 feet below the water. >> i think it is 
a challenge because every oil spill is a challenge, 
but this is quite different because of where it is, 
because the marshes are so different than the 
beach and the  
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"we know that they'll be out of business from 
fishing and this is a good way to employ them so 
we see this as being a great employment for 
fisherman cause we see this thing lasting a long 
time." "one of the things that the federal 
government wants to do is make sure that these 
folks. the folks that know thes areas best like the 
back of their hands are being involved and being 
paid." at a community meeting in the lower ninth 
ward, epa administrator lisa jackson fielded 
questions... and as the meeting progressed .. so 
did the leak from the ruptured well ... contributing 
to thousands and thousands of barrels spewing 
into the gulf. rembering katrina, a large 
percentage of gulf coast fishermen are vietnamese 
americans. many don't speak english. "the 
question is what type of outreach has been done 
in terms of helping them with information. in 
katrina we were the forgotten group lets not let 
that happen again." meantime, all levels of 
government are activly involved in the clean-up. 
"we're doing something. we're fight the battle. i 
think that's part of  
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the winds do shift out of the strong rotation to 
more of a north direction. when that happens, 
that's when the concern pops in. the answer is a 
lot of uncertainty. it's hard to forecast winds out to 
four or five days. we would need a strong 
consistent north wind for anything like that to 
happen. if it did get caught in the current, you saw 
the path it would swing down. all of us keeping 
our fingers crossed. winds staying strong. i'll have 
more in the full forecast in a few. >> all right. 
thank you. we'll have more coverage of the oil spill 
in the gulf of mexico. >>> next what new orleans 
natives and epa administrator lisa jackson had to 
say when locals expressed anger about bp's 
response to the oil spill.  
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and the collection of oil on the surface also not 
happening today. tomorrow is supposed to be 
pretty much the same weather. >> gregg: are 
there some hurricane katrina lessons that are 
evident on the scene there? >> reporter: yeah. 
admiral allen did comment on that, as well as john 
benefittan, the president's assistant for homeland 
security, saying they have been extremely 
progressive -- pro-active since they realized on 
wednesday how enormous this oil spill is. you saw 
yesterday the interior secretary ken salazar here, 
along with janet napolitano, the secretary of 
homeland security, the epa administrator, lisa 
jackson had an emergency meeting in new 
orleans this morning and tomorrow, of course, 
president obama will be coming by himself. the 
administration really putting a face on this, saying 
they want to try to get all resources together, 
naming admiral allen as the point   
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give us an update on the extent of the damage 
and what is being done? >> one of the things that 
we have finally accomplished, bp has started 
hiring hired and training local fishermen, that is 
where they make their living. they putting booms, 
it's not just putting booms out. that is starting to 
move, not as quick what we would have liked, but 
they finally got it. that is a good thing. let's hope 
we're not too late. i just left the shell beach area 
in st. bernard parish and the preparedness people, 
met with jackson and the epa. they are excited. 
these guys are literally going to be put out of work 
until the things is resolved. the resolution is 
shutting the well down, and the other  
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as bay news nine's polk county reporter rick 
elmhorst found out -- that's not sitting well with 
agriculture leaders who say the rules will cost 
businesses billions. fertilizer. it makes plants like 
these newly planted orange trees in lake wales 
grow better. but if some of the nutrients wind up 
on the water...that's where the e-p-a has a 
problem. it's planning new rules to lower how 
much nitrigen d phosphorus is allowed to get into 
florida's streams, canals and lakes. "i guess a lot 
of us feel like the epa is in our business when 
they don't need to be." but citrus growers like vic 
story in lake wales are worried because a new 
state ag department study finds complying with 
the rules could cost florida farmers billions. story 
says growers are already cutting back on fertilizer 
by using high tech sprayers. he's testified at epa 
hearings. "i feel like we're doing a good job of 
being stewards of the land and water." but some 
environmentalists say the epa rules wouldn't 
really be  
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allowed to get into florida's streams, canals and 
lakes. "i guess a lot of us feel like the epa is in 
our business when they don't need to be." but 
citrus growers like vic story in lake wales are 
worried because a new state ag department study 
finds complying with the rules could cost florida 
farmers billions. story says growers are already 
cutting back on fertilizer by using high tech 
sprayers. he's testified at epa hearings. "i feel like 
we're doing a good job of being stewards of the 
land and water." but some environmentalists say 
the epa rules wouldn't really be as bad as folks in 
agriculture think. "there's going to be some 
additional costs. i'm not suggesting there won't." 
john ryan with the polk sierra club claims 
agriculture groups aren't interpriting the rules the 
right way. "the cost of implimenting the program 
are dramatically overblown." but if the farmers are 
right....the amount you'll pay   
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homeland security secretary, janet napolitano, 
interior secretary ken salazar, defense secretary 
robert gates is very involved. he also sent epa 
administrator, lisa jackson. they are on the scene 
overseeing the federal response to the oil spill. 
jackson told community leaders in new orleans 
today, she says this is a huge environmental 
challenge, but not yet a catastrophe. >> kelly: 
that a good thing so far, but the defense 
department is sending part of the national guard. 
what would their role be there? > they have 
mobilized the louisiana national guard to go to the 
region. a defense spokesman the guard will, 
quote, help in the ongoing efforts in the cleanup 
and removal removal of oil. as a responsible party 
in of the incident the government will hold bp 
accountable for the cost of this deployment. we 
learned that the pentagon   
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it's planning new rules to lower how much nitrigen 
and phosphorus is allowed to get into florida's 
streams, canals and lakes. "i guess a lot of us feel 
like the epa is in our business when they don't 
need to be." but citrus growers like vic story in 
lake wales are worried because a new state ag 
department study finds complying with the rules 
could cost florida farmers billions. story says 
growers are already cutting back on fertilizer by 
using high tech sprayers. he's testified at epa 
hearings. "i feel like we're doing a good job of 
being stewards of the land and water." but some 
environmentalists say the epa rules wouldn't 
really be as bad as folks in agriculture think. 
"there's going to be some additional costs. i'm not 
suggesting there won't." john ryan with the polk 
sierra club claims agriculture groups aren't 
interpriting the rules the right way. "the cost of 
implimenting the program are dramatically 
overblown." but the farmers are right....the 
amount you'll pay  
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"i guess a lot of us feel like the epa is in our 
business when they don't need to be." but citrus 
growers like vic story in lake wales are worried 
because a new state ag department study finds 
complying with the rules could cost florida farmers 
billions. story says growers are already cutting 
back on fertilizer by using high tech sprayers. he's 
testified at epa hearings. "i feel like we're doing a 
good job of being stewards of the land and water." 
but some environmentalists say the epa rules 
wouldn't really be as bad as folks in agriculture 
think. "there's going to be some additional costs. 
i'm not suggesting there won't." john ryan with the 
polk sierra club claims agriculture groups aren't 
interpriting the rules the right way. "the cost of 
implimenting the program are dramatically 
overblown." but if the farmers are right....the 
amount you'll pay for oranges and   
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as the responsible party in this incident, the 
government will hold bp accountable for the costs 
of this deployment. the president obama also 
asked his advisor for homeland security, john 
brennan to hold a meeting yesterday to discuss 
the oil spill with top level cabinet members and 
included in that meeting which lasted over an 
hour, were homeland security secretary janet nab 
tanneau and interior secretary ken salazar, robert 
gates and epa administrator lisa jackson, the 
president has sent them to the gulf region to 
oversee the response to the oil spill. the 
commandant from the coast guard says a number 
of agencies are involved in the effort and are 
trying to stop the oil from spilling as well as to try 
it figure out how it happened. >> this is an 
unprecedented event and what you have are dual 
jurisdictions and management services over the 
drilling operation and the coast guard over the 
vessel which is connected by the  
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canals and lakes. "i guess a lot of us feel like the 
epa is in our business when they don't need to 
be." but citrus growers like vic story in lake wales 
are worried because a new state ag department 
study finds complying with the rules could cost 
florida farmers billions. story says growers are 
already cutting back on fertilizer by using high 
tech sprayers. he's testified at epa hearings. "i 
feel like we're doing a good job of being stewards 
of the land and water." but some 
environmentalists say the epa rules wouldn't 
really be as bad as folks in agriculture think. 
"there's going to be some additional costs. i'm not 
suggesting there won't." john ryan with the polk 
sierra club claims agriculture groups aren't 
interpriti the rules the right way. "the cost of 
implimenting the program are dramatically 
overblown." but if the farmers are right....the 
amount you'll pay   
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for florida waters. as bay news nine's polk county 
reporter rick elmhorst found out -- that's not 
sitting well with agriculture leaders who say the 
rules will cost businesses billions. fertilizer. it 
makes plants like thes newly planted orange trees 
in lake wales grow better. but if some of the 
nutrients wind up on the water...that's where the 
e-p-a has a problem. it's planning new rules to 
lower how much nitrigen and phosphorus is 
allowed to get into florida's streams, canals and 
lakes. "i guess a lot of us feel like the epa is in 
our business when they don't need to be." but 
citrus growers like vic story in lake wales are 
worried because a new state ag department study 
finds complying with the rules could cost florida 
farmers billions. story says growers are already 
cutting back on fertilizer by using high tech 
sprayers. he's testified at epa hearings. "i feel like 
we're doing a good job of being stewards of the 
land and water." but some environmentalists  
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the environmental protection agency is looking to 
empose new - tougher water quality standards for 
florida waters. as bay news nine's polk county 
reporter rick elmhorst found out -- that's not 
sitting well with agriculture leaders who say the 
rules will cost businesses billions. fertilizer. it 
makes plants like these newly planted orange 
trees in lake wales grow better. but if some of the 
nutrients wind up on the water...that's where the 
e-p-a has a problem. it's planning new rules to 
lower how much nitrigen and phosphorus is 
allowed to get into florida's streams, canals and 
lakes. "i guess a lot of us feel like the epa is in 
our business when they don't need to be." but 
citrus growers like vic story in lake wales are 
worried because a new state ag department study 
finds complying with the rules could cost florida 
farmers billions. story says growers are already 
cutting back on fertilizer by using high tech 
sprayers. he's testified at epa hearings. "i feel like 
we're doing a good job of being stewards  
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a roll up the coast guard and the unified command 
partners to insure that they move forward with the 
activities that are safe . that there are appropriate 
and that will do the job to secure ... and removed 
its oil are focused in particular today is looking 
very carefully at the preventive believe that's 
occurring using the best science that's available to 
us working in conjunction with no less scientific 
support experts as well as the epa . to insure that 
the responsible party is taking advantage of all of 
pre planning that has been dying to protect fragile 
areas because at this point the trajectory has this 
bill the leading edge of the oil reaching alliance all 
in the mississippi delta region sometime later 
tomorrow . we are working very carefully at sea as 
well also that we continued its gaming operations 
... .  
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off the shelves in the us and eleven other 
countries because they don't meet quality 
standards companies says the recall is now due to 
any adverse effects from the medications are to 
mcguire ap radio news . ... ross the media i'm 
telling it here's a patent really is in washington . 
welcome to the role he did we begin with the 
special white house briefing focusing on the 
world's only goal . the briefing took place on april 
29th and featured white house press secretary 
robert gibbs is secretary of homeland security get 
an apollo tejano epa administrator lisa jackson 
and more if they gathered to take questions and to 
talk about the us response to the oil spill at the 
end of the briefing secretary gives mentions that 
prison the wobble of followed remarks to the goals 
don't all per share from him following the briefing . 
it's all the . it this is not my intent to put more 
because there is an error in the audience with ... 
with my well six .   
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janet napolitano from homeland security. 
department of interior. the epa. they are all down 
there coordinating efforts with the state 
government and the louisiana haley barbour over 
in mississippi. and bp and elsewhere, initially bp 
was, you know, they are the people that -- almost 
described as a partner initially during this. now 
there is a lot of blame being cast at bp. still trying 
to come and struggle to find an answer at how to 
cap that well. but back to the lead the president 
will be down in the area, affected area in the next 
48 hours,al zbleks he will indeed. mike viqueira at 
the white house. thanks, mike. >>> here is a 
programming note. tomorrow on "meet the press" 
you are going to hear more of david gregory's 
interview with secretary of state hillary clinton. 
you are going to hear from charlie crist about the 
big change in the florida senate race. and it is all 
this sunday on "meet the press." we are now 
broadcasting in hd and have a brand-new set to 
show off to you. >>> a massive manhunt is going 
on now in arizona for five us is pegged illegal 
immigrants accused of shooting a deputy. that 
department ty was doing smuggling intradiction 
work and  
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the b byways and the streams inland you'll never 
clean it up. there's no way you can get around all 
the islands and sections of marsh and that's where 
the life begins for the seafood. now, this morning, 
up north of here about 75 miles in new orleans, 
the epa administrator lisa jackson will be holding 
an emergency meeting. ken salazar as well as 
homeland security secretary janet napolitano flew 
out over the oil slick, returning disappointed, 
frustrated, for the first time really kind of urging 
bp to act faster and more effectively, get more 
resources in here, reach out to others in the oil 
industry to try to contain what is clearly already 
the worst oil spill in decades and now, newly 
released documents from 2009, february, just 
about a year ago, by british petroleum down 
playing and minimizing the potential of an oil spill   
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this morning is so strong that some of the 
residents say it's just like breathing in fumes of a 
car. a monster oil slick is actually the size of 
jamaica, closing in on the gulf coast right now. >> 
reporter: we're outside the missionary baptist 
church in new orleans, louisiana. it's a brisk wind 
coming directly out of the south. fors here on the 
gulf coast, that is not really very good news. that 
oil sheen that's in the gulf right now, southerly 
wind simply pushes that oil slick closer and closer 
to the coastlines of mississippi, alabama, and of 
course louisiana. it hit the barrier islands overnight 
last night. it will probably only get worse. they're 
expecting rain this afternoon. that's going to 
complicate things as well. we are here at this 
church because in just a little while, lisa jackson, 
administrator of the epa is here, community  
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underway right now. dispersants "...we had an 
idea submitted to us... "...looking for new ideas." 
tomorrow, bp says it will begin drilling a new relief 
well using a new rig that is now in place. a second 
drill ship will arrive tomorrow to begin 
preparations. unfortunately, the weather in the 
gulf has brought skimming operations to a halt. 
epa drirector lisa jackson says another concern 
today involves air quality. "...there is a concern 
about odors... ...you get an aerosol out there." the 
secretary of the interior says this is urgent... " we 
can not rest until bp permanently... and until they 
clean up every drop of oil." that was mel showers  
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with the epa to make sure it's recycled the right 
way. that's rad. it is rad. it's called responsible 
appliance disposal. -so it's rad...literally. -literally. 
[ male announcer ] sears. the only retailer 
recognized by the epa for responsible appliance 
disposal. get 15% off all appliances. plus, with 
cash for appliances, save up to an additional $400. 
sears. life. well spent. >>> divers experienced a 
rare sighting in florida. they are in the ocean. they 
find an alligator in the middle of the ocean. 60 feet 
below the surface. the divers thought it was a joke 
until they saw it moving. look at him go. a with 
local wildlife authorities said the recent rain has 
opened the floodgates and is not unusual for 
alligators to wash out to sea. they cannot handle 
long exposure to the salt water. that is it. thank 
you for joining us.  
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and rescue and the efforts are around it, with 
noa's assistance in trying to predict when this 
would make landfall as situations in weather have 
made the situation worse. we have had to change 
our approach. the epa is a team. this will require a 
team of people focusing on multiple aspects, some 
of which we know and some of which presented 
challenges. we will work with the state first and 
foremost. we began air sampling yesterday. we 
did that because we called the states with 
permanent air monitors along the shoreline and 
asked them to work with us, and all of them 
absolutely on the spot, to increase the frequency 
of sampling from the six air monitors.  
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accountable. and lessons we learn will help guide 
us as we responsibly can safely develop our 
nation's energy resources. and not introduce the 
administrator for the environmental protection 
agency, lisa jackson. >> thanks, everybody. the 
situation began as a human tragedy, and my heart 
and my thoughts and prayers go out to the 
families of those who are presumed lost. it has 
evolved. it has evolved into an environmental 
challenge of the first quarter. unprecedented in is 
situation, but not in terms of its need to respond, 
using all the lessons learned in the past, but 
realizing we must be flexible and willing to move 
quickly to adjust to the situation as we find on the 
ground here. epa is certainly a part of that, and 
from the beginning of been in support of the coast 
guard as they moved swiftly to search  
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steps to ensure the protection of our shoreline and 
our wildlife and our precious land. and with that, i 
welcome the secretary of the interior, ken salazar. 
>> thank you very much, secretary napolitano, 
and to all of the federal team who are here. 
administrator jackson from the epa, the 
undersecretary, as well as the admiral and the 
deputy secretary of the interior. gov. jindal all the 
other elected officials who are here. i want to 
recognize the terrific leadership of admiral landry 
from day one and the rest of the team who has 
been here on site. has been a team effort across 
all the agencies of the federal government. my 
deputy secretary david haye  
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NATIONAL: 
 
Entry #3 
News WCBS (WCBS) - The Environmental Protection Agency is expected to seek penalties 
under the clean water act the Washington Post says investigation will examine whether BP 
officials they all statements to regulators or falsified test results concerning the deep water 
verizon way 
 
Entry #16 
News 
CFFR (CFFR) - Environmental Protection Agency says the members of the initiative hope 
federal governments in Canada and the us followed their lead 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #1 
Fox 21 Morning News at 6 
KXRM (Fox) Colorado Springs, CO - The US Environmental Protection Agency says conditions 
at Elizabeth Ming and Development inc. are a "substantial threat" to public health and the 
environment 
 
Entry #2 
Good Day Colorado 
KFQX (Fox) Grand Junction, CO - Hazardous materials described as substantial threats will be 
removed today. Chris for Environmental Protection Agency will be conducting emergency 
removal of 6,000 gallons of liquids Elizabeth Mining and Department of address but a ming 
company sits on the floodplain of a look over for their also within a quarter-mile home. 
 
Entry #4 
Channel 4 News Today 
WSMV (NBC) Nashville, TN - And now BP says federal agencies like the justice department.. 
the securities and exchange commission.. And the Environmental Protection Agency are all 
expected to seek lawsuits for violation of u-s laws. 
 
Entry #5 
Good Day Colorado 
KFQX (Fox)Grand Junction, CO - In the spring, today the Environmental Protection Agency 
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will work in removing hazardous mature some of some of his county being called for substantial 
threat. 
 
Entry #6 
KJCT News 8 This Morning 
KJCT (ABC)Grand Junction, CO - We're getting word this morning the US Environmental 
Protection Agency  is conducting an emergency removal of about 6 thousand gallons of 
hazardous liquids from Elizabeth Mining and Development inc. in Montrose County. 
 
 
Entry #7 
Channel 4 News Today 
WSMV (NBC) Nashville, TN - The company is already facing several lawsuits from citizens 
groups. And now BP says federal agencies like the Justice Department.. The securities and 
exchange commission.. And e Environmental Protection Agency are all expected to seek 
lawsuits for violation of u-s laws. 
 
Entry #8 
Local 4 News Morning 
WDIV (NBC) Detroit, MI - Kalamazoo river is moving very swiftly and there's more rain 
projected for today 
 
Entry #9 
WSBT News First Thing in the Morning 
WSBT (CBS ) South Bend, IN - Michigan Congressman Fred Upton, who is a member of the 
Energy and Commerce Committee, says he will have constant communication with the 
Environmental Protection Agency, as they monitor the spill's cleanup efforts 
 
Entry #10 
First Edition 
WLIO (NBC) Lima - Environmental Protection Agency released a report on how increasing 
levels of phosphorus is challenging the lake and how it needs to be managed differently to 
protect Lake Erie 
 
 
Entry #11 
ABC12 News at Six 
WJRT (ABC) Flint, MI - Granholm says the state is working with the Environmental Protection 
Agency and other local agencies. The concern now, to prevent a similar scene like the one in the 
Gulf. 
 
Entry #12 
Channel 4 News Today 
WSMV (NBC) Nashville, TN - The Environmental Protection Agency are all expected to seek 
lawsuits for violation of u-s laws. The Justice Department may also file a criminal case against 
BP according to the Washington Post. 







 
Entry #13 
News 8 Today at 5:30am 
WGAL (NBC) Harrisburg, PA – The EPA says so far, the agency hasn't heard of any problems 
caused by fuel in the water. 
 
Entry #14 
 Fox 25 Morning News 
WFXT (Fox) Boston, MA - Haze developing as well and the Environmental Protection Agency 
has issued an air quality alert for us in the southwestern part of the state and Connecticut. 
 
Entry #15 
ABC12 News at Five 
WJRT (ABC) Flint, MI - Granholm says the state is working with the Environmental Protection 
Agency, and local agencies. 
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a man finds a pipe bomb at a park in lafayette.and 
that begins our look around colorado. colorado.he 
was at the park playing with his grandson. 
grandson.the boulder county bomb squad 
andfirefighters detonated the device... which was 
6-to- 7 inches long with a fuse out ofone end. 
end.several homes were evacuated during the 
ordeal. in montrose, an emergency removal of 
about 6,000 gallons of hazardousliquids is 
underway. underway.the u.s. environmental 
protection agency says conditions at elizabeth 
ming and development inc. are a "substantial 
threat" to public health and the environment. 
environment.the company reclaimed rare metals 
from  
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the very muffin laced with marijuana key those 
opposing the ban say it'll put obstacles in the way 
they us your sq patients. it will go into effect 
starting august 8. >> hazardous materials 
described as substantial threats will be removed 
today. chris for environmental protection 
agency will be conducting emergency removal of 
6,000 gallons of liquids elizabeth mining and 
department of address but a ming company sits on 
the floodplain of a look over for their also within a 
quarter-mile home. epa says the liquids and and 
catalytic converters contain lead, chromium, and 
caresses like sulfuric acid and hydrochloric acid. 
this day 100 after listen to both is in the ball with 
mud and cement and a new ceorepares to take 
over at british petroleum. if you prehistory, the 
deep rising oil big eloded in the gulff mexico killing 
11 workers in setting up the worst oil spill in us 
history.   
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News 
WCBS (WCBS)National Programming, DMA: 0 
Jul 28 2010 7:59AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
mexico and be peas dubbed salvos just told the c. 
b. s. early show we've got to make sure this will 
can never flow again and the first step along that 
see this static hill which we hope very clear on 
that beginning of next where he says work is on 
target to try to kill the cap well next week senior 
mark strassmann tells us investigations are 
picking up speed is reported now that the 
environmental protection agency is expected 
to seek penalties under the clean water act the 
washington post says investigation will examine 
whether b. p. officials they all statements to 
regulators or falsified test results concerning the 
deep water verizon way  
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reopened and is only operating one w.there's no 
word the river will reopen completely. 3 >>> 
today is day 100 of the gulf oil spill. and, it looks 
like federal investigators may take b-p to the 
cleaners over the disaster. the company is already 
facing several lawsuits from citizens groups. and 
now b-p says federal agencies like the justice 
department.. the securities and exchange 
commission.. and the environmental protection 
agency are all expected to seek lawsuits for 
violation of u-s laws. the justice department may 
also file a criminal case against b-p. according to 
the washington post.. investigators are looking 
into allegations that b-p bribed safety inspectors in 
exchange for lenient treatment. 3 3 3 3  
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spring. >> shaul, thank you. >> in the spring, 
today the environmental protection agency will 
work in removing hazardous mature some of some 
of his county being called for substantial threat. 
crystal be conducting emergency removal of 6,000 
gallonsof liquids from the elizabeth mining and 
development company. the company sits on the 
floodplain and competive river. it is also within a 
quarter mile of homes. the epa saysthat the 
bequest from catytic converters contain lead, 
chromium, and curses and hydrochloric acid. >> 
arvada police are warning car and truck owners to 
doomething very simple to prevent break-ins. that 
of course is to lock your vehicle. they are warning 
signs posted around the city telling drivers what 
thieves could be targeting. since he first the first 
of the month, police say 75 testified in front of the 
vehicle has been reported. most of them were 
because owners didn't lock their cars. these go 
through parking lots in the neighrhoods try to get 
into cars by opening doors.  
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names and conditions are unknown this 
<xxxxxxxxxxx> switching gearsnow... we're 
learning the delta montrose electric association is 
asking you to reduce your energy throughout the 
morning. the d-m-e-a says a piece of equipment is 
mal- functioning, so power has been re-routed 
while they try to figure out the problem. they ask 
allcustomers and the city of delta to conserve 
energy if possible to avoid an outage while the 
equipment is fixed. new this morning... the 
sponsors of three tax-cutting proposals have 
appealed a judge's order that they must disclose 
who contributed money and help to get the 
measures on the november ballot. the appeal filed 
last week with the colorado court of appeals 
accuses the administrative law judge who oversaw 
the case and the people pursuing the complaint of 
flagrant misconduct.'' opponents of the tax 
measures say they could devastate state andlocal 
governments. montrose residents listen up! we're 
getting word this morning the u.s. environmental 
protection agency is conducting an emergency 
removal of about 6 thousand gallons of hazardous 
liquids from elizabeth mining and development inc. 
in montrose county. the epa says conditions at the 
site are a substantial threat'' to public health and 
the  
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the cleaners over the disaster. the company is 
already facing several lawsuits from citizens 
groups. and now b-p says federal agencies like the 
justice department.. the securities and exchange 
commission.. and e environmental protection 
agency are all expected to seek lawsuits for 
violation of u-s laws. the justice department may 
also file a criminal case against b-p. according to 
the washington post.. investigators are looking 
into allegations that b-p bribed safety inspectors in 
exchange for lenient treatment. 3 >>> 3 here's a 
quick look at today's top stories. one person is 
dead.. and another critically hurt after an 
overnight wreck on i-24. witnesses say they saw a 
tire fall off before the victims' car hit a guardrail. a 
metro police officer accused of killing his wife is 
expected to make bail today. deon cartmell will 
have to live with his father until his trial.and.. at 
least 45 people are dead after a fiery plane crash 
in pakistan.   
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federal authorities. and this clean-up could have 
started hours earlier than it did. so we're racing 
against the clock. kalamazoo river is moving very 
swiftly and there's more rain projected for today. 
>> karen: and representative, you did say that 
the president pledged help. what kind of help is 
coming and what should people expect in the 
coming days? >> there are a number on the 
ground. and i met with the environmental 
protection agency and they're really in charge 
and will be taking over this clean-up from the 
company. and the coast guard has made resources 
available. u.s. fish & wildlife is there to protect the 
habitat and clean the birds and the department of 
transportation has a team to actually find out what 
happened, how this pipeline ruptured in marshall. 
so other agencies will be available as necessary, 
but those are some that are on the  
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colecting used tires from from 9 this morning until 
5:30 tonight. the colection site is on west indiana 
avenue acros from kraft tire. oil is clouding up 
parts of the kalamazoo river in southwest 
michigan this morning, and soaking wildlife. 
hundreds of thousands of gallons leaked from an 
underground pipeline, before crews could seal the 
line off monday. the pipeline carries about 8- 
million galons of oil per day, from griffith, indiana 
all the way to ontario, canada. the oil leaked into 
talmadge crek, which feeds into the river, making 
it past barriers. people living near the river have 
discovered geting help for the wildlife is not easy 
or quick. "well they're completely covered in oil, so 
i was trying to find out someone that would come 
and help them because i couldn't do anything or 
get close to them." michigan congressman fred 
upton, who is a member of the energy and 
commerce commite, says he will have constant 
communication with the environmental 
protection agency, as they monitor the spill's 
cleanup efforts. president obama  
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say it means that algae blooms in lake erie could 
become a bigger problem. farm fertilizers that 
contain phosphorous are the main source of the 
pollutant in the rivers. it's likely that heavy rains in 
the spring and early summer contributed to the 
high amounts. back in may, the ohio 
environmental protection agency released a 
report on how increasing levels of phosphorus is 
challenging the lake and how it needs to be 
managed differently to protect lake erie. you can 
now legally enhance your cellphone with new 
thanks to new jailbreak legislation that went into 
yesterday. jailbreaking is the practice of unlocking 
a cell phone so it can be used on another network 
and run other "apps" that were previously not for 
example -- a person can purchase an i-phone and 
legally jailbreak the device -- using it for another 
wireless carrier other than a - t and t. though 
apple was one of the companies strongly 
protesting jailbreaking -- the federal 
communications commission says the practice 
merely enhances the workings of the phone -- and 
is legitimate under fair-use rules. while cell  
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marshal. 100,000 gallons of oil from a ruptured 
pipe leak into the kalamazoo on monday. from my 
perspective the response has been eanymore 
mick. a very stern governor grand home told 
reporters she doesn't think the company is doing 
enough to contain the spill. wants a clean-up plan 
in place soon. >> there needs to be a lot more 
done. a lot more skimmers. a lot more boom. >> 
granholm says the state is working with the 
environmental protection agency and other 
local agencies. the concern now, to prevent a 
similar scene like the one in the gulf. >> they 
need to put their resources on preventing further 
spreading of the crude. and they need to do it 
tonight. >> matt franklin, abc-12 news this 
morning. >> this morning the investigation io the 
company continues as officials looks to see if the 
company had any issues in the past. the pipeline 
was last inspected in 2009. >> residents in 
calhoun county say they have golf oil spill.   
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securities and exchange commission.. and the 
environmental protection agency are all 
expected to seek lawsuits for violation of u-s laws. 
the justice department may also file a criminal 
case against b-p. according to the washington 
post.. investigators are looking into allegations 
that b-p bribed safety inspectors in exchange for 
lenient treatment. 3 >>> just when you thought 
things couldn't get any worse along the gulf 
coast.. crews now have to deal with another 
busted oil well.yesterday.. a tow boat struck a well 
head just off the coast of louisiana. as you can 
see.. oil and natural gas started spewing out into 
the air and water. officials hope to stop the new 
leak quickly. the coast guard has spotted a mile-
long oil strip near the well. thousands of feet of 
protective boom has been placed around the site. 
3 >>> the state of michigan is also dealing with 
an oil disaster. more than 800- thousand gallons 
of oil have leaked into a creek that feeds   
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the auditorium at the high school for all the people 
that would miss it."> he argues that response 
times could be delayed if the center was shut 
down..because calls would go through the county 
9-1 center instead. new this morning ... the 
dauphin county commissioners are considering a 
proposal to shut down the county's juvenile 
detention center-- because of a lack of state 
funding. the juveniles would be transferred to 
lancaster county-- and about 70 employees would 
be affected. a news conference about the issue is 
planned for this morning in harrisburg. authorities 
are monitoring the susquehanna river for fuel that 
spilled from an overturned tanker along the 
dauphin - perry county line. state police say the 
driver of the tanker lost control along the clarks 
ferry bridge after a van pulled into his lane 
yesterday morning. more than 7- thousand gallons 
of fuel was spilled. hazmat crews and the state 
department of environmental protection 
worked to contain the oil. the d-e-p says so far, 
the agency hasn't heard of any problems caused 
by fuel in the water. and in york county-- an 
accident closed part of route 234 in jackson 
township for hours yesterday. a tractor trailer 
carrying 79-thousand  
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plane by swiping their ticket at the kiosk and door 
will open to get on the jet bridge. > sounds very 
futuristic, sara. 5:14. and as the sun comes up it 
will reveal a bright start. we will see a god amount 
of sunshine but you will notice more in the way of 
high clouds filtering in. haze developing as well 
and the environmental protection agency has 
issued an air quality alert for us in the 
southwestern part of the state and connecticut. 
unhealthy levels of ozone. if you were thinking of 
going to a run around noon time i would do it later 
around evening. showers and storms will cross the 
area tomorrow. and in their wake, cooler and drier 
air settles in for the upcoming weekend. 72 in 
boston. 60s showing up. plymouth tout to the 
cape. mid-60s to the north in the lower 60s, even 
upper 50s. worcester, 67, orange, 57.  
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place soon. (granholm) - there needs to be a lot 
more done. a lot more skimmers, a lot more 
boom. granholm says the state is working with the 
environmental protection agency, and local 
agencies... the concern now--to prevent a similar 
scene--like the one in the gulf. (granholm) - they 
need to put their resources on preventing further 
spreading of the crude and they need to do it 
tonight.soc (karen) this morning - an investigation 
into enbridge continues - as officials look to see if 
the company had any issues in the past. officials 
say the pipeline was last inspected in 2009. (larry) 
residents in calhoun county say they feel like they 
have a connection with the victims of the gulf oil 
spill... (sot) "it looks like somebody emptied about 
ten-thousand gallons of black dirty motor oil outta 
their car. just got a very pungent smell to it." "this 
river flows all the way to lake michigan, so there's 
a lot of people downstream that should be 
concerned." (larry) people living in the city of 
marshall-- where the  
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the system to try and stumble more greenhouse 
gas emissions alberta is not part of the agreement 
6 67 kelly explains was on more . western climate 
initiative includes pc ontario cutback in manitoba 
is while seven western states however only five of 
the eleven will be involved in the cap and trade 
program that includes pc connect in ontario the 
goal is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 15 
percent below 2005 levels by twenty 20 michael 
gives of california's environmental protection 
agency says the members of the initiative hope 
federal governments in canada and the us followed 
their lead . it's getting the eye or a juristiction 
victory to work on the design and cap and trade 
system regional capital it is and that would be that 
as an example of well it's and us . the cap and 
trade system will begin in 20 twelve have been 
telling 6 16 years . the president of that ridge says 
the job were based energy company is going to do 
what it takes to make it right now from daniel's in 
michigan where it all .  
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URL: 
 
NATIONAL: 
 
Entry #20 
Capital News Today 
CSPAN (CSPAN) - A Senate Subcommittee looks into the effect of oil disbursements into the 
Gulf of Mexico. Witnesses include Lisa Jackson, the Head of the Environmental Protection 
Agency. 
 
Entry #22 
Capital News Today 
CSPAN (CSPAN) - A Senate Subcommittee looks at the effect of oil dispersants in the Gulf of 
Mexico.  Lisa Jackson will be speaking, Head of the EPA 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #1 
Fox 8 News at 7AM 
WVUE (Fox) New Orleans, LA –EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson will testify over the use of 
dispersants in the oil fight this morning on Capitol Hill. Jackson goes before the senate 
subcommittee on Commerce, Justice and science around 9 a-m. BP. says chemical dispersants 
are keeping lots of oil from reaching the gulf coast. 
 
 
Entry #2 
Fox 8 News at 6 
WVUE (Fox) New Orleans, LA - This morning, Environmental Protection Agency 
Administrator Lisa Jackson is scheduled to testify on the chemicals before the Senate 
Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice and Science. 
 
Entry #3 
NBC 15 Today 
WPMI (NBC) Mobile, AL - Look at how the Environmental Protection Agency is testing our air 
quality 
 
Entry #4 
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Tri-States This Morning 
KHQA (CBS) Quincy, IL - The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that 20 percent of 
household utility bills go to keeping cool, a number that can creep higher as the mercury rises. 
So to freeze costs, they suggest some small things that can add up to big savings. 
 
Entry #5 
Good Morning Heartland 
KHQADT2 (ABC) Quincy, IL - The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that 20 percent 
of household utility bills go to keeping cool, a number that can creep higher as the mercury rises. 
So to freeze costs, they suggest some small things that can add up to big savings. 
 
Entry #6 
Passe Partout 
KLFY (CBS) Lafayette, LA - A new weapon in the fight against the gulf oil spill is giving the 
government a bird's eye view of the disaster. for the past two weeks, the Environmental 
Protection Agency has been deploying a special plane. It's equipped with infrared technology to 
show exactly where the oil is below 
 
Entry #7 
KSPR Morning News 
KSPR (ABC) Springfield, MO - Environmental protection Administrator Lisa Jackson will 
testify at a senate appropriations subcommittee today. The committee is reviewing the use of 
dispersants in response to the deepwater horizon oil spill. 
 
Entry #8 
Local 6: First News 
WKMG (CBS)Orlando, FL - That's why the group earth justice filed a lawsuit in Florida to force 
the Environmental Protection Agency to turn over studies on the chemicals that BP is using. BP 
has used almost two million gallons of dispersant in the gulf and they say it has kept the oil from 
reaching the shoreline 
 
Entry #9 
NBC 15 Today 
WPMI (NBC) Mobile, AL - Look at how the Environmental Protection Agency is testing our air 
quality. 
 
Entry #10 
Tri-States This Morning 
KHQA (CBS) Quincy, IL - The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that 20 percent of 
household utility bills go to keeping cool, a number that can creep higher as the mercury rises. 
So to freeze costs, they suggest some small things that can add up to big savings. 
 
Entry #11 
Good Morning Heartland 
KHQADT2 (ABC) Quincy, IL - The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that 20 percent 
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of household utility bills go to keeping cool, a number that can creep higher as the mercury rises. 
So to freeze costs, they suggest some small things that can add up to big savings. 
 
Entry #12 
NBC 15 Today 
WPMI (NBC) Mobile, AL - Studying the environmental aspects of the oil spill. today, they'll get 
a big boost. We'll have a live report. And how does the Environmental Protection Agency test 
the air quality? 
 
 
Entry #13 
CBS 8 News at 10 
WAKA (CBS) Montgomery, AL - America is turning over a new leaf... the smartway leaf from 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
 
Entry #14 
13 News Daybreak 
WVEC (ABC) Norfolk, VA - Shouldn't the government have determined how safe these 
chemicals were before the spill - instead of after? the Administrator for the Environmental 
Protection Agency will testify about that at today's hearing. But her agency has already indicated 
- the process needs to be changed. 
 
Entry #15 
Good Day AL 5a 
WBRC (Fox) Birmingham, AL - Mcwane incorporated has agreed to pay four million dollars the 
Environmental Protection Agency for more than 400 violations at 28 manufacturing plants. 
 
 
Entry #16 
KSPR Morning News 
KSPR (ABC) Springfield, MO - Environmental Protection Administrator Lisa Jackson will 
testify. 
 
Entry #17 
KVUE News Daybreak 
KVUE (ABC) Austin, TX - Members of the foundation and the Environmental Protection 
Agency will discuss how best to advance air quality in the state while continuing economic 
growth. 
 
 
Entry #18 
11 News at 10 
KTNL (CBS) Juneau, AK - A bear valley resident could be facing a major fine from the 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
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Entry #19 
11 News at 10:00 
KTVA (CBS) Anchorage, AK - A bear valley resident could be facing a major fine from the 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
Entry #21 
Ten O'Clock News 
KTVU (Fox) San Francisco, CA – EPA study are at risk because fish caught her provide 
sustenance 
 
Entry #23 
ABC 26 News 
WGNO (ABC) New Orleans - Tomorrow the Senate will have a hearing on the effects of oil 
dispersants. BP has used almost 2-million gallons of chemicals to break up the oil. EPA Chief  
Lisa Jackson is scheduled to testify at tomorrow's hearing. BP says the chemicals have kept a lot 
of oil from reaching the coast. 
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the device, that its isolated and they're making the 
fix. but those crucial pressure tests on the cap are 
on hold until the leak is repaired. the tests will 
determine how strong the well is, if it can hold up 
to increased presure and whether there are other 
leaks. officials say taking the necessary safety 
precautions is key. meantime, drilling on one of 
the relief wells has been put on hold, while the 
new cap is tested. epa administrator lisa 
jackson will testify over the use of dispersants in 
the oil fight this morning on capitol hill. jackson 
goes before the senate subcommittee on 
commerce, justice and science around 9 a-m. b.p. 
says chemical dispersants are keeping lots of oil 
from reaching the gulf coast. but the 
environmental group, "earth  
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risky. the risk through all of this process is that 
somehow flow escapes outside of the casing. 
that's something we don't want to occur, because 
we never want to take any action which could 
make things worse. that's why it's so important to 
get this test right. --tag -- as of right now there's 
no timetable as to when bp can fix the new leak 
and when the testing of the well can get 
underway. b-p says it has isolated and is repairing 
the leak. meantime, drilling on one of the relief 
wels has been put on hold, while the new cap is 
tested. bp's use of chemical dispersants on the oil 
spill faces more scrutiny. this morning, 
environmental protection agency administrator 
lisa jackson is scheduled to testify on the 
chemicals before the senate subcommittee on 
commerce, justice and science. so far, bp has used 
at least 1-point-8 million gallons of dispersants on 
the gulf's surface and 5- thousand feet   
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scenes look at how the environmental 
protection agency is testing our air quality. the 
e-p-a uses several tools to monitor air quailty by 
air, land and sea. scientists also test the water 
quality following the spill. there's an interactive 
"google earth" map that allows you to check air 
and water  
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or in triple digits have many seeking relief. but 
cranking up the air conditioner now, could cost 
you later. the environmental protection agency 
estimates that 20 percent of household utility bills 
go to keeping cool, a number that can creep 
higher as the mercury rises.so to freeze costs, 
they suggest some small things that can add up to 
big savings. don't waste energy cooling an empty 
house. you can reap savings by turning up the 
thermostat just a few degrees while everyone's 
away. pull curtains and shades closed during 
daylight hours to keep the sun from heating up the 
inside of your home.combine forces. the e-p-a 
says if you raise your thermostat by two degrees 
and turn on a ceiling fan, you can trim cooling 
costs by up to 14 percent. and check your 
system's air filter every month. a dirty air filter 
makes the air conditioner work harder and use 
more energy, so replace it at least every three 
months.for consumer watch, i'm karin caifa. > 
gov. jay nixon has allowed new  
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seeking relief. but cranking up the air conditioner 
now, could cost you later. the environmental 
protection agency estimates that 20 percent of 
household utility bills go to keeping cool, a number 
that can creep higher as the mercury rises.so to 
freeze costs, they suggest some small things that 
can add up to big savings. don't waste energy 
cooling an empty house. you can reap savings by 
turning up the thermostat just a few degrees while 
everyone's away. pull curtains and shades closed 
during daylight hours to keep the sun from heating 
up the inside of your home.combine forces. the e-
p-a says if you raise your thermostat by two 
degrees and turn on a ceiling fan, you can trim 
cooling costs by up to 14 percent. and check your 
system's air filter every month. a dirty air filter 
makes the air conditioner work harder and use 
more energy, so replace it at least every three 
months.for consumer watch, i'm karin caifa. > 
gov. jay nixon has allowed new  
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áafterá proving its work wouldn't make the 
disaster even worse. "i think in the interest of the 
american people, safety of the environment and 
safety of this project moving forward, it was 
advisable to take a 24 hour break, making sure we 
got this absolutely right. bp engineers will check 
pressure readings every six hours to make sure 
the leak isn't getting bigger. a "high" pressure 
reading of 8000 pounds per square inch means the 
well is in good shape. a "low" reading means oil is 
still leaking into the gulf.if the cap works, it could 
buy bp some much need time... trapping the oil in 
the well or funneling it to ships until relief wells 
are completed. tara mergener, for cbs news, 
washington. a new weapon in the fight against the 
gulf oil spill is giving the government a bird's eye 
view of the disaster. for the past two weeks, the 
environmental protection agency has been 
deploying a special plane.it's equipped with 
infrared technology to show exactly where the oil 
is below. the technology was originally developed 
to detect  
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do is get that bloody well to stop flowing." bp's 
chief operating officer says there is progress--but 
a new abc news/ washington post poll shows gulf 
coast residents' frustration--72 percent rated the 
federal government's spill response badly...82 
percent said bp has done a poor job. cg "one in 
three gulf coast residents polled say they've are 
depressed because of the oils...tomorrow the 
nation's surgeon general will go the gulf to talk 
about the mental and public health aspects of the 
spill. emily schmidt, abc news, washington." 
environmental protection administrator lisa 
jackson will testify at a senate appropriations 
subcommittee today. the committee is reviewing 
the use of dispersants in response to the 
deepwater horizon oil spill. three men posing as f-
b-i agents tried to break into a south florida home, 
but were scared away. take a look at this 
surveillance video from monday morning. the 
suspects wearing t- shirts with f- b-i on the back, 
and badges around their neck, pull up in the  
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it is being repaired. they say it will be two days 
before they know if it is working. it is heart 
breaking after this scene. all the valves were 
closed for the first time oil stopped pouring io the 
gulf for the first time since april 20. now, 
environmentalists are worried about potential 
health hazards from the spill not because of the oil 
but because of the chemicals used to disburse it. 
>> when i was in the panhandle last month, one 
of the producers showed me her hands after 
playing with the oil in louisiana. the skin was 
peeling from her palm. scary stuff. that's why the 
group earth justice filed a lawsuit in florida to force 
the environmental protection agency to turn 
over studies on the chemicals that bp is using. bp 
has used almost two million gallons of dispersant 
in the gulf and they say it has kept the oil from 
reaching the shoreline. biologists say oil has 
flooded nesting areas on the louisiana coast. 68 
pelicans on raccoon island  
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scenes look at how the environmental 
protection agency is testing our air quality. the 
e-p-a uses several tools to monitor air quailty by 
air, land and sea. scientists also test the water 
quality following the spill. there's an interactive 
"google earth" map that allows you to check air 
and water quality near your home. "what we'd like 
to do ... like your part of the response." for a link 
to the epa's web site and that interactive map-- go 
to local 15 t-v dot com and look under "find it." 
there is help available for those dealing with taxes 
related to the oil spill. the i-r-s will have offices 
open in seven gulf coast cities this saturday.  
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has tips on how to cut those summer energy bills, 
in this khqa safe family report. < as parts of the 
country sweat it out in a scorching heat wave, 
temperatures near or in triple digits have many 
seeking relief. but cranking up the air conditioner 
now, could cost you later. the environmental 
protection agency estimates that 20 percent of 
household utility bills go to keeping cool, a number 
that can creep higher as the mercury rises.so to 
freeze costs, they suggest some small things that 
can add up to big savings. don't waste energy 
cooling an empty house. you can reap savings by 
turning up the thermostat just a few degrees while 
everyone's away. pull curtains and shades closed 
during daylight hours to keep the sun from heating 
up the inside of your home.combine forces. the e-
p-a says if you raise your  
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has tips on how to cut those summer energy bills, 
in this khqa safe family report. < as parts of the 
country sweat it out in a scorching heat wave, 
temperatures near or in triple digits have many 
seeking relief. but cranking up the air conditioner 
now, could cost you later. the environmental 
protection agency estimates that 20 percent of 
household utility bills go to keeping cool, a number 
that can creep higher as the mercury rises.so to 
freeze costs, they suggest some small things that 
can add up to big savings. don't waste energy 
cooling an empty house. you can reap savings by 
turning up the thermostat just a few degrees while 
everyone's away. pull curtains and shades closed 
during daylight hours to keep the sun from heating 
up the inside of your home.combine forces. the e-
p-a says if you raise your thermostat by two 
degrees and turn on a ceiling fan, you can  
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tirelessly studying the environmental aspects of 
the oil spill. today, they'll get a big boost. we'll 
have a live report. and how does the 
environmental protection agency test the air 
quality? we get a behind the scenes look. good 
morning im pat greenwood  
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here as long as it takes to make this right. ? 
america is turning over a new leaf... the smartway 
leaf from the u.s. environmental protection 
agency. the smartway leaf will help you identify 
environmentally friendlier cars and trucks that can 
save you money. these vehicles are certified to be 
more fuel efficient and produce fewer greenhouse 
gases. and look for renewable fuels to improve our 
energy independence. follow the leaf to 
epa.gov/smartway we're fighting for a day when 
we can all breathe easier. we're fighting to make 
every section a smoke-free section. for a day 
when even vehicles quit smoking. we're fighting 
for clear skies over every city and healthy lungs 
throughout the country. the american lung 
association isn't just fighting for air. we're fighting 
for all the things that make it worth breathing.  
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cause of that. others say - mixing oil - and the 
dispersants - made things worse back then too. 
shouldn't the government have determined how 
safe these chemicals were before the spill - 
instead of after? the administrator for the 
environmental protection agency will testify 
about that at today's hearing. but her agency has 
already indicated - the process needs to be 
changed. especially now that we know a spill of 
this magnitude can happen -- and could happen 
again.  
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thousand, 206 dollars, 80 cents an ounce. 
alabama ranks near the bottom for business 
climate, according to c-n-b-c and this year's 
"america's top states for business" report. the 
birmingham business journal reports....alabama 
ranks 43rd overal for busines, down from 39th last 
year. the ranking is based on a major drop in 
capital and economic conditions. texas was the 
number one state for busines. alaska came in last. 
mcwane incorporated has agreed to pay four 
milion dollars the environmental protection 
agency for more than 400 violations at 28 
manufacturing plants. the fine will be divided 
among the u-s, alabama and iowa. the cast-iron 
pipe-maker based in birmingham, also agreed to 
perform several environmental projects, valued 
at more than nine million dolars. the white house 
wants former president clinton's help in its eforts 
to create jobs. clinton joined president obama and 
vice president biden at the white house, 
wednesday, for a meeting with business leaders. 
the white house says the meeting focused on new 
ways to create private sector jobs and increase 
investments in the clean energy industry. kellogg 
says high  
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worse. we cannot afford for them to do damage to 
this well." now, a watching and waiting game 
begins--bp will slowly close 3 valves- -checking 
the pressure every 12 seconds, with progress 
reports every 6 hours . if the pressure rises--the 
spill could finally be contained. cg "they'll close it 
completely down and the pressure will stabilize 
around 9000 psi, and that'll be it." cg "of course, 
the first thing we gotta do is get that bloody well 
to stop flowing." bp's chief operating officer says 
there is progress--but a new abc news/ 
washington post poll shows gulf coast residents' 
frustration--72 percent rated the federal 
government's spill response badly...82 percent 
said bp has done a poor job. cg "one in three gulf 
coast residents polled say they've are depressed 
because of the oils...tomorrow the nation's 
surgeon general will go the gulf to talk about the 
mental and public health aspects of the spill. emily 
schmidt, abc news, washington." environmental 
protection administrator lisa jackson will testify  
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of the oils...tomorrow the nation's surgeon general 
will go the gulf to talk aboutthe mental and public 
health aspects of the spill. emily schmidt, abc 
news, washington." in our next half hour of 
daybreak -- congress has questions today about 
the chemicals b-p is using to fight the gulf oil spill. 
we will have a live report from our nation's capitol. 
here are stories making news in our day ahead - 
the texas public policy foundation will hold a 
meeting today here in austin. members of the 
foundation and the environmental protection 
agency will discuss how best to advance air 
quality in the state while continuing economic 
growth. in june the e-p-a rejected all permits 
issued by the texas commission on 
environmental quality saying the program 
violated the federal clear air act. two central texas 
law enforcement members will be honored today. 
austin police department lieutenant mark spangler 
and texas department of public safety employee 
patricia nunez will receive "certificates of 
appreciation" for their work during the deadly 
echelon  
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risk probationers that are taking part here in 
anchorage...report ing from the newsroom... corey 
allen- young... cbs 11 news... thanks corey. 
tonight state lawmakers are looking at ways to 
stop one alaska's fastest growing crimes- meth 
use. the state house judiciary committee met 
today and discussed how meth is popping up in 
our state. the question: is the drug being brought 
in from the outside... or is it homemade? officials 
say getting sudafed off store shelves and behind 
the counter... helped halt meth making at first... 
but now, that's changing. 17:45:29 however law 
of supply and demand in the free market meant 
that the countries that were making meth found a 
new market in alaska and so here comes the new 
meth.17;45:40 lawmakers say the next step is to 
stop new meth imports. a bear valley resident 
could be facing a major fine from the 
environmental protection agency. according to 
the e-p-a david da-mato destroyed  
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tonight state lawmakers are looking at ways to 
stop one alaska's fastest growing crimes- meth 
use. the state house judiciary committee met 
today and discussed how meth is popping up in 
our state. the question: is the drug being brought 
in from the outside... or is it homemade? officials 
say getting sudafed off store shelves and behind 
the counter... helped halt meth making at first... 
but now, that's changing. 17:45:29 however law 
of supply and demand in the free market meant 
that the countries that were making meth found a 
new market in alaska and so here comes the new 
meth.17;45:40 lawmakers say the next step is to 
stop new meth imports. a bear valley resident 
could be facing a major fine from the 
environmental protection agency. according to 
the e-p-a david da-mato destroyed wetlands and 
streams on his property from september 2005 to 
at least july 2008. the government   
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[captions copyright national cable satellite 
corp.2010] >> tomorrow morning, a senate 
subcommittee looks into the effect of oil 
disbursements into the gulf of mexico. witnesses 
include lisa jackson, the head of the 
environmental protection agency. on c-span at 
10:0 a.m. eastern. the senate judiciary comittee 
has postponed their vote on the nomination of e 
will hena kagan until next tuesday. watch 
coverage at c-span.org and learn more of the 
nation's highest court in the latest  
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on an epa study are at risk because fish caught 
her provide sustenance. >> they go fishing to 
bring food for their family. >> he is with the asian 
pacific environmental network. he says efforts to 
warn the laotian community are complicated by 
many dialects of the lao language and a distrust of 
government. >> sometimes people say, well, the 
state just don't want us to fish a lot. and if the fish 
is contaminated how come the fish still swims. >> 
reporter: he is concerned that his community will 
continue to eat fish from the contaminated area. 
the epa's areas to all anglers that the fish is 
caught in the inner richmond harbor throw it back. 
>> don't fish here. go to a different spot. >> 
reporter: advice worth following until the decades 
old ddt contamination cleaned up. in richmond, 
ken prichard, ktvu, channel 2 news. >>> we have 
posted more details about that richmond superfun   
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and congress, the c-span congressional directory, 
the president's cabinet, all at your fingertips. order 
online at c-span.org /store. in a few moments, the 
pentagon news briefing. the joint economic 
committee hearing on the economy and jobs. after 
that, current and former white house staffers talk 
about working for the president. and later, a rare 
television appearance by cuban president fidel 
castro. >> tomorrow morning, a senate 
subcommittee looks at the effect of oil dispersants 
in the gulf of mexico. lisa jackson will be 
speaking, head of the epa. this is at 10:00 
eastern. >> a pentagon spokesperson says  


 
Entry #23  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


ABC 26 News 
WGNO (ABC)New Orleans, LA DMA: 51 
Jul 14 2010 10:02PM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 22041 
Est. Publicity Value: $315 (30 Seconds) $630 
(Total)  
we've been losing coast, we've been losing land off 
our coast for eighty years. in recent years it's been 
averaging thirty miles off our coast. we've literally 
lost an area the size of rhode island off our coast. 
governor jindal says the levees on the river are a 
big part of the problem. tomorrow the senate will 
have a hearing on the effects of oil dispersants. b-
p has used almost 2-million gallons of chemicals to 
break up the oil. e-p-a chief lisa jackson is 
scheduled to testify at tomorrow's hearing. b-p 
says the chemicals have kept a lot of oil from 
reaching the coast. a group of u-s senators wants 
to investigate a possible connection between the 
release of the man convicted in the 19-88 pan am 
lockerbie bombing.. and a b-p contract to drill for 
oil in libya. a b-p spokesman says the company 
did express concern to the british government 
about "slow progress on a prisoner transfer 
agreement with libya" ... aware it could have a 
negative impact on b-p's exploration agreement. 
[a9]10 bp lockerbie-sot vo sot/susan cohen, 
lockerbie victim's mother: "i find is  
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BROADCAST CLIPS 
Monday, June 28, 2010 


 
 
 
URL: http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x149674.htm  
 
NATIONAL: 
 
Entry #4 
The Fisherman's Handbook 
MSGPL (FSNNY) - It's amazing the effort that's being put forth to protect our estuaries.  BP and 
NOAA and the EPA and Coast Guard, everybody's doing what they can 
 
Entry #5 
Washington Journal 
CSPAN (CSPAN) - The EPA has been a very good job of enforcement of the superfund, so that 
the polluter is paying. 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #1 
Fox 25 Morning News 
KOKH (Fox) - You can't forget the recent oil spill in the Deep Fork River. EPA is working on 
cleanup, but that could take into this week. 
 
Entry #2 
WCJB TV20 News - Morning Edition 
WCJB (ABC) - Gainesville, FL - Protect Gainesville citizens" is waiting for a 50- thousand- 
dollar grant promised by the EPA to hire a "technical advisor," who would help them interpret 
the EPA plan . "Not only has the EPA not given us the 50,000 grant for the technical advisor, but 
also they haven't published the required community involvement plan, and they haven't given us 
the required library of documents" the EPA agreed to extend the release of the plan until July 
15th. 
 
Entry #3 
Decision Makers 
WBOY (NBC) Clarksburg, WV – EPA is sort of making up its own rules. 
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Total Number of Clips: 
5 


Cumulative Est. Audience: 
31,996 


Cumulative Est. Publicity Value: $2,462 (Sum of Clip 
Totals)  


Entry #1  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


Fox 25 Morning News 
KOKH (Fox)Oklahoma City, OK DMA: 45 
Jun 28 2010 6:05AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 7885 
Est. Publicity Value: $220 (30 Seconds) $440 
(Total)  
that was back on june 14th. and really did a 
number on lake arcadia. it was up 16 feet, just 
two days after that raefl. that's when the -- 
rainfall. that's when the u.s. army corp. of 
engineers took over the observation. engineers 
had been gun letting water out and at this -- 
begun letting water out. at this point it is four feet 
lower. here's the problem trying to get the lake 
open for the 4th of july. even when all that water 
has receded there's still a lot of debris and trash 
that needs to be cleaned up as well. and on top of 
it, edmond police tell us that even just one inch of 
rainfall can make the lake rise even more. plus, 
you can't forget the recent oil spill in the deep fork 
river. epa is working on cleanup, but that could 
take into this week. there's also rainfall, and no 
telling how that will affect cleanup efforts. matt 
and angie, back to you. >>> all new this hour, the 
longest serving senator in u.s. history has died. 
wes virginia democratic senator robert bird had 
been in the hospital since late last week  


 


Entry #2  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


WCJB TV20 News - Morning Edition 
WCJB (ABC)Gainesville, FL DMA: 160 
Jun 28 2010 6:05AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 21002 
Est. Publicity Value: $879 (30 Seconds) 
$1758 (Total)  
advocacy group has asked the federal 
environmental protection agency to hold off on its 
remediation plan, until the group can fully 
understand and analyze it. "protect gainesville 
citizens" is waiting for a 50- thousand- dollar grant 
promised by the e-p-a to hire a "technical 
advisor," who would help them interpret the e-p-a 
plan . "not only has the epa not given us the 
50,000 grant for the technical advisor, but also 
they haven't published the required community 
involvement plan, and they haven't given us the 
required library of documents" the e-p-a agreed to 
extend the release of the plan until july 15th. 
marion county health officials have re-opened part 
of lake weir after a health scare. scientists found 
higher- than- recommended levels of a bacteria in 
the water at hampton beach and two other 
swimming holes. the bacteria is found in people, 
but high levels can cause ear and skin infections, 
and respiratory and stomach   


Entry #3  Decision Makers 
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Play Media 


Direct Link  


WBOY (NBC)Clarksburg, WV DMA: 168 
Jun 28 2010 12:52AM EDT 
Programming Type: Talk Politics News 
Est. Households/Views: 3109 
Est. Publicity Value: $132 (30 Seconds) $264 
(Total)  
if you could take 90 to 95% of the carbon out of 
coal, and wall street buys into that and funds it 
like crazy because we need hundreds and 
hundreds of power plants in this country, that's 
the solution. that is the solution. but we have to 
have the time to do that. and any bills around now 
don't give us the time to do that. >> do you talk 
to senator byrd? does he share the same opinions 
you do? >> i think maybe we differ a little bit on 
that. i haven't actually talked with him that much 
about it. but you know, he's -- some of his 
positions may be a little bit different from mine on 
that. >> let's talk about the epa. what are the 
things that a -- one of the things a lot of people 
are suggesting is that the epa is sort of making up 
its own rules. i know that's part of the mother cow 
ski amendment, is the epa doesn't seem to be 
following the  


 
Entry #4  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


The Fisherman's Handbook 
MSGPL (FSNNY)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
Jun 27 2010 11:34AM EDT 
Programming Type: Sports non-event Fishing 
spilled. it continues at a rate of 200,000 gallons a 
day. so it doesn't take long to increase that 
volume of oil that we have to deal with. we made 
a run done today. saw a lot of guys working out 
there. it's amazing the effort that's being put forth 
to protect our estuaries. and i think that bp and 
noaa and the epa and coast guard, everybody's 
doing what they can. i honestly feel that way. >> 
right now we're at the south pass lighthouse just a 
little bit below venice, louisiana. as you can see 
behind me, there's all kinds of activity going on 
with bets loading up, with what are called oil spill 
booms. now, people behind us are very well 
trained to handle this kind of situation. they've 
been coming in from all over the country just to 
work on this oil spill. as a recreational boat owner 
or just a beach owner, beach front property 
owner, there's some  


 
Entry #5  Washington Journal 
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Play Media 


Direct Link  


CSPAN (CSPAN)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
Jun 27 2010 9:49AM EDT 
Programming Type: Talk News Politics 
Interview Public affairs 
the oil and chemical industry -- they want to clean 
up their own site and pay for other sites they did 
not cause. i'm against that. i am all for having 
them pay with the ones that nobody is dealing 
with. 75% of the superfund sites are cleaned up 
by the responsible authority. the epa has been a 
very good job of enforcement of the superfund, so 
that the polluter is paying. where there is no 
polluter or they have skipped town, the rest of us 
have to take care of it. host: our guest is an 
expert on the superfund sites. he earned his 
doctorate from the university of california. he is 
the president of the waste policy center. keith is 
joining us from hollywood, florida. good morning. 
caller: yes, i have a few comments. basically, i am 
wondering who makes these decisions on where  
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BROADCAST CLIPS 
Friday, July 16, 2010 


 
 
 
URL: 
 
NATIONAL: 
 
Entry #16 
BLOOMBERG - The First Word 
WBBR (WBBR) - The Environmental Protection Agency this is another violation notice to a 
landfill in settlements in the California the local residents are waiting for birth defects were those 
accused of improper disposal the seabees 
 
Entry #16 
BLOOMBERG - The First Word 
WBBR (WBBR) - The Senate its appropriations subcommittee on commerce and science took 
place or Washington DC yesterday and we're talking about what happens now the cleanup 
started served Barber Mccall's give Maryland a Democrat is the Chair Lisa Jackson is EPA  
Administrator and they were talking about the use of this person's the gulf oil clean up the 
authority that Lisa Jackson has and give you a sense of some of the questions and maybe few 
answers on the way for now. 
 
Entry #17 
POTUS Rewind 
POTUS (POTUS) - The Senate its appropriations subcommittee on commerce and science took 
place or Washington DC yesterday and we're talking about what happens now the cleanup 
started served Barber Mccall's give Maryland a Democrat is the Chair Lisa Jackson is EPA  
Administrator and they were talking about the use of this person's the gulf oil clean up the 
authority that Lisa Jackson has and give you a sense of some of the questions and maybe few 
answers on the way for now. 
 
Entry #22 
Best of Imus in the Morning 
FBN (FBN) - The EPA  as the power to fine BP $4300 per barrel per day leaked into the gulf. 
 
Entry #23 
Capital News Today 
CSPAN (CSPAN) -  
 
Entry #26 
Capital News Today 
CSPAN (CSPAN) - On May 20, EPA ordered BP to find dispersants that's less toxic than the one 
it was using. BP refused and to this day continues the same material 
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WMBD 31 News This Morning 
WMBD (CBS) Peoria - A spokeswoman for the Environmental Protection Agency says in the 
next week or two they'll do more tests to see if other toxins or algae are present 
 
Entry #27 
Capital News Today 
CSPAN (CSPAN - The law would give us critical transparency and openness protections that 
right now EPA cannot provide by law. 
 
Entry #30 
Capital News Today 
CSPAN (CSPAN) - Untested law as to whether EPA, and there is no permit that EPA has given 
to allow the use of dispersants 
 
Entry #31 
Capital News Today 
CSPAN (CSPAN) - but they are the final decision-makers in any chain of command, there is a 
pyramid and they are at the top reporting directly to Secretary Napolitano and the President. That 
said, as Head of the Environmental Protection Agency, I have made my opinions and views and 
scientific concerns known on a range of issues during this response, and Admiral Allen has been 
very receptive, very receptive to understanding that there are dimensions to this response that are 
environmental, not simply about the operational day-to-day fighting of the oil. 
 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #1 
FOX Ten News at 6am 
WALA (Fox) Mobile, AL - Many are concerned the dispersant used to fight it could be just as 
dangerous. one point eight million gallons of chemical dispersant has been used by BP. The 
Environmental Protection Agency approved the chemical, but put limits on how much could be 
used. 
 
Entry #2 
NBC 13 News at 6:00am 
WVTM (NBC) Birmingham, AL - It cleared Congress Thursday with a 60-39 vote in the Senate. 
reveal the Environmental Protection Agency has sent another violation notice to a landfill in 
Kettleman City, California that local residents blame for birth defects. 
 
Entry #3 
FOX23 News Daybreak at 7:00a 
WXXA (Fox) Albany, NY - The US Environmental Protection Agency is now requiring 
contractors to be safety certified if they "disturb" lead paint in a home where someone is 
pregnant, or there are kids younger than six. 
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Entry #4 
News 3 This Morning 
WSIL (ABC) Paducah, KY – The Environmental Protection Agency has sent another violation 
notice to the landfill. It's accused of improper disposal of pcb's-- and its owners have been given 
60 days to clean up soil contamination. 
 
Entry #5 
Action News AM Live 
KFSN (ABC) Fresno, CA - 3 for the second time in four months, federal investigators have 
found problems at a Kettleman City Landfill that residents are blaming for birth defects. 
Yesterday, the US Environmental Protection Agency sent a notice of violation to the chemical 
waste management landfill. The agency said the company needs to fix problems found outside a 
storage facility where soil samples tested positive for PCB’s last week. 
 
Entry #6 
Hawaii News Now at Ten 
KHNL (NBC) Honolulu, HI - Sewer fees increasing by three to five percent. annualy. As part of 
a settlement with the Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
Entry #7 
WMBD 31 News This Morning 
WMBD (CBS) Peoria, IL – Environmental Protection Agency says in the next week or two 
they'll do more tests to see if other toxins or algae are present. 
 
Entry #8 
WKRG News 5 This Morning 
WKRG (CBS) Mobile, AL - In a senate subcommittee EPA Administrator yesterday, Lisa 
Jackson found herself in the hotseat. Jackson says b-p has used 1.8 million gallons of the 
chemicals and little is known about long term effects. 
 
 
Entry #9 
FOX Ten News at 6am 
WALA (Fox) Mobile, AL - The Environmental Protection Agency..approved the chemical, but.. 
put limits on how much it could be used. That's because the agency... and many other 
organizations believe it poses a risk. 
 
Entry #10 
News 3 This Morning 
WSIL (ABC) Paducah, KY - The Environmental Protection Agency has sent another violation 
notice to the landfill. It's accused of improper disposal of pcb's-- and its owners have been given 
60 days to clean up soil contamination. 
 
Entry #11 
FOX23 News Daybreak at 6:00a 
WXXA (Fox) Albany, NY - The US Environmental Protection Agency is now requiring 
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contractors to be safety certified if they "disturb" lead paint in a home where someone is 
pregnant, or there are kids younger than six. 
 
Entry #12 
9News First at 4:30am 
KUSA (NBC) Denver, CO – The US Environmental Protection Agency, is changing the way 
 
Entry #13 
WCJB TV20 News - Morning Edition 
WCJB (ABC)Gainesville, FL - The Environmental Protection Agency is offering a number of 
alternatives, but most of them include scraping the contaminated soil at the site and around the 
site-- and piling it up in a mound on the superfund site with a waterproof wrap on top. 
 
Entry #14 
12 News Today at 6a 
WBOY (NBC) Clarksburg, WV - The grant is a joint effort with the environmental protection 
agency. 
 
Entry #15 
News 3 This Morning 
WRBL (CBS) Columbus, GA - The Environmental Protection Agency and the Alabama 
Department of Environmental Management have approved the set-up. 
 
 
Entry #19 
Good Day AL 5a 
WBRC (Fox) Birmingham, AL - In Washington the Environmental Protection Agency is 
discussing the possibility of harmful chemicals breaking up the spewing oil 
 
Entry #20 
Fox Ten News at 5am 
WALA (Fox) Mobile, AL - The Environmental Protection Agency.. approved the chemical, but 
put limits on how much it could be used. that's because the agency... 
 
Entry #21 
NBC 13 News at 4:30am  
WVTM (NBC) Birmingham, AL - Federal investigators have found problems at a Kettleman 
City Landfill that residents are blaming for birth defects. Yesterday, the US Environmental 
Protection Agency sent a notice of violation to the chemical waste management landfill. 
 
Entry #22 
News Channel 5 
KREX (CBS) Grand Junction, CO - America's great outdoors will be making a stop in Grand 
Junction tomorrow. The grassroots listening tour, created by the White House, is crossing the 
country to learn about ways to conserve and reconect americans to the outdoors. Senior officials 
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from the Department of the Interior and Environmental Protection Agency will be among those 
attending 
 
Entry #23 
FOX 17 News at 9:00 
WZTV (Fox) Nashville, TN - Meanwhile in Washington the Head of the Environmental 
Protection Agency is talking to lawmakers about chemicals beg used to break up the oil in the 
gulf. Lisa Jackson says there's no evidence that the dispersants used on the slicks of crude will 
endanger people 
 
Entry #24 
CBS 42 News at 10 
WIAT (CBS) Birmingham, AL - The Environmental Protection Agency and then have approved 
the set-up. Simi liar land fills are up and running in Florida and Mississippi. 
 
Entry #25 
WCJB TV20 News 
WCJB (ABC) Gainesville, FL - The Environmental Protection Agency is offering a number of 
alternatives, but most of them include scraping the contaminated soil at the site and around the 
site-- and piling it up in a mound on the superfund site. 
 
Entry #28 
News Channel 5 
KREX (CBS) Grand Junction, CO - The grassroots listening tour, created by the White House, is 
crossing the country to learn about ways to conserve and reconect americans to the outdoors. 
Senior officials from the Department of the Interior and Environmental Protection Agency will 
be among those attending 
 
Entry #29 
KPAX News at 10 
KPAX (CBS)Missoula, MT - Health Department Officials say less pollution from the rail yard 
will greatly help Missoula, which is continually on the brink of violating federal air quality 
standards in the winter. a 1-point-1-3 million dollar grant from the EPA paid for the project. 
Expects to complete it by March 20-11. We have some amazing new video to show you of the 
tornado  
 
 
 
 
 
Entry #1  FOX Ten News at 6am 
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Play Media 
Direct Link  


WALA (Fox)Mobile, AL DMA: 60 
Jul 16 2010 7:04AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 34391 
Est. Publicity Value: $434 (30 Seconds) $868 
(Total)  
reaction. admiral thad allen said quote" "we're 
encouraged by this development, but this isn't 
over. over the next several hours we will continue 
to collect data and work with the federal science 
team to analyze this information." alabama 
governor bob riley also released a statement 
saying quote "this is obviously good news and the 
answer to a lot of prayers, but this disaster is not 
over. it's not over for those whose livelihoods have 
been harmed and it's not over for our delicate 
coastal environment." while the oil has been 
capped... many are concerned the dispersant used 
to fight it could be just as dangerous. one point 
eight million gallons of chemical dispersant has 
been used by b-p. the environmental protection 
agency approved the chemical, but put limits on 
how much could be used. the agency and many 
other organizations believe it poses a risk. "we 
don't know whether or not the dispersant is going 
to affect small crabs, but not fish. the problem is, 
if we wipe out the crab population, we wipe out 
everything that feeds on the crabs."  


 


Entry #2  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


NBC 13 News at 6:00am 
WVTM (NBC)Birmingham, AL DMA: 40 
Jul 16 2010 6:49AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 69543 
Est. Publicity Value: $579 (30 Seconds) 
$1158 (Total)  
60 calories. it's me o'clock. time for jell-o. this 
morning's quick headlines reveal wall street will be 
living under stiffer regulations once president 
barack obama signs a big financial reform bill next 
week. it cleared congress thursday with a 60-39 
vote in the senate. reveal the environmental 
protection agency has sent another violation 
notice to a landfill in kettleman city, california that 
local residents blame for birth defects. the landfill 
is accused of improper disposal of pcb's reveal a 
judge has ruled that a 911 tape can be used in the 
trial of a florida woman accused of killing her 2-
year-old daughter, caylee anthony. the judge in 
orlando ruled  


 
Entry #3  FOX23 News Daybreak at 7:00a 
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Play Media 
Direct Link  


WXXA (Fox)Albany, NY DMA: 57 
Jul 16 2010 7:43AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 9036 
Est. Publicity Value: $45 (30 Seconds) $90 
(Total)  
aj and avi still suffer from immune related 
disorders, learning disabilities and could face 
permanent brain damage. "i don't know what their 
future is going to be like," she said. her story is 
not unlike others, which is why the us 
environmental protection agency is now 
requiring contractors to be safety certified if they 
"disturb" lead paint in a home where someone is 
pregnant, or there are kids younger than six. 
"these regulations are absolutely critical for the 
health of children nationwide. they will protect 
more than a million children just in the first year 
alone," sai rebecca morley, executivdireor of the 
national center for healthy housing. but a media 
survey of contractors nationwide found that not 
everyone is following the rules. when asked about 
lead paint and young children, more than a dozen 
painters failed to mention the new requirements. 
when asked if they were certified, the responses 
were alarming "there's no certification for it." "you 
aren't required to be licensed." "huh? i'd have to 
look into that." "i don't know anything about that." 
when we made similar calls to local contractors 
one told us- "there's no certification per say that's 
involved..." "it's alarming that so many contractors 
are  


 


Entry #4  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


News 3 This Morning 
WSIL (ABC)Paducah, KY DMA: 78 
Jul 16 2010 6:36AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 14936 
Est. Publicity Value: $205 (30 Seconds) $410 
(Total)  
one group has claimed responsibility-- although 
that information isn't being released. residents of 
kettleman city, california are blaming a landfill for 
birth defects. the environmental protection 
agency has sent another violation notice to the 
landfill. it's accused of improper disposal of pcb's-- 
and its owners have been given 60 days to clean 
up soil contamination. severe weather in michigan 
yesterday tore down trees- and left many areas 
flooded. bill proctor reports... in southern illinois-  


 
Entry #5  Action News AM Live 
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Play Media 
Direct Link  


KFSN (ABC)Fresno, CA DMA: 55 
Jul 16 2010 4:33AM PDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 2157 
Est. Publicity Value: $7 (30 Seconds) $14 
(Total)  
the united farm workers union says 54 year old 
rodolfo ceballos carrillo collapsed and died while 
working in a vineyard in the arvin area 
wednesday. carrillo was from earlimart and 
worked at sunview vineyards. the u-f-w says in 
2008, a worker died from heat illness at the same 
vineyard. 3 for the second time in four months, 
federal investigators have found problems at a 
kettleman city landfill that residents are blaming 
for birth defects. yesterday, the u.s. 
environmental protection agency sent a notice 
of violation to the chemical waste management 
landfill. the agency said the company needs to fix 
problems found outside a storage facility where 
soil samples tested positive for p-c-b's last week. 
p-c-b is a cancer causing chemical in april, the e-
p-a told the landfill it could no longer receive 
hazardous superfund waste if it did not clean up 
the first area where the chemical was found. last 
week, the agency allowed the landfill to keep 
accepting that waste. but yesterday's action 
means  


 


Entry #6  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


Hawaii News Now at Ten 
KHNL (NBC)Honolulu, HI DMA: 71 
Jul 16 2010 1:08AM HST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 2300 
Est. Publicity Value: $16 (30 Seconds) $32 
(Total)  
inext spring. holy juscen 4-point-7 billion dolars. 
that )s the estimad cost of the city )s sewer 
system upgrade. to be paid for by taxpayers. 
mayor hannemann says to ease the pain... the 
cost will be spread out over 25 years...with oahu 
)s sewer fes increasing by three to five percent. 
annually. as part of a settlement with the 
environmental protection agency... the city 
must repair, replace or clean more than 640- miles 
of sewer pipe in the next six years. then upgrade 
the two main sewer facilities. the presure )s on for 
- hawaiian waste systems. the mayor says. the 
company has until tomorow to prove it can ship 
oahu )s trash to the mainland... or he )l trash the 
entire project. tim sakahara has the new 
developments. the only thing piled higher than the 
garbage.. is frustration. andafter a nearly nine 
month delay. hawaiian waste systems has one 
more day.. in   
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environmental protection agency says in the 
next week or two they'll do more tests to see if 
other toxins or algae are present. the illinois 
department of natural resources said the water is 
fine to swim in, but are still warning people to use 
caution. a touching tribute to america's fallen 
heroes is now on display in leroy. it's the "wall ??? 
are listed on the wall of soldiers who lost their 
lives fighting in the vietnam war. this is a traveling 
memorial that's making only one stop in illinois -- 
and it's right here in our viewing area. hundreds 
have come out to see it so far. they say the wall 
really does have a 'healing' effect. you can visit 
the wall until sunday at six at leroy's kiwanis park.  
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officials admit...they're worried. in a senate 
subcommittee epa administrator yesterday, lisa 
jackson found herself in the hotseat. jackson says 
b-p has used 1.8 million gallons of the chemicals 
and little is known about long term effects. <i 
remain, we remain at epa concerned about the 
volume of dispersant that have been used to 
date..as we've all noted, this is the largest volume 
that has ever been used in the country".> jackson 
says the epa has been closely monitoring the use 
of dispersants and the chemicals don't seem to be 
threatening marine life... casi calloway with mobile 
baykeeper says she's glad epa is finally 
concerned..but, day 87 of the oil spill is a little 
late. < more problem " epa is looking at the 
impacts of the toxicity of dispersant but they still 
have yet to look at how it impacts our 
shoreline..with the oil throughout the water 
column the only means of protection we have 
boom is useless. if the oil isn't on the top..then we 
can't collect  
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facebook page.. monica wrote: "it's stopped for 
now. this is a small battle, we haven't won the war 
yet!" another viewer said: "it is the first step of 
many in the right direction.. even if they have to 
open it again, it will be sucked up to ships on the 
surface and not leaking into the gulf. now we can 
go into the cleanup mode." we want to hear from 
you.. you can leave your comments by going to 
our website, fox ten t- v dot com. you can also 
weigh in on our facebook and twitter pages. while 
the oil has been capped... many are concerned the 
dispersant" used to fight that oil, could be just as 
dangerous. b-p has used 1 point 8-million gallons 
of chemical dispersant. the environmental 
protection agency.. approved the chemical, but.. 
put limits on how much it could be used. that's 
because the agency... and many other 
organizations believe it poses a risk. "we don't 
know whether or not the dispersant is going to 
affect small crabs, but not fish. the problem is, if 
we wipe out the crab population, we wipe out 
everything that feeds on the crabs."  
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over the next two days-- b-p will take regular 
pressure readings. a drop might indicate that oil is 
leaking somewhere else-- such as the ping far 
below the wellhead. southern china is bracing for a 
typhoon blamed for 38 deaths in the philippines. 
disaster prevention teams are fanning out across 
southern china. the country's meteorological 
agency says the storm lost strength over the 
philippines-- but still has winds of 75 miles per 
hour. an iranian official says at least 22 people 
were killed in an explosion last night outside of a 
mosque. the official says the victims "were killed 
instantly" when the two bombs went off. another 
160 people are in serious condition. one group has 
claimed responsibility-- although that information 
isn't being released. residents of kettleman city, 
california are blaming a landfill for birth defects. 
the environmental protection agency has sent 
another violation notice to the landfill. it's accused 
of improper disposal of pcb's-- and its owners 
have been given 60 days to clean up soil 
contamination.  
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exposed her boys to lead fumes and dust. "we 
were horrified because we thought we had hired a 
painter that was doing the right thing," she said. 
today, she says that aj and avi still suffer from 
immune related disorders, learning disabilities and 
could face permanent brain damage. "i don't know 
what their future is going to be like," she said. her 
story is not unlike others, which is why the us 
environmental protection agency is now 
requiring contractors to be safety certified if they 
"disturb" lead paint i a home where someone is 
pregnant, or there are kids younger than six. 
"these regulations are absolutely critical for the 
health of children nationwide. they will protect 
more than a million children just in the first year 
alone," said rebecca morley, executive director of 
the national center for healthy housing. but a 
media survey of contractors nationwide found that 
not everyone is following the rules. when asked 
about lead paint and young children, more than a 
dozen painters failed to mention the new 
requirements. when asked if they were certified, 
the responses were alarming. "there's no 
certification for it." "you aren't required to be 
licensed." "huh? i'd have to look into that." "i don't 
know anything about that. when we made similar 
calls to local contractors one told us- "there's no 
certification per say that's involved..." "it's 
alarming that so  
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>>>.? america is turning over a new leaf... the 
smartway leaf. smartway, from the u.s. 
environmental protection agency, is changing 
the way  
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day to try and get their names on the memorial 
list. somewhere, they say the paperwork got lost." 
county leaders say they will work with the state to 
make sure the same thing doesn't happen again, 
and the veterans are honored next session. the 
federal government has released its plan to clean 
up the cabot- koppers superfund site in northwest 
gainesville. but it could generate some objections 
from neighbors. the environmental protection 
agency is offering a number of alternatives, but 
most of them include scraping the contaminated 
soil at the site and around the site-- and piling it 
up in a mound on the superfund site with a 
waterproof wrap on top. another option would be 
to treat the soil at the site. workers would also 
build a wall around the site that goes 65 feet 
below the surface. "it's one of the areas that we do 
have a lot of concerns with, we need to have more 
discussion with epa, but that could be community 
concern in terms of their proposal to leave a lot of 
that  
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camera's view. testimony in the trial will continue 
today. the drug enforcement administration says 
there are hundreds of incidents involving 
methamphetamines every year in west virginia. 
researchers at west virginia university are working 
on ways to clean up from those incidents. a 70-
thousand dollar grant will help them identify the 
dangerous chemicals left behind during the 
production or distribution of meth ...to determine 
whether it's possible to remove them. <soundbite 
text here> the grant is a joint effort with the 
environmental protection agency. authorities 
in harrison county will be out tonight looking for 
impaired drivers. the sheriff's department will 
conduct a sobriety checkpoint at one of two spots: 
either route 19 south near  
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day. the environmental protection agency and 
the alabama department of environmental 
management have approved the set-up. there are 
other landfills in each region that are responsible 
for collecting and disposing of the solid oil waste. 
we're on your side with special coverage of the 
coastal cris online. join us at wrbl.com and click on 
the banner at the top of our homepage. you can 
get a look at that live underwater camera shot 
from b-p. and if you've seen it before, check it out 
now. it is dramatically different. a popular smoky 
mountain destination is offering discounts to folks 
who have to cancel trips to the gulf and elsewhere. 
the city of gatlinburg will get you 25 percent off 
with its new game changer card. it's designed to 
offset cancellation fees. you'll have to show proof 
that you cancelled a vacation somewhere else. 
they'll also help plan your trip. for more, call 1-
800-965- 0374. it's ??? minutes after the hour.. 
time to get a check of your weather. straight 
ahead  
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since taking office the 
president went to holland 
michigan yesterday disclosed 
whether the factory there 
that will make batteries for 
electric cars and create 
hundreds of jobs in the 
process from berkshire 
conference report the 
president said it's the millions 
advance battery plant that 
will take federal seed money 
and create new products and 
job because of a grand of it 
come to grant them what 
we're doing more than four 
hundred 50 million . ... arnold 
will soon be moving are the 
trucks will soon be important 
not breathe where we are 
then the president said the 
new plant will make batteries 
in america for the electric 
powered cars that will be 
made in america that is 
owned by the us subsidiary of 
the korean conglomerate in 
washington members of that 
number right . the 
environmental protection 
agency this is another 
violation notice to a landfill in 
settlements in the california 
the local residents are waiting 
for birth defects were those 
accused of improper disposal 
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the democrats again and i think it's part of that 
conversation yesterday which included senator 
orrin hatch and a few others and had been 
milbank as usual friday visit with this robert 
brusca chief economist for pack in opinion 
economics talk about the goldman sachs 
settlement as well as the passage of financial 
regulatory reform . and stored for three junior 
whose partnered founder of the monument policy 
group will be with us talk about border security in 
light of all of the immigration reform discussion is 
taking place right now we want to take it is 
something that happen yesterday a few minutes of 
a full hearing . the senate its appropriations 
subcommittee on commerce and science took 
place or washington dc yesterday and we're 
talking about what happens now the cleanup 
started served barber mccall's give maryland a 
democrat is the chair lisa jackson is epa 
administrator and they were talking about the use 
of this person's the gulf oil clean up the authority 
that lisa jackson has and give you a sense of some 
of the questions and maybe few answers on the 
way for now that the .  
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receive five-thousand dollars in cash, a website 
and consulting. we have a link on our website - ci 
proud dot com - to register. so far, lab tests of the 
water in clinton lake have turned up negative. four 
water samples were tested for toxins and algae 
after a girl got sick after swimming there. a 
spokeswoman for the environmental protection 
agency says in the next week or two they'll do 
more tests to see if other toxins or algae are 
present. the illinois department of natural 
resources said the water is fine to swim in, but are 
still warning people to use caution. a touching 
tribute to america's fallen heroes is now on display 
in leroy. it's the "wall that heals." names are listed 
on the wall of soldiers who lost their lives fighting 
in the vietnam war. this is a traveling memorial 
that's making only one stop in illinois -- and it's 
right here in our viewing area. hundreds have 
come out to see it so far. they say the wall really 
does have a 'healing' effect. you can visit the wall 
until sunday at six at leroy's kiwanis park.  
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statement, saying quote... "this is obviously god 
news and the answer to a lot of prayers, but this 
disaster is not over. it's not over for those whose 
livelihoods have been hamed and it's not over for 
our delicate coastal environment." endquote. bp 
says it wil begin testing the well over the weekend 
to make sure the new containment cap is holding 
up... in washington the environmental 
protection agency is discussing the possibility of 
harmful chemicals breaking up the spewing oil. 
jonathan serie has the story from grand isle, 
louisiana a whitish plume signals sucess - on the 
gulf flor. b-p says oil has stopped leaking for the 
first time since april. b-p did it by slowly dialing 
down the flow as part of a test on a new cap. the 
cap is not a permanent fix. bp is drilling two relief 
wells soit can pump mud and cement into the 
leaking wel in hopes of plugging it for god. 
engineers now testing - looking closely at pressure 
- to see if it holds. allen says: "the only reason we 
would terminate test if need be only reason we 
would do  
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when the two relief wells are completed and mud 
and cement are pumped into the broken well. 
here's a look at what others are saying this 
morning. paula writes.. "i think they have to give 
it 48 hours to see if it will hold. lets hope and pray 
it does!" leah echoed the same sentiment saying 
... "let's not get too excited til it works for a day or 
two, they are always making it sound better than 
it is."- thanks for your comments. you can see 
other viewer comments and leave one of your own 
.. by going to our website, fox ten t-v dot com. 
you can also weigh in on our facebook and twitter 
pages. while the "oil well" has been capped ... 
many are concerned the "dispersant" used to fight 
that oil.. could be just as dangerous. b-p has used 
1- point 8-million gallons.. of chemical dispersant. 
the environmental protection agency.. 
approved the chemical, but put limits on how 
much it could be used. that's because the 
agency... and many other organizations.. believe 
it poses a risk. "we don't know whether or not the 
dispersant is going to affect small crabs, but not  
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barack obama signs a big financial reform bill next 
week. it cleared congress thursday with a 60-39 
vote in the senate. reveal the environmental 
protection agency has sent another violation 
notice to a landfill in kettleman city, calif., that 
local residents blame for birth defects. the landfill 
is accused of improper disposal of pcbs reveal a 
judge has ruled that a 911 tape can be used in the 
trial of a florida woman accused of killing her 2-
year-old daughter, caylee anthony. the judge in 
orlando ruled to admit the recording of casey 
anthony's mother telling a dispatcher that her 
daughter's car smells like a dead body. for all the 
days local and national news go to our website 
nbc13.com apple might be a bit red-faced today 
but hoping to recover from a problem with its 
popular iphone 4. we'll find out more at a news 
conference set for later today. here's nbc's chris 
clackum with the story. when the folks   
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america's great outdoors will be making a stop in 
grand junction tomorow. the grasroots listening 
tour, created by the white house, is crosing the 
country to learn about ways to conserve and 
reconect americans to the outdors. senior officials 
from the department of the interior and 
environmental protection agency wil be among 
those attending. president obama wants the tour 
to engage everyone from ranchers to sportsmen. 
">>>"what works, what are the challenges, what 
are the roles of the federal agencies in meting 
these needs that have ben identified." if you want 
to share your input, the listening tour will be at 
the two rivers convention center from nine until 
noon tomorrow. the event is fre and open to the 
public. bp's test of a new cap ..sealing the leaking 
oil well in the gulf is a success tonight.= cbs news 
correspondent manuel galegus reports from long 
beach, misisipi. ... as we take a lok at news from 
around the nation. ">>>it's now an anxious 
waiting game to se if the cap containing the 
gushing oil in the gulf of mexico  
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looking closely at pressure - to see if it holds.allen 
says: "the only reason we would terminate test if 
need be only reason we would do that if we had 
low pressure reading, indicative othe fact that oil 
was being released somewhere out in the well 
bore out into the formation. we would not want 
that." meanwhile in washington the head of the 
environmental protection agency is talking to 
lawmakers about chemicals beg used to break up 
the oil in the gulf. lisa jackson says there's no 
evidence that the dispersants used on the slicks of 
crude will endanger people...or the environment 
long term.jackson says: "dissolved oxygen levels 
remain at acceptable levels. which is a good 
indicator for overall aquatic health in the waters 
near the rig site where dispersants are applied sub 
sea." mikulski says: "i don't want dispersants to 
be the agent orange of this oil spill." returning 
from an aerial tour of the louisiana coast, governor 
bobby jindal is hoping for a solution.jindal says: 
"there were two great sights to see. the first was 
to see how much land they've created out there. 
but it was especially gratying to see the pipes 
working, the dredge working." serrie says: 
"officials  
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a lot of it ends up in a landfill in north mobile 
county, alabama. average, 20 tons of the stuff is 
dumped at waste management's landfill every day. 
experts say by the time the tar balls and the boom 
are collected, they're considered non hazardous 
and never exposed. the environmental 
protection agency and a-dem have approved the 
set-up. similiar land fills are up and running in 
florida and mississippi. birmingham-based 
mcwane, incorporated has settled a civil complaint 
with the epa. the cast iron pipe company agreed 
to pay four million dollars in civil penalties. 
mcwane was accused of over four hundred air and 
water quality violations at 28 plants across the 
country. mcwane has also agreed to shell out an 
additional 9.1 million dollars to protect 
communities near its plants. meanwhile - no word 
on any safety violations in connection with a nasty 
explosion at a coke plant. right now, investigators 
are still searching for clues as to what caused that 
blast near pittsburgh. twenty workers were injured 
in  
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released its plan to clean up the cabot- koppers 
superfund site in northwest gainesville. it could 
generate some objections from neighbors. the 
environmental protection agency is offering a 
number of alternatives, but most of them include 
scraping the contaminated soil at the site and 
around the site-- and piling it up in a mound on 
the superfund site. they would place a waterproof 
wrap on top. another option would be to treat the 
soil at the site. workers would also build a wall 
around the site that goes 65 feet below the 
surface. the e-p-a has given residents 30 days to 
comment on the 35-page plan, but city leaders 
plan to ask for an extension. there will be a public 
meeting oon august 5th at stephen foster 
elementary school.  


 
Entry #26  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


Capital News Today 
CSPAN (CSPAN)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
Jul 16 2010 12:27AM EDT 
Programming Type: News Politics Public 
affairs 
here, what i come away with is what we don't 
know can hurt us. we've got to step up to this and 
do our work in advance and not be relying on 
catchup to find out whether or not these 
dispersants, the chemicals therein, are threatening 
to human health and the environment. on may 20, 
epa ordered bp to find dispersants that's less toxic 
than the one it was using. bp refused and to this 
day continues the same material. now, a, how can 
bp simply ignore the directive? and does epa have 
enough muscle, enough strength in law to get to 
issue a command that says hey,  


 
Entry #27  Capital News Today 
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Play Media 
Direct Link  


CSPAN (CSPAN)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
Jul 16 2010 12:26AM EDT 
Programming Type: News Politics Public 
affairs 
current law requires only a minimal safety testing 
of dispersants. and while you, ms. jackson, have 
taken steps to go beyond what the law requires, 
do we need changes in the law to mandate a more 
complete range of tests that would better protect 
the health of workers, residents and marine life? 
>> yes, sir. i believe we do. i also believe the law 
would give us critical transparency and openness 
protections that right now epa cannot provide by 
law. >> so it's very obvious at least to me and i'm 
sure to my colleagues thats law ought to be 
changed to give the public the right to know about 
health and environmental effects, chemicals in the 
dispersants. the one thing, there's an old 
expression about what you know can hurt you.  


 
Entry #28  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


News Channel 5 
KREX (CBS)Grand Junction, CO DMA: 184 
Jul 15 2010 10:08PM MDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 5189 
Est. Publicity Value: $248 (30 Seconds) $496 
(Total)  
on the streets." "this is one of the few places left 
in town where you can, where it is $30 a month 
for a rom. it is not great housing but it is housing. 
it is a place where people can stabilize their life 
and move forward." all of the tenants had to be 
out by today. one thing rally organizrs and the 
husnguthorty ree n is tat thre nees toe more frdble 
housing i orrea. the hope now is that grant money 
comes through. america's great outdoors will be 
making a stop in grand junction tomorow. the 
grasroots listening tour, created by the white 
house, is crosing the country to learn abot ways to 
conserve and reconect americans to the outdors. 
senior officials from the department of the interior 
and environmental protection agency wil be 
among those attending. president obama wants 
the tour to engage everyone from ranchers to 
sportsmen. ">>>"what works, what are the 
challenges, what are the roles of the federal 
agencies in meting these eds that haeen entified" 
ifou want to shre you inpu te listnigour  


 


Entry #29  KPAX News at 10 
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Play Media 
Direct Link  


KPAX (CBS)Missoula, MT DMA: 166 
Jul 15 2010 10:05PM MDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 9574 
Est. Publicity Value: $114 (30 Seconds) $228 
(Total)  
the emission savings are roughly the same as 
taking 750 cars off the road each year. health 
department officials say less pollution from the rail 
yard will greatly help missoula, which is 
continually on the brink of violating federal air 
quality standards in the winter. a 1-point-1-3 
million dollar grant from the epa paid for the 
project. m-r-l expects to complete it by march 20-
11. ### we have some amazing new video to 
show you of the tornado that tore up the billings 
metra park on father's day. check this out. it 
comes to us courtesy of don, chris and paul meyer 
who live on skyline drive near the water tower that 
overlooks metrapark and main street. they had 
quite the bird's eye view of last month's storm. 
take a look at all the debris in the air, as the 
tornado virtually  


 
Entry #30  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


Capital News Today 
CSPAN (CSPAN)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
Jul 16 2010 12:05AM EDT 
Programming Type: News Politics Public 
affairs 
untested law as to whether epa, and there is no 
permit that epa has given to allow the use of 
dispersants, so i would not know and i'm not an 
attorney, but -- >> no, but you are the head of 
epa, so if you said, admiral allen, this, we are now 
heading into a danger zone, or flashing yellow 
light, so significant, better be safe than sorry, that 
i want to ban or limit the use of dispersants, could 
you have the power to act unilaterally. >> i do 
believe i do, chairman, but i want my lawyers to 
get you a answer in writing. >> but that is a 
answer you need to know from day one, ms. 
jackson, because every one of us here at the table 
are coastal senators, and i have to tell you that we 
love the coast guard and they are operational 
people, and they do search and rescue and they 
have the authority to clean up a limited oil spill if it 
would occur god forbid in the bay, and there are 
lakes, et   


Entry #31  Capital News Today 
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Play Media 
Direct Link  


CSPAN (CSPAN)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
Jul 16 2010 12:04AM EDT 
Programming Type: News Politics Public 
affairs 
coordinator has rotated. it is currently admiral z 
and i can't pronounce the last name, and so we 
will call him admiral z. but it is a succession of 
admirals, but they are the final decision-makers in 
any chain of command, there is a pyramid and 
they are at the top reporting directly to secretary 
napolitano and the president. that said, as head of 
the environmental protection agency, i have 
made my opinions and views and scientific 
concerns known on a range of issues during this 
response, and admiral allen has been very 
receptive, very receptive to understanding that 
there are dimensions to this response that are 
environmental, not simply about the operational 
day-to-day fighting of the oil. >> so, can you ban 
dispersants and limit their use or does he have to 
give the approval? >> i think it is is a matter of  
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BROADCAST CLIPS 
Wednesday, June 30, 2010 


 
 
 
URL: http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x150310.htm  
 
 
NATIONAL: 
 
Entry #6 
World Report 
CNNI (CNNI) - Some stations are being affected some are not for the bulk of eighteen gas 
stations in the us is on it and owned by the piece very independently owned and those owners are 
now working to distance themselves from BP trying to redirect anger that's hurting their business 
today the EPA announced some how 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #1 
Newscenter 25 at Sunrise 
KXTSLP (MNT) - Texas Environmental regulators will consider lowering the standard for e. 
coli bacteria in recreational waters, a move that increases the risk to public health. 
 
Entry #2 
Newscenter 25 at Sunrise 
KAVU (ABC) - Texas Environmental regulators will consider lowering the standard for e. coli 
bacteria in recreational waters, a move that increases the risk to public health. 
 
Entry #3 
News 5 Today 
KHAS (NBC) - When you're staring at a possible 32 million dollar claim, it's not a bad outcome. 
EPA probably wants more than they're getting from us, and we want to give less than what we're 
giving to them, and so that's usually a sign of a pretty good settlement. 
 
Entry #4 
Good Morning Four States 
KODE (ABC) - The Environmental Protection Agency encourages consumers to recycle old 
phones with the help of a number of major electronics retailers, who offer bins where consumers 
can toss unwanted devices. 
 
Entry #5 
News 5 at 10PM 
KHAS (NBC) - The city purchased the land in 1942, and the EPA has been trying to hold the 
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city liable for all of the estimated cleanup costs ...with a price tag of 32 million dollars. The two 
have reached a settlement. 
 
 
Entry #7 
Local News at 6 
KNDO (NBC) - Bottle Water - employees from the Environmental Protection Agency say too 
many people are at risk 
 
Entry #8 
News 5 at 6PM 
KHAS (NBC) – EPA  probably wants more than they're getting from us, and we want to give 
less than what we're giving to them, and so that's usually a sign of a pretty good settlement. 
 
Entry #9 
CBS6 News 
WRGB (CBS) - A federal appeals court shoots down general electric's lawsuit against the state's 
authority over pollution cleanup. GE sued in 2000, just before the Environmental Protection 
Agency ordered the company to pay for dredging PCB- contaminated sediments along a 40-mile 
stretch of the Hudson River. 
 
 
 
 
 
Newscenter 25 at Sunrise 
KXTSLP (MNT)Victoria, TX DMA: 204 
Jun 30 2010 7:37AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
the koliba well number two is located on a 173 acre lease located in the north mcfadden field near bloomington 
texas. the company hopes to begin seeing the profits from this low-risk high reward oil well by the end of the 
summer. texas environmental regulators will consider lowering the standard for e. coli bacteria in recreational 
waters, a move that increases the risk to public health. the governor- appointed, rule- making body of the texas 
commission on environmental quality will meet wednesday. its staff and scientists recommend the standards be 
loosened. however, environmental groups warn that would put the public at risk. the u.s. environmental 
protection agency hasn't lowered its standards. t-c-e-q aquatic scientist jim davenport says loosening the 
standards slightly would increase the risk of stomach illness. however, he says it's necessary to allow the state to 
focus more on heavily polluted bodies of water. if approved, the rule could take effect by july 22. it also requires e-
p-a  


Entry #2  Newscenter 25 at Sunrise 
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Play Media 
Direct Link  


KAVU (ABC)Victoria, TX DMA: 204 
Jun 30 2010 6:37AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 2775 
Est. Publicity Value: $386 (30 Seconds) $772 
(Total)  
regulators will consider lowering the standard for 
e. coli bacteria in recreational waters, a move that 
increases the risk to public health. the governor- 
appointed, rule- making body of the texas 
commission on environmental quality will meet 
wednesday. its staff and scientists recommend the 
standards be loosened. however, environmental 
groups warn that would put the public at risk. the 
u.s. environmental protection agency hasn't 
lowered its standards. t-c-e-q aquatic scientist jim 
davenport says loosening the standards slightly 
would increase the risk of stomach illness. 
however, he says it's necessary to allow the state 
to focus more on heavily polluted bodies of water. 
if approved, the rule could take effect by july 22. it 
also requires e-p-a approval. arizona has been 
contending with the backlash over its new 
immigration law for two months. now, president 
obama is responding with more legal and political 
power. the president will deliver an important 
speech on  


 


Entry #3  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


News 5 Today 
KHAS (NBC)Lincoln, NE DMA: 105 
Jun 30 2010 6:18AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 1799 
Est. Publicity Value: $8 (30 Seconds) $16 
(Total)  
for all of the estimated cleanup costs. about 32 
million dollars. the two have reached a settlement. 
and the city will only pay the e-p-a 1 million 
dollars over four years and an additional 1 point 7 
million dollars for other expenses. mike sullivan>> 
but on the other hand, when you're staring at a 
possible 32 million dollar claim, it's not a bad 
outcome. epa probably wants more than they're 
getting from us, and we want to give less than 
what we're giving to them, and so that's usually a 
sign of a pretty good settlement. mayor vern 
powers has signed the settlement, which still has 
to be formally approved by federal agencies. this 
fall the e-p-a will begin excavating the soil in the 
area, as well as injecting a hydrogen-peroxide 
substance into the ground to break up the tar in 
the soil and groundwater. chris>> (c) and that 
brings us to this morning's news 5 poll question. 
(j) we want to know if you think the epa/city of 
hastings settlement is too much, too  


 


Entry #4  Good Morning Four States 
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Play Media 
Direct Link  


KODE (ABC)Joplin, MO DMA: 147 
Jun 30 2010 5:54AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 4215 
Est. Publicity Value: $58 (30 Seconds) $116 
(Total)  
3 apple says they sold almost two million of their 
new iphone 4 in the first three days the new 
gadget was on sale. but picking up one sleek, new 
device, often means hanging up an old one. karin 
caifa (prono: kay-fuh) has tips on what to do with 
your old mobile phones, in today's consumer 
watch. 3 on sidewalks, around street corners, and 
in malls, apple fans snatched up over one- point-
seven million of the new iphone 4 in the first three 
days on sale, the tech giant says. but what 
happens when almost two million old cell phones 
are hung up? most end up stashed in drawers or 
closets, or tossed in landfills. but the 
environmental protection agency encourages 
consumers to recycle old phones with the help of a 
number of major electronics retailers, who offer 
bins where consumers can toss unwanted devices. 
batteries and other components are later disposed 
of in line with the proper e-p-a guidelines. you can 
also trade  


 


Entry #5  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


News 5 at 10PM 
KHAS (NBC)Lincoln, NE DMA: 105 
Jun 29 2010 10:05PM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 6670 
Est. Publicity Value: $138 (30 Seconds) $276 
(Total)  
old manufactured gas plant dating all the way 
back to 1885. the soil and groundwater in the area 
are contaminated with a tar- like substance, a by-
product of burning coal and oil to create natural 
gas. the city purchased the land in 1942, and the 
epa has been trying to hold the city liable for all of 
the estimated cleanup costs ...with a price tag of 
32 million dollars. the two have reached a 
settlement. and the city will only pay the epa 1 
million dollars over four years and an additional 
1.7 million for other expenses. mike sullivan>> 
but on the other hand, when you're staring at a 
possible 32 million dollar claim, it's not a bad 
outcome. epa probably wants more than they're 
getting from us, and we want to give less than 
what we're giving to them, and so that's usually a 
sign of a pretty good settlement. mayor vern 
powers has signed the settlement, which still has 
to be formally approved by federal agencies. this 
fall the epa will begin excavating the soil in the 
area, as well as injecting a  


 


Entry #6  World Report 
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Play Media 
Direct Link  


CNNI (CNNI)International Programming, 
DMA: 0 
Jun 30 2010 3:38AM CEST 
Programming Type: News 
... mary the first sign in either gas station all the 
time and i looked up and i realized that was the 
case i had no idea until the oil spill how people 
responded . ... well you know it makes some 
stations are being affected some are not for the 
bulk of eighteen gas stations in the us is on it and 
owned by the piece very independently owned and 
those owners are now working to distance 
themselves from bp trying to redirect anger that's 
hurting their business today the epa announced 
some how . yeah ... running a chicago bp station 
but jack this is spending a lot of his time 
explaining to customers beat he doesn't own the 
station they've even independent owner . every 
time something happens when they try to stop the 
league and its sales are coming in the next they 
said well now what are you going to do . as a 
result justice says business is ten stations has 
dropped 20 percent the backlash has been building 
i got it along with protests more than 700 now .   


Entry #7  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


Local News at 6 
KNDO (NBC)Yakima, WA DMA: 126 
Jun 29 2010 6:00PM PDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 12836 
Est. Publicity Value: $795 (30 Seconds) 
$1590 (Total)  
hurry to the groundwater meeting..they're one of 
many with a contaminated private well. "you jsut 
stodrinking it and you spend a lot of money on 
bottled water and you ahve a lot of jugs to recycle 
and frankly its a pain" it's also a health 
risk..contamined water...from chemicals or 
bacteria can affect anyone who drinks it. 
employees from the environmental protection 
agency say too many people are at risk. if you 
playt off the numbers thats about up to 6 
thousand people could be drinking contamined 
water and we think that a significant concern 
bridge:::: a part of the problem is this...farmers 
use fertilizer made up of a toxic chemical 
nitrate...so when these crops are watered this 
chemical spreads  


 
Entry #8  News 5 at 6PM 
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Play Media 
Direct Link  


KHAS (NBC)Lincoln, NE DMA: 105 
Jun 29 2010 6:01PM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 5199 
Est. Publicity Value: $46 (30 Seconds) $92 
(Total)  
hand, when you're staring at a possible 32 million 
dollar claim, it's not a bad outcome. epa probably 
wants more than they're getting from us, and we 
want to give less than what we're giving to them, 
and so that's usually a sign of a pretty good 
settlement. mayor vern powers has signed the 
settlement, which still has to be formally approved 
by federal agencies. this fall the epa will begin 
excavating the soil in the area, as well as injecting 
a hydrogen-peroxide substance into the ground to 
break up the tar in the soil and groundwater. 
katie>> he's accused of stabbing a man at a 
grand island apartment complex last week. today 
he learns if convicted, he could spend up to 70 
years behind bars. hussein charged>> abdikafi 
hussein was charged in hall county court this 
morning. he is charged with felony first degree 
assault and using a weapon other than a gun to 
commit a felony. according to police... the 23 year 
old stabbed a 28 year old man early friday 
morning at autumn woods apartments on yund 
street. hussein is scheduled to be in  


 


Entry #9  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


CBS6 News 
WRGB (CBS)Albany, NY DMA: 57 
Jun 29 2010 6:10PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 52520 
Est. Publicity Value: $578 (30 Seconds) 
$1156 (Total)  
miles-per-hour. schuler.. four kids in her car.. and 
three men, in the car she hit -- died in the crash. a 
federal appeals court shoots down general 
electric's lawsuit against the state's authority over 
pollution cleanup. ge sued in 2000, just before the 
environmental protection agency ordered the 
company to pay for dredging pcb- contaminated 
sediments along a 40-mile stretch of the hudson 
river. ge claimed the superfund law violated the its 
due-process rights under the constitution because 
it gives no opportunity to contest cleanup orders 
before they're issued. the court ruled unanously 
that the law satisfies due- process requirements 
because a company can rese to comply with a 
cleup order and force the epa to sue in court. 
some say - it's helping keep the streets of albany 
safe... but financial exhaustion is putting pastor 
charlie's gun buyback program, in danger. plus, 
the fight to keep an albany charter school up and 
running coulbe far from over.  
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BROADCAST  CLIPS 
 


Thursday, May 13, 2010 
 
 
 
 
URL: http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x139768.htm  
 
NATIONAL:  
 
Entry #4 
Today in Washington 
CSPAN (CSPAN) – EPA permission to use dispersant 
 
Entry #7 
Dog the Bounty Hunter 
AETV (ARTS) – Commercial of Sears and EPA recycling 
 
 
Entry #15 
Today in Washington 
CSPAN3 (CSPAN3) – Clean energy 
 
Entry #17 
Today in Washington 
CSPAN3 (CSPAN3) – Permission  to use dispersant 
 
Entry #18 
POTUS 08 Live 
POTUS (POTUS) – Clean Air Act 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #1 
News Channel 4 Today 
KTIV (NBC) Sioux City, IA – New EPA regulation on older homes with lead paint 
 
Entry #2 
KTAL News Early Today 
KTAL (NBC) Shreveport, LA – New EPA regulation on older homes with lead paint 
 
Entry #3 
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WTWO Sunrise 
WTWO (NBC) Terre Haute, IN – EPA Lead Paint Rule 
  
Entry #5 
News Three Nightside 
KVBC (NBC) Las Vegas, NV – EPA Most Wanted 
 
Entry #6 
FOX 4 at 10 PM 
WDAF (Fox)Kansas City, MO – EPA to assess environmental damages 
 
Entry #8 
9News Now Tonight 
WUSA (CBS) Washington, DC – Lisa Jackson announced a new plan to protect one of our 
region’s precious for the Chesapeake Bay 
 
 
Entry #9 
KIMT News 3 at 6 
KIMT (CBS) Rochester, MN - EPA approved flex fuel technology 
 
 
Entry #10 
1st News at 5:00 
KFYR (NBC) Minot, ND – EPA Lead Paint Rule 
 
Entry #11 
Fox 5 News Edge at 6 
WTTG (Fox) Washington, DC - EPA is now in charge of the welfare of the Chesapeake Bay 
 
Entry #12 
KWQC TV6 News at 5PM 
KWQC (NBC) Davenport, IA - Sewage to a treatment plant and not the creek 
 
Entry #13 
2News at 5:30 
WDTN (NBC) Dayton, OH – EPA Lead Paint Rule 
 
Entry #14 
NBC5 First at Four 
KXAS (NBC) Dallas, TX – EPA Lead Paint Rule 
 
Entry #16 
NBC 2 News at 4 
WBBH (NBC) Ft. Myers, FL – EPA Lead Paint Rule 
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Entry #19 
NBC Newschannel 11 Noon News 
KYMA (NBC)Yuma, AZ – EPA regulation on older homes with lead paint 
 
 
Entry #20 
Eyewitness News at 12 
KSL (NBC) Salt Lake City, UT - EPA regulation on older homes with lead paint 
 
 
Entry #21 
KWQC TV6 News at Noon 
KWQC (NBC) Davenport, IA - EPA regulation on older homes with lead paint 
 
 
Entry #22 
Local 6 Midday 
WPSD (NBC) Paducah, KY - EPA regulation on older homes with lead paint 
 
 
Entry #23 
WHO-TV 13 News at Noon 
WHO (NBC) Des Moines, IA - EPA regulation on older homes with lead paint 
 
Entry #24 
NBC29 News at Noon 
WVIR (NBC) Charlottesville, VA - EPA regulation on older homes with lead paint 
 
Entry #25 
LEX 18 News at 12:30 
WLEX (NBC) Lexington, KY - EPA regulation on older homes with lead paint 
 
Entry #26 
KPSP Local 2 Morning News at 5 
KPSPLP (CBS) Palm Springs, CA - EPA has okay-ed the use of chemical dispersants to break-
up the oil underwater 
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Total Number of Clips: 
26 


  


Entry #1  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


News Channel 4 Today 
KTIV (NBC)Sioux City, IA DMA: 148 
May 13 2010 6:20AM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 19410 
Est. Publicity Value: $269 (30 Seconds) $538 
(Total)  
to weather a stormy economy. s/ john jacques / 
contractor :42- :47 "i think this program will really 
spur growth for us and business. it's gonna give 
people a little more incentive to make a difference 
with their homes and save energy." the master 
builders association supports the legislation. but 
warns homeowners that most remodels now have 
a higher pricetag because of a new epa regulation 
on older homes with lead paint. s/ dan 
klusman/master builders association 1:04- 1:09 
"we have the interesting effect of something like 
cash for caulkers that provides rebates -- but then 
you have the epa lead paint rule which could in 
fact drive up the cost of that job to begin with." s/ 
elisa hahn / everett, washington 1:15-1:20 "cash 
for caulkers is a takeoff of the popular cash for 
clunkers program which paid people for dumping 
their gas guzzlers and buying a more fuel efficient 
car. critics of both programs are wondering how 
the feds are going to pay for them." even though 
the program could help cut costs for this new 
homeowner -- he has second thoughts. s/ russell 
johnson / remodeling home "even though i may 
get a couple thousand dollars back for doing little 
energy things to my house, how much debt are we 
going to put on their next  
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construction industry."i really hated to let them 
go." john jacques who owns a company installing 
windows, doors and siding -- laid off more than 
half his workers trying to weather a stormy 
economy.s/ john jacques / contractor :42-:47"i 
think this program will really spur growth for us 
and business. it's gonna give people a little more 
incentive to make a difference with their homes 
and save energy."the master builders association 
supports the legislation.but warns homeowners 
that most remodels now have a higher pricetag 
because of a new epa regulation on older homes 
with lead paint.s/ dan klusman/master builders 
association1:04-1:09"we have the interesting 
effect of something like cash for caulkers that 
provides rebates -- but then you have the epa 
lead paint rule which could in fact drive up the cost 
of that job to begin with."s/ elisa hahn / everett, 
washington1:15-1:20"cash for caulkers is a 
takeoff of the popular cash for clunkers program 
which paid people for dumping their gas guzzlers 
and buying a more fuel efficient car. critics of both 
programs are wondering how the feds are going to 
pay for them."even though the program could help  
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weather a stormy economy.s/ john jacques / 
contractor :42-:47"i think this program will really 
spur growth for us and business. it's gonna give 
people a little more incentive to make a difference 
with their homes and save energy."the master 
builders association supports the legislation.but 
warns homeowners that most remodels now have 
a higher pricetag because of a new epa regulation 
on older homes with lead paint.s/ dan 
klusman/master builders asciation1:04- 1:09"we 
have the interesting effect of something like cash 
for caulkers that provides rebates -- but then you 
have the epa lead paint rule which could in fact 
drive up the cost of that job to begin with."s/ elisa 
hahn / everett, washington1:15-1:20"cash for 
caulkers is a takeoff of the popular cash for 
clunkers program which paid people for dumping 
their gas guzzlers and buying a more fuel efficient 
car. critics of both programs are wondering how 
the feds are going to pay for them."even though 
the program could help cut costs for this new 
homeowner -- he has second thoughts.s/ russell 
johnson / remodeling home"even though i may get 
a couple thousand dollars back for doing little 
energy things to my house, how much debt are we 
going to put on their next generations?">;>; an 
energy and climate bill aimed at curbing bill aimed 
at and climate an energy and climate  
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epa for permission to use the dispersant below the 
surface. how long did it take to get the approval to 
use that? >> well, we've requested several 
attempts, and the have been three tests, the last 
one ended yesterday, i think, at 4:00 something in 
the morning, that was a 24-hour test. looks like 
the impact was really good. we've asked for the 
epa to allow us to continue. i don't know as of yet 
if we've gotten the approval yet but we're ready to 
go on connuous injection. >>ypically how long 
does it take to get epa approval to use a new 
material like that? >> i don't know. i don't know. 
>> now, i know of a college in my district in 
denton, texas, university of north texas does a lot 
of research on nano materials an they've got what 
they call noble medical -- noble metal 
nanoparticles as well as porous metal organic 
frameworks that can absorb petroleum selectively 
and to a large  
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doing that puts him on the epa most wanted list. 
>> taking you inside flight attendant training 
school. >> the strong winds leaving their mark at 
a local theater. >> this is news 3 nightside with 
jim snyder and sue manteris. >> we are following 
a developing story. a big reversal in the ongoing 
contract negotiations between the city of las vegas 
and firefighters union. >> gerard ramalho has 
been following this story. we have been hearing 
and reporting the two parties are close to making 
a deal. but things changed >> we were certainly 
reporting that up until early today. tonight i 
confirmed in fact the city rejected the firefighters 
latest offer. the city has yet to give us an official 
comment on what happened. i got off the phone of 
the president of the firefighters  
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at the site. fox 4's meredith hoenes is in the 
newsroom with more on the fire. firefighters are 
listing lightening as the probable cause of this 
explosion. an explosion that shot an oil storage 
container off the ground and 20 feet into the road. 
as you can see, that explosion split the tank into 
two pieces. residents in the area claim they saw 
lightening followed by a loud boom. several 911 
calls came in reporting a tanker battery on fire, 
but the explosion had occured by the time johnson 
county fire fighters arrived. the fire was so severe 
and with a second tank nearby threatening an 
explosion, firefighters had to let the fire just burn. 
once it burned down enough and was asfe for us 
to make an attack. .50 put about 500 gallons of 
water on it and extinguished the fire. the epa will 
be out to assess environmental damage and the 
road about a mile and half south of the gardner 
airport will be closed until all remaing oil is cleaned 
up. meredith hoenes,   
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dillion. actually, dillion... sears joined forces with 
the epa to make sure it's recycled the right way. 
that's rad. it is rad. it's called responsible 
appliance disposal. so it's rad...literally. literally. [ 
male announcer ] sears. the only retailer 
recognized by the epa for responsible appliance 
disposal. thank you for making sears energy star 
partner of the year. sears. life. well spent. there 
aren't many of us who use a cellphone just to 
make phone calls. but when at&t or verizon offer 
you an unlimited plan for $69.99,  
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are. and today, lisa jackson announced a new 
plan to protect one of our region's most precious 
for the chesapeake bay. the restoration plan 
comes one ?? year to the day after president 
obama announced such a plan. >> we're holding 
ourselves accountable, nothing short of real, 
measurable results. >> reporter: the epa is 
putting the chesapeake bay hon a pollution diet. 
the goal is to cut the amount of nitrogen runoff in 
the bay by almost lf. >> finally, we have all of the 
federal agencies lined up. at least we hope they 
will be fined up. >> reporter: the chesapeake bay 
settled a suit yesterday. the epa will monitor 
trying to make sure they meet two-year 
milestones. the federal government will kick in 
money to help reduce the runoff from farms in the 
watershed. >> for the next two years, usda will 
lose $700 million. >> reporter: what isn't clear is 
where the money whether come from to reduce 
urban runoff.   
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on monday they put names to the jobs being cut. 
employees were offered early retirment twice this 
spring. but some paras are saying they didn't 
know how many people were being cut ...so they 
missed the deadline to accept the schools offer.xx 
school budget-sot-2 marge baack/paraprofession 
al "we has two chances to retire to send the letters 
in but none of us knew by april 1st that the cut 
backs were going to be 45 people." the state 
required deadline to acpt early retirment is april 
first. it's because that money is coming from the 
school's general fund. reserve funds were also 
used up before cutting employees. mason city is 
welcoming a start- up business that wants to help 
you burn flexible fuel in your car. niacc incubator-
vo-2 a company called "flex fuel u-s" is showing 
off the conversion of this dodge charger. it's one of 
a handful of vehicles that can use epa approved 
flex fuel techonology to burn e-85 fuel. a kit and 
the conversion will run around 15 hundred dollars. 
the company wants to use the north iowa 
incubator to keeps its costs down and get 
assistance. xx niacc incubator-sot-2 don althoff/ex 
fuel u.s./ don althoff hopes to create around 75 
jobs in the region  
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160 thousand jobs for the slumping construction 
industry. "i really hated to let them go." john 
jacques who owns a company installing windows, 
doors and siding -- laid off more than half his 
workers trying to weather a stormy economy. s/ 
john jacques / contractor :42-:47 "i think this 
program will really spur growth for us and 
business. it's gonna give people a little more 
incentive to make a difference with their homes 
and save energy." the master builders association 
supports the legislation. but warns homeowners 
that most remodels now have a higher pricetag 
because of a new epa regulation on older homes 
with lead paint. s/ dan klusman/master builders 
association 1:04-1:09 "we have the interesting 
effect of something like cash for caulkers that 
provides rebates -- but then you have the epa 
lead paint rule which could in fact drive up the cost 
of that job to begin with." s/ elisa hahn / everett, 
washington 1:15-1:20 "cash for caulkers is a 
takeoff of the popular cash for clunkers program 
which paid people  
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somebody in the harness of the practice of law for 
a number of years. >> kagan is expected to face 
questions about her opinion on don't ask don't tell. 
she blocked military recruiters from harvard's 
campus base it violated the antidiscrimination 
policy. all other perspective employers had to 
follow. >>> a congressional investigation into the 
oil accident found out the blowout preventer had a 
leak in the hydraulic system, supposed to seal off 
a well in the case of an accident like the one that 
happened april 20th. it didn't work that day. henry 
waxman says his committee learned the 
equipment failed a safety test hours before the 
explosion. the epa is now in charge of the welfare 
of the chesapeake bay and it's announcing what 
that will mean. lisa jackson says it will expand 
the regulation of large scale animal farms, 
fertilizer  
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have been connected to a sanitary line. which 
would have channeled the sewage to a treatment 
plant and not the creek. 20:43:40-20:43:45 i 
don't know. nobody else with any history here 
seems to know exactly how this happened. pat 
weidel says: who knew: 48:16-48:19 i was 
unaware it's still going into the creek. that's pretty 
disgusting. last fall, the city was notified of the 
problem when an engineer from the department of 
transportation noticed it while working on this 
bridge project. the city administrator says the 
illinois epa was contacted. 20:46:51 the moment 
we were aware of it. we notified them 
immediately. however, an epa spokesman telling 
me that they do not have a record of the sewage 
problem. they've received nothing in writing. so, 
for now, sewage continues to flow into rock creek. 
49:24-49:32 none of us want that in the creek. 
kids go down there and fish. they go down there 
and swim. you don down there and swim. you 
don't want kids swimming and fishing if there is  
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<cc>"i really hated to let them go</cc>." john 
jacques who owns a company installing windows, 
doors and siding -- laid off more than half his 
workers trying to weather a stormy economy. 
<cc>"i think this program will really spur growth 
for us and business. it's gonna give people a little 
more incentive to make a difference with their 
homes and save energy. "</cc> the master 
builders association supports the legislation. but 
warns homeowners that most remodels now have 
a higher price tag because of a new epa regulation 
on older homes with lead paint. <cc>"we have the 
interesting effect of something like cash for 
caulkers that provides rebates -- but then you 
have the epa lead paint rule which could in fact 
drive up the cost of that job to begin with</cc>." 
<cc>"cash for caulkers is a takeoff of the popular 
cash for clunkers program which paid people for 
dumping their gas guzzlers and buying a more fuel 
efficient car. critics of both programs are 
wondering how the feds are going to pay for 
them."</cc>  
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>> reporter: john jack who owns a company 
installing windows, doors and siding, laid off more 
than half his workers trying to weather a stormy 
economy. >> oh, it's going to really spur growth 
for us and business. it's going to give people a 
little more incentive to make a difference with 
their homes and save energy. >> reporter: the 
master builders association supports the 
legislation. but warns homeowners that mostly 
models now have a higher price tag because of a 
new epa regulation on older homes with lead 
paint. >> we have an interesting effect of 
something like cash for caulkers that provides 
rebates but then you have the epa lead paint rule 
which could, in fact, drive up the cost of that job 
to begin with. >> reporter: cash for caulkers is a 
takeoff of the popular cash for clunkers program 
which paid people for dumping their gas guzzlers 
and buying a more fuel efficient car. critics of both 
programs are wondering how the feds are going to 
pay for them. even though the program could help 
cut costs for this new homeowner, he has second 
thoughts.  
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price signal about carbon that will unleash 
transformtive new investments in clean energy 
right here in america. in 2010 that is the measure 
of a serious bill. i understand congress's reputation 
f avoiding tough choices even in even numbered 
years. but we need to remind people that we 
passed the clean air act in an election year and we 
updated it in another election year in order to fight 
acid rain. in 2010 we need to show america that 
we can still do what americans sent us here to do. 
those who spent years stalling need to understand 
something. killing a senate bill is not the measure 
of success or a victory. because if congress can't 
legislate the solution, the epa will regulate one. 
and it will come without the help to america's 
businesses and consumers that is in this bill.  
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:42-:47 i think this program will really spur growth 
for us and business. its gona give people a little 
more incentive to make a diference with their 
homes and save energy. the master builders 
asociation supports the legislation. but warns 
homeowners that most remodels now have a 
higher pricetag because of a new epa regulation 
on older homes with lead paint. s/ dan 
klusman/master builders association1:04- 1:09 we 
have the interesting efect of something like cash 
for caulkers that provides rebates - but then you 
have the epa lead paint rule which could in fact 
drive up the cost of that job to begin with. s/ elisa 
hahn / everett, washington1:15- 1:20 cash for 
caulkers is a takeof of the popular cash for 
clunkers program which paid people for dumping 
their gas guzlers and buying a more fuel efficient 
car. critics of both programs are wondering how 
the feds are going to pay for them. even though 
the program could help cut costs for this new 
homeowner -- he has second thoughts. s/ russel 
johnson / remodeling home even though i may get 
a couple thousand dollars back for doing litle 
energy things to my house, how much debt are we 
going to put on their next generations? new the 
newest oil leak fix is in  
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this is the first time it's been used at any scale and 
-- >> who's responsible for who has been 
responsible for the development of that product? 
>> nalco, i believe nalco chemical is the 
manufacturer. >> i guess i'm a little confused. the 
epa, you all approached the epa for permission to 
use the dispersant below the surface. how long did 
it take to get the approval to use that? >> well, 
we've requested several attempts, and there have 
been three tests, the last one ended yesterday, i 
think, at 4:00 something in the morning, that was 
a 24-hour test. looks like the impact was really 
good. we've asked for the epa to allow us to 
continue. i don't know as of yet if we've gotten the 
approval yet but we're ready to go on continuous 
injection. >> typically how long does it take to get 
epa approval to use a new material like that? >> i 
don't know. i don't know. >> now, i know of a 
college in  
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due to the clean air act . well ... ... ... i . to admit 
that i know it i'm a little puzzled that the green left 
has chosen ... it's ... it's ... it's red line . it is a 
significant issue and then there's the you know 
there's great between the gutting epa's ability to 
do it and giving you do a complete authority to do 
that there is a lot of middle ground there in that 
and what this bill does is say to the epa you know 
are going to regulate co two . i mean for the cap 
and trade system and that of by means of a 
traditional school of becoming parents and then 
and only held by molly in jackson and epa 
administrator you know more let's everybody 
within a position of power that has said repeatedly 
this is a better way it . to regulate it better the 
flexibility of a cap and trade mechanism is the 
better way to .  
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this program will really spur growth for us and 
business. it's gonna give people little more 
incentive to make a difference with their homes 
and save energy."the master builders association 
supports the legislation.but warns homeowners 
that most remodels now have a higher pricetag 
because of a new epa regulation on older homes 
with lead paint.s/ dan klusman/master builders 
association1:04-1:09"we have the interesting 
effect of something like cash for caulkers that 
provides rebates -- but then you have the epa 
lead paint rule which could in fact drive up the cost 
of that job to begin with."s/ elisa hahn / everett, 
washington1:15-1:20"cash for caulkers is a 
takeoff of the popular cash for clunkers program 
which paid people for dumping their gas guzzlers 
and buying a more fuel efficient car. critics of both 
programs are wondering how the feds are going to 
pay for them."even though the program could help 
cut costs for this new homeowner -- he has second 
thoughts.s/ russell johnson / remodeling 
home"even though i may get a couple thousand 
dollars back for doing little energy things to my 
house, how much debt are we going to put on 
their next generations?" here's what we're working  


 


Entry #20  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


Eyewitness News at 12 
KSL (NBC)Salt Lake City, UT DMA: 31 
May 12 2010 12:46PM MDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 42151 
Est. Publicity Value: $344 (30 Seconds) $688 
(Total)  
going to really spur growth for us in business. it's 
going to give people a little more incentive to 
make a difference with their home and save 
energy. >> the master builders association 
supports the legislation. but warns homeowners 
that most remodels now have a higher price tag 
because of a new epa regulation on older homes 
with led paint. >> we have an interesting effect of 
something like cash if call calkers... but it could... 
>> cash for calkers is a take-off of the popular 
cash for clunkers program which paid for dumping 
gas guzzlers and buying a more efficient car. >> 
each though the program could help cut costs for 
this new homeowner, he has second oughts. >> 
even though i may get a couple thousand dollar 
back for doing little energy things to my house, 
how much debt are we going to put on the next  
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Play Media 


Direct Link  


KWQC (NBC)Davenport, IA DMA: 99 
May 12 2010 12:40PM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 30250 
Est. Publicity Value: $482 (30 Seconds) $964 
(Total)  
weather a stormy economy. s/ john jacques / 
contractor :42- :47 "i think this program will really 
spur growth for us and business. it's gonna give 
people a little more incentive to make a difference 
with their homes and save energy." the master 
builders association supports the legislation. but 
warns homeowners that most remodels now have 
a higher pricetag because of a new epa regulation 
on older homes with lead paint. s/ dan 
klusman/master builders association1:04- 1:09 
"we have the interesting effect of something like 
cash for caulkers that provides rebates -- but then 
you have the epa lead paint rule have the epa 
lead paint rule which could in fact drive up the cost 
of that job to begin with." s/ elisa hahn / everett, 
washington1:15-1:20 "cash for caulkers is a 
takeoff of the popular cash for clunkers program 
which paid people for dumping their gas guzzlers 
and buying a more fuel efficient car. critics of both 
programs are wondering how the feds are going to 
pay for them." even though the program could 
help cut costs for this new homeowner -- he has 
second thoughts. s/ russell johnson / remodeling 
home "even though i may get a couple thousand 
dollars back for doing little energy things to my 
house, how much debt are we  


 


Entry #22  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


Local 6 Midday 
WPSD (NBC)Paducah, KY DMA: 78 
May 12 2010 12:13PM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 22472 
Est. Publicity Value: $262 (30 Seconds) $524 
(Total)  
windows, doors and siding -- laid off more than 
half his workers trying to weather a stormy 
economy. s/ john jacques / contractor :42 -:47 "i 
think this program will really spur growth for us 
and business. it's gonna give people a little more 
incentive to make a difference with their homes 
and save energy." the master builders association 
supports the legislation. but warns homeowners 
that most remodels now have a higher pricetag 
because of a new epa regulation on older homes 
with lead paint. s/ dan klusman/master builders 
association1:04- 1:09 "we have the interesting 
effect of something like cash for caulkers that 
provides rebates -- but then you have the epa 
lead paint rule which could in fact drive up the cost 
of that job to begin with." s/ elisa hahn / everett, 
washington1:15- 1:20 "cash for caulkers is a 
takeoff of the popular cash for clunkers program 
which paid people for dumping their gas guzzlers 
and buying a more fuel efficient car. critics of both 
programs are wondering how the feds are going to 
pay for them." even though the program could 
help cut costs for this new homeowner -- he has 
second thoughts. s/ russell johnson / remodeling 
home "even though i may get  


 


Entry #23  WHO-TV 13 News at Noon 
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Play Media 


Direct Link  


WHO (NBC)Des Moines, IA DMA: 72 
May 12 2010 12:13PM CDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 24107 
Est. Publicity Value: $235 (30 Seconds) $470 
(Total)  
is a new federal program that provides rebates to 
homeowners who invest in energy- efficient 
upgrades. lawmakers hope the measure will spur 
construction jobs, and greater energy efficiency. 
elisa hahn has more (natsound hammering 
drywall) russell johnson's new home is geting a 
complete makeover. s/ russell johnson / 
remodeling home:06-:11 "as we're doing the 
remodel, putting in the bathroom, putting in the 
bedrooms, we're taking off the drywall off the 
walls and putting in insulation so it's more energy 
efficient." johnson just heard of a new federal 
legislation dubbed "cash for caulkers" -- that could 
give him rebates from 250 to 800 dollars for 
energy eficient improvements. the bill could create 
160 thousand jobs for the slumping construction 
industry. "i really hated to let them go." john 
jacques who owns a company instaling windows, 
doors and siding - laid off more than half his 
workers trying to weather a stormy economy. s/ 
john jacques / contractor :42-:47 "i think this 
program wil really spur growth for us and 
business. it's gonna give people a litle more 
incentive to make a difference with their homes 
and save energy." the master builders association 
suports the legislation. but warns homeowners 
that most remodels now have a higher pricetag 
because of a new epa regulation on older homes 
with lead paint. s/ dan klusman/master builders 
association1:04- 1:09 "we have the interesting 
effect of something like cash for caulkers that 
provides rebates -- but then you have the epa 
lead paint rule which could in fact drive up the cost 
of that job to begin withn ashnn5-"cah fors acas  


 


Entry #24  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


NBC29 News at Noon 
WVIR (NBC)Charlottesville, VA DMA: 183 
May 12 2010 12:50PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 2763 
Est. Publicity Value: $86 (30 Seconds) $172 
(Total)  
caulkers" -- that could give him rebates from 250 
to 8000 dollars for energy efficient improvements. 
the bill could create 160 thousand jobs for the 
slumping construction industry. "i really hated to 
let them go." john jacques who owns a company 
installing windows, doors and siding -- laid off 
more than half his workers trying to weather a 
stormy economy. s/ john jacques / contractor :42-
:47 "i think this program will really spur growth for 
us and business. it's gonna give people a little 
more incentive to make a difference with their 
homes and save energy." the master builders 
association supports the legislation. but warns 
homeowners that most remodels now have a 
higher pricetag because of a new epa regulation 
on older homes with lead paint. s/ dan 
klusman/master builders association1:04-1:09 
"we have the interesting effect of something like 
cash for caulkers that provides rebates -- but then 
you have the epa lead paint rule which could in 
fact drive up the cost of that job to begin with." s/ 
elisa hahn / everett, washington1:15- 1:20 "cash 
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for caulkers is a takeoff of the popular cash for 
clunkers program which paid people for dumping 
their gas guzzlers and buying a more fuel efficient 
car. critics of  


Entry #25  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


LEX 18 News at 12:30 
WLEX (NBC)Lexington, KY DMA: 62 
May 12 2010 12:42PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 33218 
Est. Publicity Value: $430 (30 Seconds) $860 
(Total)  
trying to weather a stormy economy. s/ john 
jacques / contractor :42-:47 "i think this program 
will really spur growth for us and business. it's 
gonna give people a little more incentive to make 
a difference with their homes and save energy." 
the master builders association supports the 
legislation. but warns homeowners that most 
remodels now have a higher pricetag because of a 
new epa regulation on older homes with lead 
paint. s/ dan klusman/master builders 
association1:04-1:09 "we have the interesting 
effect of something like cash for caulkers that 
provides rebates -- but then you have the epa 
lead paint rule which could in fact drive up the cost 
of that job to begin with." s/ elisa hahn / everett, 
washington1:15-1:20 "cash for caulkers is a 
takeoff of the popular cash for clunkers program 
which paid people for dumping their gas guzzlers 
and buying a more fuel efficient car. critics of both 
programs are wondering how the feds are going to 
pay for them." even though the program could 
help cut costs for this new homeowner -- he has 
second thoughts. s/ russell johnson / remodeling 
home "even though i may get a couple thousand 
dollars back for doing little energy things to my 
house, how much debt are we going to put on 
their next generations?" elisa hahn  


 


Entry #26  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


KPSP Local 2 Morning News at 5 
KPSPLP (CBS)Palm Springs, CA DMA: 142 
May 12 2010 5:37AM PDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 1654 
Est. Publicity Value: $8 (30 Seconds) $16 
(Total)  
melanoma kills a person every melanoma kills one 
person every hour in the u.s. but did you know .. 
most of the time.. this deadly form.. of skin 
cancer.. is curable.. and treatable.. if caught 
early? kpsp local 2 mobile journalists.. kimberly 
cheng.. and efrain carasquillo.. are live.. in rancho 
mirage.. to talk about .. how local teens.. are 
raising awareness. may is melanoma awareness 
month. teens from the melanoma awareness 
project..travel to schools to teach other teens 
about sun safety and self- checks. -why teens? -
let's talk tanning booths...the american cancer 
society finds the use of tanning beds before age 
beds before age 30 to be associated with a 75% 
increase in melanoma risk...you call them cancer 
in a box? -what should all of us do to prevent skin 
cancer? the free screening will take place saturday 
may 15th at west dermatology, that's dr. pamela 
broska's office. it's in rancho mirage. for an 
appointement, call 760-324-3744. kpsp local two 
dot com. so how strong is our sun shing today? 
meteorologist colleen coyle... is in to tell us. 
colleen tosses back from chroma wall british 
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petroleum starts "plan b" in the gulf coast. a 
smaller containment dome is on its way to the 
leaking oil well. you may recall b-p tried using a 
larger dome... but ice crystals formed - causing 
the dome to clog up. manuel gallegus.. tells us.. 
when this next dome.. should reach the oil well. 
and why crews.. are using.. potentially dangerous 
chemicals.. to stop the leak.. in the meantime. 
helicopters carried one ton-sacks of sand into 
louisiana's fragile marshlands. national guard 
troops are shoring-up lines of defense on the 
barrier islands.. against at least four million 
gallons of oil that's already leaked from the blown-
out well. "it's hard to believe there could actually 
be something as bad or worse as a hurricane, that 
can come here and mess things up all over again." 
boats are laying out more containment booms 
around grand isle.. working to save the popular 
vacation spot from another disaster. "i see my 
summer's shot. i will not make a penny this 
summer. they are all going to cancel on me" 
clumps of tar started showing up in the wetlands 
near the mouth of the mississippi river monday. 
british petroleum showed cbs news how its crews 
are handling the clean-up. bridge b-p's next 
attempt to trap the oil at its source will come later 
this week. a smaller containment dome is on its 
way to the site.. crews hope to position it over the 
leak on thursday. for now.. the epa has okay-ed 
the use of chemical dispersants to break-up the oil 
underwater.. even though the full environmental 
impact isn't known. sound up its a big deal - we 
are all shut down right now business at the usually 
thriving venice, marina has ground to a halt with 
all this  


Total Number of Clips: 26  


 








BROADCAST CLIPS 
 


Friday, March 5, 2010 
 


URL: http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x124793.htm  
 
ENTRY #1 
WCIA (CBS) Champaign, IL – Administrator Jackson announcement on the “blend wall” issue 
 
ENTRY #2 
WSAZ (NBC) Charleston, WV - On Wednesday, congressmen nick rahall and alan mollohan 
introduced legislation to the u-s house which would let congress develop a program to regulate 
carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gasses 
 
ENTRY #3 
KOLN (CBS)Lincoln, NE - The 10-11 Early Show - Business  in the state of nebraska."but ag 
producers and officials agree there could be some challenges courtesy of the environmental 
protection agency 
 
ENTRY #4 
WOWK (CBS)Charleston, WV - 13 News at 5a - EPA should ever be in a position where they 
can legislate something that they're supposed to regulate 
 
ENTRY #5 
WCBS (CBS)New York, NY - CBS 2 News This Morning - Praising the u.s. environmental 
protection agency for listing the gowanus canal as a super fund site 
 
ENTRY #6 
KGO (ABC)San Francisco, CA - ABC 7 News at 11PM - EPA says the compost in question 
actually contains less lead and led arsenic than the come past from many other local sources 
 
 
ENTRY #7 
WDIO (ABC)Duluth, MN - Eyewitness News at Ten – A group of ethanol promoters has teamed 
up with minnesota to try and win approval from the environmental protection agency 
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Total Number of Clips: 
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Entry #1  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


Morning Show at 5 
WCIA (CBS)Champaign, IL DMA: 84 
Mar 05 2010 5:43AM CST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 10808 
Est. Publicity Value: $96 (30 Seconds) $192 
(Total)  
-heartland community college in normal on march 
29 from 8:30-12-make illinois global leader in 
soybean yields there was concern this week from 
cellulosic ethanol producers. what did they say?-
concern us government goals over next 12 years 
won't be met unless stronger backing from 
washington-2022 goal of 36 billion gallons, half 
from cellulosic-cannot get government loan 
guarantees or private financing-more difficult to 
extract needed sugars from biomass than corn - 
epa reduced 2010 requirement to 6.5 million 
gallon from 100 million three years agoepa 
administrator lisa jackson also had an 
announcement on the "blend wall" issue. what did 
she say?-10 to 15% blend announcement 
postponed again until late summer-looking 
positive at this time it will be approvedas the 
weather warms up, which way are grain markets 
moving?-still up and down, looking for direction -
awaiting usda report march 10 -acreage report 
march 31 -planting delays a real concern -flooding 
predicted in several midwestern areas steve ayers 
with u of i extension.. thanks for your time. you 
can watch a rebroadcast of this interview online at 
illinois homepage dot net... click on morning show 
and ag answers.  


 


Entry #2  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


WSAZ NewsChannel 3 Today 
WSAZ (NBC)Charleston, WV DMA: 63 
Mar 05 2010 6:37AM EST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 70375 
Est. Publicity Value: $969 (30 Seconds) 
$1938 (Total)  
virginia are fighting hard for coal jobs. on 
wednesday, congressmen nick rahall and alan 
mollohan introduced legislation to the u-s house 
which would let congress develop a program to 
regulate carbon dioxide and other greenhouse 
gasses. right now.. the environmental 
protection agency regulates those gasses... but 
the lawmakers say the e-p-a's stance against coal 
will endanger jobs in west virginia. a similar 
proposal was introduced in the u-s senate by 
senator jay rockfeller. u-s senator jim bunning of 
kentucky is still getting heat for holding up a 
measure that would extend unemployment 
benefits... but don't tell that to his party. 
yesterday... the republican executive committee 
passed a resolution commending senator bunning 
for his stand against the 10- billion dollar 
measure. senator bunning told u-s-a today that he 
wasn't against extending the benefits.. but that he 
wanted the money to come from federal stimulus 
dollars, rather than adding to the deficit. he says 
that deal was worked out... but accuses democrats 
of backing out at the last minute... forcing him to 
block the legislation. senator bunning ended his 
objection anyway... and the bill passed  
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Entry #3  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


The 10-11 Early Show 
KOLN (CBS)Lincoln, NE DMA: 105 
Mar 05 2010 5:08AM CST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 7675 
Est. Publicity Value: $39 (30 Seconds) $78 
(Total)  
neighborhood of a billion dollars in business to our 
industry and we think close to one-fifth or 20 
percent could be directly impacted in our business 
right here in the state of nebraska."but ag 
producers and officials agree there could be some 
challenges courtesey of the environmental 
protection agency.(gov)"i have a sense this 
administration wants to move forward with more 
regulation, eccessive regulations that will be 
detrimental to agriculture." (ibach)"we don't need 
to have a bunch of hurtles that will make us 
uncompetitive with nations that wouldn't have the 
same expectations."sara geake, 10/11 this 
morning. >; the state's ag director says regulatory 
obligations and the testing of more than 20-
thousand cattle for tuberculosis top the list of 
challenges that have faced nebraska's ag industry 
over the past year..we'll have more   


Entry #4  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


13 News at 5a 
WOWK (CBS)Charleston, WV DMA: 63 
Mar 05 2010 5:32AM EST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 1420 
Est. Publicity Value: $42 (30 Seconds) $84 
(Total)  
after 27-year old jones. the bill now goes to the 
senate. the state legislature is also working on a 
number of other bills. among them... changes in 
litter laws... what happens during a divorce... and 
potential changes to campaign finance regulations 
in west virginia. the 60-regular session wraps up 
later this month. but lawmakers will likely extend 
the session in order to work on the budget. 
democratic members of west virginia's 
congressional delegation have introduced 
legislation to block the e-p-a's regulation of 
greenhouse gas emissions from stationary sources 
for two years. that would include coal-burning 
power plants. governor joe manchin says he 
supports the measure. <"i, truly in my heart, don' 
)t believe the epa should ever be in a position 
where they can legislate something that they're 
supposed to regulate. public policy legislates. 
regulators regulate. you use scientific information, 
you present it to your legislators. they make a 
decision if this is need or this is public policy."> 
representatives nick rahall  


 


Entry #5  CBS 2 News This Morning 
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Play Media 
Direct Link  


WCBS (CBS)New York, NY DMA: 1 
Mar 05 2010 5:16AM EST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 115696 
Est. Publicity Value: $1735 (30 Seconds) 
$3470 (Total)  
street, praising the u.s. environmental 
protection agency for listing the gowanus canal 
as a super fund site. >> after more than a century 
of pollutant buildup, coal yards and oil refineries, 
the gowanus canal is on deck for cleanup. the epa 
mapped out the plan to get the job done. finally, 
forget about it, like we say in brooklyn. >> we are 
never going to be a great swimming pool, but we 
exfect it won't smell. we expect the fish and the 
crabs and the other animals will be able to live 
here. >> supporters say they know the battle to 
clean up the gowanus canal is far from over. it 
could set -- they will support the epa's efforts.  


 
Entry #6  


 
Play Media 
Direct Link  


ABC 7 News at 11PM 
KGO (ABC)San Francisco, CA DMA: 6 
Mar 04 2010 11:18PM PST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 117143 
Est. Publicity Value: $1957 (30 Seconds) 
$3914 (Total)  
water run off, residential homes. >> the stuff you 
are flushing away in the toilet is brought over to 
the treatment plant. treated over there. brought 
out to composting facility. treated for 30 days. >> 
light weight and i think it grows the food very well. 
>>reporter: epa says the compost in question 
actually contains less lead and led arsenic than the 
come past from many other local sources. >> well 
is there rain on the way or not. lesion check in 
with the latest forecast model for us. >>reporter: 
well, carolyn, latest forecast model do not want to 
bring in any rain to the bay area. but there is one, 
small possibility. these for tomorrow. show you 
why in a moment. show you the current readings. 
numbers in the 40's except napa at 39 degrees. 
still feel the chill in places like livermore, santa 
rosa much like last night it's getting cold out 
there. patchy fog by morning. slight   


Entry #7  Eyewitness News at Ten 
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WDIO (ABC)Duluth, MN DMA: 139 
Mar 04 2010 10:13PM CST 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 27011 
Est. Publicity Value: $1030 (30 Seconds) 
$2060 (Total)  
to 20 percent lower gas mileage, altered 
emissions, and voided warranties. buis : "it's lies 
and misinformation." a group of ethanol promoters 
has teamed up with minnesota to try and win 
approval from the environmental protection 
agency to move to e15... backed, they say, by 
science, and bolstered by hopes of an energy 
revolution. davids: "it's here, it's here to stay. it's 
what we're doing. so you either get on board or 
you get left behind." fillmore county corn farmer 
and nine-term republican representative greg 
davids wrote the 2005 law mandating more 
ethanol in gas tanks statewide. and he just picked 
up some symbolic support. "...the car has electric 
motors..." korean automaker kia broke ranks with 
other manufacturers at the chicago auto show two 
weeks ago and told áusá e15 would be just fine. 
"we have worked with e15 without any problems." 
kosowski: "if there's benefits to the brand, to the 
consumer, to the nation as a whole, then of course 
we'd  
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BROADCAST CLIPS 
 


Tuesday, May 04, 2010 
 
 
 
 
 
URL:  http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x137559.htm  
 
 
National 
 
Entry #1 
History 
CSPAN3 (CSPAN3) National Programming  
May 04 2010 7:35AM EDT - It's been a good thing that we've have  federal dollars to the 
research in the DOD to the Department of Defense.  
 
 


Entry #2 
Special Report With Bret Baier 
FNC (FNC)National Programming 
May 04 2010 4:41AM EDT - Absolutely, walid phares, thanks for being with us. According to 
the EPA, the air in your home can be two to five times more polluted than the air outside. 
 
 


Entry #3 
POTUS Rewind 
POTUS (POTUS) National Programming 
May 04 2010 2:48AM EDT - The EPA takes so long to get down to the Gulf Coast. 
 
 
Entry #4 
POTUS Rewind 
POTUS (POTUS ) National Programming 
May 04 2010 2:43AM EDT - Mystery has spent a lot of time of reminding people that EPA 
asked to foot the bill 
 
 
Entry #5 
Channel 2 Action News Nightbeat 
WSB (ABC) Atlanta, GA DMA: 8 
May 04 2010 1:40AM EDT - EPA is coming around to the position that this is a high financial 
burden. 
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Entry #8 
The Rachel Maddow Show 
MSNBC (MSNBC) National Programming 
May 03 2010 11:06PM EDT - We hear when government officials talk to us about that fact, 
we're going to have the EPA Administrator, Lisa Jackson on in just a moment, we hear almost an 
admission that the oil companies know more than the regulators. 
 
 
Entry #12 
John Gambling 
WABC (WABC ) National Programming 
May 03 2010 12:34PM EDT – US  EPA Administrator leads in Jackson concluded her tour of 
aliens that could be impacted by the oil spill an adult woman he told today on story from 
yesterday the Administrator joined a full moment at a briefing . 
 
 
Entry #13 
John Gambling 
WABC (WABC) National Programming 
May 03 2010 12:33PM EDT - EPA Administrator believes that Jackson says the oil spill in the 
Gulf of Mexico has formed a huge environmental challenge 
 
Entry #14 
Morning Briefing 
POTUS (POTUS)National Programming - we're doing whatever is required to respond  
 
 
 
 


Local 
 
Entry #6 
FOX 40 News 
KTXL (Fox) Sacramento, CA  
May 03 2010 10:15PM PDT - Even cremations, 320-pounds of mercury into the air. According 
to the EPA, vaporized tooth filling. It may help you rest in peace a little sooner. 
 
 
Entry #7 
10 O'Clock News Hour 
KMPH (Fox) Fresno, CA  
May 03 2010 10:10PM PDT - It appears your biggest challenges perhaps are not the EPA but 
water and environment issues mandated on you by state government 
 
Entry #9 







Channel 2 Action News Nightbeat 
WSB (ABC) Atlanta, GA DMA: 8 
May 03 2010 11:06PM EDT - EPA is coming around to the position that this is a GH financial 
burden. 
 
Entry #10 
Eyewitness News at 6 
WFTV (ABC) Orlando, FL  
May 03 2010 6:01PM EDT - The head of EPA said a one knot current was enough to make oil 
slosh over the top of a boom making it use less. 
 
Entry #11 
Fox 5 News at 12:30 
WAGA (Fox) Atlanta, GA  
May 03 2010 12:50PM EDT - The hazmat teams are here. They're checking the air quality in this 
area. They say it is okay right now. They're also working with the EPA to clean this material up. 
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Play Media 


Direct Link  


History 
CSPAN3 (CSPAN3)National Programming, 
DMA: 0 
May 04 2010 7:35AM EDT 
Programming Type: Public affairs 
aim that copper being used on the surfaces are 
microbes. it's been a good thing that we've h 
federalollars to the research in the dod to the 
department of defense. all i would say is -- >> 
you want to getack to i >> the epa has said they 
could make the claim. >> why don't you ask and 
get back to us? >> wl do. >> do you want to ask 
additional questions? >> i d't wt to keep you 
because you already waited most the afternoon 
any way. but my question and this kind of ties in 
with what can come in another hearing as well. i 
would just -- arcuri as if becaus according to the 
national antimicrobial resist monoring data and 
that is a mouthful,bout 80% of the meat and 
poultry products are tainted witsome kind  


 
Entry #2  Special Report With Bret Baier 
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FNC (FNC)National Programming, DMA: 0 
May 04 2010 4:41AM EDT 
Programming Type: News Politics 
Est. Households/Views: 370632 
Est. Publicity Value: $0 (30 Seconds) $0 
(Total)  
any red flags there? >> i think, at this point in 
time, this is a victory for u.s. law enforcement, on 
the one hand. but we have to be very, very -- this 
is at this point in time a benchmark, this is how -- 
if this is the taliban or other jihadi organizations, 
this is how they intend to pursue or attack against 
the united states. this one has failed, thank god. 
but we have to be extremely attentive from now 
on. >> absolutely, walid phares, thanks for being 
with us. we will be right back with more 
information. according to the epa, the air in your 
home can be two to five times more polluted than 
the air outside. smoke, germs, viruses, allergens, 
pet dander, even smelly and potentially harmful 
voc compounds can actually be floating in the air 
you're breathing! but now you can clean that air 
with the incredible oreck xl professional air 
purifier. and if you call and order now you'll pay no 
interest ever! the secret to oreck's effectiveness is 
its patented truman cell filter. the oreck air purifier 
constant  


 


Entry #3  


 


Play Media 


Direct Link  


POTUS Rewind 
POTUS (POTUS)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
May 04 2010 2:48AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
in their upset with the federal government and my 
question one i did di and ahead of the 
environmental protection agency like greed and 
she couldn't do anything about it but i think she'd 
take a little worried then get a full time out what it 
beheaded the epa takes so long to get down to 
the gulf coast . well i mean we lisa jackson is 
from the gold coast and so i think that it's pretty 
fair is that that she's been of engaged on this from 
the beginning of one of the one of the problems 
and ... i'm not defending the administration are 
one of the their effort their pr effort in much later 
than their actual offer that so ... ... with the epa 
has . their prime concern here is then ... with with 
... a lot and then with because residents and it and 
it wasn't really felt that literally sort of lapping at 
that at the shores of louisiana that the dispatch of 
these detectors are much widely projected to go 
down sooner but i knew that the tears .  
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Play Media 


Direct Link  


POTUS (POTUS)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
May 04 2010 2:43AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
so eight eight it's inconceivable that this culture 
and came east to more into the gulf of mexico and 
track is a british petroleum losing it . i think he's 
done as a cover to call ... ... earlier and we . 
candidate with sixty seven million dollars a day 
hop in and there . if it it's incredible of course 
that's all going to cost us . well i mean is it there 
on the hook financially for that for everything here 
i mean there and look for ... that is done the 
cleanup cost and for doing any of the mitigation 
stop ... ... the about mystery has spent a lot of 
time of reminding people that epa asked to foot 
the bill you're not have . yes but will hit the punt 
and done it . and then the dimples oddly that 
governor and that the that night and went down a 
desert where organ and any ... . the night he 
added the president held bonanno when he and 
went into the gulf coast this weekend what exactly 
was he .  
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Channel 2 Action News Nightbeat 
WSB (ABC)Atlanta, GA DMA: 8 
May 04 2010 1:40AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 73487 
Est. Publicity Value: $1491 (30 Seconds) 
$2982 (Total)  
flooding. anything we do to cut the flooding down 
from here on out, the easy stuff has been done. 
>> reporter: he says it will take expensive fixeand 
mo regulation to solve the problems. >>> go to 
www.wsbtv.com for more on the flooding. we 
posted videos of the worst of the water. you can 
send us your pictures and see a slide show of 
images. >>> the city of atlanta is asking for more 
ti ted line to complete improvements to the sewer 
system. >> epa is coming around to the position 
that this is a high financial burden. >> city leaders 
say atlanta tripled water rates but wants a 15 year 
extension on the deadline. the deadline is 2014 
but the city agreed in 1999 to improve sewers and 
prevent overflows and other problems. the judge 
would have to approve any extension. >>> new 
developments tonight in planned school closures in 
dekalb county. they will not happen as least  
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KTXL (Fox)Sacramento, CA DMA: 20 
May 03 2010 10:15PM PDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 57124 
Est. Publicity Value: $1007 (30 Seconds) 
$2014 (Total)  
machinery, they pour millions pounds of concrete. 
even cremations, 320-pounds of mercury into the 
air. according to the epa, vaporized tooth filling. it 
may help you rest in peace a little sooner. >> and 
i think it makes sense. >> green burials is slow to 
catch on. >> this is the subject of the viewer 
question. do you think the green burial movement. 
text us at 38807. we will share some of your 
comments later this hour. >>> some people just 
never learn, do they? that's what police are saying 
about a fulsom man who has been arrested three 
times for  
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10 O'Clock News Hour 
KMPH (Fox)Fresno, CA DMA: 55 
May 03 2010 10:10PM PDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 80248 
Est. Publicity Value: $1462 (30 Seconds) 
$2924 (Total)  
back on california's own rules. clip 74 15.57.10 "it 
appears your biggest challenges perhaps are not 
the epa but water and environment issues 
mandated on you by state government." (clip 74 
plus broll of dried up land from water stuff) one 
westside farmer dealing with state water and 
environmental regulations told the federal 
comittee, as california goes, so goes the nation. 
15.59.50 'what happens to california happens 
elsewhere soon, so help us because if you don't, 
you're not going to have us." anna>> the farm bill 
affects farm loan payments, international trade, 
conservation programs, agriculture research, food 
safety and more. the next public farm bill meeting 
will be in cheyenne wyoming. monty>> traps are 
placed across fresno county, in hopes of capturing 
a destructive pest. the department of agriculture 
has captured two european grapevine moths, 
about a half mile apart, both southeast of fresno. 
another was found in the kingsburg area... the 
moth feeds on grape flowers  
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MSNBC (MSNBC)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
May 03 2010 11:06PM EDT 
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oilwell -- oil well. and that's justifiable frustration. 
because there is a huge time bomb off the coast of 
louisiana. >> politically and strategically, 
obviously the decision made in the wake of the 
"exxon valdez" disaster, that an oil company that 
spills is responsible for the cleanup. >> right. >> 
we hear when government officials talk to us 
about that fact, we're going to have the epa 
administrator, lisa jackson on in just a moment, 
we hear almost an admission that the oil 
companies know more than the regulators. almost 
an admission that -- on the company side of it, 
that's where the real expertise lies. and the 
government officials that are supposed to be 
overseeing the companies when they do this may 
be at a technological disadvantage. is that 
something that can ever be remedied? is that in 
fact the same problem we've got on wall street 
with the s.e.c. trying to regulate derivatives they 
don't understand? >> and we just came out of an 
administration, and a republican friend reminded 
me today, he said, tell all your democratic friends, 
when we appointed members of industry, former 
members of industry as  
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Channel 2 Action News Nightbeat 
WSB (ABC)Atlanta, GA DMA: 8 
May 03 2010 11:06PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 233700 
Est. Publicity Value: $6709 (30 Seconds) 
$13418 (Total)  
with trees, added pavement and rooftops keeps 
the ground from soaking up rain. >> we are going 
to see more flooding. anything we do to cut the 
flooding down from here on out, the easy stuff has 
been done. >> reporter: he says it will take 
expensive fixes and more regulation to solve the 
problems. >>> go to www.wsbtv.com for more on 
the flooding. we posted videos of the worst of the 
water. you can send us your pictures and see a 
slide show of images. >>> the city of atlanta is 
asking for more time to meet a ted line to 
complete improvements to the sewer system. >> 
epa is coming around to the position that this is a 
gh financial burden. >> city leaders say atlanta 
tripled water rates but wants a 15 year extension 
on the deadline. the deadline is 2014 but the city 
agreed in 1999 to improve sewers and prevent 
overflows and other problems.  
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WFTV (ABC)Orlando, FL DMA: 19 
May 03 2010 6:01PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
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Est. Publicity Value: $3843 (30 Seconds) 
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>> if the wind would lay where we didn't have the 
wind to tear it up, it may do what it's designed to 
do. >> reporter: the head of epa said a one knot 
current was enough to make oil slosh over the top 
of a boom making it use less. >> string out along 
the beach. it's all gone now. >> that was jason 
allen reporting. he couldn't join us live because of 
storms moving through alabama where he is right 
now. 25 boat task forces are being organized to 
set up booms on the gulf coast florida boat 
captains that can't make money fishing right now 
will have a chance to make money cleaning up the 
spill instead. >> the solution for us is to put it to 
work -- put us to work. >> in alabama, hundreds 
of boat owners packed a meeting with bp and 
state officials. they were promised jobs. even if 
they don't go out to  
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Fox 5 News at 12:30 
WAGA (Fox)Atlanta, GA DMA: 8 
May 03 2010 12:50PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
Est. Households/Views: 76726 
Est. Publicity Value: $1834 (30 Seconds) 
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>> authorities are not letting us on the road 
because of the hazmat situation. right now, we're 
set up at the cobb county command center. 
they're telling us 1500 gallons of a mixture that 
includes diesel and gasoline leaked on the 
anderson farm here earlier this morning. hazmat 
crews are on the scene right now. we can show 
you their trucks set up, they're on the scene. this 
was basically a marathon oil station, a gas station, 
if you will, for big rig trucks. they have an overflow 
tank where this fuel was supposed to go. but a 
pump malfunctioned on that tank and that allowed 
this mixture of diesel and gasoline to leak at first 
just on to the ditch on the side of that road and 
then a little bit got on the road as well. the hazmat 
teams are here. they're checking the air quality in 
this area. they say it is okay right now. they're 
also working with the epa to clean this material 
up,   
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WABC (WABC)National 
Programming, DMA: 0 
May 03 2010 12:34PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
a trader wraps up tour of the 
areas impacted by his bill . 
us epa administrator leads in 
jackson concluded her tour of 
aliens that could be impacted 
by the oil spill an adult 
woman he told today on story 
from yesterday the 
administrator joined a full 
moment at a briefing . within 
no administrative and him 
alone can go and coast guard 
commandant and the balance 
in a teleconference call what 
new orleans officials to 
discuss the importance of 
coordinating response efforts 
only all point fingers at british 
petroleum . ... it was 
postponed his face they say it 
solved nothing . the metal 
going around the case martin 
tapped scott washington 
examiner why didn't federal 
officials implement an oil spill 
you know women they've had 
on the books since nineteen 
ninety four as soon as 
possible after crew would 
begin probing into the gulf of 
mexico following the 
explosion and thinking of bt's 
deep water will .  
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John Gambling 
WABC (WABC)National 
Programming, DMA: 0 
May 03 2010 12:33PM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
i've only done it right after 
rush that 377 wa bc it are . 
... it ... we're back into rush 
limbaugh servant of men in 
the assembly and the you 
know the ... you had the 
network live . institute of . 
more advanced conservatives 
on these aid he one day ago 
us epa administrator 
believes that jackson says 
the oil spill in the gulf of 
mexico has formed a huge 
environmental challenge but 
not yet the contest for big . 
she told community leader 
needs gathered at a new 
orleans charged on saturday 
to spill it isn't that one a 
traveler headed by me well 
that being 5000 feet below 
water so she's meeting with 
community organizers . in 
new orleans .  
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Morning Briefing 
POTUS (POTUS)National Programming, DMA: 
0 
May 03 2010 10:40AM EDT 
Programming Type: News 
vision more than seventy vessels and hundreds of 
thousands of peace of home at night his press 
secretary of the interior and homeland security 
administrator of the epa les jackson with your 
life is good for energy and climate change policy 
and the administrator of known to the gulf close 
to insure that we're doing whatever is required to 
respond to this about . so i want to emphasize and 
. they want we have to prepare and plan for the 
worst . even as we hope for the vast damalf we 
have prepared and reacted aggressively him on 
larger breasts and not ... this gentleman and 
women or hear or arrest or be satisfied until the 
leak was stopped at the source the world on the 
golf is contained and cleanup and the people of 
this region are able to go back to their lives . and 
they're like reserved .  
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BROADCAST CLIPS 
Wednesday, July 07, 2010 


 
 
 
URL: http://www.criticalmention.com/report/10607x151592.htm  
 
NATIONAL: 
 
Entry #33 
Worldwide Exchange 
CNBCWLD (CNBCWLD) - The EPA has partially cooked up a third containment units to this 
bill signed by rough weather in the gulf 
 
 
LOCAL: 
 
Entry #1 
Channel 2 Morning News 
KTVN (CBS) Reno, NV - The Environmental Protection Agency acknowledges that it has dealt 
with leaks at abandoned wells in state waters -- but only a few in the Gulf. 
 
Entry #2 
Channel 2 Morning News 
KTVN (CBS) Reno, NV - The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that 20 percent of 
household utility bills go to keeping cool.. a number that can rise with the mercury. 
 
Entry #3 
Fox 28 Morning Show 
WSJV (Fox) South Bend, IN - The Environmental Protection Agency acknowledges, it has had 
to deal with previous leaks at abandoned wells. however only a quote "few" farther out in the 
Gulf 
 
Entry #4 
Newschannel 5 News at 6 
KGWN (CBS) Cheyenne, WY - The US Environmental Protection Agency has pushed back a 
meeting with Central Wyoming residents who suspect drilling chemicals have contaminated their 
well-water. The meeting, originally planned in July, now will be held in August 
 
Entry #5 
Fox 5 News This Morning 
KVVU (Fox) Las Vegas, NV - The Environmental Protection Agency acknowledges that it has had to 
deal with leaks at abandoned wells in state waters 
 
 


Entry #6 
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KHQ News 5AM 
KHQ (NBC) Spokane, WA - The Environmental Protection Agency... we'll bring you the latest 
over the decade long battle about dumping phosphrous pollutants into the Spokane River 
 
Entry #7 
Eyewitness News 5 
KOCO (ABC) Oklahoma City, OK - The Environmental Protection Agency acknowledges that it 
has had to deal with leaks at abandoned wells in state waters, but only a few farther out in the 
gulf. 
 
Entry #8 
FOX2 3News Daybreak at 6 
KOKI (Fox) Tulsa, OK - A test site at the state's Environmental Protection Agency... at an 
impacted beach - any along the Florida panhandle 
 
Entry #9 
Good Day AL 6a 
WBRC (Fox) Birmingham, AL - The Environmental Protection Agency is investigating the 
county's compliance with a court order on the sewage overflow problem. 
 
Entry #10 
Passe Partout 
KLFY (CBS) Lafayette, LA - The Environmental Protection Agency acknowledges that it has 
had to deal with leaks at abandoned wells in state waters, but only "afew" farther out in the Gulf.  
 
Entry #11 
WDSU News This Morning 
WDSU (NBC) New Orleans - The Environmental Protection Agency says it has dealt with leaks 
at abandoned wells, but only "a few" in the gulf. 
 
Entry #12 
Early Edition of Eyewitness News 
WWL (CBS) New Orleans - The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that 20% of 
household utility bills go to keeping cool. 
 
Entry #13 
HOI News Daybreak 
WHOI (ABC) Peoria, IL - The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that 20- percent of 
household utility bills go to keeping cool. So to freeze costs, the agency suggests some small 
things that can add up to big savings. 
 
Entry #14 
FOX 56 Morning Edition 
WDKY (Fox) Lexington, KY - the environmental protection agency is putting new restrictions 
on air pollution from coal-burning power plants 
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Entry #15 
Eyewitness News This Morning 
KWCH (CBS)Wichita, KS - The Environmental Protection Agency says it has had to deal with 
leaks at abandoned wells in state waters, but only deals with "a few" in the gulf 
 
Entry #16 
Newswatch 14 Sunrise 
WFIE (NBC) Evansville, IN - The Environmental Protection Agency acknowledges that it has 
had to deal with leaks at abandoned wells in state waters, but only "a few" farther out in the gulf. 
meanwhile...tar balls have washed up along Florida's Atlantic Coast. 
 
 
Entry #17 
Fox 28 Morning Show 
WSJV (Fox) South Bend, IN - There are more than 27,000 abandoned, oil and gas wells, in the 
gulf. Neither the industry, nor the government, are checking to see if they're leaking. The 
Environmental Protection Agency, acknowledges, it has, had to deal with, previous, leaks, at 
abandoned wells. 
 
Entry #18 
Fox News Rising 
WCCB (Fox) Charlotte, NC - The Environmental Protection Agency say they have dealt with 
leaks at abandoned wells 
 
Entry #19 
WDSU News This Morning 
WDSU (NBC) New Orleans - The Environmental Protection Agency says it has had to deal with 
leaks at abandoned wells, but only "a few" in the gulf. The moratorium on "deep" water drilling 
has an unintended consequence. 
 
 
Entry #20 
Eyewitness News 5 
KOCO (ABC) Oklahoma City, OK - The Environmental Protection Agency acknowledges that it 
has had to deal with leaks at abandoned wells in state waters, but only a few farther out in the 
gulf. 
 
Entry #21 
KBJR 6 and Range 11 News Today 
KBJR (NBC) Duluth, MN - the environmental protection agency is putting new restrictions on 
air pollution from coal-burning power plants in the eastern half of the US. Plants in 31 states and 
the District of Columbia would be required to reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen 
oxides. 
 
Entry #22 
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Good Morning Four States 
KODE (ABC) Joplin, MO - The Environmental Protection Agency estimates that 20 percent of 
household utility bills go to keeping cool, a number that can creep higher as the mercury rises 
 
 
Entry #23 
WTVM Newsleader 9 Morning 
WTVM (ABC) Columbus, GA - Environmental protection agency is putting new restrictions on 
air pollution from coal-burning power plants in the eastern half of the US. 
 
 
Entry #24 
PIX Morning News 6A-7A 
WPIX (CW) New York, NY - Environmental Protection Agency is proposing new restriction on 
air pollution from coal burning power plans 
 
Entry #25 
2News Today 5A 
KJRH (NBC) Tulsa, OK - The Environmental Protection Agency is putting new restrictions on 
air pollution from coal-burninn power plants in the eastern half of the US. 
 
 
Entry #26 
Local 6: First News 
WKMG (CBS)Orlando, FL - The last 24 hours, the Environmental Protection Agency unveiled a 
bold and expensive plan by cleaning up electric power plants. 
 
Entry #27 
News 19 at 6am 
WLTX (CBS) Columbia, SC - News 19 at 6am - The Environmental Protection Agency 
estimates that 20% of household utility bill gross to keeping cool. a number that can creep higher 
as mercury rises. So some small things can add up to big savings. 
 
Entry #28 
WTVM Newsleader 9 Morning 
WTVM (ABC) Columbus, GA - The Environmental Protection Agency is ordering new 
restrictions... hear what they are planning... and how it could save lives. 
 
Entry #29 
Passe Partout 
KLFY (CBS)Lafayette, LA - More than 27,000 abandoned oil and gas wells in the gulf, and 
neither the industry nor the government are checking to see if they are leaking the oldest wells 
were abandoned in the late 1940s, raising the prospect, that many seals are already failing. 
 
 
Entry #30 
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News 25 Today-Early 
WEEK (NBC) Peoria, IL - The Environmental Protection Agency is putting new restrictions on 
air pollution from coal-burning power plants in the eastern half of the US 
 
Entry #31 
Eyewitness News This Morning 
KWCH (CBS)Wichita, KS - The Environmental Protection Agency says it has had to deal with 
leaks at abandoned wells in state waters, but only deals with "a few" in the gulf. 
 
 
Entry #32 
Local 6: First News, Early Edition 
WKMG (CBS) Orlando, FL - The Environmental Protection Agency unveils a bold and 
expensive plan. The downside it could raise your bill. 
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how much is being collected right now. meanwhile 
-- an associated press investigation shows there 
are more than 27- thousand abandoned oil and 
gas wells in the gulf. the a-p says neither the 
industry nor the government are checking to see if 
those too, are leaking. the environmental 
protection agency acknowledges that it has dealt 
with leaks at abandoned wells in state waters -- 
but only a few in the gulf. (erin) and actress 
lindsay lohan is about to spend some time behind 
bars. a judge in beverly hills sentenced lohan to 
90 days in jail for violating her sentenced lohan to 
90 days in jail for violating her probation. lohan 
immediately burst into tears after the sentencing. 
she'll have to turn herself in later this month and 
be required to enter an in- patient rehab program 
after she is released from jail. say time (erin) here 
is a live look. (john)  


 
Entry #2  Channel 2 Morning News 
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as folks in the northeast struggle to keep 
cool...here's a thought. turning on the air 
conditioner isn't the only way to stay cool. here 
are some simple ways that won't break the bank. 
as parts of the country sweat it out in a scorching 
heat wave... temperatures near or already in triple 
digits have many seeking relief. but cranking up 
the air conditioner now... could cost you later. the 
environmental protection agency estimates 
that 20 percent of household utility bills go to 
keeping cool.. a number that can rise with the 
mercury. to freeze your costs... they suggest some 
small things that can add up  
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Fox 28 Morning Show 
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Programming Type: Talk 
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Est. Publicity Value: $34 (30 Seconds) $68 
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down containment efforts in the gulf. the crew of 
third oil collection ship is having problmes thanks 
to choppy waters. tar balls are washing up on both 
the coasts of florida and texas. national incident 
commander thad allen says they're doing the best 
they can. as for the relief well, allen says they 
hope to be able to switch to a more permanent 
cap within the next seven to ten days. we hear a 
lot about the gulf leak, but did you know there 
may be more than 27,000 abandoned, oil and gas 
wells in the gulf? that's according to an associated 
press investigation. they say the oil industry nor 
the government are checking to see if they're 
leaking. the environmental protection agency 
acknowledges, it has had to deal with previous 
leaks at abandoned wells. however only a quote 
"few" farther out in the gulf. arizona's 
controversial, illegal,  
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a meeting at the city council building will be held 
today to discuss the proposal. the obama 
administration is proposing new rules to tighten 
restrictions on pollution from coal-burning power 
plants, a key step to cut emissions that cause 
smog. the regulation, known as the clean air 
interstate rule, requis 31 states from 
massachusetts to texas to reduce emissions that 
cause smog and soot and can travel long distances 
in the wind. the agency predicted the rule would 
prevent up to 36-thousand premature deaths a 
year. wyoming is the nation's leading coal 
producing state, supplyingcoal to power plants 
across the country. the u-s environmental 
protection agency has pushed back a meeting 
with central wyoming residents who suspect 
drilling chemicals have contaminated their well-
water. the meeting, originally planned in july, now 
will be held in august. area residents say a process 
called hydraulic fracturing, orfracking,'' may   
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a few minutes..fox5's lauren murphy will break 
down both sides of the sharron angle..harry reid 
website war.. arizona prepares for it's own battle 
with the federal government... over its new 
immigration law. the justice department filed a 
lawsuit arguing the state's new law targeting 
illegal immigrants is unconstitu tional. the suit 
says the federal government.. not the state. has 
the power to regulate immigration.. and that 
federal law supercedes state law. the feds want to 
delay the implementation of the law.. which is 
supposed to be later this month. until the case is 
resolved. the b-p oil well spewing into the gulf 
may not be the only one. an asociated press 
investigation found there are more than 27- 
thousand abandoned oil and gas wells in the gulf . 
neither the industry nor the government has done 
aything to check if they are securely plugged. the 
environmental protection agency 
acknowledges that it has had to deal with leaks at 
abandoned wells in state waters.but only "a few" 
farther out in the gulf.  
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and the environmental protection agency... 
we'll bring you the latest over the decade long 
battle about dumping phosphrous pollutants into 
the spokane river... but first... temperatures 
continue to climb across the region as seasonal 
weather finally arrives... many of you getting 
ready to enjoy the outdoors today will be using 
sunscreen... but do sunscreen products protect 
you properly?... jennifer rohrer joins us with why 
there is a growing debate over how sunscreen 
bottles are labeled. it's not uncommon to slather 
on the sunscreen... but how do you  
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Est. Publicity Value: $753 (30 Seconds) 
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wells within one year, according to federal rules. 
but - this investigation found companies can 
bypass that regulation. and more than 1-thousand 
wells have lingered for more than 10 years. the 
environmental protection agency 
acknowledges that it has had to deal with leaks at 
abandoned wells in state waters, but only a few 
farther out in the gulf. lets get you caught up on 
the latest from the busted b-p well in the gulf. a 
new containment ship is hooked up to the leaking 
well. it can capture double the amount of oil that 
previous ships caught. meanwhile, oil is seeping 
into lake pontchartrain north of new orleans. and 
new tropical weather is threatening clean up 
efforts. looking ahead. it could soon cost you more 
to mail a letter. the u-s postal service wants to 
increase the price of a first-class stamp to 46 
cents to boost revenue. theres also a proposal in 
the works to eliminate saturday mail service.   


Entry #8  FOX23 News Daybreak at 6 
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five gallon drum could clean an acre of beach wh 
ithin a month and have lobbied governor crist for 
action. they will get their chance soon. the next 
move - a test site. st the state's hete 
environmental protection agency... at an 
impacted beach - one eaof many along lothe 
florida panhandle. in miami, florida, steve 
harrigan, fox ne ws. ) e stars of "despicable me" 
talk to fox.we'll hear their thoughts about the new 
animated film, coming up. ""a street artist"" in 
ááargentinaááá releases ''le'his latest 
masterpiece"" . it's ""your viral "video of vi the 
week."" i'll have your local weather "breaking 
news, solvreing problems with ann sterling w, ron 
terrell and heggen with 5 live radars keeping you 
you're watching fox23 news daybre fak." fox23 
news safe.x2fox23 news s  
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drivers. over the long independence day weekend, 
troopers issued more than 25-hundred speeding 
tickets statewide. 15-hundred people were caught 
thout a seat belt. and 238 people were arrested 
for driving drunk. the next holiday crackdown will 
be in september for labor day. a jefferson county 
commissioner says if county employees provided 
false information which started a federal probe, 
they may be in trouble. the environmental 
protection agency is investigating the county's 
compliance with a court oder on the sewage 
overflow problem. last week special agents seized 
records involving sewage overflows. commissioner 
jim carns who oversees environmental services 
says his department is complying with the probe. 
19:23:35 jim carns"if it's a whistleblower over bad 
things that's fine, but if it's falsified information 
that's a different ball game." commissioner carns 
says he is not aware of any top county official 
doctoring overflow reports which are given to the 
e-p-a each month. people in one shelby county 
town will have to wait for a final  
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seals are already failing. the environmental 
protection agency acknowledges that it has had 
to deal with leaks at abandoned wells in state 
waters, but only "afew" farther out in the gulf. 
heavy rains brought record flooding to many parts 
of acadiana yesterday, including new iberia.the 
city began giving out sandbags yesterday morning 
to combat the rising waters.live doppler ten 
stormtracker meteorologist kyle myers is live on 
the scene in new iberia.kyle, hows it looking this 
morning?  
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attached to the well. officials say they'll know soon 
whether its actually working. the new containment 
vessel can collect up to 25-thousand barrels of oil 
a day...double the amount that's being siphoned 
to the surface right now. new this morning ...there 
may be more gushing wells leaking oil into the gulf 
of mexico than we thought. a new investigation by 
the associated press, shows that there are more 
than 27-hundred abandoned oil and gas wells -- 
but no one checks to se if they are leaking. the 
oldest abandoned lls date back to the19-40's. 
while the federal government lists 35- hundred 
wells as temporarily abandoned the a-p reports 
more than a thousand are unnished. the 
environmental protection agency says it has 
dealt with leaks at abandoned wells, but only "a 
few" in the gulf. the moratorium on "deep" water 
drilling has an unintended consequence... a de-
facto moratorium on hundreds of rigs   
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keep the cooling costs down. we have tips on how 
to cut your energy bill. >> reporter: as parts of 
the country sweat it out in a scorching heat wave, 
triple- digit temperatures have many seeking 
relief. cranking up the air conditioner now could 
cost you later. the environmental protection 
agency estimates that 20% of household utility 
bills go to keeping cool. they suggest some small 
things that can add up to big savings. don't waste 
energy cooling an empty house. you can turn up 
the thermostat just a few degrees while everyone 
is away. pull curtains and shades closed during 
daylight hours. if you raise your thermostat by 2 
degrees and turn on a ceiling fan, you can trim 
cooling costs 14%.  
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could cost you later. the environmental 
protection agency estimates that 20- percent of 
household utility bills go to keeping cool. so to 
freeze costs, the agency suggests some small 
things that can add up to big savings. first, don t 
waste energy cooling an empty house. you can 
save money by turning up the thermostat a few 
degrees while everyone s away. pull curtains and 
shades closed during daylight hours to keep the 
sun from heating your home. also, combine forces. 
the e-p-a says if you raise your thermostat by two 
degrees and turn on a ceiling fan, you can trim 
cooling costs by up to 14-percent. finally, check 
your system s air filter every month. a dirty air 
filter makes the air conditioner work harder and 
use more energy, so replace it at least every three 
months. dcars-rdr take pkg buying a new car 
might actually be cheaper than buying a used one. 
a well-known car- buying web site is making that 
claim after some extensive research. chris clackum 
has the details. what you ll pay these days for a 
used car has some experts saying it s actually 
cheaper to buy a new one.. the reason?...financing 
the new could cost  
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starts the day.... stocks rose tuesday, after a late 
session rally. the dow added 57 points, snapping a 
seven session losing streak. the nasdaq and s&p 
500 also ended higher. the u.s. postal service is 
hoping to raise the price of a first class stamp by 
another 2-cents. (+(vo+(+() heres this morning')s 
fox-56 bluegrass business report. if tuesday')s 
proposal is approved by the postal regulatory 
commission, stamps will cost 46 cents beginning 
january 2nd. the postal service is working to 
reduce its debt -- projected to be seven billion 
dollars for the next fiscal year. americans are 
cutting back on sending letters. mail volume last 
year dropped by nearly 13-percent. (+(vo+(+() 
the environmental protection agency is putting 
new restrictions on air pollution from coal-burning 
power plants  
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of thousands leaking oil into the gulf of mexico. an 
associated press investigation shows there are 
more than 27- thousand abandoned oil and gas 
wells in the gulf. the a-p says the industry or the 
government are not reguarly checking them for 
leaks. oil companies are required to present plans 
to reuse or permanently plug those wells within a 
year. but the a-p found more than one thousand 
wells are unfinished... and starting to fail. the 
environmental protection agency says it has 
had to deal with leaks at abandoned wells in state 
waters, but only deals with "a few" in the gulf. 
heat advisories are up again today for much of the 
northeast and mid- atlantic. forecasters expect the 
heat to stick around for another day or so until a 
system coming off the atlantic brings cooler 
weather. new york, philadelphia, washington and 
baltimore made it into the triple digits tuesday.  
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federal government records list 35 hundred wells 
as "temporarily abandoned." regulations require oil 
companies to present plans to reuse or 
permanently plug such wells within a year. but the 
a-p found the rule is routinely circumvented and 
more than 1,000 wells have lingered in an 
unfinished condition for more than a decade. the 
environmental protection agency 
acknowledges that it has had to deal with leaks at 
abandoned wells in state waters, but only "a few" 
farther out in the gulf. meanwhile...tar balls have 
washed up along florida's atlantic coast. the tar 
balls were found along a two to three mile stretch 
of cocoa beach, about an hour east of orlando. the 
coast guard is taking samples of the oil for testing 
to see if they're from the gulf spill. the testing 
should be complete in a day or two. in the 
meantime, beach-goers are concerned about how 
widespread the tar balls seem to be. "we saw 
these big tar balls coming in, just a few of them. 
and i brought it up to the lifeguard, and they said 
they're investigating down south more." it's 
possible the tar could be from the fuel tank of a 
shrimp boat which  
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might be... just 1... of thousands of wells leaking 
oil an associated press investigation shows, there 
are more than 27,000 abandoned, oil and gas 
wells, in the gulf. neither the industry, nor the 
government, are checking to see if they're leaking. 
the environmental protection agency, 
acknowledges, it has, had to deal with, previous, 
leaks, at abandoned wells. however... only a 
quote... "few" ... farther out in the gulf. arizona 
created the country's toughest crackdown yet on 
illegal immigrants. now the federal government is 
taking legal action against the grand canyon state. 
as fox's jenneifer davis explains, the government 
wants to stop the law from going into effect. 
arizona's  
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five public forums tonight at st. matthews catholic 
church on ballantyne commons parkway. the 
forum begins at 6:30. comments from each of the 
forums will be turned over to the housing and 
neighborhood development committee. >>> 
misbehaving state troopers tops governor beverly 
perdue's agenda today. she'll meet with 1 is 60 
members of the state - 160 members of the state 
highway patrol leadership team, talking about 
repairing the department's reputation in the wake 
of their top spokesman stepping down after 
sending inappropriate text messages to a co-
worker. another incident, one trooper resigned due 
to drunk driving charges, another fired on 
suspicion of driving drunk. >>> a new report says 
bp's gushing oil well at the bottom of the gulf of 
mexico may be just one of only thousands. sociate 
press looked into the status of more than 27,000 
abandoned oil and gas wells along the gulf coast. 
they say that neither the governor nor the oil 
industry is checking to see if they are secure 
secured. the environmental protection agency 
sa they have dealt with leaks at abandoned wells  
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surface right now. and new this morning... there 
may be more gushing wells in the gulf of mexico. 
a new investigation by the associated press, shows 
that there are more than 27 hundred abandoned 
oil and gas wells -- but no one checks to se if they 
are leaking. the oldest abandoned wells stem from 
the 19-40's while the federal government lists 35 
hundred wells as temporarily abandoned the a-p 
reports more than a thousand are unfinished. the 
environmental protection agency says it has 
had to deal with leaks at abandoned wells, but 
only "a few" in the gulf. the moratorium on "deep" 
water drilling has an unintended consequence... a 
de-facto moratorium on hundreds of rigs in the 
gulf of mexico ... that's what state industry leaders 
say has thousands of people worried wdsu news 
reporter rosa flores is live on your side this 
morning with the details. rosa? there are hundreds 
of oil rigs in the gulf of mexico ... some are in 
what's called "deepwater" - which is anything 
deeper than 1-thousand feet.  
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the environmental protection agency 
acknowledges that it has had to deal with leaks at 
abandoned wells in state waters, but only a few 
farther out in the gulf. lets get you caught up on 
the latest from the busted b-p well in the gulf. a 
new containment ship is hooked up to the leaking 
well. it can capture double the amount of oil that 
previous ships caught. meanwhile, oil is seeping 
into lake pontchartrain north of new orleans. and 
new tropical weather is threatening clean up 
efforts. looking ahead. it could soon cost you more 
to mail a letter. the u-s postal service wants to 
increase the price of a first-class stamp to 46 
cents to boost revenue. theres also a proposal in 
the works to eliminate saturday mail service. let 
us know what you think about the proposed rate 
hike by commenting on our facebook page. theres 
a link at koco dot com. new this morning. an 
ardmore woman is in jail. authorities says she 
tried to shoot her adult son and his girlfriend! 
ardmore police say clara matthews was arguing 
with her  
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january 2nd. the postal service is working to 
reduce its debt -- projected to be seven billion 
dollars for the next fiscal year. americans are 
cutting back on sending letters. mail volume last 
year dropped by nearly 13-percent. bp's stock 
jumped tuesday, after the company denied reports 
that it plans to issue new shares to cover costs 
related to the gulf oil spill. the move would have 
diluted the value of existing shares. bp's stock had 
plunged more than 50-percent since the april 20th 
explosion. but shares of the oil giant rose nearly 
9-percent tuesday. the environmental 
protection agency is putting new restrictions on 
air pollution from coal-burning power plants in the 
eastern half of the u-s. plants in 31 states and the 
district of columbia would be required to reduce 
emissions of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides. 
the agency predicts the new rules would prevent 
as many as 36-thousand premature deaths each 
year. for business brief, i'm stan case.   
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3 as parts of the country sweat it out in a 
scorching heat wave, temperatures near or in 
triple digits have many seeking relief. but cranking 
up the air conditioner now, could cost you later. 
the environmental protection agency 
estimates that 20 percent of household utility bills 
go to keeping cool, a number that can creep 
higher as the mercury rises. so to freeze costs, 
they suggest some small things that can add up to 
big savings. don't waste energy cooling an empty 
house. you can reap savings by turning up the 
thermostat just a few degrees while everyone's 
away. pull curtains and shades closed during 
daylight hours to keep the sun from heating up the 
inside of your home. combine forces. the e-p-a 
says if you raise your thermostat by two degrees 
and turn on a ceiling fan, you can trim cooling 
costs by up to 14 percent. and check your 
system's air filter every month. a dirty   
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environmental protection agency is putting 
new restrictions on air pollution from coal-burning 
power plants in the eastern half of the u-s. plants 
in 31 states and the district of columbia would be 
required to reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide and 
nitrogen oxides. the agency predicts the new 
rules would prevent as many as 36-thousand 
premature deaths each year. toyota in announcing 
they arechanging the way it tests new cars. after 
recalling nearly 9 million vehicles this year... the 
wall street journal reporting the japanese auto 
maker will now take more time... and use fewer 
outside engineers to test its cars. monday, the 
company issued their latest recall in japan ... bp's 
stock jumped tuesday, after the company denied 
reports that it plans to issue new shares to cover 
costs related to the gulf oil spill. the move would 
have diluted the value of existing shares. bp's 
stock had plunged more than 50- rcent since the 
april 20th explosion. but shares of the oil giant 
rose nearly 9-percent tuesday. are you looking to 
purchase a famous  
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as they were. here's the full five-day forecast for 
you. 98 this afternoon. 91 tomorrow. and the real 
break comes saturday late with some strong 
thunderstorms sunday is much better john and 
suki . >> i shop so. try to -- i hope so. >>> no 
more myspace mania. say it ain't so. >> carte 
evans is live with the story in today's money 
matters. hey, carte. >> reporter: right. the 
myspace is searching for new partner. its 
reportedly look trough place the search advertising 
relationship with google the both yahoo and 
microsoft could be up for the new deal as myspace 
seeks a more profitable partnership. their contract 
with google expires at the end of the next month. 
environmental protection agency is 
propowsing new restriction on air pollution from 
coal burning power plans in the -- plan in the u.s. 
plants in 31 states and washington, d.c. would be 
required to reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide and 
they predict   
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servlice is working to reduce its debt -- projected 
to be seven billion dollsears for the next f iscal 
year. americans are cutting back on sending 
lettersmail volume last year dropped byro nearly 
13-rcent. bp's stock jumped tuesday, after the 
company denied reports that it plans to issue 
newan i shares to cover costs related to the gulf 
oil ill. the move would have wo diluted the valulue 
ofth existing shares. bp's stock sthad plunged 
more than mo 50-percent since the april 20th 
explosion. but shares of the oil giant rose nearlyia 
9- percent tuesday. the environmental 
protection agency is putting new restrictions on 
air pollution from coal-burninn g bu power plants 
in the eastern half of the u-s. plants in 31 states 
and the di sstrict of columbia would be required to 
reduce emissionsre of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen 
oxides. the agency predicts the new rules would 
prevent as many as 36-thousand premature 
deaths eachhs year. for business brief, i'm stan 
case. new labels for sunscreens are coming ... but 
probably not until after labor day.. when most 
pools and beachet s  
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at a park set aside for that purpose. >> the group 
says they will respond today and plans to feed 
more people. >> the last 24 hours, the 
environmental protection agency unveiled a 
bold and expensive plan by cleaning up electric 
power plants. the downside is it could raise your 
bill slightly. the rule is supposed to become final 
next year. it would require 31 states including 
florida to reduce pollution by installing new 
equipment. the plan is one of the biggest steps 
from the e.p.a. to clean the air up in the eastern 
half of the u.s. where many states don't meet 
minimum air quality standards. >> that's what 
lake county leaders are calling plans. until recently 
unveiled these concept paintings. what it is going 
to look like.  
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the environmental protection agency 
estimates that 20% of household utility bill goss to 
keeping cool. a number that can creep higher as 
mercury rises. so some small things can add up to 
big savings. don't waste energy cooling an empty 
house. you can also reap savings by terming up 
the thermostat a few greers while everyone is 
away. also pull your curtains and shades closed 
during daylight hours to keep the sun from heating 
up the inside of your home. and combine forces. 
the e.p.a. says if you raise the thermostat, your 
thermostat by two degrees and turn on a ceiling 
fan, you can actually trim cooling costs by up to 
14%. check your system's air filter every month. a 
dirty air filter makes the ac work harder and use 
more energy. so you have to replace it at least 
every three months. very helpful hint there. 
coming up on "the early show," medical 
correspondent dr. jennifer ashton will give   
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law could lead to discrimination. 16:16:48: this is 
de'ja'vu. 60 years ago at the height of the civil 
rights movement when states laws passed 
bigoted, prejudiced law it took the federal 
government to step in but supporters of the new 
law say recent violence and murders by illegal 
immigrants is hard evidence that the government 
is failing to protect the border. and arizona's 
governor vowed to defend the state, and tweeted 
asking people to "donate to help keep az safe." 
many legal scholars are predicting this fight will 
end up before the supreme court. still to come this 
morning on news leader nine... the 
environmental protection agency is ordering 
new restrictions... hear what they are planning... 
and how it could save lives.. also... b-p's stock 
prices are in the news again... but this time it's 
better news for the oil company... we'll have the 
details... stay with us... now time for the word of 
the   
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suggests that the gushing bp oil well may be just 
one of thousands of wells leaking oil into the gulf 
of mexico. an associated press investigation shows 
there are more than 27,000 abandoned oil and gas 
wells in the gulf, and neither the industry nor the 
government are checking to see if they are leaking 
the oldest wells were abandoned in the late 1940s, 
raising the prospect, that many seals are already 
failing. the environmental protection agency 
acknowledges that it has had to deal with leaks at  
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americans are cutting back on sending letters. 
mail volume last year dropped by nearly 13-
percent. bp s stock jumped tuesday, after the 
company denied reports that it plans to issue new 
shares to cover costs related to the gulf oil spill. 
the move would have diluted the value of existing 
shares. bp s stock had plunged more than 50-
percent since the april 20th explosion. but shares 
of the oil giant rose nearly 9-percent tuesday. the 
environmental protection agency is putting 
new restrictions on air pollution from coal-burning 
power plants in the eastern half of the u-s. plants 
in 31 states and the district of columbia would be 
required to reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide and 
nitrogen oxides. the agency predicts the new 
rules would prevent as many as 36-thousand 
premature deaths each year. for business brief, i 
m stan case. arates although mortgage rates are 
at near ground breaking low levels, there are few 
people looking to refinance or buy homes. experts 
say that s because the people who have money  
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more than one thousand wells are unfinished... 
and starting to fail. the environmental 
protection agency says it has had to deal with 
leaks at abandoned wells in state waters, but only 
deals with "a few" in the gulf. heat advisories are 
up again today for much of the northeast and mid- 
atlantic. forecasters expect the heat to stick 
around for another day or so until a system 
coming off the atlantic brings cooler weather. new 
york, philadelphia, washington and baltimore 
made it into the triple digits tuesday.  
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direction. >> we passed the ordinance for a 
reason. the people feeding in the park can do it 
twice a year or they can do it year around which is 
the park we set aside for the purpose. >> one of 
the groups that organizes the feedings says it will 
respond to the judge's decision and plans to feed 
more homeless people. in the last 24 hours, the 
environmental protection agency unveils a 
bold and expensive plan. the downside it could 
raise your bill. the rule is supposed to become final 
next year and would require 31 states including 
florida to reduce pollution at those power plants by 
installing new equipment. the plan is one of the 
biggest steps to clean the air and the earn half of 
the u.s. where many states don't meet minimum 
air quality standards. >> they recently unveiled 
their  
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buy from holds and this is also coming up the 
same time as vp says ceo tony hayward is not the 
dhabi today amid speculation that the company is 
seeking support of the middle east investor to 
prevent the hostile takeover. sources tell down 
jones and he weren't you he visits his pride that 
has been for the senate the delegation of saudi 
investors are heading to london for direct talks 
with bp reportedly seeking a ten to fifteen percent 
stake in the company being taken friends every 
single letter from the us justice department asking 
it to notified of any major financial moves and the 
us coast guard meanwhile says that the epa has 
partially cooked up a third containment units to 
this bill signed by rough weather in the gulf is still 
hampering one of those efforts to finish up the 
job. officials say crews are still aiming to complete 
to relief wells in mid august in as i was mentioning 
at the bp was up but nine percent yesterday ppi is 
up out of four are up almost four point two percent 
right now for us. and yet the case of that size 
most of the sky high this week still to come find 
out  
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will be the us markets over there. i'm going to 
defect. she. well it's trial and this is tax plan on 
cnbc for this wednesday edition july seven that we 
completely at the manufacturing numbers. 
overnight from united states but that now and the 
s and p five hundred still that's taken out small 
gains of course are the markets being oversold 
investors getting about the optimistic about the 
earnings numbers the lead foot. and the overhang 
from the ag bank ikea will soon be over. despite 
that stock starting today's trading session and to 
the downside. and it's typical of the broader 
picture up from the region. at and t i joins us from 
sds. his epa. so the defense to what the what we 
sold the day trading austin yesterday and of 
course the backing of diesel up with them in a bid 
on these chinese equity market to spill everybody 
else including europe and the us today completely 
different story this time i called this that has been  
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whether the water is still contaminated. 
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growing list of organizations and states challenging the federal government's finding that 
climate-changing pollution from cars, power plants and factories is dangerous to people 
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News 3 This Morning 
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On January 24th of this year when nearly two inches of rain fell in metropolis, more than four 
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Channel 8 Eyewitness News This Morning 
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Est. Publicity Value: $31 (30 Seconds) $62 
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old wells. and mudloff says the old wells, which 
were functioning until 2005, is what made people 
sick..and he wants the new wells to more heavily 
tested. "if i knew what i know now i would have 
never drank the water and i would have cautioned 
other people not to." we do want to point out.. 
that's impossible to tell if the groundwater is now 
contaminated.. i did try calling dte rail services 
twice over the past couple of days to see if they've 
made any adjustments to ensure their workers 
safety. my call has not been returned. as for the 
epa, whitley tells me the investigation should be 
complete, by the beginning of summer. -----o>> 
three people are recovering in the hospital and 
two are dead this morning after 
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seizure's which make him twitch, memory loss and 
fatigue, just a few of the problems he began 
noticing about two years ago. mudloff worked at 
dte rail services, just outside of grand island for 
twenty years. that facility is in the same spot the 
old cornhusker ammunition plant was at until the 
early 70's. it's where the army used to 
manufacture different types of artillery. at one 
point a chemical compound was found in the 
ground water there. and mudloff believes that 
water is the reason his life has been forever 
altered. "i think somebody needs to make things 
right for the people who have been sick or will be 
in the future." the environmental protection 
agency is now investigating whether the water is 
still contaminated. i spoke with chris whitley from 
the epa's kansas city office on the phone. he told 
me it's still too soon to tell if the water is what 
made mudloff and several of his coworkers sick. 
we checked with health and human services.. they 
say a new well that has since been built at the 
sight has been tested and comes up clean..but 
they admit they didn't test for the chemical 
compound previously found in the  
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0sndvea ig cncfoshe tinheay several prominent 
business groups have joined a growing list of 
organizations and states challenging the federal 
government's finding that climate-changing 
pollution from cars, power plants and factories is 
dangerous to people. the environmental protection 
agency said in december that carbon dioxide and 
other greenhouse gases endanger human health. 
at least three states - texas, virginia and alabama 
- have challenged the epa finding, claiming it is 
based on flawed science. england released footage 
of what they say is an enemy cache. the cache 
was discovered by afghan national army soldiers 
yesterday. the items were discovered during a 
joint clearing operation. the confiscated items 
included heroin, fake army and police uniforms 
and improvised explosive device components. one 
afghan soldier was killed in the raid. texas 
governor rick perry has casted his ballot in the 
republican primary. perry is one of several 
gubernatorial candidates who have already gone 
to the polls during early voting before the march 
2nd election. perry is facing u.s. sen. kay bailey 
hutchison and party activist  
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designed to avoid an overflow by discharging 
excess into the ohio river that happens roughly 50 
times per year. on january 24th of this year when 
nearly two inches of rain fell in metropolis, more 
than four and a half million gallons of untreated 
waste water was discharged into the ohio through 
this gate and now it's time for us to really do 
something to protect the environment. the city 
takes samples to ensure the waste water going out 
is legal and meets environment protection agency 
requirements. the data collected will also help the 
city and epa form a long term plan to eliminate 
the combined sewer system. the long term control 
plan is set up over a 20 year period with different 
projects taking place each year. walsh says it will 
cost the city millions of dollars.... and those 
expenses will be passed on to residents i believe 
they're going to go and seek some low interest 
loans. the sewer rates will reflect the amount that 
they borrowed at that particular time to take to 
pay it back. but walsh says the time and money 
going into the project are worthwhile to protect 
the environment. in metropolis, katie walls, news 
3. when metropolis uses the sewage overflow-- 
the city  
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looking really good. let's check out our northbound 
traffic as you travel 45, the gulf freeway, nasa 
road 1 to downtown houston. look for a 20 minute 
drive. 12 minutes on 288, that's going to be as 
you travel northbound from the south sam 
houston tollway to downtown houston. let's look 
for both boats in the water at the lynchburg ferry. 
a live look from houston transtar shows us south 
side, gulf freeway here, all is well. no major delays 
as you approach almeda genoa. the same could be 
said for those of you who travel in on this stretch 
of road. that's the katy freeway. a few more cars, 
but everybody's behaving. that's your latest look 
at local traffic. >>> 5:19. you've got love lone 
star politics. the battle includes the current 
governor, a sitting u.s. senator and a political 
noviceho wants to car carry her gun in the grocery 
store and kick the epa out of the state. chris 
gutierrez checks out the latest poll numbers in the 
race.   
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now i asked epa officials what would this cost 
you....he says they haven't calculated it out in 
terms of your monthly water bill... but...if these 
tougher water regulations pass....it would cost 
anywhere from 140 to 150 million dollars each 
year to enforce. stephanie...there's also been 
some controversy about the research that went 
into determining these new rules....what did the 
epa say on the science behind these decisions? 
epa officials say....the science they used is sound. 
but again, they say that's why they're holding 
these public hearings...to get a sense of how folks 
stand on this issue. an issue that really would 
affect all of us. news 13's stephanie coueignoux 
it's almost baseball season...and the bright house 
sports network is the place to be for coverage of 
your tampa bay rays... team execuves will hold a 
news conference on channel 47...thursday at 
noon...as the team gears up for a new season, a 
run at the world series...and a possible new  
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>> well monitoring, soil monitoring, air 
monitoring. they just checked the levels. >> she 
is the manager at this cleaners in university city. 
she tells us in missouri, hazardous waste officials 
are in her store at least twice a year. they're 
making sure the cleaners stays within the epa's 
compliance levels. >> there's a lot of resources 
out there. >> staying in compliance can be costly. 
and the epa is concerned some may try to cut 
costs and have a hazardous situation. what do you 
do if you experience the symptoms? the epa says 
call them, they'll check it out. >> if we find out 
there is environmental contamination, we will take 
the necessary steps to have the dry cleaner begin 
to clean those up. >> you can find out if a dry 
cleaner in your area is in compliance by checking 
the database. you can go to our website,  
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your monthly water bill could be going up. that's if 
proposed tougher water regulations get approved. 
news 13's stephanie coueignoux joins us 
live....and stephanie, you where there this 
afternoon when the u.s. environmental protection 
agency- or epa, met with local residents to talk 
about these clean up efforts. how did most folks 
feel about these proposals? it seems like there was 
a pretty even split between folks. those who want 
these changes say despite the costs....we need to 
start clean up efforts now... ...but a lot of other 
folks say these changes will add to their monthly 
expenses...and they're really just can't afford to 
pay any more. sot victor story/ citrus farmer 
"there've been a lot of citrus growers that have 
gone by the wayside in my lifetime." victor story 
says life as a citrus farmer is tough enough as it 
is... sot victor story/ citrus farmer "you have to 
really be aggressive and really tihnk about what 
you're doing to stay in business." and with tougher 
water regulations proposed by the environmental 
protection agency, story believes his livelihood 
could be in jeapordy. sot victor story/ citrus 
farmer "for them to come in and propose  
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mid to upper 50s by tuesday afternoon with 
northwesterly your monthly water bill could be 
going up. that's if proposed tougher water 
regulations get approved. news 13's stephanie 
coueignoux joins us live....and stephanie, you 
where there this afternoon when the u.s. 
environmental protection agency- or epa, met 
with local residents to talk about these clean up 
efforts. how did most folks feel about these 
proposals? it seems like there was a pretty even 
split between folks. those who want these changes 
say despite the costs....we need to start clean up 
efforts now... ...but a lot of other folks say these 
changes will add to their monthly expenses...and 
they're really just can't afford to pay any more. 
sot victor story/ citrus farmer "there've been a lot 
of citrus growers that have gone by  
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